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Abstract of thesis:
Background: While the aetiology of schizophrenia has yet to be established, genetic liability is currently the most
robust determinant of propensity for the development of schizophrenia, with a risk rate of between 15 and 20% in
first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients. Unaffected relatives of schizophrenics have shown similar, but
less severe neuropsychological impairments, to those seen in schizophrenia patients, which are stable over time in
individuals beyond the age of risk for the disorder. Such deficits may be reflective of a genetic vulnerability to
the disorder (Byrne et al 2003; (Faraone et al 1999). Declarative memory has emerged as a core cognitive
impairment in schizophrenia (Cirillo and Seidman 2002) and evidence shows functional brain response
differences between patients and controls in frontal, temporal, and parietal areas during tests of memory (Ragland
et al 2004). Nonetheless, it is unclear how far behavioural and functional deficits reflect increased risk, at what
stage, if at all, these deteriorate in those who develop the disorder, or whether pre-morbid impairments in those
who go on to develop schizophrenia could be predictive of psychosis. The Edinburgh High Risk Study recruited
162 individuals (16-25 years) with at least one first or second degree relative with schizophrenia and 43 closely
matched controls. A broad neuropsychological and clinical assessment battery was administered every 18-24
months over 10 years, while participants underwent between 1 and 3 functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) scans during a verbal memory and executive function task over 5 years. Methods: Baseline predictors of
schizophrenia, performance changes over 2 neuropsychological assessments, and the influence of genetic liability
were examined in high risk participants with (HR+) and without psychotic symptoms (HR-), those who are now
ill (Scz) and controls (C), using one-way ANOVAs and repeated measures ANCOVAs. Aspects of verbal and
non-verbal learning and memory were also compared between the HR and C in the first 100 participants to
undergo a functional MRI scan using one-way ANOVAs. In the same participants, differences between groups in
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI brain responses during an event related verbal encoding (word
classification) and retrieval task were investigated using fixed and random effects general linear models.
Results: On a test of verbal learning at baseline, Scz performed significantly less well than HR However, there
were no significant interactions of time by group, and HR showed stable impairments relative to controls on
immediate and delayed prose recall, delayed list recall and response suppression across both assessments before
and after controlling for IQ. A measure of quantitative genetic liability was inversely correlated with delayed
prose recall over time. HR showed poorer cued delayed recall, and less word retention between short and long
delay recall trials on a verbal learning test. A visual recognition test also significantly discriminated between HR
and C. Behavioural analysis of the fMRI verbal encoding and retrieval task revealed no differences between
groups in reaction time or accuracy. However, during a word classification task (encoding) there was a greater
BOLD response in the right inferior frontal lobe (BA45/44) in HR relative to C and in the right inferior parietal
lobule (BA7/40) in HR+ relative to C and HR-. A greater bilateral cerebellar and left inferior frontal response
was also apparent in HR relative to C, and an increased ventral anterior thalamus response in HR- relative to
HR+, during correct recognition compared to correct rejection responses. Conclusions: Stable differences in NP
performance over time suggest a trait deficit, which is relatively unaffected by the presence ofpsychotic
symptoms and schizophrenia onset, although small numbers might have precluded detection of significant time
by group interactions. Poorer verbal memory performance overall in Scz suggests that this deficit is more
pronounced in those who go on to develop schizophrenia. Non-verbal learning impairments reflect encoding
deficits, while verbal learning impairments reflect encoding and retention difficulties in the HR group. Increased
BOLD response in frontal and cerebellar areas in the HR group could be due to a requirement for greater effort to
perform the task equivalently to C, and may reflect a biological trait deficit in the brains of relatives of
schizophrenia patients. Subtle differences in the inferior parietal lobe between HR+ and HR- and C may be
indicative of state related functional abnormalities, which possibly herald the onset of schizophrenia.
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Brief outline of thesis
Neuropsychological assessment
Chapter 1 is a review of the neuropsychology of cognition in schizophrenia and in biological relatives
of people with schizophrenia, and includes a systematic meta-analytic review of declarative memory
in biological relatives of schizophrenic patients. This is an introduction to chapters 2-5, in which the
methods, results and discussions of investigations 1-4 are presented. Investigation 1 compares
baseline neuropsychological performance in the high-risk group and those who are now ill.
Investigations 2 and 3 analyse performance of these groups and the controls over time, and the
influence of predisposition to psychotic symptoms and genetic liability. Investigation 4 explores
declarative memory and learning in the first 100 participants to participate in a functional MRI-
scanning paradigm. Appendices 1,2 and 3 contain tables and figures to accompany these chapters.
FMRI verbal memory task
Chapter 6 is a review of structural neuroimaging and functional neuroimaging of language and verbal
memory in schizophrenia and close relatives of people with schizophrenia. This is an introduction to
investigation 5, an event-related fMRI verbal memory task in a high-risk and control group. The
methods, results and discussion for this investigation are presented in chapters 7. 8 and 9 respectively.
Appendices 6. 7 and 8 contain tables and figures to accompany these chapters.
Note on terminology
For the purposes of brevity alone, throughout this thesis people with schizophrenia will be described
as schizophrenics, schizophrenic patients or patients. Abbreviations and acronyms for terms used are
included as far as possible under 'Abbreviations and Acronyms', or noted within the text.
Abbreviations and acronyms
AC Anterior cingulate
APFC Anterior prefrontal cortex
BA Brodmann area
BADS Behavioural Assessment of the
Dysexecutive Syndrome
BOLD Blood oxygen level dependent
C Control group
CANTAB Cambridge Neuropsychological Test
Automated Battery
COWA Controlled oral word association
CPT Continuous Performance Test
CSF Cerebro-spinal fluid
CT Computerised tomography
CVLT California Verbal Learning Test
DATs Patients with disease of Alzheimer's
type
Ds Depressed patients
DLPFC Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
EHRS Edinburgh High-Risk Study
FSIQ Full scale IQ
FE First Episode
fMRI Functional magnetic resonance
imaging
HR High Risk
HR- No psychotic symptoms
HR+ With psychotic symptoms
HSCT Hayling Sentence Completion Test
HVLT Hopkins Verbal Learning Test
IFC Inferior frontal cortex
IPL Inferior parietal lobe
IQ Intelligence Quotient
LTM Long term memory
MMSE Mini-mental state exam
MDs Manic depressed patients
MTL Medial temporal lobes
NART National Adult Reading Test
NP Neuropsychological performance
OCs Obstetric complications
PET Positron emission tomography
PFC Prefrontal cortex
PHG Parahippocampal gyrus
PPL Posterior parietal lobe
RBMT Rivermead Behavioural Memory
Test
RAVLT Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
RCFT Rey Complex Figure Test
RT Reaction time




SCZaff Schizoaffective disorder patients
SCZfftn Schizophreniform disorder patients
SPECT Single photon emission tomography
STG Superior temporal gyrus
STM Short-term memory
WAIS Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test
WCST Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
WISC Wechsler Intelligence Test for
Children
WMS-R Wechsler Memory Test Revised
WRAT Wide Range Achievement Test
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Chapter 1: Literature review- Neuropsychological performance in people with
schizophrenia and their relatives
1.1 Background to schizophrenia
1.1.1 Prevalence and incidence
Schizophrenia is a debilitating and heterogeneous mental condition characterised by disordered
thought, language, behaviour, and social function, and is associated with impairments across a range
of cognitive domains. Considered among the top ten causes of disability in developed countries,
about 1 in 4,000 people can expect to be positively diagnosed within any one year, while over 250,000
people are estimated to be sufferers in Britain at any one time. Although prevalence and incidence
may appear to differ across countries, the World Health Organisation showed comparative profiles of
schizophrenia development, independent of culture and socio-economic status (Source: National
Institute of Mental Health website: http://www.nimh.nih.gov/healthinformation/statisticsmenu.cfiTi,
accessed 11th of June 2004).
The lifetime expectancy of developing the disorder is approximately 1% in the general population, a
risk which increases as a function of the number and proximity of affected relatives, such that there is
a 10% likelihood of development in individuals with one affected first degree relative, and almost 50
% in the monozygotic twin of someone with schizophrenia (McGuffin et al 1995). Genetic
predisposition is therefore the most robust indicator of risk for schizophrenia. However, the less
100% concordance rate emphasises the additional impact of non-genetic factors on the development
of this condition. Current research supports the theory of a neurodevelopmental disorder, apparent
along two dimensions-the combined genetic and environmental continuum, and the maturational
continuum, which continues to impact at various developmental stages throughout life, most notably
in early adulthood, prior to the onset of psychosis (Cannon et al 2003).
The manifestation of a disabling symptomatology normally occurs in late adolescence/early adulthood
and rarely in individuals under ten or over forty-five years old. While the age of onset is typically
earlier in males (peaking in 25 to 34 years age group) than in females (peaking in 35 to 44 years age
group), the incidence of schizophrenia is equivalent across genders (Hafner 1987; Mueser and
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McGurk 2004). This further suggests that although the genes responsible for the divergence of the
sexes early in development may impact on the earlier psychosis onset and the different manifestations
of personality and behaviour deviations in childhood, they do not effect the underlying causes of
schizophrenia (Crow et al 1995).
In most cases, following an insidious onset, schizophrenia will become a chronic condition leading to
life long dependence on welfare services, relatives etc. This, in addition to an uncertain aetiology,
disappointing relapse rates (i.e. 11% relapse per month in patients failing to comply with medication
treatment plans (Brenner et al 1990; Lang 1999); 80% relapse in patients on placebo, and 48% relapse
in those on neuroleptics, followed up over two years (Hogarty et al 1979)), and ineffective treatment
(5-25% of patients do not respond to anti-psychotic medication, while up to 50% fail to comply with
medication treatment plans), makes it a crippling illness for which the cost is high, not only for the
sufferers and their families, but also for the health service. Indeed, 1.6% of the mental health care
budget in this country is ascribed to the management of schizophrenia. This highlights the need for
more effective interventions and clinical management of this disorder (Brenner et al 1990; Lang
1999).
1.1.2 A brief history of the concept of schizophrenia
Interestingly, the manifestation of a condition resembling schizophrenia and anecdotally described as
far back as the Greek era of Hippocrates, is not officially recorded as having existed prior to the 18th
century (Frey 1999). Only during the 19th century were there concerted attempts to account for and
classify this illness (Johnstone 1999). In 1898 Emil Kraepelin expanded the notion of the term
'dementia praecox' to describe the premature mental deterioration he observed in his patients
(Johnstone 1999). By combining three distinct disease entities that shared similar features of early
onset, poor prognosis and experience of psychotic symptoms (hebephrenia, catatonia and the dementia
paranoides), Kraepelin created the new nosological concept of an endogenous independent functional
psychosis. The identification of this cluster of signs and symptoms formed the basis of the
classification of dementia praecox. Although his definition was limited by the varied prognosis of his
patients and a lack of anatomical evidence to indicate an organic basis, Kraepelin believed the
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disorder would reveal itself to be rooted in the pathological changes of the brain's anatomy (Johnstone
1999).
By 1911 the definition of this disorder had been further developed and relabelled by the Psychiatrist
Eugen Bleuler. He described schizophrenia, or splitting (schizein) of the mind (phren i.e. thought,
language and behaviour) from objective reality, as psychological in nature and not marked by early
onset or deterioration of function (Heinrichs 2001). Hallucinations and delusions, which were the
core features of Kraepelin's dementia, were considered secondary to the four primary aspects of
schizophrenia; ambivalence, disturbed associations in thought and language, impaired affect and
autism. Indeed, it was the breadth of the predominantly Bleuler influenced American categorisation
of schizophrenia, in contrast to the narrower and more Kraepelian inspired classification in Europe,
which fuelled the drive for the standardisation of operational definitions of the psychiatric disorders
(Davison et al 2003).
1.1.3 Clinical descriptions of schizophrenia
The birth of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) in 1952 heralded the
beginning of this standardisation and is now a significant tool in the classification of mental disorders.
Both the Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) and DSM-IV define
the characteristic impairments and symptoms associated with schizophrenia, differing only in the time
period of social and occupational dysfunction required in an individual before a diagnosis of
schizophrenia can be made (ICD-10 is one month and DSM-IV is six months) (Mueser and McGurk
2004).
A clinical diagnosis for schizophrenia will be made (after excluding organic brain disorder, substance
abuse disorder, or other disorders associated with psychotic symptoms) based on the identification of
signs (the explicit behaviours observable by the psychiatrist) and symptoms (the strange and bizarre
experiences reported by the patient), two of which must have been present for at least a month, and in
the presence of an apparent decline in social and occupational function for an extended duration of
time (Frey 1999; Frith 1992). DSM-IV schizophrenia subtypes are distinct in their different
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manifestations of diverse symptoms and signs. These types include paranoid (i.e. prominent delusions
and/or hallucinations), disorganised (i.e. disorganised, inventive but incoherent speech and behaviour,
flat affect, anhedonia, avolition), catatonic (i.e. catatonic immobility or exaggerated and bizarre motor
movements), undifferentiated (meets criteria for schizophrenia, but none of the above sub-types) and
residual (no longer meets full criteria for schizophrenia, but still showing some signs of illness)
(Davison et al 2003).
Schizophrenia can be more broadly characterised by the presence of two types of symptom (positive
and negative) and the current notion of schizophrenia symptoms is very similar to that promulgated by
Kraepelin and Bleuler nearly a century ago. Delusions, hallucinations and catatonia continue to be
considered important aspects of the disorder, while disorganised speech is an amalgamation of
Kraepelin's definition of incoherence and Bleuler's concept of loose associations. Negative signs are
inclusive of the impaired affect, autism and ambivalence described by Bleuler (Heinrichs 2001). Kurt
Schneider's nine first rank symptoms of schizophrenia (only one of which is required for diagnosis)
embody the most significant positive features observed in schizophrenia and all include to a certain
extent an element of impaired self-monitoring whereby patients misattribute the generation of the
experience of emotion, sensation, belief or voices to an external agent (Frith 1992). Schneider's
definition of the central schizophrenic features has prevailed in Europe and has significantly
influenced diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia (DSM III), including the Present State Examination-
CATEGO system categorisation of psychopathology (McGee et al 1996; Wing et al 1974).
Major positive symptoms, which include bizarre behaviour, false beliefs (delusions i.e. of reference)
and aberrant perceptual experiences (hallucinations i.e. second and third person auditory
hallucinations), are seen most often in the acute stages of the disease process. They may be seen as
representative of excesses in normal functioning, may fluctuate in severity over time, and according to
some, may be due to hyperdopaminergic activity in the brain, hence responsive to neuroleptic drugs
(Addington 2000; Frith 1992). Crow's type 1 syndrome is associated with positive symptoms, has an
acute onset, optimistic outcome, and good premorbid function. The more pervasive negative signs
(i.e. affective blunting, alogia, apathy and anhedonia) are those which appear to show a detraction
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from normal functioning, are associated with impaired cognition and social functioning, and may
reflect structural brain abnormalities such as ventricular enlargement (Frith 1992; Johnstone 1999).
Crow's type 2 syndrome is characterised by negative, drug resistant symptoms, an insidious onset with
poor pre-morbid function and a pessimistic prognosis (Addington 2000). More recently studies have
used the dichotomy of deficit (predominantly negative symptomatology) and non-deficit
(predominantly positive symptomatology) patients (Carpenter 1992). However, given that most
patients display both negative and positive symptoms, a clear-cut distinction between the two types is
problematic. Furthermore, the results of factor analytic studies have suggested that the two
dimensional model is insufficient and has therefore been challenged by Liddle's three factor model,
which splits positive symptoms into the two dimensions of disorganisation (thought disorder) and
reality distortion syndrome (florid psychotic symptoms) plus psychomotor poverty (mainly negative
symptoms) (Addington 2000; Davison et al 2003).
The diagnosis of schizophrenia is reasonably stable (except just after illness onset) and 21-30% of
individuals treated in their first episode of schizophrenia do not relapse within the first five years
(Mueser and McGurk 2004). However, the diagnostic process is open to subjectivity and the lack of
an established aetiology for schizophrenia makes psychiatric diagnosis difficult and susceptible to
error (Frith 1992). Indeed, the variability in its presentation, prognosis, and by reasoning biological
basis, continues to obfuscate an understanding of the aetiology of the disorder.
1.2 Cognition in schizophrenia
Although not embodied in clinical descriptions of the disorder, schizophrenia is also characterised by
cognitive dysfunction. Historically, Kraepelin and Bleuler considered neuropsychological functioning
such as memory to be relatively preserved in schizophrenia, and while Bleuler noted intellectual
abilities to be occasionally altered, this was reported to be a consequence of psychological disturbance
and not an underlying dementia. Kraepelin ascribed functional decrements in emotional decisions,
volitional judgement and motor ability (defined as 'higher intellectual abilities') to the frontal cortex,
whilst language and perceptual disturbances were attributed to aberrations in the temporal lobes.
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These first postulations on brain disease and functional localisation remain current today (Andreasen
et al 1986; Goldberg and Seidman 1991; McKenna et al 2002; Palmer 2000).
'On various grounds it is easy to believe that the frontal cortex, which is especially developed in man,
stands in close relation to his higher intellectual abilities...which in our patients invariably suffer
profound loss' (Kraepelin as cited in (Goldberg and Seidman 1991).
Over the past fifty years neuropsychological assessment of patients with schizophrenia has provided
evidence of both intellectual impairment and deficits across a diverse range of cognitive domains
including motor and spatial ability, attention, executive function, language, learning and memory
(Bilder 1996; Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). Such an array of deficits coincidentally implicates
dysfunction in an equally wide range of brain networks including the frontal, temporal and parietal
lobes and the cerebellum.
The purpose of the following review is to present and discuss evidence for cognitive deficits across
functional domains in schizophrenia and the nature of their developmental course. Furthermore,
evidence from follow-back and birth cohort studies allows for a review of general cognitive and
intellectual deficits occurring in premorbid schizophrenia, giving further clues as to the timing of
development of such deficits and their relationship to the phenotypic expression of the disorder. Due
to the magnitude of research investigating neuropsychological deficits in schizophrenia, this review is
not exhaustive, but attempts to broadly reflect the general findings of studies in this area. Tables 1A-
1D in Appendix 1 detail the main studies concerning neuropsychological function in schizophrenia
reviewed below.
1.2.1 Intellectual function
Intelligence testing was originally introduced as a means of aiding schools in the identification of
children at the extremes of intellectual ability (Brody 1992). The contemporary intelligence quotient
or IQ is therefore a standardised score of a hypothetical general intellectual ability based on the
combined level of performance across a range of functions including language, visuo-spatial skills,
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abstract thinking, problem solving, non-verbal reasoning, attention and speed of processing (Davison
et al 2003; Wechsler 1981). However, it should be noted that although the conceptualisation of
intelligence as a unitary phenomenon improves the ability to measure and quantify intellectual ability,
aggregated scoring leads to the loss of performance information accrued on individual and
functionally distinct sub-tests (Lezak 1995). Intellectual ability is essentially multifactorial and as a
derived score used in a clinical capacity can be misleading. Levels of education or previous
vocational achievements may be more informative benchmarks against which to compare past with
present cognitive ability (Lezak 1995). Furthermore, investigation of individual domains of function
may allow for a more complete understanding of the discrete brain networks affected in
schizophrenia. Nonetheless, the evidence for 'intellectual dysfunction' in schizophrenia will be
considered separately from the other cognitive domains of function (i.e. executive function, attention
and memory), but as an indicator of 'general cognitive function', which encompasses all levels of
cognitive ability.
1.2.1.1 General cognitive function
Intellectual impairment in schizophrenia is a fairly ubiquitous finding and a proliferation of studies
demonstrates significantly lower intelligence test performance in both early and late onset
schizophrenia patients when compared to normal controls (Aylward 1984; Nelson et al 1990). Indeed,
Payne et al (1960) reviewed 28 studies of over 1,000 schizophrenia patients and reported a deficit of at
least 10 points below the general population mean (as cited in (Russell et al 1997)). Heinrichs et al
(1998) also reported a considerable effect size of 1.24 for a Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-
Revised (WAIS-R) measure of general intellectual ability based on 35 studies of schizophrenia
patients and controls and an even larger effect size of 1.46 for performance IQ. Furthermore, the
WAIS-R effect size was a greater and more reliable estimate than those derived from non-WAIS-R IQ
tests (i.e. Shipley, Quick test, National Adult Reading Test (NART); d=0.63) or verbal IQ (d=0.98)
(Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). This is possibly due to the briefer and less comprehensive nature of
the latter tests, and the NART emphasis on verbal knowledge, an aspect of crystallised intelligence,
which may be preserved in schizophrenia (O'Carroll et al 1992). However, the variability in
performance of schizophrenia patients on tests of general intelligence and the findings of non-
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significant differences in general intelligence between schizophrenia patients and controls, suggests
the existence of sub groups of patients who are high functioning and do not display the widely
reported intellectual deficits associated with the disorder.
1.2.1.2 Preserved intellect and impaired neuropsychological performance in schizophrenia
The evidence for schizophrenia patients who show preserved general intellectual ability in the
presence of pervasive neuropsychological deficits implies that schizophrenia may not be characterised
by global dysfunction, but by selective deficits in specific cognitive domains (Badcock et al 2004).
Elliot et al (1998) reported widespread neuropsychological deficits in 12 schizophrenia patients with
preserved intellectual ability (i.e. WAIS IQ greater than 90 points and less than 10 point difference
with NART estimated premorbid IQ) relative to 12 matched controls (Elliott et al 1998). Similarly,
Badcock et al (2005) identified three distinct groups of schizophrenia patients based on their
intellectual performance on the NART (an estimate of premorbid IQ) and the Shipley Institute of
Living Scale (from which a reliable estimate of WAIS-R full scale current IQ is derived). Patients
with preserved intellect (i.e. less than a 10 point difference between premorbid and current IQ)
showed deficits in speed of information processing (i.e. using an inspection time task) equivalent to
those in patients with deteriorated (i.e. greater than 10 point decline from premorbid to current) and
compromised intellects (i.e. premorbid and current IQ less than 90 points, without evidence of
decline). Moreover, although patients with preserved intellect showed superior performance on tests
of memory, attention and executive function to the other two groups, they still performed significantly
worse than a control group (Badcock et al 2005). Kremen et al (2001) also showed equivalent levels
of neuropsychological impairment in schizophrenia patients in groups of both high (95-119 points)
and low average IQ (81-94 points) based on an estimate from four sub-tests of WAIS-R. The
performance impairment in patients with normal intellectual ability was large relative to that which
might be expected for their level of IQ (i.e. in the controls matched for IQ level) (Kremen et al 2001).
Finally, Weickert et al (2000) identified average premorbid IQ without decline in 25% of a sample of
117 schizophrenic patients. This group showed similar performance to normal controls, but greater
perseveration (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test) and reduced attention (Continuous Performance Test).
The consistently intellectually impaired group (25%) showed attention, executive function, memory
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and language deficits while the intellectually declining group (51%) showed deficits in the same areas
except language processing (i.e. Boston naming test) (Weickert et al 2000).
The importance of preserved general intellectual ability has not yet been established, although it has
been postulated that high levels of geneial intelligence may be a protective factor foi the development
of schizophrenia by providing greater reserves of cognitive capacity and enabling more efficient
strategies for coping with psychosis. This is not reconcilable with the findings of Badcock et al
(2005), in that slowed information processing speed in a preserved intellect patient group implies
reduced reserves of capacity equivalent to patients with both impaired and deteriorated intellect.
Alternatively, impaired and unimpaired general intellectual ability groups could be on different levels
of a continuum of disease severity, or more importantly could be representative of aetiologically
distinct forms of the disorder (Holthausen et al 2002). Murray et al (1987) have suggested that
cognitively impaired patients exhibit indicators of a neurodevelopmental disorder, with early onset
and poor prognosis, whereas cognitively intact patients may show less evidence of premorbid deficits
or cognitive decline (Murray and Lewis 1987).
1.2.2 Attention
Kraepclin and Blculcr idontified 'loose associations' and inadequate maintenance of trains of thought
in schizophrenia. This has been cited as the first reportage of an attention deficit in schizophrenia.
Researchers since then have assumed impaired information processing to be the underlying causal
feature of cognitive impairment in schizophrenia (Neuchterlein et al 1991). Although often described
as a mediator in all aspects of cognitive function (i.e. a sensory gate and a capacity for processing), the
concept of attention is difficult to define and for this reason has been frequently classified under the
umbrella term of executive function.
Alertness or vigilance is understood to represent the ability to maintain a readiness to respond
promptly and is typically measured by simple reaction time tasks. Sustained attention is the ability to
maintain alertness over longer periods of time and is generally assessed using the Continuous
Performance Test (CPT), during which participants are presented with a continuous stream of stimuli
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and required to respond to selected target stimuli while ignoring all others (Lezak 1995). Selective
attention is the ability to filter and focus on relevant information while suppressing awareness of
possible alternatives and is also measured by some versions of CPT, the response suppression
condition of the Stroop Colour Word Test and the Trail-making Test (parts A & B) (Lezak 1995).
Some aspects of complex attention can be considered as forms of executive control and arc therefore
included under tests of executive function, for example, divided attention, which involves responding
to more than one mental task at a time, and switching of attention, which is the capacity to alternate
between modalities, normally measured by the Wisconsin Card Sorting test (WCST) and the Trail-
making Test (part B).
1.2.2.1 Alertness and processing speed
In a review of attention and information processing in schizophrenia, Neuchterlein and Dawson
(1984) concluded that in tests of simple reaction time, schizophrenia patients (across diagnostic
groups) were slowed relative to controls. This general slowing of processing speed has also been
reported in other psychiatric groups (i.e. bipolar disorder) and therefore may not be a disease specific
deficit. Using early descriptive terms, 'Process' (cf. endogenous) schizophrenia patients were thought
to specifically show a 'cross over pattern', such that reaction time to regular preparatory intervals
became slower than reaction time to irregular intervals, as irregular intervals increased in time
(Neuchterlein and Dawson 1984). Ngan et al (2000) showed that patients with a 'persistent'
schizophrenic illness were slower on a reaction time task than those patients with a 'fluctuating' illness
and controls, and is provided as evidence of a deficit associated primarily with negative symptoms
(i.e. psychomotor poverty) (Ngan 2000). Maier et al (1994) showed drug free schizophrenia patients
to perform less well relative to controls and their healthy siblings on a simple reaction time task and
displayed both a cross-over and cross-modality effect not apparent in the control group (although
healthy siblings showed a cross-over effect which may be a putative vulnerability marker for
schizophrenia) (Maier et al 1994).
General slowing of processing has frequently been interpreted as evidence for a limited attentional
capacity in schizophrenia, hence responsible for deficits across various cognitive tasks, such as the
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effectiveness of maintenance and rehearsal in working memory or verbal fluency (Brebion et al 2000;
Vinogradov et al 2003). Nelson et al (1990) showed schizophrenic patients to have slower motor and
cognitive speed than controls, with cognitive speed being correlated with negative symptoms. Lussier
et al (2001) tested for alertness using a simple reaction time task and showed drug naive schizophrenia
patients to respond more slowly than controls, suggesting that this is not a by-product of anti¬
psychotic medication (Lussier and Stip 2001). Brebion et al (1999), showed that schizophrenia
patients were impaired in maintaining a list in a sequential manner and that processing speed was
significantly correlated with the number of items recalled in a superficial and deep encoding task
(Brebion et al 1999; Brebion et al 2000). Indeed, after controlling for processing speed (by co-varying
for WAIS Digit Symbol performance and Stroop Colour Word Test -naming response time) the
differences between patients and controls in both digit and word span lost significance. Elaborating
on this result, Brebion et al (1999) suggest that as a result of slowed processing, items will be
refreshed less often in Baddeley's hypothetical phonological loop, thus affecting the quality of
rehearsal and later recall (Brebion et al 2000). Lussier et al (2001) also tested for online information
processing, defined similarly as a measure of Baddeley's hypothetical phonological loop component
of working memory, with the serial recall of an increasing number of items. They demonstrated the
recall of fewer items by drug naive patients than by controls for both digits and words. Although
included as a measure of attention, the authors present this as evidence for a deficient articulatory loop
system of working memory (Lussier and Stip 2001). However, Lezak (1995) asserts that processing
speed and attention may be related but conceptually separate phenomena, such that 'underlying many
patients' attentional disorders is slowed processing'. Processing speed may therefore only be valuable
where it serves as a means of understanding the nature of associated attentional deficits (Lezak 1995).
1.2.2.2 Selective attention
The trail-making task part A involves the joining up of randomly scattered numbers in ascending
order and is a basic measure of perceptual motor speed. Part B involves the same task but with the
added condition of alternating sets, with letters which have to be joined consecutively after each
number. Schizophrenia patients have demonstrated slower performance on both parts of the trail-
making task when compared to healthy controls (Saykin et al 1994) or exclusively on part B (Jeste et
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al 1995; Palmer 2000), although other studies have shown no such differences (Hoff et al 1992b). In a
quantitative review of neuropsychological function in schizophrenia, Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998)
cited effects sizes of 0.95 for trail-making A and 1.07 for the more difficult trail-making B based on
the results of 12 and 15 studies respectively, suggesting that task load or difficulty manipulated in one
test results in larger effect sizes for the more demanding test aspect. However, the difference in
performance between the two aspects of this test was not greater than that for attention measures alone
(Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
Heinrichs (2001) additionally reported that in studies comparing patients and controls, the identical
pairs CPT version yielded an effect size of 1.21, whereas studies using the degraded stimulus CPT
version showed a size of 0.84. The author postulates that due to the variety of CPT versions available,
a reliable estimate of performance on this test across studies is difficult to achieve (Heinrichs 2001).
Buchanan et al (1997) demonstrated significant differences in performance on the CPT degraded
stimulus version between deficit and non-deficit schizophrenia patients and concluded that deficit
forms of the disorder could be characterised by impaired visual processing and attention (Buchanan et
al 1997). Neuchterlein and Dawson (1991) have conceded that deficits on tests of selective and
divided attention in schizophrenia could be interpreted as a consequence of a weak supervisory
attentional system rather than a limited capacity attentional system, with 'a difficulty in initiating a
predesignated response for each detected target' (Neuchterlein et al 1991). This suggests that the
ability to allocate rather than sustain attention may be at the core of this deficit.
1.2.2.3 Control of attention in memory tasks
Researchers have chosen to control for the effects of attention in cognitive performance by co-varying
for those tests purporting to measure attention (e.g. Saykin et al (1994), using the CPT vigilance score;
Seidman et al, (1998) using WAIS Digit span, block design and vocabulary, Gold et al (1995) using
the WMS attention index); by matching groups on measures of attention (e.g. Rushe et al (1999) using
the auditory digit span and corsi blocks (visuo-spatial span)); by correlating memory scores with
scores on tests of attention (e.g. Binder et al (1998) and Brebion et al (2000)), and by varying the
attentional demands of the task (e.g. Gold et al (1992), effortful versus automatic processing) (Binder
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et al 1998; Brebion et al 2000; Gold et al 1995; Gold et al 1992a; Rushe et al 1999; Saykin et al 1994;
Seidman et al 1998). However, the persistence of impairments (specifically in memory with regards
the studies indicated above) in spite of controlling for any differences in attention, suggests that this
may be a deficit which overlaps with affected memory processes, but is not exclusively responsible
for them (Gold et al 1992a; Rushe et al 1999; Saykin et al 1994; Seidman et al 1998).
1.2.3 Executive Function
Executive function is a modern day construct, which emerged as a means of defining a wide range of
elusive higher order skills loosely associated with the frontal lobes. However, the move away from
theories of functional localisation and towards those of functional segregation and connectivity has
reduced the emphasis on the construct's link specifically to the frontal cortex, allowing for a more
contemporary focus on frontal cortical-subcortical circuits (Lezak 1995; Palmer 2000). Lezak (1995)
briefly defines executive skills as 'capacities that enable a person to engage successfully in
independent, purposive, self serving behaviour' (Lezak 1995).
Baddeleys term 'dysexecutive syndrome' defining the collection of deficits associated with the frontal
lobe system, such as perseveration and lack of volition (Baddeley 1990), may contribute in some way
to a more comprehensive understanding of those skills which are considered executive in nature
(Evans et al 1997). Baddeleys model of working memory incorporated the concept of a central
executive responsible for the regulation of both the visuo-spatial sketchpad and the phonological loop
(Baddeley 1992). The central executive is equally well described by Norman and Shallice's
hypothetical model of the limited capacity Supervisory Attentional System (SAS) (Norman 1986).
They asserted that the majority of human behaviour was habitual, schemata driven and cued by the
environment. However, for unexpected situations requiring a novel non-habitual response, the SAS
must intervene. It is therefore integral in the control of action in instances involving new responses,
(i.e. shifting response mode), the inhibition of old responses, planning, strategising and decision¬
making.
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There are considerable overlaps in descriptions of aspects of attention, current conceptions of working
memory and executive function. Indeed, performance on a delayed matching to sample memory task
and on a test ofverbal working memory (sentence span), has been shown to be significantly correlated
with performance on aspects of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) in schizophrenia (Hartman
et al 2003; Morice and Delahunty 1996), although the lack of a significant correlation between the
WCST and working memory performance, as measured by a visuo-spatial working memory task and
WAIS digit span forwards and backwards, has also been reported (Stratta et al 1997).
Until the mid 1980's impairment in executive function in schizophrenia was largely ignored.
However, with the advent of neuropsychological tests devised to tap functions ascribed to the frontal
lobes, interest in frontal functioning was renewed. Such tests considered to be sensitive to frontal lobe
lesions have been used with schizophrenia patients in order to demonstrate frontal lobe related
deficits, including the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), the Tower of London, the Behavioural
Assessment of the Dysexecutive Syndrome (BADS), the Cambridge Automated Neuropsychological
Test Battery (CANTAB, i.e. Stockings of Cambridge and ID/ED shift), the Hayling Sentence
Completion test (HSCT), the Stroop Colour Word Naming Test and verbal fluency. In effect, our
current appreciation of what executive function involves has been operationalised through the
application of these tests.
1.2.3.1 Cognitive shifting
Cognitive shifting or flexibility is the ability to switch attention between sets, often in adherence to a
rule. A failure to switch between sets results in perseveration, which describes the action of being
stuck in a category set or mode of responding. This is measured by, for example, the WCST (i.e.
perseveration), the BADS (i.e. card rule shift) and CANTAB (i.e. ID/ED shift).
There is a proliferation of studies investigating WCST performance in schizophrenia, which requires
the sorting of playing cards that differ along three dimensions of element shape, number and colour.
Participants must infer the sorting principle through trial and error, based on the feedback on accuracy
after each response. After the completion of a category (10 consecutive correct responses), the
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examiner must 'covertly1 change the sorting principle. The most common performance scores derived
from this test include perseveration number (being stuck in a category or mode of responding) and
total categories completed (ability to shift sets or switch attention) (Lezak 1995; Palmer 2000). A
large number of these studies have demonstrated poorer performance of schizophrenic patients on the
WCST relative to controls (Beatty et al 1993; Bilder et al 2000; Blanchard and Neale 1994; Hoff et al
1992b; Kenny et al 1997; Morice and Delahunty 1996; Nathaniel-James et al 1996; Stratta et al 1997).
However, Bellack et al (1990) showed preserved performance in schizophrenics on the WCST, after
receiving feedback and rehearsal, which was also demonstrated on a subsequent testing occasion.
Saykin et al (1994) also showed abstraction to be the least impaired aspect of cognition in a sample of
patients (Bellack et al 1990; Saykin et al 1994). Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) showed an effect size
of 0.95 for executive function as assessed by the WCST across 43 studies (Heinrichs and Zakzanis
1998), while a recent meta-analysis of 29 studies showed large effect sizes for categories achieved,
medium effects sizes for the absolute level of perseveration and small effect sizes for the proportion of
perseverative errors (Laws 1999). This pattern of results suggests that patients have difficulty in using
feedback and error monitoring to alter their responses, a putative indication of ineffective prefrontal
cortex function. However, this deficit may be reversible, given adequate instruction and feedback.
Evans et al (1997) showed both schizophrenia and brain injured patients (mainly anterior
frontal/temporal lesions) to be impaired relative to healthy controls on the BADS, which consists of
six tests (Rule shift cards, Action program, Key search, Temporal judgement, Zoo map and Modified
six elements) and a questionnaire. A subset of the schizophrenia patients showing discrepancies
between the NART and WAIS IQ of less than 15 points (and hypothesised as evidence of preserved
IQ) were also matched for IQ with a group of controls and performance compared on the BADS.
Differences between patients and controls remained evident despite equivalent levels of general
intellectual ability (and no correlation with performance on the RBMT) suggesting that executive
deficits were in fact independent of intellectual and memory performance (Evans et al 1997). This is
in contrast to Laws' (1999) assertion that the greater deficit in WAIS-IQ relative to WCST
impairments was indicative of a global deficit, to which executive function was secondary (Laws
1999).
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Elliott et al (1995) showed a group of chronic schizophrenic patients to be significantly impaired on a
computerised test of attentional set. Deficits were apparent on a 'stuck-in-set' perseveration condition
(failure to shift attention from a previously relevant dimension), but not a 'recurrent' perseveration
(failure to shift attention to the previously irrelevant condition). Given that working memory demands
on both aspects of this task were equivalent, this does not support the view of a working memory
impairment being core to executive dysfunction in schizophrenia. Similarly, the same deficit pattern
was apparent in a group of patients with preserved intellectual capacity and in the whole patient group
independent of poor recognition memory performance. This further suggests that this deficit is not
attributable either to memory or intellectual ability impairment, but is indicative of a specific type of
perseveration difficulty in schizophrenia, similar to that measured by the WCST (Elliott et al 1995).
This finding is supported by a later study showing a lack of correlation between WCST and working
memory performance. The authors assert that although constructs such as working memory and
attention may be required as part of this task, core executive functions played a greater role in the
successful completion of the task, such as goal directed behaviour, planning, strategising and using
context to facilitate top down processing of information (Stratta et al 1997). Hutton et al (2002) used
a novel computerised decision making task (derivation of a card gambling task), considered sensitive
to orbito-frontal dysfunction, to compare chronic schizophrenic patients, first episode schizophrenic
patients and controls. Both patient groups were slower in decision making responses and in adjusting
betting responses relative to controls, while chronic patients also made fewer optimal adjusted betting
responses than first episode patients.
Indeed, although characteristic of schizophrenia, cognitive set shifting may be a feature more
prevalent in chronic than first episode patients. Using the CANTAB, attentional set shifting was
shown to be more severely impaired in chronic patients than in first episode patients (Hutton et al
1998; Joyce 1999; Saykin et al 1991) and evidence also suggests a deterioration in this domain over 1
year in first episode patients (Joyce 1999). These findings may indicate a change in this area of
executive performance over time, which could be related to long term medication, chronicity, duration
of illness or neuropathological changes over time (Hutton et al 2002).
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1.2.3.2 Planning
Forward planning is an executive function essential to the completion of complex tasks (Morice and
Delahunty 1996). The Tower tests and their variants, such as the stockings of Cambridge, emphasise
usage of executive functions such as planning and strategy formation abilities in the process of
deciding where to move next. Participants are scored on the number of moves required to complete
the task, and the time in which it is completed (Lezak 1995). Some studies have shown poorer
performance in schizophrenia patients when compared to controls on the Tower tests (Andreasen et al
1992; Morice and Delahunty 1996), whereas others have shown no such differences (Goldberg et al
1990). Performance on the Woodcock-Johnson Test of Fluid Intelligence, also involving concept
formation using categorical reasoning, was shown to be unaffected in schizophrenia (Binks and Gold
1998). First episode patients, while showing intact attentional set shifting, show similar deficits to
chronic patients in forward planning, as measured by CANTAB (Hutton et al 1998; Joyce 1999).
1.2.3.4 Inhibition of response
Response inhibition is also a form of complex attention, requiring the selection of relevant stimuli
while suppressing additionally activated stimuli considered irrelevant. The Stroop Colour Word Test
requires the timed naming of the colour of ink words have been printed in, whilst suppressing a
response to read the words themselves, which are names of colours. This briefly assesses selective
attention and inhibition of response through quantification of time taken and errors made during trials.
Perret (1974) showed that lesions of the left frontal lobe impacted negatively on the ability to suppress
automatic or habitual response during the Stroop test (Laws 1999). A review of studies addressing
Stroop performance differences between schizophrenia patients and controls revealed a slower speed
and greater number of errors during the response suppression condition in schizophrenics relative to
controls, suggesting that their ability to inhibit response and selectively attend to the stimuli was
impaired (Perlstein et al 1998). Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) also reported a large effect size of 1.22
based on only 6 studies comparing the Stroop test interference condition performance of
schizophrenia patients and controls (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
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1.2.3.5 Verbal Fluency
The Verbal Fluency tests are commonly reported to be associated with the cognitive measures of
executive function because they require goal directed behaviour, initiation and a switching between
clusters (i.e. between clusters of related words within a category during category fluency). Test
performance has also been shown to be improved in Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease patients
through the provision of external cues to guide task related behaviour, while processing speed impacts
on the amount of words produced, regardless of effectiveness of set shifting and retrieval (Van Beilen
et al 2004).
The letter or phonological fluency test requires participants to generate words beginning with specific
letters (usually F, A and S), and may be dependent on the left pre-frontal and inferior parietal cortex,
while the semantic or category fluency test requires participants to generate exemplars of specified
categories (e.g. four legged animals), and is dependent on the integrity of frontal and temporo-parietal
regions (Bokat and Goldberg 2003). Neuroimaging in normal controls has also shown the activation
of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex coincident with the deactivation of the superior temporal gyrus
during tests of orthographic fluency (Frith et al 1995). Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) showed an
effect size of 1.39 for word fluency alone (semantic fluency performance was not reported separately),
which after effect sizes on measures of global verbal memory, bilateral motor performance,
performance IQ and CPT (all corrected for sample size), was one of the largest effect sizes of 18
measures of cognition, based on 29 studies comparing schizophrenia patients and controls (Heinrichs
and Zakzanis 1998).
Although both tests share a similar measure of goal directed behaviour with a planned search and
generation of words, semantic fluency differs in that it necessitates a search of the lexicon where
words are stored based on their shared semantic as opposed to phonemic properties. Controls have
been shown to find the semantic fluency task easier than phonological fluency, possibly due to the
greater depth of processing associated with initial encoding of words based on meaning compared to
phonology. Indeed, Bokat and Goldberg (2003) assert that this may result in this task being
performed automatically (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
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Conversely, schizophrenia patients have consistently demonstrated poorer performance on semantic
relative to phonological fluency tests (Bokat and Goldberg 2003). Similarly, early onset first episode
adolescent patients have been shown to perform poorly relative to controls on semantic fluency but
demonstrate intact phonological fluency (Phillips et al 2004). This has previously been attributed to a
depleted semantic store (Chen et al 2000a), a disorganised semantic store (Goldberg et al 1993;
Gourovitch et al 1996) or a difficulty in retrieving material from the semantic store (Allen et al 1993).
Chance et al (2002) showed early-onset schizophrenic patients to have less effective conceptual
boundaries and less logical dimensions to their semantic memories (Phillips et al 2004).
Nonetheless, evidence suggests that the semantic store is not reduced in schizophrenia (Allen et al
1993; Elvevag et al 2002). Allen (1993) showed patients to produce less exemplars across five trials
relative to controls, but that the total number of exemplars generated did not differ between groups.
Similarly, using a category fluency-switching task, both Van Beilen et al (2004) and Elvevag et al
(2002) showed patients to produce fewer words and make more errors, but that the number of items
per cluster did not differ between patients and controls (Elvevag et al 2002; Van Beilen et al 2004).
Elvevag et al (2002) asserted that the increased reaction time between cluster switches in patients
might reflect a general slowness of processing. Similarly, Van Beilen et al (2004) showed
psychomotor speed to predict verbal fluency performance in patients, unlike control participant
performance, which was predicted by memory and executive functioning. A reduced word production
in patients relative to controls could therefore be attributed to a general slowness of processing, which
might result in a trade off between the amount of time spent switching between clusters and that spent
retrieving words (Van Beilen et al 2004). Other authors have further suggested that the increase in
time required to move through related nodes in the semantic network may be due to a failure of
spreading activation in associated nodes, although Vinogradov et al (2003) showed an independence
of semantic network organisation and psychomotor speed (Vinogradov et al 2003). Conversely,
increased time has also been ascribed to the impaired inhibition of the irrelevant exemplars activated
(Bokat and Goldberg 2003). In some ways therefore, while semantic fluency deficits could be
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considered evidence for an ineffective semantic memory system, they may also be due to both
executive deficits and a general slowness of processing impacting on patient performance on this task.
1.2.3.6 Selective deficit of executive function
With respect to attempts at identifying a selective executive function deficit in schizophrenia, Laws
(1999) stressed that 50% of those executive function studies reviewed failed to incorporate tests of a
non-executive nature. This makes the demonstration of executive dysfunction as a selective deficit
unlikely. Additionally, the demonstration of the specificity of a test deemed to be sensitive to the
functional domain under scrutiny is vital. The evidence indicating that tests such as the WCST show a
specific association with the frontal lobes is weaker than previously thought and while lesion studies
provide evidence of a sensitivity of such tests to the frontal cortex, they are by no means specific
indicators of frontal dysfunction (Laws 1999; Reitan and Wolfson 1994). Indeed, although frontal
activations have been demonstrated in controls during the Tower of London tasks (Andreasen et al
1992; Morris et al 1993; Schall et al 2003) and during the WCST, functional neuroimaging has also
shed light on the diversity of activations associated with tasks of executive function. PET and fMRI
studies with normal participants administered the WCST, show extensive activations outside of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex including the orbitopolar cortex, inferior parietal lobule, inferior
temporal cortex and cerebellum (Berman et al 1995; Schall et al 2003; Van Horn et al 1996). The
tentative nature of inference based on those tests, which are now used to operationally define the
behaviour in question, must be kept in mind. Indeed, the diversity of tasks applied which superficially
assess the same executive skills, may in fact be recruiting both overlapping and distinct parts of the
brain during processing (Laws 1999). Finally, the point is made that not all schizophrenic patients
perform poorly on tests of executive function. This is an accepted consequence of the heterogeneity
commonly shown in schizophrenia and perhaps strengthens the case for investigation of symptom
profiles or indeed single cases, in relation to neuropsychological deficits, due to the unlikelihood of




1.2.4.1 Introduction to memory in schizophrenia
The literature concerning memory performance in schizophrenia has been quantitatively reviewed in
two major papers within the last ten years (Aleman et al 1999; Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). Both
reviews concluded that memory was a pervasive deficit in schizophrenia, but did not fully address the
precise nature of the impairment. Cirillo and Seidman (2003) attempted with more success to qualify
this deficit by breaking down the function of memory into encoding, storage and retrieval processes,
while at the same time considering extraneous factors such as age, medication, symptoms, attention
and intelligence as potential confounds of memory performance in this disorder. Although these
additional factors influenced memory performance, they did not fully account for the extent of the
deficit demonstrated. They concluded that the memory impairment in schizophrenia could be mainly
attributed to acquisition deficits, with forgetting rates less severe than those present in individuals
suffering from amnesia (Cirillo and Seidman 2003). A more recent meta-analysis has compared
studies of item and associative recognition in schizophrenia and controls, and found greater effect
sizes for associative compared to item recognition, implying a deficit in conscious recollection as
opposed to recollection supported by familiarity (Achim and Lepage 2003). This may further suggest
that the memory 'binding' process, which brings together contextually several aspects of an event and
may occur during the information acquisition and later during recollection, could be ineffective in
schizophrenia. Based on the reviews mentioned above and an individual investigation of the literature
concerning memory in schizophrenia, I will attempt to consolidate these findings and present an
overview of those aspects of memory functioning especially impaired in schizophrenia (see Table 1A
& IB in Appendix 1).
1.2.4.2 Non-declarative memory
Implicit memory or non declarative memory reflects the unconscious processes of learning and
memory, also referred to as incidental memory and is responsible for experimental priming effects,
where the presentation of a word followed by the presentation of fragments of that word or word stem
will lead to the production of that word based on the availability of some of the previously presented
words' physical characteristics (i.e. word stem completion tasks). This is an effect that is obviously
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reliant on the physical attributes of a stimulus and is evident across modalities. It reinforces the idea
that activation of a word leaves a form of 'neural residue' and will increase the speed and chance of
that word being accessed again among other possibilities (Baddeley 1995). Non associative learning,
classical conditioning, habit formation and continuous procedural skills such as riding a bike and
discontinuous skills such as typing, are also forms of implicit memory. It is not episodic in nature by
virtue of the fact that the memory is not marked by the associated individual learning event or past
experience, but by the accumulation of information over time. Under experimental conditions implicit
learning would occur without the awareness of the participant, so that future retrieval of that
information would be considered incidental, non intentional or automatic. Common motor procedural
learning tasks include mirror reading and drawing, pursuit rotor tasks and jigsaw puzzles, while more
complex implicit cognitive tasks include for example, problem solving on the tower of Hanoi
(Schmand et al 1992) or word stem completion (Kazes et al 1999).
Evidence suggests that implicit memory is generally preserved in schizophrenia despite impaired
declarative memory (Bazin and Perruchet 1996; Gras-Vincendon et al 1994; Kazes et al 1999; Kern et
al 1997; Lussier and Stip 2001; Perry et al 2000; Schmand et al 1992; Sponheim et al article in press;
Stirling et al 1997; Watanabe et al 2002). Kazes et al (1999) also took into consideration the
possibility of explicit memory processes impacting on recall of material during word stem completion
by estimating and controlling for explicit recall on that task (Kazes et al 1999). The functional
memory dissociation in amnesic patients, where explicit memory is impaired but implicit memory
remains preserved, is evidence for potentially distinct neural mechanisms supporting these types of
processing and further suggests that those brain networks supporting implicit memory are not affected
in schizophrenia. However, many aspects of implicit memory (e.g. conditioning) have not been
extensively investigated in schizophrenia. More conclusive evidence of preservation across all
aspects of memory would be required in order to assert that implicit memory is definitely unaffected.
1.2.4.3 Declarative memory
Explicit or declarative memory is said to reflect the conscious recollection and recognition of past
events and factual information and is therefore comprised of both episodic and semantic memories.
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When related to experimental memory research, explicit memory often involves the recognition
(indicate whether an item is recognised as seen before or not) or recollection (free recall, cued recall)
of material previously presented, such as a studied word list. Recognition is probably the easiest form
of recollection, because the target or previously seen material is presented to the participant, often
combined with similar distractor items. Cued recall is recall aided by some aspect of the target being
presented, and free recall offers no cue to the previously presented material. The process of
recognition itself can occur under two conditions. Firstly, where the memory for an item is based on
familiarity or the feeling of having seen an item before as opposed to being based on explicit
recollection of the actual learning episode, or knowing. Indeed, knowing as opposed to familiarity
may be reliant upon context information and memory for the source of the learning event.
1.2.4.3.1 Short-term memory
The traditional stage model of memory proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) describes the flow
of information from a transient sensory store (perceptual system), to be briefly recorded in visual
(iconic) and auditory perceptual (echoic) memory, then moving into the limited capacity short-term
store (e.g. mentally retaining a new telephone number long enough to make a call), to be either
lost/displaced (due to the impact of additional distracting or more relevant information) or (if left long
enough) be transferred onto the long term memory store (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968). Emphasis is
therefore placed on the passivity of this store, which sets it apart from theories of verbal working
memory (Vallar and Papagno 2002).
Short-term verbal memory tasks typically measure the immediate recall (after a few minutes only) of
auditory material such as words and digits. Several studies have postulated that short term verbal
memory is preserved in schizophrenia in the presence of impaired verbal working and long term
memory systems, similar to the pattern of deficit apparent in amnesic patients (Duffy and O'Carroll
1994; Elvevag et al 2002; Goldberg et al 1993; Kenny et al 1997; McKenna et al 1990; Morice and
Delahunty 1996; Riley et al 2000; Schroder et al 1996; Tamlyn et al 1992). This would suggest that
the brief storage of verbal material is not affected in schizophrenia, and according to some authors is
indicative of an intact phonological store. However, a substantial number of studies have equally
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provided evidence of impaired immediate verbal short-term memory in schizophrenia (Beatty et al
1993; Brebion et al 1997a; Chan et al 2000; Hill et al 2003; Moritz et al 2001).
Short-term visual memory tasks measure the temporary storage of aspects of visual material such as
colours, contrasts, shapes and contours. Spatial memory on the other hand is defined as memory for
the dynamic properties of visual material, such as the movement of an object from one location to
another, or an object's rotation in space (Delia Sala and Logie 2002). Despite an under investigation
of visual memory in schizophrenia, relative to verbal memory, there is consistent evidence for short-
term visual memory impairment in schizophrenia (Binks and Gold 1998; Blanchard and Neale 1994;
Gold et al 1992a; Tracy et al 2001). However, it has been suggested that visual short-term memory
tasks place a greater load on the executive component of short term memory, than on the
correspondent store in verbal memory, the phonological loop, which might explain the differences in
evidence between modalities (Smith and Jonides 1999).
1.2.4.3.2 Working memory
Atkinson and Shiffrin's original model of a passive short term store (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968), did
not fully address why some information might be lost while other material is transferred to the long-
term store. The theory of working memory, an active store of which short term memory could be
considered a component, differs in its attempt to bridge the gap between short and long term memory,
by placing an emphasis on the control of online processing and manipulation of information to
facilitate temporary storage as well as information transference to long-term memory (Baddeley 1995;
Parkin 1993).
Baddleley and Hitch's theory of working memory comprises an attentional control system or 'central
executive' aided by two additional hypothetical systems, the phonological (articulatory) loop and the
visuo-spatial sketchpad (Baddeley 1992). The former system is responsible for the allocation of
attention and regulation of the latter two systems and is similar in nature to Norman and Shallice's
(1986) SAS, as described previously, which helps to implement novel and override habitual actions
and is more recently categorised as executive in function. The phonological loop stores a verbal
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memory trace and could be equated with more traditional concepts of the verbal short-term memory
store. Maintenance of the stored verbal material is facilitated by sub-vocal articulatory rehearsal
processes, which revive the memory trace in the loop, thus preventing further decay. The visuo-
spatial sketchpad allows for the temporary storage and manipulation (e.g. flipping a mental picture
round) of visual and spatial information. Importantly, some authors have asserted that although
previously depicted as a gateway between sensory and long-term memory, the working memory
system is not impermeable.
Evidence from studies of memory in normal volunteers and brain-injured patients suggests that
information can be implicitly learned, bypassing the working memory system. At the same time,
input into the working memory system is not raw, as it might be had it been directed straight from the
sensory memory system. Information is stored as a whole implying that prior knowledge and
experience impacts on the material held within working memory before moving onto a more
permanent store. This additionally suggests that visual and verbal processing is not bottom up, but top
down, with long term memories activated very early on in sensory processing in order to meaningfully
and contextually place incoming sensory information (Delia Sala and Logie 2002). More recently
Baddleley et al (2000) have added an episodic buffer to their three-part working memory model. The
authors suggested a role for the phonological loop in both short-term storage and long-term
phonological learning (e.g. vocabulary development in children). The shaded areas in figure 1.1
represent 'crystallized' knowledge systems involved in the acquisition of long-term knowledge (e.g.
language and semantic knowledge), while the unshaded areas of the figure represent 'fluid' abilities
(e.g. attention and temporary storage), unaffected by direct learning (Baddeley et al 2000). This
additional buffer is proposed as a temporary storage space for representations such as feature
combinations, which are retrieved from or entered into long-term memory. This therefore allows for
the brief holding ofboth 'top down' and 'bottom up' information (Baddeley 2000).
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Figure 1.1 :Baddeley's four-component model of working memory
nwtds to (Baddeley 2000)
Digit span backwards, letter, word and sentence span tasks, have typically been used to assess the
function of verbal working memory in schizophrenia, although these tests also occasionally appear in
lists of attention, executive function or verbal short term memory tasks. Heinrichs and Zakzanis
(1998) showed an effect size of 0.92 for digit span (a score composed of WAIS forwards digit span
and Oilman's span with a distraction). While digit span forwards requires the simple holding of an
increasing number of digits in short term memory before recall (or rehearsal in the articulatory loop),
digit span in reverse places an additional load on the short term memory system by requiring the
manipulation of incoming information (i.e. reversal of digits) while attempting to maintain and then
recall, and would therefore call into play aspects of working memory (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
Several studies have shown impaired verbal working memory in schizophrenia patients, as assessed
by backwards digit span (Brebion et al 1997b; Conklin et al 2000; Goldberg et al 1993; Stirling et al
1997; Stone et al 1998; Stratta et al 1997). Morice and Delahunty (1996) found no such differences
on either digit or word span forwards or digit span backwards, but did however show differences on
both alphabet (recall of strings of words in alphabetical order) and sentence span (dual task of
sentence verification and recall of last word of each sentence) (Morice and Delahunty 1996). The
authors suggest that intact verbal short-term but impaired verbal working memory (as measured by
sentence span) could be suggestive of an intact short-term store or articulatory loop and a deficit in the
central executive/attentional control aspect of working memory.
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Tests of visuo-spatial working memory include the CANTAB spatial working memory task, which
requires the systematic visual search for tokens by touching on-screen boxes. Tokens hidden in on¬
screen boxes are found by touching the screen. However, once a box has been searched it should not
be returned to again. Load is increased by increasing the number of boxes presented (Elliott et al
1998; Hutton et al 1996; Hutton et al 1998). Elliot et al (1998) reported only a trend for significance
in a group of patients matched with a control group for IQ, while Hutton et al (1998) showed
impairment only at the most extreme levels of task difficulty in schizophrenia patients. This similarly
suggests that working memory is affected by increases in load and difficulty, again indicating a
defective executive control system (Glahn et al 2003; Keefe et al 1995).
Delayed response tasks were originally devised by Goldman and Rakic for the measurement of the
visuo-spatial component of working memory in non-human primates, although they have since been
'borrowed' and applied in a clinical domain (Goldman-Rakic and Selemon 1997). At a basic level
they require the recall of one of two spatial locations across a delay period. A more complex version
requires the recall of one of an increasing number of possible spatial locations and often with delays
filled with distractions. Studies show that where the delay duration is manipulated, recall deficits in
schizophrenia patients do not worsen as a function of increasing time, suggesting that it is perhaps not
maintenance but encoding processes which are impaired (Hartman et al 2003). Hartman et al (2003)
assessed the amount of time required by patients to encode stimuli in a delayed matching to sample
task, with varying lengths of delay time till recall. Patients required more time to encode (i.e. view)
stimuli in order to perform to the same level of accuracy as controls. However, after equating groups
for differences in encoding speed, there was no increase in loss of information with increasing delay
periods (6 seconds, distraction filled period). The authors suggest that the initial encoding of stimuli
and not the maintenance or storage of that information over time is impaired (Hartman et al 2003).
1.2.4.3.3 Long term episodic memory
Within declarative memory, episodic memory refers to the long-term memory for personal
experiences, bringing together both the encoding and retrieval of events (Baddeley 1995). It is based
on the perceptions and sensations experienced by an individual and hence it is constantly changing to
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accommodate the encoding of new experiences and events. Pertinent to this sub component is its
sensitivity to processing depth and strategy, such as organisation of memories and attention. These
factors contribute to the encoding, eventual storage, and accessibility of information. Most tests of
verbal episodic recall involve the learning and delayed recall (free and cued) or recognition of word
lists (e.g. RAVLT, CVLT, HVLT, AVLT) and narratives (e.g. RBMT story recall, WMS-R logical
stories). The recall of complex figures (e.g. WMS-R Visual Reproductions and Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test) and faces (e.g. Warrington's Recognition Memory Test-for Faces) are
consistently used measures of visual-spatial memory in schizophrenia research. However, an array of
additionally available tests, assumed to measure visuo-spatial memory, has often been used, and may
not reflect the integrity of comparative areas of brain function. A further complication is the
verbalisability of some visual stimuli, such that many measures may in fact be testing recall in the
verbal as opposed to visual domain (Wood et al 2002).
1.2.4.3.3.1 Recall
Schizophrenia patients show poor levels of recall when compared to controls on tests of verbal
memory in both list (Beatty et al 1993; Calev et al 1983; Chan et al 2000; Elvevag et al 2000; Harris
et al 1997; Hill et al 2003; Holthausen et al 2003; Kenny et al 1997; Moritz et al 2001; Nathaniel-
James et al 1996; Paulsen et al 1995; Sonntag et al 2003; Van Oostrom et al 2003) and story recall
tests (Abbruzzese and Scarone 1993; Bilder et al 2000; Blanchard and Neale 1994; Clare et al 1993;
Harvey et al 1986a; Mohamed et al 1999; Rushe et al 1999; Saykin et al 1991; Saykin et al 1994;
Seidman et al 2002b). Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) reported effects sizes of 1.53 for global verbal
memory based on 3 studies (i.e. total word list recall, total story recall, total memory quotients, total
immediate and sum recall) and 1.11 for selective verbal memory based on 9 studies (i.e. delayed free
recall of word lists, percentage of words retained, number of intrusions, word recognition).
Evidence also suggests that non-verbal memory impairments are also apparent in schizophrenia
(Beatty et al 1993; Bilder 1996; Blanchard and Neale 1994; Mohamed et al 1999; Saykin et al 1991;
Saykin et al 1994), in some cases to an equivalent degree as those shown in verbal memory (Gold et al
1992a; Gold et al 1992b; McKenna et al 1990; Tracy et al 2001; Wood et al 2002). Several studies
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show no significant differences between patients and controls on non-verbal recall (Binder et al 1998;
Bryson et al 2001; Buchanan et al 1997). Although Buchanan et al (1997) showed no differences
between patients and controls on face recognition, deficit patients showed worse performance than
non-deficit patients on the same task (Buchanan et al 1997). Similarly, Wood et al (2002) showed
first episode patients to be less impaired on a visual paired associate task than chronic patients,
although equivalent in performance on a visual recognition task. Authors suggest that in spite of
evidence to suggest stable cognitive impairment in schizophrenia, visual associative memory
specifically, which recruits right hippocampal areas, may be degenerative with the course of the
illness (Wood et al 2002). Others studies still, have shown greater impairments in verbal relative to
non-verbal memory (Holthausen et al 2003; Rushe et al 1999; Saykin et al 1991; Saykin et al 1994;
Seidman et al 2002b). This however, may not be a true difference, and Saykin et al (1991 & 1994) as
well as Holtahuasen et al (2003) assert that task difficulty differences may be responsible for a more
prominent and apparent impairment in verbal rather than non-verbal measures.
Tracy et al (2001) demonstrated deficits in both non-verbal and verbal memory using the Biber Figure
Learning Test (BFLT) and CVLT. Interestingly, performance on the CVLT was significantly better in
patients than performance on the BFLT. The authors suggest that meaningful verbal material may be
more easily encoded than meaningless visuo-spatial material. Indeed, while recognition was slightly
better than recall for verbal stimuli, both recall and recognition were equally impaired for non-verbal
material, indicating that poor encoding may be fundamental to the non-verbal memory deficit in this
group, whereas retrieval processes in part were responsible for verbal memory deficits in the same
patients. The authors postulated therefore that an episodic memory deficit across modalities may be
apparent in schizophrenia (Tracy et al 2001).
Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) reported an effect size of 1.42 for non-verbal memory (i.e. WMS-R
Visual Reproductions, Warrington's Recognition Memory test for Faces and RCFT) based on 16
studies, similar to that cited for verbal memory. However, a large standard deviation for the non¬
verbal memory effect size (SD=1.98 after correction for sample size) suggests a large dispersion of
effect sizes around the mean. This implies a heterogeneity of effects across studies for non-verbal
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memory in schizophrenia and the possibility of both impaired and intact non-verbal memory in patient
sub-groups (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). This may be partly due to the differences in tests used to
measure non-verbal memory. Indeed, if declarative memory deficits in schizophrenia were
characterised by poor encoding and retrieval, rather than material specific stimuli, then both verbal
and non-verbal memory deficits would be expected.
1.2.4.3.3.2 Storage
Some early studies of schizophrenic patients have shown a deficit in recall of information but a
relative preservation of recognition of the same material (Beatty et al 1993; Nathaniel-James et al
1996; Rushe et al 1999; Schwartz et al 1991). This lead some theorists to suggest that storage
processes are unaffected in schizophrenia and that the retrieval difficulty may be due to inadequate
executive control. However, evidence has also supported the existence of both recall and recognition
deficits in schizophrenia (Calev 1984a; Calev 1984b; Calev et al 1983; Elvevag et al 2000; Gold et al
1992a; Moritz et al 2001; Paulsen et al 1995; Schroder et al 1996). Tracy et al (2001), showed
impaired recall and recognition despite intact maintenance and storage of material in patients relative
to controls, and further suggested that retrieval deficits may be due to inadequate encoding (Tracy et
al 2001). Earlier findings of intact recognition may therefore have been a consequence of tasks not
effectively matched for difficulty, especially when performance on cued recall and recognition are
equivalent, but still below performance of controls (Calev 1984b; Harris et al 1997).
Cirillo and Seidman (2002) asserted that retention scores on story recall in schizophrenic patients were
about 74% relative to controls' average retention score of 85%, based on a sample of 362 patients and
216 controls. Similarly, evidence for impaired delayed relative to immediate word recall implies a
poorer retention of information over time, and in some cases has been presented as evidence for a
memory impairment likened to an amnesic syndrome in schizophrenia (Beatty et al 1993; Clare et al
1993; Elvevag et al 2002; Kenny et al 1997; McKenna et al 1990; Tamlyn et al 1992).
However, despite qualitatively lower retention, not all studies have reported significant differences
between groups in forgetting rates (Goldberg et al 1993; Harris et al 1996; Mohamed et al 1999;
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Paulsen et al 1995; Van Oostrom et al 2003) and while impoverished relative to controls, patients still
retain more information after a delay than Alzheimer's and Huntington's disease patients (Cirillo and
Seidman 2003; Van Oostrom et al 2003) and equivalent amounts to temporal lobe epilepsy patients,
suggesting that this may be only a mild deficit in the decay of stored information (Seidman et al
1998).
1.2.4.3.3.3 Encoding
Numerous studies have reported differences in information acquisition organisation during memory
tests in schizophrenic patients compared to controls (Brebion et al 1997a; Calev 1984a; Chan et al
2000; Egeland et al 2003; Elvevag et al 2000; Gold et al 1992a; Harris et al 1997; Harvey et al 1986a;
Harvey et al 1986b; Hill et al 2003; Holthausen et al 2003; Iddon et al 1998; Maher et al 1995;
Manschrek et al 1997; Nathaniel-James et al 1996; Paulsen et al 1995; Tracy et al 2001; Van Oostrom
et al 2003). Most of these studies report poor spontaneous usage of available semantic cues to
facilitate non-verbal (Tracy et al 2001) and verbal recall of both word lists (Brebion et al 1997a; Calev
1984a; Chan et al 2000; Gold et al 1992a; Harris et al 1997; Hill et al 2003; Holthausen et al 2003;
Iddon et al 1998; Manschrek et al 1997; Paulsen et al 1995; Van Oostrom et al 2003) and prose
(Harvey et al 1986a). This inefficient usage of semantic strategy is still apparent in spite of the overt
provision of cues (Calev et al 1983; Chan et al 2000; Gold et al 1992a; Manschrek et al 1997; Stone et
al 1998), although some studies have found performance to be normalised or improved with assistance
in applying strategies, context and organisation at encoding (Bazin and Perruchet 1996; Chan et al
2000; Hill et al 2003; Koh and Marusarz 1980; Ragland et al 2003). Additionally, in some patients'
organisation of material there is evidence of poor semantic clustering, a preference for serial over and
above semantic clustering, an idiosyncratic form of information organisation during recall, intrusion
errors during free recall and increased false alarms (Brebion et al 1997a; Iddon et al 1998; Nathaniel-
James et al 1996). Elvevag et al (2004) showed schizophrenic patients to be worse than controls on
word recognition, but invulnerable to the effects of interference from a previously learned list. This
suggests that patients had acquired and stored the information differently from controls (Elvevag et al
2004). Moritz et al (2001) showed both schizophrenic and depressive patients to be no more effected
by retroactive and proactive interference than controls, while Tracy et al (2001) showed patients to be
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less impaired on a measure of proactive interference than on other aspects of memory performance
(Moritz et al 2001; Tracy et al 2001). Kareken et al (1996) attributed invulnerability to proactive
interference to poor semantic clustering in their patient group, such that a lack of encoding based on
conceptual features, apparent in controls, would mean less interference from a list of conceptually
similar words. These differences suggest inadequate executive control, which would normally enable
effective strategising of material to be newly encoded, and goes some way to explaining subsequent
poor retrieval in schizophrenics compared to controls (Kareken et al 1996).
1.2.4.3.3.4 Recognition
Recognition memory is generally tested through tasks which re-present previously studied or encoded
information, thus making it the most aided form of recall. As described previously, evidence suggests
that recognition memory is generally less impaired in schizophrenia than recall (Beatty et al 1993;
Nathaniel-James et al 1996; Rushe et al 1999; Schwartz et al 1991), although this may be due to the
greater difficulty of free recall tasks. Indeed, the evidence for improved recall given external cues
suggests that impairment may be partly due to an access rather than a storage problem.
Item and associative recognition tasks are commonly used to test familiarity and recollection
respectively. Item recognition refers to the previously described forced choice recognition task,
whereas associative recognition re-presents items which will all be familiar but which require
recognition of the relationships between items (either old or new), in order to make an accurate choice
(Achim and Lepage 2003). Common associative recognition tasks include memory for the original
pairing of a target item with its source, paired associate memory and memory for a target item with
the temporal order of its original presentation (Achim and Lepage 2003). In a recent meta-analysis of
twenty three studies of recognition in schizophrenia, the effect size for item recognition (d=0.40) was
less than that for associative recognition (d=0.48) (Achim and Lepage 2003). However, without a
subjective indication of the recollection strategy used in recognition tasks it is difficult to gauge




The Remember/Know paradigm was initially devised by Tulving, and requires participants to
subjectively qualify the type ofjudgment made following a recognition response and whether or not it
was a 'Remember judgement' (i.e. the event is actually recollected) or a 'Know' judgement (i.e. the
item is associated with a feeling of familiarity, but in the absence of recollection). However, this
method is often criticised for its fallibility due to the subjective nature of the reporting and the
possibility that responses are based on familiarity and confidence, rather than familiarity and
recollection. The supposition that defective encoding in schizophrenics may lead to poor retrieval is
not a new one. Given that schizophrenics have been shown to have deficits in explicit verbal memory,
but intact implicit memory, some researchers have used this to demonstrate that only memory that
requires conscious awareness is affected in this group (Danion et al 1999; Huron et al 1995).
Drakeford et al (2002) showed patients to have more 'know' responses and fewer 'remember' responses
than either depressed patients or controls during word recognition, Danion et al (2003) showed
patients to have fewer 'remember' responses than controls, and Lecompte et al (2000) showed the
same pattern for picture recognition (Danion et al 2003a; Drakeford et al 2002). Huron et al (2002)
showed no differences between patients and controls in guessing and familiarity based responses, but
significantly poorer conscious recollection based responses during a word recognition test, while
exhibiting equivalent levels of impairment in both true and false recognition, but only during
'remember' based recognition responses (Huron and Danion 2002). Sonntag et al (2003) demonstrated
similar degrees of directed forgetting of words to controls, but only for words that were recognised
based on familiarity, the opposite pattern to that seen in controls (Huron et al 2003; Sonntag et al
2003). Huron et al (1995) asked schizophrenics and controls to make a recognition decision about
previously presented high (common) and low (rare) frequency words, qualified by whether this recall
was based on a conscious recollection of the study episode or on a feeling of familiarity, without
conscious recollection of having seen the word previously. Schizophrenics recognised significantly
less words and made significantly less responses based on conscious recollection than controls.
Furthermore, schizophrenics did not show the word frequency effect seen in the control group, which
is the more confident recall of low frequency words relative to high frequency words. The authors
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suggest that this effect in healthy controls is due to the deeper processing associated with words,
which are less common or have not been encountered before. Indeed, the absence of this effect in the
patients may be indicative of a lack of elaborative processing and hence recognition based only on
familiarity (Huron et al 1995). This theory is supported by a similar study by Danion et al (1999),
who suggest that a lower level of recognition responses based on conscious recollection, or autonoetic
awareness, is due to inefficient 'relational binding', the bringing together of different aspects of an
event into a cohesive representation (Danion et al 1999). Several other authors have since postulated
that impaired context memory may be a core deficit in schizophrenia (Bazin et al 2000; Rizzo et al
1996a; Rizzo et al 1996b).
1.2.4.3.3.6 Context Memory
Context memory differs from 'content' memory, the latter being memory for an episode itself, and the
former being memory for features related but extrinsic to the episode, such as source, spatial and
temporal location. Braver et al (1999) describe context as 'any task-relevant information that is
internally represented in such a form that it can bias processing in the pathways responsible for task
performance'. In such a way context representations are actively maintained online and used to
influence further processing i.e. goals, task instructions and word meanings, especially in situations of
competitive response selection (Braver et al 1999). This closely resembles the most recent working
memory model outlined by Baddeley et al (2000), incorporating an episodic buffer for the transient
holding of external information incoming to or retrieved from long term memory, which may
influence current processing (Baddeley 2000).
Source memory is typically measured by testing participants' recognition and recall for the source of
objects or items previously self generated or generated by an experimenter and has been shown to be
impaired in schizophrenia when compared to controls (Keefe et al 2002; Stirling et al 1997; Waters et
al 2003). Indeed, Rankin and O'Carroll (1995) attributed this aspect of memory to an impaired reality
monitoring, leading to difficulty in distinguishing between externally and internally generated
information (Burglen et al 2004). Keefe et al (2002) showed patients to perform worse relative to
controls in the identification of the source of pictures and words generated by themselves, but
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equivalent in performance to controls in identification of material generated by others. Misattribution
of the source of self-generated material, to an external agent, was more prevalent in those patients
with hallucinations and thought insertion compared to patients without. This is presented as evidence
for a relationship between Schneiderian symptoms and defective autonoetic awareness in
schizophrenia (Keefe et al 2002). Conversely, in a memory for action test, Stirling et al (1997)
showed patients' impaired immediate and delayed recall and memory for source to be related to the
experience of negative symptoms (Stirling et al 1997). Vinogradov et al (1997) also showed patients
to be impaired on memory for source, despite intact recognition memory, which was related to an
executive dysfunction, mediated by low IQ. In addition, patients showed increased errors in the
identification of the source of items, which had been self-generated as well as items that were novel
(never presented before), which was also associated with low IQ. Although low IQ and poor
executive function suggests that executive control may be core to source memory, patients with
normal IQ still showed poorer memory for source than controls. The authors suggest that if an item
were only familiar, but not fully recollected, individuals would be expected to identify the source of
that item as external rather than internal (Vinogradov et al 1996).
Memory for the temporal order of events is typically measured using recency discrimination tasks and
has been demonstrated as deficient in schizophrenics relative to controls (Rizzo et al 1996a; Schwartz
et al 1991; Stone et al 1998; Waters et al 2003). Rizzo et al (1996) showed schizophrenic patients to
have preserved picture recognition and recall but impaired memory for when pictures were learned
(Rizzo et al 1996a). Schwartz et al (1991) showed poor recency discrimination in patients, which was
inversely correlated with perseverative errors on the WCST, but not related to recognition memory.
This suggests that presupposed frontally mediated deficits on the WCST are related to those on
recency discrimination and authors describe it as reflective of difficulties in effortful processing in
schizophrenia (Schwartz et al 1991). Waters et al (2003) demonstrated both source and temporal
order memory impairments in patients compared to controls in a test of object pair recognition and
context memory. Controls who showed poor recognition accuracy for object pairs, conversely
showed intact source and temporal memory, unlike patients who showed deficits in all areas. This is
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presented as further evidence for dysfunction in the combining of contextual cues in memory in
schizophrenia (Waters et al 2003).
Burglen et al (2004) used a similar temporal order memory paradigm to that of Rizzo (1996b) with a
shorter stimuli presentation time, and a shorter delay period without distraction, in order to test
working memory for intentionally encoded objects and locations (both separately and combined).
Although both controls and patients showed poorer performance for combined over separate
memories for objects and locations, patients showed significantly worse performance overall.
Moreover, patients showed a disproportionate impairment for combined memory relative to controls,
even in a subset of patients who had equivalent separate feature memory performance to controls
(Burglen et al 2004). This was a similar conclusion to that of Sullivan et al (1997), but at odds with
Gold et al (2003) who found comparative performance in patients and controls on memory for
separate and combined visual and orientation features in a working memory task (Burglen et al 2004;
Rushe et al 1999). These differences may be due to measures used in the individual studies, and
while Burglen presented objects and locations both separately and together, the features of Gold
(2003) were always presented bound together (Burglen et al 2004). Other studies have also failed to
show differences between patients and controls in memory for temporal order (Rushe et al 1999).
Rushe et al (1999) used a similar paradigm to that of Sullivan et al (1997), but with a shorter inter
stimulus interval between visual word presentations. It is conceivable therefore that automatic
processing, considered intact in schizophrenia, allowed for effective encoding of temporal order in
this instance (Rushe et al 1999). The Elvevag et al (2000) finding of differences in temporal order
memory between patients and controls disappeared after controlling for the overall level of recall
(Elvevag et al 2000). Other authors have asserted that memory for temporal order encoding is due to
automatic processing (Schacter et al (1987) as cited in Rushe et al 1999), although depending on the
demands of the task effortful processing may be needed in order to process temporal information
(Schwartz et al 1991).
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1.2.4.3.3.7 Semantic memory
Semantic memory refers to long term memory for facts, language, rules, abstract concepts and general
knowledge about the world, also encompassing both encoding and retrieval of such information.
Semantic memories are noted to be context free, fixed and based on understanding. Semantic
encoding involves a more complex and hence deeper form of procuring information, than shallow or
episodic encoding, because it is based less on the appearance of the item presented and more on
association and meaning in connection with that item. Though initially considered to be separate and
distinct systems, it is now accepted that the two are inextricably linked. Semantic memories may
originate as episodic memories, but the learning experiences or events associated with them are no
longer retrievable individually, therefore the information is no longer defined by the experience from
which it was yielded. Furthermore, evidence from amnesia literature suggests that without an intact
episodic memory it is difficult for individuals to formulate new semantic memories, though access to
previous semantic memories is still intact (Baddeley 1995).
A proliferation of studies suggest that semantic memory organisation is disrupted in schizophrenia
(Aloia et al 1998; Bacon et al 2001; Clare et al 1993; Duffy and O'Carroll 1994; Kareken et al 1996;
McKay et al 1996; Tamlyn et al 1992). Several authors have shown defective remote or
autobiographical memory in schizophrenia (Calev et al 1987; Danion et al 2003b; Tamlyn et al 1992),
particularly around the period of illness onset (Feinstein et al 1998), suggesting an acquisition deficit
specifically associated with psychosis development. Other studies have shown a semantic memory
deficit in schizophrenic patients using the Collins and Collins Silly Sentences Task and the Speed of
Comprehension and Language Processing task, which require the verification of a series of statements
(e.g. dragonflies have wings, the prime minister has feathers or rats have teeth). Patients have
demonstrated longer times to verify sentences and more errors than controls (Clare et al 1993; Duffy
and O'Carroll 1994; Tamlyn et al 1992). This is not necessarily attributable to processing speed
however, because in the comparison with Korsakoff patients, schizophrenic patients showed
equivalent processing speed performance as measured by the verbal fluency test and the WAIS Digit
Symbol task (Duffy and O'Carroll 1994). Other investigations reported similar deficits in category
judgement or sorting tasks, requiring the timely assignation of words or pictures to relevant categories
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(Clare et al 1993; Green et al 2004; McKay et al 1996; McKenna et al 1994) or during category
searches (Gurd et al 1997), while deficits in semantic fluency, discussed earlier, have been posited as
evidence of semantic network disorganisation. Green et al (2004) asked participants to sort pictures
into categories and then group them according to their over-inclusions (items from more than one
category grouped together) or under-inclusions (one or more items of the same category grouped
separately) prior to a category based deductive reasoning task. The authors reported that both controls
and patients under-included, but only patients over-included. Removal of items from their correct
categories may be due to a low level of perceived semantic similarity. However, although semantic
relationships drive deductive reasoning, patients still made effective judgements, suggesting that given
adequate context patients can perform the task normally (Green et al 2004). Over inclusive thinking
in schizophrenia is not a recent finding and was investigated extensively by Payne and others (1973)
(McKenna et al 1994). They further suggested it to be a feature specific to acute rather than chronic
schizophrenia patients, above all in those with formal thought disorder (McKenna et al 1994).
Another study suggests that over-activation of connected words without the constraint of context may
cause semantic memory impairments in schizophrenia. Nestor et al (1998) investigated word list
recall, using words of varying associative strengths (connectivity), and in varying hypothetical sizes of
network (number of associates), such that words could fall into one of four possible categories (high
connectivity-small network, high connectivity-large network, low connectivity-large network, low
connectivity-small network). Patients showed poorer overall recall than controls. Moreover, while
controls showed the expected better recall for high-small, then low-small, high-large and low-large
words, patients showed enhanced recall for highly connected and poor recall for lowly connected
words irrespective of network size. This suggests that semantic networks are activated differently in
schizophrenia and may be driven by strongly connected words regardless of the number of associates
(Nestor et al 1998).
Semantic network dysfunction in schizophrenia is also supported by evidence from semantic priming
tests. The semantic priming effect can be seen in tasks where a target word (e.g. black) is recognised
faster if it follows the presentation of a semantically related prime (e.g. white) than it would following
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a non-semantically related prime (i.e. round). Several studies have suggested that this priming effect
is enhanced (faster) in patients than in controls due to lack of inhibition and increased semantic
network activation in schizophrenia (Aloia et al 1998; Chenery et al 2004; Moritz et al 2002; Moritz et
al 2001; Passerieux et al 2003; Spitzer M et al 1993a; Spitzer M et al 1993b). Maher and Spitzer's
model also suggests that major thought disorder and therefore the associative intrusions apparent in
schizophrenic patients' speech, may be due to the excessive activation /hyper-priming of semantic
networks early on in processing and prior to conscious attentional control. The model of spreading
activation is an attractive one, and suggests that information is stored in single nodes in networks of
related concepts, such that when one node is activated all other close nodes in the same network will
be activated too, spreading and weakening the further the association. Both Spitzer et al (1993) and
Moritz et al (2002) showed thought disordered patients to activate further and more indirect
associations faster than controls and non thought disordered patients in a lexical decision task (Spitzer
M et al 1993a; Spitzer M et al 1993b), and Passerieux et al (1997) demonstrated greater priming for
related than unrelated pairs in non thought disordered patients and controls, but not in thought
disordered patients. Aloia et al (1998) showed the same pattern of priming for more highly associated
pairs in both patients and controls, but at a more enhanced level in patients, while Chenerey et al
(2004) also showed enhanced priming in schizophrenic patients at shorter time intervals and on pairs
of low relatedness relative to controls (Aloia et al 1998; Chenery et al 2004). There is however no
established biological evidence to suggest that this is the case, and an alternative theory asserts that
executive processes are affected in thought disorder to create this semantic memory deficit
(Siekmeirer and Hoffman 2002) (Salisbury et al 2002). Indeed, Barch et al (1996) demonstrated
similar levels of priming in both patients and controls for times less than 950 milliseconds (Barch et al
1996). This negative finding has been described elsewhere, but like Barch et al (1996), such
experiments have used a word pronunciation task, which can be completed without semantic
processing, unlike the former experiments employing lexical decision tasks (Siekmeirer and Hoffman
2002).
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1.2.4.4 Summary of memory deficits in schizophrenia
Neuropsychological abilities affected in schizophrenia are wide ranging (Heinrichs and Zakzanis
1998). Indeed, in a meta-analysis of neuropsychological assessment performance in patients with
schizophrenia compared to controls in 204 studies, Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) showed effect sizes
for global verbal memory (d =1.53) to be greater than those for intellectual ability (d= 1.24) or
executive function (d = 0.95). However, the authors did not conclude that this was indicative of a
differential memory deficit and there is as yet no substantial evidence to conclusively assert a
selective deficit in any one domain relative to all others in schizophrenia (Heinrichs and Zakzanis
1998).
However, there does appear to be a growing body of evidence depicting such a pattern. McKenna et
al (1990) demonstrated nearly 50% of their patient sample to be severely impaired on the Rivermead
Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT) compared to only 19% of the same group falling into the mild or
severely demented category on the mini-mental state examination (McKenna et al 1990). Similarly,
Gold (1992) administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R) and the Wechsler
Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R), both of which are standardised and significantly correlated in
healthy normal participants. A group of schizophrenic patients showed a higher pre-morbid than
current intellectual ability score, while both scores of intellectual ability were greater than the general
memory index score in the same group (Gold et al 1992a). These findings suggest a greater
impairment in tests of general memory than on other tests of global intellectual function in
schizophrenia patients.
Strict guidelines established by Chapman and Chapman (1978 and 1989), indicate that several factors
must be considered before a selective deficit can be verified. First, impairment in one domain must
exceed in severity impairments apparent in other affected functional domains, also known as the
'weak' form of a differential deficit. Secondly, this severity will be greater in those domain tasks
relative to tasks of equivalent difficulty in other affected functional domains, or the 'strong' version of
a differential deficit. This poses a problem for a number of studies which have either failed to include
measurements across functional domains or which have administered tasks of varying difficulty
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(Chapman and Chapman 1989). Moreover, the involvement of attention and executive functions in all
tasks makes it difficult to assert that tests are assessing pure and undiluted cognitive functions. This
overlap may give the impression of selective impairments, which in fact are several deficient
functions assessed by one task (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). Additional confounding factors such
as age, gender, medication, chronicity and intelligence may have an extraneous influence on memory
performance, and therefore should also be controlled where possible, in order that specific deficits
cannot be attributed to differences between groups in these areas (Cirillo and Seidman 2003).
Chapman and Chapman (1989) suggest that comparability across different neuropsychological tests is
achievable without psychometrically matching tasks. Using the regression equation of task B on task
A in control participants, one can compute for each observed score on task A the predicted score for
task B, in order to address the question 'to what extent is performance on task B deviant, given the
subject's score on task A?' This therefore considers performance on task B relative to and in spite of
performance on task A and has the additional advantage of accounting for the correlation between the
two tasks (Chapman and Chapman 1989).
Saykin (199land 1994) used standardised residual scores (based on the control group mean and
standard deviation) by converting raw scores to standardised residual scores (z transformations) which
were adjusted for potential confounds such as age, sex and executive functioning and compared
performance between un-medicated schizophrenic patients and controls in a wide ranging
neuropsychological test battery. Using this method, patients scored nearly three standard deviations
below controls on tests of memory compared to one or two standard deviations below controls on tests
in other areas of cognitive ability. The same authors, using a larger sample of first-episode
medication-naive patients and previously medicated schizophrenic patients, later demonstrated a
specific deficit in verbal but not visual memory relative to all other cognitive domains of function.
Binks and Gold (1998) replicated this finding in a study of 30 schizophrenic patients using a broad
range of neuropsychological tests, which also conformed to the requirements of Chapman and
Chapman (1978)(Binks and Gold 1998; Saykin et al 1991; Saykin et al 1994).
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However, these results should be acknowledged with caution. Chapman and Chapman assert that the
standardised residual score method allows for comparisons between unmatched tasks A and B, and
will remove specific extraneous variance associated with task B. Nonetheless, in groups where there
is robust evidence of a generalised neuropsychological deficit, such as schizophrenia, the effects of the
generalised deficit cannot be removed (i.e. low scores on task B could be due to both a specific and a
generalised deficit on task B). They therefore stress that this method may be more beneficial in
groups such as relatives of schizophrenics who will display a less severe generalised deficit across
neuropsychological tests (Chapman and Chapman 1989). Blanchard and Neale (1994) reiterate this
point and show that using the same method, non-medicated schizophrenic patients performed less well
relative to controls across all neuropsychological tests, supporting the existence of a more generalised
cognitive deficit (Blanchard and Neale 1994).
In summary, schizophrenia patients show pervasive deficits in declarative memory, extending to
encoding, recognition, and recall processes. This suggests a basic impairment in the acquisition and
retrieval of information, which cannot be attributed to attentional deificits, or to failed material
storage. Furthermore, lack of spontaneous semantic clustering, poor context memory, and the
improvement in recall performance in some patients following aid in the organisation of information,
suggests that recall deficits may be partly explained by poor encoding processing in this group.
Access may therefore be compounded by the quality of processing exerted on acquired information.
1.3 Development of cognitive deficits in schizophrenia
1.3.1 Stability of cognitive function in schizophrenia
1.3.1.1 Longitudinal studies
Cognitive deficits have been identified in first episode schizophrenic patients (Albus et al 1997; Albus
et al 2002; Bilder et al 2000; Censits et al 1997; Gold et al 1999; Hill et al 2004; Holthausen et al
2003; Hutton et al 1998; Joyce et al 2002; Kravariti et al 2003; Mohamed et al 1999; Riley et al 2000;
Saykin et al 1994) and medication naive schizophrenic patients (Hill et al 2003; Saykin et al 1991),
suggesting that deficits outlined previously may be present to a certain extent independently of
medication status or illness duration. However, while it is acknowledged that cognitive deficits exist
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early in the course of schizophrenia, the stability of such deficits throughout the illness is still unclear.
This has significant implications for the understanding of the aetiology of the disorder, because
decline in function throughout the course of the illness might suggest a neurodegenerative process,
whereas stability would indicate a neurodevelopmental condition. Research has therefore focused on
distinguishing between 'stable vulnerability factors' (i.e. cognitive deficits which remain stable during
florid periods and periods in remission), and 'episode components' or 'state dependent factors' (i.e.
cognitive deficits which improve or normalise during periods in remission). Stable vulnerability
factors may be reflective of structural abnormalities and may be present in relatives of schizophrenics,
making them possible trait indicators, or intermediate phenotypes for the disorder. State factors will
however be reflective of the underlying neurophysiological disturbance associated with psychosis
(Rund 1998)(see Table 1C in Appendix 1).
Longitudinal follow-up studies enable the investigation of cognitive performance from first episode
schizophrenia to several years later. In this way any cognitive performance change and its
relationship with symptomatology and medication can be assessed. However, although the age of
onset, years of illness and medication status of patient samples are generally provided, it is unlikely
that all patients across studies are manifesting the same type of symptoms, with the same severity and
in the same stage of illness. This should therefore be considered in light of findings reported.
A number of studies have reported improvements in cognitive performance of schizophrenic patients
over time (Addington 2000; Albus et al 2002; Censits et al 1997; Gold et al 1999; Hoff et al 1992a;
Hoff et al 1999; Landro 1994; Nopoulos et al 1994; Sweeney et al 1991). Addington et al (1991)
noted an improvement over 6 months in the cognitive performance of 38 acutely ill schizophrenic
patients, which was correlated with positive symptoms improvement. However, deficits on the
WCST and word fluency persisted throughout periods of remission (Addington and Addington 1991;
Addington et al 1991). Albus (2002) showed improvement in visuo-motor processing/attention (Trial-
making B, Stroop test, and Digit symbol) in both controls and first episode schizophrenics and in
verbal learning (CVLT 1-5) in first episode patients between initial hospitalisation and follow up 2
years later. Symptoms had no effect on neuropsychological performance and although visuo-motor
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processing/attention was influenced by medication status, verbal learning may be state related, while
deficits on semantic memory (WMS-R Logical memory) remained stable throughout (Albus 2002).
Between discharge from hospital following clinical recovery and again 1 year later, Sweeney et al
(1991) demonstrated an increase, but not normalisation, in psychomotor (Digit symbol and Finger
tapping) and verbal recognition memory scores (RAVLT) in acute schizophrenia patients, although
the latter result could be reflective of practice effects on the RAVLT (Sweeney et al 1991). However,
Nopoulos et al (1994) reported improvements in complex attention (Trial-making B and Stroop
response set shifting) correlated with psychotic symptom improvement and stable deficits in memory
(RAVLT 1-5 and delayed recall, WMS-R Logical memory, WMS-R Paired associates) in patients
between time of hospitalisation and 1 to 2 years later (Nopoulos et al 1994). Hoff et al (1999) showed
42 first episode schizophrenia patients in the first 2 to 5 years of illness to perform consistently less
well relative to controls, while a remittance of psychotic symptoms (but no change in negative
symptoms) was positively correlated with cognitive performance, except in verbal memory, where
they failed to show any improvement (Hoff et al 1999). Similarly, Censits et al (1997) showed no
differences in cognitive function between never medicated first episode patients and previously treated
patients, suggesting no impact of medication on performance over time. A general improvement in
cognitive function in patients was associated with improved symptomatology, however 10 of the 15
neuropsychological variables positively correlated with negative symptoms, above all anhedonia,
suggesting that negative and not positive symptom amelioration effected neuropsychological change.
Gold (1999) showed more extensive improvement in both performance and general IQ, but stability of
function in verbal IQ only and also showed this to be related to negative rather than positive
symptoms. Finally, Morrison et al (2000) compared patient performance on NART IQ, a measure of
verbal intellectual ability, at baseline and 7 years later and revealed no change. However, although
mean change in score over time was only 1.4, 2 of the 45 patients assessed did show a dramatic score
increase from -16 to +18 over this period (Morrison et al 2000).
Several longitudinal studies have also shown stable cognitive deficits over time (Heaton et al 2001;
Hughes et al 2002; Hyde et al 1994). Heaton et al (2001) showed stable neuropsychological
performance deficits between schizophrenia patients and controls over short (1.6 years) and long (5
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years) periods. Small improvements in first episode patients' motor function were attributed to
practice effects paralleling those in the control group. However, a lack of chronically institutionalised
schizophrenia patients makes these results less generalisable. Hughes et al (2002) showed the
relationship between improvements in symptoms and neuropsychological performance to be non-
causal, and as such patients showed only stable neuropsychological deficits over time (Hughes et al
2002). Russell and others (1997) demonstrated lower premorbid IQ scores (WISC-R) in patients
assessed at a mean age of thirteen, up to nineteen years before illness onset. Although demonstrating
significantly poorer scores relative to controls, patients showed no difference between their current IQ
scores (WAIS-R) and premorbid scores (WISC-R) nearly two decades earlier, suggesting a stable
intellectual ability over time and throughout the course of their illness. However, it should be noted
that 13 of the 34 patients followed up, were diagnosed as schizophrenic in childhood, of which 9
completed their baseline IQ test at the same time or shortly after this diagnosis (Russell et al 1997).
Stirling et al (2003) did demonstrate cognitive decline in 3 out of 9 subtests (WAIS-R Object
assembly, picture completion and recognition memory for faces) in a 10-year longitudinal study of a
mixture of first episode schizophrenics and schizoaffective disorder patients. Without a comparison
group it is difficult to be sure of the importance of evidence of decline in these patients, especially
over such an extended period of time (10-12 years) (i.e. although average age at onset was 26.4 years,
a 32 year old at onset would be 44 at follow-up, an age at which age-related decline cannot be ruled
out). Persistent negative symptoms predicted poor functional outcome but were not related to
neuropsychological performance. Furthermore, although there were significant deficits in onset
performance on several tests, these remained stable over time. The authors suggest a pattern of long-
term deterioration in ffonto-parietal networks (Stirling et al 2003).
1.3.1.2 Cross sectional studies
Several studies have explored differences in neuropsychological performance across age groups in
schizophrenia (Bilder et al 1992; Fucetola et al 2000; Heaton et al 1994; Hyde et al 1994; Mockler et
al 1997). Heaton et al (1994) showed three age groups of schizophrenic patients (85 early onset
young schizophrenics, 36 early onset old schizophrenics, 22 late onset schizophrenics) to perform
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significantly differently on neuropsychological tests from both controls and Alzheimer's patients, but
not from one another. Mockler et al (1997) reported a similar result investigating performance across
five and then two age cohorts. There was no decline in any age group between premorbid and current
IQ, nor were there any differences in general neuropsychological performance between groups which
could be considered age related (Mockler et al 1997). Although Fucetola et al (2000) showed an age
related decline in cognitive performance similar to that apparent in a control group, decline in an
aspect of executive function (i.e. abstraction as measured by WCST) was found to be greater in
patients than in controls (Fucetola et al 2000).
1.3.2 Summary of stability of cognitive function in schizophrenia
These studies on the whole suggest a lack of cognitive deterioration through the course of the
schizophrenic illness, coupled in some instances with slight improvements in varied cognitive
domains due to a remittance of psychotic symptoms (Addington and Addington 1991; Addington et al
1991; Nopoulos et al 1994), negative symptoms (Censits et al 1997; Gold et al 1999) or unaffected by
symptoms at all (Albus et al 2002; Hughes et al 2002). There is a lack of consistency of medication
application across studies, with some patients medicated at follow up but not at baseline (Censits et al
1997; Gold et al 1999) and at least one study where patients were not medicated at all among those on
medication at both assessments (Nopoulos et al 1994). This makes it difficult to extrapolate what
aspects of perceived improvement are due to medication (which admittedly will vary in type and
dosage across and within patient samples), symptomatology change and/or practice effects, and in the
latter especially so given the varied follow-up periods across studies. The inclusion of a comparison
group at baseline and follow-up is crucial in order to compare any apparent deterioration with
performance in a control group, i.e. Albus et al (2002) noted that due to an improvement in visual
memory over time in the control group, the patient group showed an apparent deterioration over time
(Albus et al 2002). Some of these difficulties are removed from the cross sectional studies of age
related changes in neuropsychological performance, whose findings tend to support the notion of
stability of function demonstrated by longitudinal investigations in schizophrenic patients.
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1.3.2.1 Cognitive deficits and relationship to functional outcome
Cognitive deficits have often been described as epiphenomenona, that is, attributable to the effects of
the negative symptoms (lack of motivation, anhedonia, avolition) or positive symptoms (hallucination
and delusion interference) of the disorder. However, several studies have reported improvements in
symptomatology of patients on medication, in the absence of coincidental improvements in cognitive
function, suggesting that psychotic symptoms and neuropsychological function may be relatively
independent of one another (i.e. Goldberg et al (1993b) as cited in (O'Carroll 2000). Studies of
functional outcome in schizophrenia have also shown aspects of cognitive ability to be predictive of
outcome in patients i.e. verbal memory is predictive of all functional outcomes and vigilance abilities
predict competence in social problem solving and skill acquisition (Green 1996). General cognitive
measures have been shown to predict occupational ability and outcome on anti-psychotic medication
(i.e. clozapine) (Meltzer et al 1996), while a later meta-analytic study by Green et al (2000) revealed
considerable effect sizes demonstrating a significant relationship between neurocognitive measures
and functional outcome (i.e. measures of immediate and secondary memory, card sorting and
vigilance) (Green et al 2000).
1.3.3 Premorbid general intellectual ability in schizophrenia
Several investigators have hypothesised that a deterioration in intellectual and cognitive ability may
occur before the onset of psychosis, or at least before definitive signs of overt psychosis manifest
themselves. However, comparisons between premorbid or prodromal and current intellectual ability
in schizophrenia patients can be difficult, above all when measurements shortly prior to illness onset
may not be available, or if available, not directly comparable with current standardised measures of
general intellect (see Table ID in Appendix 1).
1.3.3.1 Measures of premorbid and current intellectual ability
The NART, which requires the ability to pronounce irregular words (i.e. campanile, drachm), is a
widely used test of premorbid ability in schizophrenia and has been shown to account for 66% of the
IQ variance in full scale WAIS. The results of factor analytic studies show it to load considerably
higher on the 'g' factor of general intelligence than 9 of 11 WAIS sub-tests (Crawford et al 1992).
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Evidence also supports NART as a stable measure of intellectual ability in acutely ill, unmedicated
schizophrenia patients, which is unaffected by psychotic symptoms (O'Carroll et al 1992). Crawford
et al (1992) showed no significant differences between community residing schizophrenia patients and
controls on this test. However, long stay schizophrenia patients were significantly lower in scores on
both NART and WAIS IQ. This could suggest an illness related reduction in scores on the NART in
chronic schizophrenia patients, but is also suggested as representative of a difference in premorbid IQ
predating illness onset (Crawford et al 1992). Both O'Carroll et al (1992) and Crawford (1992)
showed patients to score lower on the WAIS than on the NART, which authors posit as suggestive of
a decline from premorbid to current intellectual function. Some studies have therefore adopted this
test as a valid measure of premorbid function, based on its reported resistance to cerebral dysfunction
and dependence on acquired knowledge about words (O'Carroll et al 1992).
The usage of NART to estimate premorbid levels of function has however been challenged. A
comparison between NART IQ, WAIS-R IQ and IQ measured premorbidly in childhood, in 24 adult
schizophrenia patients, showed no change between premorbid and current IQ levels (as measured by
WAIS-R), but significant differences between both measures when compared with NART. The
authors suggest this difference is especially prominent in groups where IQ deviates from the average
(Russell et al 2000). Indeed, Nelson (1990) advises against using the NART in extremes of scoring
on this test, such that those at ceiling level will tend to incline lower towards the mean, whereas those
at base levels will incline higher towards the mean (Nelson et al 1990). The lowest achievable
estimated score of intelligence on this test is 84 points, a fact that Russell et al (1998-letter to editor)
stress is likely to give the appearance of 'premorbid' intellectual ability within normal limits (Russell
and Murray 1998). NART may in fact be both over and under estimate (e.g. in younger patients)
premorbid function in schizophrenia patients, particularly when it is a test reliant on acquired
knowledge and educational achievement. Any interruptions in schooling, as is common in early onset
conditions, could prevent patients reaching a higher score, which would have been predicted based on
performance in other domains of function (Russell and Murray 1998).
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A further difficulty is also evident (despite an overlap in variance between the two), in the type of
abilities the NART and WAIS are actually measuring. Lezak (1995) reports higher correlations of the
NART with WAIS verbal IQ (VSIQ) than with performance IQ (PSIQ) or full scale IQ (FSIQ) (Lezak
1995). In the 1960's, Catell's concept of crystallised intelligence was operationally defined by tests
measuring the influence of education and acculturation on intellectual performance (i.e. verbal ability
and vocabulary). Conversely, fluid intelligence was operationally defined by tests measuring a
biological capacity to accrue knowledge, such as inductive and spatial reasoning (Brody 1992). Catell
argued that because of the assumed biological basis of fluid intelligence, it was the factor most
vulnerable to prenatal insult, brain damage and age related decline, whereas crystallised intelligence
would remain fairly intact (Brody 1992). These forms of intellectual measurement are often referred
to as 'hold' and 'no hold' tests, where 'hold' tests are considered insensitive to forms of brain damage
and 'no hold' tests are not (Lezak 1995). Several studies have shown preserved functioning on
measures of crystallised intelligence in schizophrenia, such as tests of language and vocabulary (Binks
and Gold 1998; Saykin et al 1994), while WAIS-R vocabulary has been touted as a better estimate of
premorbid intelligence than that measured by NART. On the other hand, full scale WAIS-R IQ
incorporates many different sub tests, broadly classed as measures of verbal and performance IQ.
WAIS-R IQ is therefore a more robust indicator of fluid intelligence and is sensitive to any subtle
changes in specific cognitive ability conducive with the development of brain abnormalities in
localised areas.
Longitudinal, prospective and retrospective study designs are often limited by those measures used
premorbidly to assess intellectual function in individuals who later develop schizophrenia. For this
reason, many studies rely on standardised psychometric tests or standard school assessments to
indicate levels of performance in their samples. It must be noted therefore that the different forms of




The possibility that premorbid intellectual function is compromised in individuals who later develop
schizophrenia has been extensively explored using follow-back studies, which take a present cohort of
schizophrenic patients and compare current cognitive performance with scores on tests of intellectual
and cognitive function acquired premorbidly. One of the earliest follow-back studies compared
premorbid IQ at age 7 to 8 years old (Kulhman Cleveland IQ test) between 36 adult schizophrenia
patients with 36 of their adult siblings and 35 adult controls and 35 of their adult siblings, having
matched all patients and controls for IQ. A significant difference in IQ at this age was present
between the patients and their unaffected siblings, a difference not extended to the matched controls
and their siblings (Lane and Albee 1964). Ambelas et al (1992) compared premorbid IQ scores from
childhood (10 to 15 years old) between 18 males who later became adult schizophrenia patients and
18 male controls, all seen in childhood at a child guidance centre. Controls had higher IQ, speech and
language scores than those individuals who went on to develop schizophrenia by the age of 27
(Ambelas 1992). Similarly Isohanni et al (1998) investigated hospital treated psychiatric disorders
and past school performance in 11017 adults of a Finnish Birth Cohort and showed low school marks
at age 16 to be predictive ofnon-psychotic disorders, whereas being in an inappropriate class at age 14
predicted future hospital treated disorders (Isohanni et al 1998). Russell et al (2000) compared a
childhood measure of IQ in 24 adult schizophrenia patients with current measures of WAIS-R and
NART IQ, and found no difference between IQ scores (Russell et al 2000). Finally, Jones et al (1994)
compared premorbid childhood IQ between 50 adult schizophrenia patients and 50 adults with
affective disorder, both having been seen in childhood at a child psychiatric clinic and found those
who were schizophrenic to have a lower premorbid IQ score than the affective disorder patients (Jones
et al 1994a).
Premorbid general intellectual decline may also be apparent at a significant point in development, in
individuals who go on to develop schizophrenia. Ang et al (2004) similarly compared 30 first episode
male schizophrenia patients and 30 male controls (all in the military service and with a mean age of 20
years), on standardised school exam scores (GCE and PLSE) at two periods between the ages of 12
and 16 years old. Although both groups showed a general reduction in mathematics performance
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between exams at age 12 to exams at age 16, the drop between scores in mathematics was
significantly greater in those who went on to develop schizophrenia between 3 and 8 years later (Ang
and Tan 2004). Fuller et al (2002) compared 57 male and 13 female adult schizophrenia patients on
premorbid standardised school assessment scores (Iowa tests of educational ability, covering 6
domains of function including reading, vocabulary, comprehension, language and maths) at ages 9, 13
and 16. Although school scores in this group were non-significantly below the state average at both 9
and 13 years old, there was an improvement in performance on some tests between ages. However,
there was a statistically significant drop in scores between the ages of 13 and 16 years old, to
significantly below the state average and specifically on tests of language (on which no improvement
had been demonstrated at any point) (Fuller et al 2002).
Finally, the possibility that separate symptom clusters may have discrete yet overlapping aetiologies
should also be considered. Guerra et al (2002) took a different approach to follow-back investigation
and explored, using principal component analysis and multiple regression, the possible predictors of
specific symptom clusters, rather than of schizophrenia as a disorder. Interestingly, family history of
schizophrenia was identified as a predictor for delusions and hallucinations and paranoia, family
history of bipolar disorder was a predictor for negative symptoms and disorganisation, while obstetric
complications were predictive of paranoia. Delusions, hallucinations, and mania were predicted by
good premorbid intellectual function, whereas negative symptoms were predicted by early first
psychiatric admission and disorganisation by low premorbid intelligence. Paranoia, delusions, and
hallucinations were also predicted by poor adolescent school functioning. Negative symptoms,
delusions and hallucinations and paranoia all had a developmental origin, although these were
manifested as different childhood difficulties (Guerra et al 2002).
1.3.3.3 Birth and conscript cohort studies
Birth cohort studies have prospectively investigated a diverse range of psychosocial variables and
their possible relationships with the development of schizophrenia in a proportion of their sample and
benefit from the substantial size of their sample and the amount of data acquired over time. Jones et
al (1994) showed schizophrenia to be associated with low IQ in childhood in a British National Birth
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Cohort study, while Cannon et al (2000) reported a similar finding using a birth cohort to identify
adult schizophrenic patients, their unaffected siblings and controls who had previously undergone
cognitive assessment at ages 4 and 7 years old. Although patients and their siblings performed
significantly less well than controls on tests at 4 and 7 years old, there were no differences between
patients and their siblings, suggesting that function at this stage may be reflective of a trait deficit
(Cannon et al 2000a; Jones et al 1994a). Crow et al (1995) also showed that children who go on to
develop schizophrenia have poorer reading and mathematical ability at the age of 7 and are slower in
achieving developmental milestones relative to equivalent aged control children and children who
later develop affective psychosis or neuroticism (Crow et al 1995).
Prospective conscript cohort studies are additionally advantageous in that most males eligible for
service between 16 and 17 years old will be assessed with standard psychometric tests at entry to the
military service and at regular points thereafter. This reduces the labour intensiveness associated with
birth cohorts, which must follow a sample from birth through the putative period of risk, thus
requiring monitoring over a longer period of time and suffering from high rates of attrition in the
process. Caspi et al (2003) compared performance of 44 adult schizophrenic patients, between a first
psychometric assessment (when all were 16-17 year old Israeli draft board conscripts and during
which time, and for 2 years afterwards, none had any psychotic symptoms), and a second
psychometric assessment between 2 and 14 years afterwards (prior to discharge following a first
episode schizophrenia). Although there were no changes in conscript performance between the two
assessment points, comparison with an age matched control group revealed poorer performance of the
patients both premorbidly and following first episode psychosis, as well as a deterioration relative to
controls on a test of abstract reasoning, mental speed and concentration (Caspi et al 2003). Like Jones
et al (1994), David et al (1997), in an investigation of 50, 000 18 year old male Swedish army
conscripts (195 of which developed schizophrenia and 192 of which developed a non-psychotic
disorder), showed low IQ (specifically in verbal and mechanical knowledge) to be associated linearly
with an increased risk for schizophrenia, while the effect was similar, but less linear for those who
later developed non-psychotic disorders (David et al 1997). In the same way, Gunnell et al (2002)
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showed poor verbal and performance intelligence test scores in 18-year-old Swedish conscripts to be
associated with psychosis development 5 years later (Gunnell et al 2002).
1.3.4 Summary of the differences between premorbid and current general intellectual
ability in schizophrenia
In spite of large participant numbers in both cases, there is poor statistical power due to the low rate of
eventual schizophrenia development in these samples. Moreover, studies are weakened by low
attrition and outdated or overly general methods of assessment, especially longitudinal designs.
However, despite this, findings from follow back and cohort studies seem to consistently suggest that
low general intellectual ability from an early age, in individuals who develop schizophrenia in
adulthood, may be considered a risk factor for schizophrenia (Cannon et al 2000a; David et al 1997).
However, this is not a discrete risk factor given that low IQ is also present in individuals who later
develop affective and non-psychotic disorders (David et al 1997; Guerra et al 2002; Isohanni et al
1998). In addition, the declines in intellectual function which have also been reported occurring in
early adolescence (12-16 years old), suggest that if not pre-existing and deteriorating further, then
cognitive deterioration in those who later develop schizophrenia may occur at a significant
developmental stage pre adulthood (Ang and Tan 2004; Fuller et al 2002).
It is therefore encouraging that cognitive indicators of risk for the later development of schizophrenia
may be present a considerable time before onset. With this in mind, researchers have increasingly
focused on the investigation of groups of individuals who are currently well, but at an enhanced risk
for development of the disorder, as a means of identifying those factors, which may exclusively
predict schizophrenia onset.
1.4 Genetic liability to schizophrenia
1.4.1 Genetic liability
Although there is a risk of 1 in 100 that a member of the general population will develop
schizophrenia, this likelihood is approximately 10% in individuals with a first degree relative with the
disorder. Moreover, family, twin and adoption studies have revealed the risk of psychosis to increase
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as a function of the number and proximity of relatives affected, such that risk is about 46% when both
a parent and a sibling manifest the disorder, and about 50% for the unaffected member of a pair of
monozygotic twins (Gottesman 1991)(see figure 1.2). While it is notable both that schizophrenia is
not a Mcndclian condition and that a significant proportion of schizophrenic patients do not have
genetically related affected relatives, nonetheless genetic predisposition is the most robust risk factor
for schizophrenia to date (Kendler and Diehl 1993).
The development of schizophrenia is now conceptualised as occurring along two continua (Cannon et
al 2003). The first being the genetic-environmental continuum, where the interaction between genetic
and non-genetic influences increases the risk for manifestation of the schizophrenia phenotype, and
the second, the environmental or maturational continuum, impacting throughout the developmental
stages of life. Because the genotype alone is not sufficient for the development of schizophrenia,
deficits present in unaffected relatives are considered 'vulnerability1 or 'trait' deficits, while those
associated with the overt phenotypic expression of schizophrenia could be considered 'disease-related'
or 'state-related' deficits (Cannon et al 2003).
Figure 1.2 Relative risk for schizophrenia (Gottesman 1991)
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Genetic studies of schizophrenia have attempted to identify relationships between genes and familial
or population based schizophrenia. Linkage studies have investigated associations between specific
genetic loci and the incidence of schizophrenia in multiple families, segregation analyses have
examined transmission through disease phenotypes in nuclear families and pedigrees, and association
studies have compared the frequency of specific alleles in non genetically related affected individuals
and matched controls (Kendler and Diehl 1993; Weinberger et al 2001). The inconsistent results
which have previously emerged may be due to the weak predictive relationship between the
phenotype and genotype, the limitations of restrictive diagnostic classifications, and the heterogeneity
and symptom overlap in psychiatric disorders (Sivagnansundaram et al 2003). Nonetheless, more
recently, a number of linkages to chromosomal regions have been shown across studies (i.e. loci 8p
and 22q), and several candidate genes have been proposed, all of which act upon brain synaptic
connectivity through their varying influence over the transmission of the excitatory neurotransmitter
glutamate at N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (i.e. G72, D-amino acid oxidase (DAAO),
Neuregulin (NRG1), Regulator of G-protein signalling (RGS4), Dysbindin (DTNBP1), Proline
dehydrogenase (PRODH), and Catechol-O-methyltranferase (COMT)). Given the apparent genetic
complexity of the disorder, it makes it more likely a product of several 'susceptibility1 genes, some of
which may also be contenders for the underlying genetic components to other psychiatric conditions,
such as bipolar disorder. In fact, Gottesman and Shields initially postulated polymorphism as a model
for the genetic underpinnings of schizophrenia in their liability/threshold model as early as 1967. This
assumes that liability for the disorder is distributed normally in the population, and will be manifested
through the additive effects of multiple genes and the environment. The enhanced genetic liability in
relatives of schizophrenics increases their chances of exceeding a hypothetical threshold for the
manifestation of the illness (McGuffin et al 1995).
Becker (2004) outlines a similar hypothetical model for complex genetic disorders such as
schizophrenia, called the Common Variants/Multiple Disease Hypothesis of Complex Genetic
Disorders. Comorbidity is well known in disorders such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, while
schizoaffective disorder is also common in families with incidences of both schizophrenia and/or
affective disorder. Becker suggests that this overlap of clinical characteristics is due to multiple
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interacting genetic loci contributing small effects in an additive manner to several disorders, and that
when combined with external environmental influences such as stress, pollution, diet and
developmental stages, the specific disorder may manifest itself (Becker 2001). Thcso models propose
that multiple disease producing alleles occur at high frequency within the general population and
explain both the observation of increasing risk with an increasing number of affected relatives and the
persistence of such disease in the population, despite the negative impact on reproductive fitness
(Becker 2004; McGuffin et al 1995).
However, the potential multitude of gene interactions fundamental to schizophrenia, will also give rise
to a proliferation of complex phenotypes. This highlights the need for a simplification in the search for
susceptibility genes, by focusing on different families in which the disorder aggregates or in distinct
clinical sub-types of the disorder, which may reflect separate aetiologies and separate susceptibility
genes (Kendler et al 1997; Weinberger et al 2001). In this way it is hoped that more specific
phenotypes will provide clues to its genetic underpinnings.
Susceptibility genes may impact directly on the intermediate phenotypic expression of the disorder.
Weinberger et al (2001) asserts that this relationship makes intermediate phenotypes powerful
indicators of genetic vulnerability in families. An intermediate phenotype can take many forms, be it
neuropsychological, neurophysiological, biochemical, neuroanatomical or endocrine (Gottesman and
Gould 2003). Gottesman and Gould defined an endophenotype for a disease as 'a measurable
component unseen by the unaided eye along the pathway between disease and distal genotype'.
However, in order to be a reliable and useful endophenotype, it must fulfil certain criteria. Firstly, it
must have specificity for the disorder under study and be an enduring stable trait throughout the
course of the illness, whilst being relatively invulnerable to state related effects. It must also be
heritable, co-segregate in families with the illness and be present and stable in unaffected relatives
with the disorder to a greater extent than in the normal population (Gottesman and Gould 2003;
Heinrichs 2001).
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1.4.2 Family and High Risk studies
1.4.2.1 Family studies
Investigation of individuals at an enhanced genetic risk for the disorder has allowed for the elucidation
of any underlying cognitive trait abnormalities of schizophrenia. These assessments are freed from
some of the more difficult confounds such as stage of illness, symptom types and medication effects,
due to the fact that none of the sample are actually ill (and are unlikely to become ill ifover the age of
45). Indeed, cognitive impairments in this group, based on a comparison with a matched control
group, are inherently subtle and performance would not generally be classified as sub-normal. This
makes differences in performance between groups even more compelling. Impairments found in
unaffected relatives of schizophrenics, relative to healthy controls, which are both stable and milder
than but consistent with impairments found in schizophrenia, may qualify as 'vulnerability' deficits, or
reflections of a predisposition to the disorder. However, importantly, cognitive deficits associated
with schizophrenia could also be considered intermediate phenotypes for the disorder, given that
impairments are generally more severe in patients with schizophrenia, than in unaffected relatives.
1.4.2.2 High Risk studies
Without measuring neuropsychological performance in relatives of schizophrenics over time, it is
difficult to assess how far cognitive deficits reflect an increased risk for the development of
schizophrenia. Secondly, it is unclear whether development of psychotic symptoms interferes with or
is associated with further reductions in performance and to what extent changes could be viewed as
predictors of future psychosis. Prospective high-risk studies have attempted to resolve these issues by
monitoring the cognitive function of young people at high risk of schizophrenia, by virtue of their
close blood relationship to schizophrenics, over an extended period. In such a way the development
of the illness in some participants can be investigated in relation to potential cognitive indicators
(Cornblatt and Obuchowski 1997; Ott et al 1998).
High-risk groups (defined as groups of people who have a greater statistical chance of developing
schizophrenia relative to the general population) have traditionally been selected based on genetic
relatedness, a more robust risk factor than any previously described environmental factors (Cornblatt
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and Obuchowski 1997; McGuffin et al 1995). The majority of high-risk projects recruited the
offspring of schizophrenics, with a risk for development of 10% with one affected parent. However,
this criterion precludes generalisation to the population as a whole, because findings will be based on
a familial form of schizophrenia. Moreover, while this method allows for follow up, most early
investigations have had to span at least 20 years in order to monitor performance of schizophrenic
offspring through the period in which they are most likely to develop schizophrenia, leading to high
rates of attrition. This is further confounded by the relatively small number of participants who do
eventually develop schizophrenia, thus it has been crucial for initial samples to be large enough to
withstand both high rates of attrition and low rates of transition to psychosis (Cornblatt and
Obuchowski 1997; Niemi et al 2003).
In spite of these difficulties, high-risk studies have provided an interesting insight into the
development of high-risk children over time. The recent comprehensive review of Niemi et al (2003),
details the findings of childhood developmental abnormalities from high risk studies (i.e. those at
genetically enhanced risk for development of the disorder)(i.e. New York Infant Study
(/952)(established to test pandysmaturation hypothesis) Copenhagen High Risk Study (1962),
Edinburgh High Risk Study (1994), Israeli High Risk Study (1964), Minnesota HR study (1968),
Rochester Longitudinal Study (1970) (data collection began during affected mother's pregnancy), New
York High Risk Study (1971), Stony Brook High Risk Project (1971), University of Rochester Child
and Infant Study (1972), Jerusalem Infant Development Study (1973) (data collection began during
affected mother's pregnancy), Swedish High Risk Study (1973) (data collection began during affected
mother's pregnancy), Helsinki High Risk Study (1974), Emory University High-Study (1981) Boston
National Collaborative Perinatal Project (1959) (data collection began during affected mother's
pregnancy), and St Louis Risk Research Project (1966) (Niemi et al 2003). Niemi et al (2003)
concluded that children at high-risk for schizophrenia (between the ages of 0 and 12) showed greater
developmental abnormalities relative to control children (i.e. poor psychomotor development, and
impaired coordination, balance and gross motor skills). In addition, they report the presence of lower
intellectual, memory and attentional function and more maladaptive emotional and social behaviour in
high-risk children when compared to controls (Niemi et al 2003). These findings support evidence
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from the follow back, conscript and cohort studies, which also show correlations between delayed
motor development (Jones et al 1994b), and poor general intellectual ability, in children who later
develop schizophrenia (Crow et al 1995; David et al 1997; Kremen et al 1998a). Several of the
original high-risk studies have since followed participants over an adequate period of time to allow for
investigation of adult clinical outcome (Copenhagen High Risk Study (1962), Finish Adoption Study
(1962), Israeli High Risk Study (1964), Jerusalem Infant Development Study (1973), New York Infant
Study (1952), New York High Risk Study (1971), Swedish High Risk Study (1973), St Louis Risk
Research Project). Results from these follow-up studies provide evidence of factors which are
predictive of future schizophrenia development such as poor cognitive, social and emotional function,
and greater prevalence of neurotic and psychotic symptoms (Niemi et al 2003).
However, in addition to the noted methodological limitations of traditional high-risk models, clinical
and neuropsychological measures incorporated into studies, which began 20 or so years ago, are often
inappropriate or outdated by the time participants reach their age of maximum risk for the disorder. A
wider range of measures, as well as a shorter follow up period and more enriched sample of high-risk
participants is therefore required to improve understanding of both trait deficits and any state related
factors which are prevalent in the pre-psychotic phase. Ultra high-risk or close-in strategy models
have since been developed to increase the rate of sample participants eventually developing psychosis,
and decrease the follow up period preceding this development. This is facilitated by the selection of
help seeking participants close to the age of maximum risk for development of the disorder. In this
way participants are generally experiencing changes in mental functioning, are most probably
symptomatic (attenuated or intermittent psychotic symptoms), and in some cases may also have close
relatives already affected by a schizophrenia related disorder (McGorry et al 2003). The advantages of
this model include the early identification of young people who may quickly develop a psychotic
disorder, and in some cases early intervention which may ameliorate its development (Lieberman et al
2001; Wolkin and Rusinek 2003). However, if functional changes are occurring at an earlier stage,
then crucial information regarding the development of the disorder may be available even before
clinical manifestations of psychosis and is more likely to be gleaned from individuals who have not
yet sought help.
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1.5 Cognition in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics
1.5.1 Attention
Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Corablatt (1992) (New York High-Risk Project) have asserted that global
attention is a consistent deficit in offspring of schizophrenics, and a potential behavioural marker for
later schizophrenia development (Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Cornblatt 1992; Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al
2000). High-risk studies therefore provided initial evidence of sustained attention deficits in relatives
of schizophrenics (Mirsky et al 1995; Neuchterlein and Dawson 1984). Sustained attention is
considered the ability to maintain alertness over extended periods of time and is generally assessed
using the Continuous Performance Test (CPT), during which participants are presented with a
continuous stream of stimuli (i.e. letters, numbers and shapes) and required to respond to selected
target stimuli while ignoring all others (Lezak 1995). Some studies have reported poorer CPT
performance in relatives compared to controls using the verbal aspect of task (i.e. numbers) (Chen et
al 1998; Egan et al 2000), poorer performance on the more difficult aspects of CPT (i.e. blurred single
target version) (Maier et al 1992) or on distraction/degraded stimulus conditions (Egan et al 2000;
Saoud et al 2000; Wittorf et al 2004), worse performance on the verbal over spatial CPT stimuli (i.e.
shapes) (Appels et al 2003), spatial over verbal stimuli (Laurent et al 2000; Laurent et al 1999), both
(Franke et al 1994), or no differences at all on either verbal, spatial or auditory stimuli (Cosway et al
2002; Faraone et al 1995; Kremen et al 1998b). However, methodological differences across studies,
such as non randomised stimuli presentation (Appels et al 2003), studies controlling for IQ differences
where others do not (Cosway et al 2002; Laurent et al 1999) and inconsistent usage of different test
versions, has lead to difficulties in generalising results. A recent meta-analysis showed a small to
moderate effect size of 0.35 for CPT, based on 11 studies of unaffected biological relatives and
controls, although a significant Q statistic (27.6, p<0.01) indicated considerable heterogeneity across
investigations (Sitskoorn et al 2004a). Heinrichs (2000) reported a similar lack of homogeneity in
CPT results in schizophrenia patients, possibly also attributable to the wide variety of types and
formats of CPT applied (Heinrichs 2001).
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The trail-making test is often included in studies of neuropsychological performance as a test of
attention and executive function. Part A involves the joining up of randomly scattered numbers and is
a measure of perceptual motor speed, while Part B involves the added condition of alternating sets,
with letters to be joined consecutively after each number. While a number of studies have reported
significant differences between groups on both aspects of the trail-making test (Gochman et al 2004;
Ismail et al 2000; Wittorf et al 2004), some report differences only on trails B (Egan et al 2001; Keefe
et al 1994; Laurent et al 2000; Laurent et al 1999) and others no significant differences on either
aspect (Appels et al 2003; Dollfus et al 2002; Goldberg et al 1995; Zalla 2004). Trails B appears to
be impaired in relatives compared to controls, even after controlling for the contribution of perceptual
motor speed. This aspect of trail-making may therefore be more appropriately viewed as a measure of
alternating sets, and therefore a test of executive function (Keefe et al 1994; Laurent et al 2000).
Sitskoorn et al (2004) reported an effect size of 0.38 for trail-making A and a considerably larger
effect size of 0.51 for trail-making B (time on part B and part B-part A), based on the meta-analysis of
10 and 12 studies respectively (Sitskoorn et al 2004a).
Unfortunately, the trend for aggregating neuropsychological performance scores has lead to an
obfuscation of the true levels of deficit in the domain of attention. Although Kremen et al (1994)
identified three separate factors, which could be considered components of attention, not all studies,
have aggregated tests specific to these factors. These include Perceptual motor speed (Stroop test,
digit symbol, digit cancellation tests and the trail-making test), Mental control/encoding (WAIS digit
span, arithmetic and mental control sub-tests), and Sustained Attention (CPT, dichotic listening)
(Kremen et al 1994). Faraone et al (1995) and Kremen et al (1998) showed significant differences
between relatives and controls in sustained attention after controlling for age, gender, and IQ.
However, given the non-significant difference in auditory CPT, this will have been mainly attributable
to poor performance on the dichotic listening test (Faraone et al 1995; Kremen et al 1998b). Neither
of the two groups showed significant differences between unaffected relatives and controls on
perceptual motor speed or mental control/encoding (Faraone et al 1995; Kremen et al 1998b).
Similarly, Mirsky et al (1992) showed no differences between groups on the latter factor (Mirsky et al
1992, as cited in (Kremen et al 1994)). Cannon et al (1994) showed controls to perform significantly
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better than both schizophrenic probands and relatives of schizophrenics on their aggregate score of
attention, which included WAIS Digit span, trail-making A, WAIS Digit symbol, Stroop test and CPT
vigilance/ distractibi 1 ity test (Cannon et al 1994). Differently again, Krabbendam et al (2001),
identified working memory ability (WAIS Digit span and modified trail-making/concept shifting test),
and speed (Stroop test and digit symbol substitution test) as two of four factors emerging from a
principle components factor analysis. Multiple regression analysis showed them to be significant
predictors of family group membership (Krabbendam et al 2001). This pattern of findings suggests
that some aspects of attention, as defined by combined performance on various tests, may be impaired
in the unaffected relatives of schizophrenia patients. However, aggregated scoring may mask true
levels of dysfunction. Moreover, some tests selected as measures of attention, such as digit span, may
be better described as measures of verbal short term or working memory.
1.5.2 Executive function
A number of family studies have also shown deficits in relatives of schizophrenics on tests of
executive function, such as the Stroop test, which requires the timed inhibition of the response to
name the colour word presented and instead name the colour of ink in which the word is printed
(Cannon et al 1994; Dollfus et al 2002; Faraone et al 1995; Kremen et al 1994; Rybakowski and
Borkowska 2002; Zalla 2004). However, several family studies have also shown non significant
differences between groups for this test (Byrne et al 2003; Goldberg et al 1995; Kremen et al 1998b;
Laurent et al 2000). Sitskoorn et al (2004) reported a small effect size of 0.28 for the Stroop test,
based on the meta-analysis of 8 family studies (Sitskoom et al 2004a).
Less robust differences are also apparent on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), which
measures conceptual shifting (categories) and getting stuck in a previous mode of responding
(perseveration)(Appels et al 2003; Condray et al 1992; Dollfus et al 2002; Goldberg et al 1995; Ismail
et al 2000; Keefe et al 1994; Kremen et al 1998b; Laurent et al 1999; Saoud et al 2000; Wittorf et al
2004; Zalla 2004) with only a few exceptions (Egan et al 2001; Faraone et al 1995; Franke et al 1992;
Rybakowski and Borkowska 2002; Toomey et al 1998)(Mirsky 1992 et al as cited in (Kremen et al
1994). Kremen et al (1992) suggest that increased WCST perseverative response but preserved or
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less impaired non-perseverative response (i.e. categories) in healthy siblings relative to controls (i.e.
Kremen 1992, Egan et al 2001, Toomey et al 1998) highlights a dichotomy between trait and state
deficits on this test. However, this test is also shown to be associated with age, so it's worthiness as a
cognitive indicator of vulnerability may be limited (Franke et al 1992). Sitskoorn et al (2004) showed
an effect size of 0.29 for WCST performance between relatives of schizophrenics and controls
(Sitskoorn et al 2004a).
The small effect size for the WCST and Stroop, and considerable effect size for trails B, reported by
Sitskoorn et al (2004), suggest differences in the aspects of function being directly measured by each
task (Sitskoorn et al 2004a). The former result is surprising in some respects, given the wide
application of WCST in assessment of patients, with consistent deficits demonstrated in perseveration
and categories achieved. However, there is evidence of preserved WCST performance with feedback
in schizophrenia (Bellack et al 1990) and abstraction performance was demonstrated as the least
impaired of a number of cognitive functions in patients (Saykin et al 1994). Similarly, Faraone et al
(1995) showed relatives' performance to improve over time on the WCST, after showing a mild deficit
at baseline. This suggests that conceptual shifting and inhibition of irrelevant response may be
features of the illness itself, more than trait deficits in unaffected relatives, whereas the set-alternation
measured by trails B may be a more promising indicator of genetic vulnerability.
1.5.3 Spatial working memory
Spatial working memory deficits have also been identified in relatives of schizophrenia patients.
Oculo-motor delayed response tasks require the online maintenance of the spatial position of a
previously presented target across a brief delay period, before guiding eye movements (saccades) to
the position of the previously presented item. Sensori-motor control tasks normally differ only in the
removal of the delay period following target presentation. Memory guided anti-saccadic eye
movement tasks additionally require an inhibition of response, by requesting that patients do not
glance in the direction of the previously presented stimulus until cued. Glahn et al (2002) showed a
negative relationship between genetic loading for schizophrenia and performance on a spatial delayed
response task in twins discordant for the disorder and controls. The number of spatial locations was
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varied parametrically, while encoding time and button pressing was held constant across trials.
Interestingly, the magnitude of difference between groups was not influenced by set size (i.e. 1 or 5
locations to be remembered), suggesting that a fundamental disruption occurred at the encoding stage
(i.e. iconic to working memory visuo-spatial sketchpad) or disruption during the maintenance of
location information. McDowell et al (2001) showed an increase in the number of saccades generated
during the delay period in relatives compared to controls (Glahn et al 2003; McDowell et al 2001).
During an oculo-motor delayed response task, Park et al (1995) showed increased reaction times
during memory saccades, and a larger number of errors in both relatives and patients compared to
controls, which may have reflected difficulties in maintaining a spatial representation in memory over
the short delay period (Park et al 1995). Ross et al (1998) did not replicate the finding of increased
reaction times, and additionally showed poorer accuracy in the relatives of schizophrenics 'least likely
to be carriers of genetic risk for schizophrenia' than those with a positive family history for the
disorder. Conversely, those with a positive family history and patients exhibited more impaired
response inhibition than controls (Ross et al 1998). Finally, Myles-Worsley et al (2002) reported no
differences in a sensori-motor control task, but less accuracy and increased response times during a
delayed response task in relatives, which were less than in patients, but greater than in controls. More
interestingly, this was apparent in families on a remote Micronesion island in the Pacific, where
schizophrenia clusters in multi-generational families and prevalence is double that in the rest of the
world. Given that this parallels the deficit apparent in Caucasian families, this result further supports
the observation that schizophrenia is phenomenologically similar throughout the world, irrespective of
culture and ethnicity. The ability to maintain spatial representations in working memory and inhibit
response may be important indicators of dorsolateral prefrontal lobe integrity (Myles-Worsley et al
2004; Myles-Worsley and Park 2002).
1.5.4 Summary
These results suggest that unaffected biological relatives of schizophrenics do show similar
impairments to patients on some aspects of executive function (i.e. set-alternation and perseveration)
and visuo-spatial working memory (i.e. information acquisition and maintenance), but less consistent
results in the domain of attention challenge our ability to make inferences about attention performance
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in relatives. These results further imply a possible deficiency in prefrontal areas responsible for
response monitoring and maintenance. However, given that cognitive functions are supported by a
diversity of regional brain responses and therefore cannot be localised to isolated brain regions, it is
more likely a reflection of an impaired fronto-brain network, possibly implicating the anterior
cingulate, temporal and parietal lobes and cerebellum, as apparent in schizophrenia.
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1.6 Declarative memory and intelligence in unaffected adult relatives of
schizophrenics: A Systematic Review
Although neuropsychological impairments in schizophrenia are diverse (Bilder 1996; Heinrichs and
Zakzanis 1998), deficits in the domains of executive function and memory are now considered
especially prominent (Aleman et al 1999; Cirillo and Seidman 2003; McKenna et al 1990; Saykin et al
1991; Saykin et al 1994). Moreover, although verbal memory impairment in schizophrenia has not
been established as a differential deficit, several studies have reported larger effect sizes for verbal
memory than for other cognitive functions (Saykin et al 1991; Saykin et al 1994; Toulopoulou et al
2003 a; Toulopoulou et al 2003b). Interestingly, this has been additionally shown in unaffected
relatives of schizophrenic patients (Sitskoorn et al 2004a). Verbal memory could therefore be
considered a core deficit of the disorder and for this reason my thesis will concentrate fundamentally
on this aspect of function in relatives of schizophrenics.
The purpose of this review is to systematically and quantitatively review the literature investigating
declarative verbal and non verbal memory performance in healthy, non-psychotic, first degree
relatives of schizophrenic patients, when compared with normal controls, in order to clarify the nature
and magnitude of the memory impairment. In addition, effect sizes are also derived for measures of
intellectual function acquired in the included studies, as a means of qualitatively comparing relative
global intellectual performance with memory ability.
Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) organised measures of memory into one of two categories. Global
memory, which included summed trial recall and general learning indices (d =1.53), and selective
memory, which included specific scores such as intrusion rate, forgetting, recognition and recall on
specific trials (d =1.11). Aleman et al (1999) more discretely calculated separate effect sizes for
verbal and non-verbal cued and free recall and recognition, and digit span backwards and forwards.
Finally, Sitskoom et al (2004) combined scores on three tests of verbal memory-the Rivermead
Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT), the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) and the Wechsler
Memory Test (WMS) to derive one effect size for verbal memory in relatives of schizophrenics
compared to controls. In this quantitative review, we sought to refine these estimates for specific
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declarative memory tests. We have therefore looked at performance on individual tests of short and
long-term declarative episodic and semantic memory, which have been used consistently throughout
the literature to compare relatives of schizophrenic patients with controls. Finally, where possible, we
have qualitatively compared effect sizes to those reported in reviews of memory in schizophrenia
(Aleman et al 1999; Cirillo and Seidman 2003; Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
In many studies where large batteries of varied neuropsychological tests have been administered,
researchers have grouped tests into functional domains according to the common factor they may be
measuring, either through subjective selection, or based on cluster analytic studies, in order to reduce
the number of statistical tests carried out, or in the hope that identification of selective cognitive
deficits will be strengthened (Kremen et al 1994). Flowever, methods of classification are not always
consistent across studies, clouding further the conclusions drawn from neuropsychological
assessments. For this reason aggregated scores cannot be included in the quantitative analysis.
However, a general qualitative overview of the relevant literature not meeting the criteria for inclusion
in the quantitative analysis is also provided.
1.6.1 Methods
1.6.1.1 Criteria for inclusion
Case control and cohort studies published between 1965 and 2004 were considered for inclusion
where neuropsychological assessments were performed on a sample of no less than 10 non-psychotic
first or first & second degree relatives of schizophrenic patients and 10 healthy non-psychiatric control
participants. Studies examining participants under the age of sixteen were not included. This was
based on similar factors to those outlined by Kremen et al (1994)(Kremen et al 1994). Aside from not
yet being within the maximum risk age period for development of the disorder, and therefore a group
comprised of both pre-schizophrenics and those who will never develop the disorder, children will
also have been at a different developmental stage from adults at the time of testing. This means that
the structure and function of the frontal lobes will be immature in children relative to controls. Both
groups will have different life and educational experiences, and some test formats will be less familiar
to and less appropriate for children than for adults, thus restricting comparisons between groups. It
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was also necessary that studies had used at least one of the memory tests listed in table 1.1 (for ease of
discussion, these tests have been classified under short and long term episodic and semantic memory
for both verbal and visual information), ensuring that only measures of memory derived from the
same groups of tests were included in the analysis. Only studies providing sample numbers, test
means and standard deviations for each group were included in the analysis. Where standard
deviations were not provided, these were imputed from the largest standard deviation from all studies
measuring performance on the same scale. Where studies listed limited statistical values (i.e. F or t),
we attempted to reconstruct the original summary data in accordance with established methods.
Table 1.1: Neuropsychological tests used across included studies
Immediate memoy Stories: WMS- Logical Memory test/RBMT Story recall
Words: CVLT/AVLT trial 1 recall
Digits: WAIS-R or WMS-R Digit span forwards and backwards (working memory)
Figures: Visual WMS-R Visual Reproductions
Delayed memory Stories: WMS- Logical memory test/RBMT Story recall (delayedVHeaton story learning test
Figures: Visual WMS-R Visual reproductions (delayed)
Verbal Learning Words: Total recall over five trials CVLT/AVLT, paired associate learning
Semantic retrieval Verbal phonological fluency (cued with letters)
Verbal category fluency (cued with category exemplars)
IQ NART (verbal), WAIS-R (general)
WAIS-R Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised; WMS-R Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised; CVLT- California Verbal
Learning Test, NART- National Adult Reading Test, RAVLT- Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, AVLT- Auditory Verbal
Learning Test, RBMT- Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test
1.6.1.2 Search
Relevant studies were identified from the databases Medline (using Science Direct interface,
http://www.sciencedirect.com/), Psycinfo (using the Bath Information Database interface,
http://www.bids.ac.uk/) and the Science Citation Index (using ISI Web of Knowledge
http://wok.mimas.ac.uk/") for 1965-2004. This was followed by a hand search of the journal
Schizophrenia Research and a search of the reference sections of chosen articles for additional studies
of relevance. Search terms included:
(1) Schizophrenia and genetic liability and memory
(2) Schizophrenia and relatives and memory
(3) Schizophrenia and family and memory
(4) Schizophrenia and family and neuropsychology
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(5) Schizophrenia and genetic liability and neuropsychology
(6) Schizophrenia and relatives and neuropsychology
Table 1.2: Tabulation ofsearch results 1965-2004



































551 44 32 11 638
3794 268 308 80 4450
A total of 4450 articles were identified from the search of abstract databases with a considerable
overlap in the potential articles produced from each search, on each database (see table 1.2). Studies
were initially rejected or selected based on a reading of the abstracts. Selected studies were then
acquired in full text.
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1.6.2 Analysis
All studies listing independent means (interval scale data) and standard deviations for each group (or
exact t values) were included in the meta-analysis. The analysis was computed with the meta-analysis
statistics package STATA (www.stata.com) using fixed and random effects models. The standardised
mean difference was calculated for each study. This is the difference between the experimental group
mean and the control group mean divided by the pooled standard deviation (i.e. the root mean square
of the two standard deviations). The sampling variance d effect size was corrected for biased
estimation in small sample sizes using Hedge's correction (Hedges & Olkin 1985). The pooled effect
size from all studies was estimated using two methods. Fixed effects estimates were calculated by
weighting each study by the inverse of its sampling variance. This model assumes no between study
variation in effect size and only one common effect in all studies. Studies were also analysed using a
random effects model, which allows for variation between studies in terms of the true effect size.
Between studies variance was incorporated into the model using a product-moment estimate. Cohen
classified effect sizes of 0.2 to 0.4 as small, 0.5 to 0.7 as medium, and 0.8 and above as large (Cohen
1988). Individual study estimates were plotted alongside the pooled estimate using a forest plot, and
only forest plots following random effects analysis have been presented (see figures 1.3-1.15).
The assumption of homogeneity was tested using Cohen's Q statistic, which compares the variance of
a set of effect sizes with the variance expected by sampling error (Chi-square distribution, Q statistic,
2 tailed probability) (Shadish and Haddock 1994, p266 as referenced by (Alferes 2003)). In addition,
the I squared statistic provides a measure of the degree of inconsistency in results by giving the
percentage of total variation across studies attributable to heterogeneity rather than chance, and is
considered a more sensitive indicator of heterogeneity than the Q statistic (Higgins et al 2003).
Higgins et al (2003) tentatively describe values of 25%, 50%, and 75% as indications of low,
moderate, and high heterogeneity respectively. Where a test shows significant heterogeneity across
studies, Galbraith plots present the standardised mean differences of individual studies plotted along
with the overall 95% confidence intervals for that test. Publication bias, which describes the tendency
for publication or non-publication of research results based on the nature and direction of results, was
also tested using Egger's weighted regression test (see table 1.3b).
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1.6.3 Results
The 61 studies selected were acquired in full text and 27 relevant studies, comprising 1109 relatives of
schizophrenics and 878 controls, met our inclusion criteria for review. 2 studies from each of 3
research groups were included in the final selection (Byrne et al 2003; Byrne et al 1999; Faraone et al
2000; Goldberg et al 1995; Goldberg et al 1993; Seidman et al 2002a) This enabled the extraction of
data not available from a research group's most recent paper (with the exception of Faraone et al
(2000), and Seidman (2002), where data was taken where possible from the larger of the two studies
i.e. Faraone et al (2000)). These details are included within table IE (Appendix 1), which lists all
studies included in the meta-analysis. The results of the meta-analysis are shown in table 1.3a. An
additional table IF (Appendix 1) lists those studies included in a qualitative review of the literature,
but excluded from the quantitative analysis due to non fulfilment of inclusion criteria.
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Table 1.3a: Results ofmeta-analysis
Memory task No. Rels Controls d d t P (One 95% Chi-
studies N N (fixed (random tailed) CIs Square





Trial 1 list recall 3 201 66 0.65 0.65 4.4 <0.001 0.36-0.95 0
Immed. story recall 12 759 489 0.55 0.55 8.5 <0.001 0.42-0.65 10.1
Delayed story recall 9 587 368 0.51 0.51 6.7 <0.001 0.36-0.66 6.5
NARTAVRAT 8 544 306 0.37 0.49 2.9 0.003 0.16-0.81 26.8
CVLT 1-5 total 6 496 187 0.43 0.44 4.5 <0.001 0.25-0.63 5.7
Verbal letter fluency 11 672 365 0.41 0.42 4.5 <0.001 0.24-0.60 15.7
Paired associates 4 227 189 0.41 0.41 3.8 <0.001 0.19-0.62 2.3
Immed. visual recall 8 583 358 0.44 0.41 2.8 0.005 0.12-0.69 12.4
Verbal cat. fluency 9 611 290 0.36 0.39 3.8 <0.001 0.19-0.59 13.5
Digit Span BW 9 370 299 0.35 0.35 3.9 <0.001 0.17-0.52 8.6
WAIS-R IQ 11 708 433 0.32 0.35 2.8 0.006 0.10-0.59 32.5
Digit Span FW 12 502 414 0.32 0.32 4.4 <0.001 0.17-0.46 11.1
Delayed visual recall 7 546 321 0.30 0.31 3.7 <0.001 0.18-0.61 9.6
Table 1.3b: Results ofEgger's test ofpublication bias
Memory task Publication Bias
t P
Trial 1 list recall -1.40 0.39
Immed. story recall -0.29 0.78
Delayed story recall -0.66 0.53
NART/WRAT -2.16 0.007
CVLT 1-5 total -0.66 0.54
Verbal letter fluency -0.61 0.56
Paired associates -0.55 0.64
Immed. visual recall -0.69 0.51
Verbal cat. fluency -1.5 0.17
Digit Span BW -0.96 0.37
WAIS-R IQ -0.50 0.63
Digit Span FW -1.1 0.31
Delayed visual recall -0.53 0.62
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1.6.3.1 Verbal Immediate Memory: Digit Span
Although digit span is often included in the functional domains of attention, executive function,
mental control and working memory, we have added it to our analysis as a measure of verbal
immediate memory. WAIS Digit span requires the repeating back of a string of digits of increasing
size forwards in the forwards condition and then backwards in tho backwards condition. The
importance of separating scoring for individual measures of span is apparent when it is considered that
different processes may be differentially responsible for the two aspects of the task. Backward span is
thought to measure verbal working memory through the maintenance and manipulation of items in the
hypothetical visno-,spatial sketchpad (i.e. reversal of digits) and phonological loop (i e. artioulatory
rehearsal). Forward span is more likely a measure of the limited capacity verbal immediate memory
system through the articulatory rehearsal of digits within the phonological loop.
Most studies that have combined scores for forwards and backwards digit span have not shown
differences in performance between relatives of schizophrenics and controls, with the exception of
two investigations (Goldberg et al 1995)(Mirsky et al 1988-as cited in (Kremen et al 1994)).
Moreover, studies using aggregated scores have often included digit span as an additional test of
attention, with mixed results (Cannon et al 1994; Faraone et al 1995; Flarris et al 1996; Krabbendam
et al 2001; Kremen et al 1998b). Comparing aspects of digit span separately, several studies have
shown significant differences between groups on both (Conklin et al 2000; Laurent et al 1999).
Appels et al (2003), found a significant difference between parents of schizophrenics and controls on
forwards and a trend for significance on backwards digit span. Shedlack et al (1997) showed a
significant effect of family membership (between controls and schizophrenic families) in both
forwards and backwards span, while Franke et al (1999) found a significant difference between groups
on forwards recurring span (Appels et al 2003; Franke et al 1993; Shedlack et al 1997). However, a
number of studies have found no significant differences between groups on either test (Byrne et al
2003; Chen et al 2000b; Docherty and Gordinier 1999; Franke et al 1993; Gochman et al 2004;
Goldberg et al 1993; Ismail et al 2000; Keri et al 2001; Wittorf et al 2004).
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Following the quantitative analysis, results showed effect sizes for both forward (d=0.32, 95%
Confidence lnterval=0.18-0.46) and backward digit span (d=0.35, 95% Confidence Intervals=0.17-
0.53) to fall within Cohen's small effect size range, based on 12 and 9 studies respectively. This
corresponds approximately to a non-overlap in the distributions of controls and unaffected relatives of
between 21.3 and 27.4% (see figures 1.3 and 1.4).
Figure 1.3 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in forward digit span
Study
Appels et al 2003
Byrne etal 1999
Chenetal 2000
Docherty et al 1999
Franke et al 1999
Gochman et al 2004
Goldberg etal 1993
Ismail et al 2000
Keri et al 2001
Laurent et al 1999
Shedlack et al 1997


































Figure 1.4 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in backward digit span
Study
Appels et al 2003
Byrne et a 11999
Chen et al 2000
Goldberg et al 1993
Ismail et al 2000
Keri et al 2001
Laurent et al 1999
Shedlack etal 1997
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The Q statistic for both forward and backward digit span was not significant (chi-squared =11.1 (d.f.
= 11) p = 0.44; chi-squared = 8.6 (d.f. = 8) p = 0.37) and I-squared showed only 0.6% (forward digit
span) and 6.9% (backward digit span) of variation in the standard mean difference to be attributable to
heterogeneity. Although small, the percentage of variation in backwards digit span attributable to
heterogeneity may be influenced by the small study of Goldberg et al (1995), which shows the
opposite direction of effect from all other studies (i.e. relatives performed slightly better than controls
on backwards digit span). This result is difficult to explain with respect to the findings from the other
studies. However, it is possible that the large number of relatives to controls in this study will have
reduced statistical power to detect a significant difference on this test.
Sitskoorn et al (2004) also reported a small effect size of 0.35 for combined WAIS-R Digit Span,
based on a meta-analysis of 10 studies comparing relatives of schizophrenics and controls (Sitskoom
et al 2004a). In a meta-analytic comparison of schizophrenic patients and controls, Heinrichs and
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Zakzanis (1998) showed an effect size of 0.62 for combined digit span, while Aleman et al (1999)
showed effect sizes of 0.71 (95% CI: 0.56-0.86) and 0.82 (95% CI: 0.49-1.16) for forwards and
backwards span respectively (Aleman et al 1999; Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). Although the effects
sizes between patients and controls are almost double those between relatives and controls, they are
comparable in that both demonstrate non-significantly greater effects for backwards relative to
forwards span. It is also clear that the confidence intervals for digit span forwards in patients relative
to controls do not overlap with those in relatives compared to controls, suggestive of a possible
disease specific/phenotypic deficit. Given the importance of attention on aspects of memory function,
were attention solely responsible for deficits on this task, then the backward span effect size would
have appeared significantly greater than that for forward span (Aleman et al 1999). This supports
inclusion of this task in measures of memory over and above measures of attention.
1.6.3.2 Verbal Immediate Memory: List recall trial 1
Verbal learning and memory is most consistently measured using auditory verbal learning tests such
as the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) or the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT).
The CVLT involves dictation by an experimenter of a list of 16 words (presented as a shopping list of
items) to be freely recalled immediately across 5 trials, with 1 trial of interference, immediate and
delayed cued recall, free recall and recognition. This test differs from the RAVLT in that it contains
one extra item. It also allows for measurement of strategic encoding processes because items can be
grouped into specific implicit categories, thus facilitating encoding and later recall. For the purpose
of this review, trial 1 of the AVLT will be included as a measure of immediate word list recall. This
is because this trial is presented prior to additional repetitions and without the semantic structure
which would normally enhance learning of material (Lezak 1995).
Immediate recall of trial 1, like digit span forward, is a basic assessment of the integrity of the
phonological store. On the first immediate recall trial of the CVLT Asamow et al (2002), and Lyons
et al (1995) found no significant differences between relatives of schizophrenics and controls,
although the former study included relatives under the age of sixteen, and therefore is not directly
comparable (Asarnow et al 2002; Lyons et al 1995). Conversely, Byrne et al (2003) and Wittorf et al
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(2004) found a significant difference between relatives of schizophrenics and controls on trial 1 of the
AVLT (Byrne et al 2003; Wittorf et al 2004). The increased difficulty associated with immediate
serial recall without the option of semantic categorisation, even at the first stage of recall, may explain
the difference in results between these studies. However, the results of the meta-analysis for
immediate trial 1 recall do suggest that short-term low load verbal memory is impaired in relatives of
schizophrenics when compared to controls, with an effect size in the moderate range (d= 0.65, 95%
confidence interval = 0.36-0.95). This suggests a hypothetical non-overlap in distributions of
approximately 38.2 to 43.0%. (see figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in trial 1 immediate word list recall
Study
Byrne et al 2003
Lyons et al 1995
Wittorf et al 2004
Overall
Standardised mean difference
(95% CI) % Weight
-0.65 (-1.03,-0.27) 60.9





The Q statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 0 (d.f. = 2) p = 0.99) and I squared showed 0%
variation attributable to heterogeneity (note: this is additionally reflected in the identical results from
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both fixed and random effects models). Given that this result is based on only three studies, it should
be considered tentatively.
Aleman et al (1999) reported an effect size of 1.27 for immediate free verbal recall in a comparison
between patients and controls, the largest reported effect size in a meta-analysis of 17 different aspects
of memory measurement in schizophrenia (Aleman et al 1999). Although this deficit is considerably
greater in the disorder itself, the effect size here is the second largest of all thirteen measures in
relatives of schizophrenics.
1.6.3.3 Verbal Immediate Memory: Story Recall
Story recall is commonly assessed using the Logical Memory subtest of the WMS or the prose recall
aspect of the Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT) (although Harris et al (1996) used
Heaton's Story Learning Test). Following the experimenter's reading of a story, participants are
required to immediately recite back the story verbatim and are scored on the number of correct words
or 'ideas' recalled. After a delay of 20-30 minutes, normally filled with a non-verbal task, participants
are required to freely recall as many words/ideas from the original story. This particular test may
place demands on context and associative processing during encoding, in order for the ideas of the
story to be correctly recalled, and may therefore be more difficult than standard verbal list recall tasks.
Several studies have found relatives of schizophrenics to perform worse than controls on immediate
story recall (Faraone et al 1995; Faraone et al 1999; Goldberg et al 1995; Kremen et al 1998b;
Toomey et al 1998; Toulopoulou et al 2003a; Toulopoulou et al 2003b). Faraone et al (2000) found a
significant difference between relatives from multiplex families and controls on the WMS-R
immediate story recall, while Byrne et al (2003) found high-risk participants to score significantly
lower than controls on the immediate story recall aspect of the RBMT (Byrne et al 2003; Faraone et al
2000). However, others have also found a lack of significant differences between groups on this test
(Chen et al 2000b; Egan et al 2001; Goldberg et al 1995; Harris et al 1996; Laurent et al 1999;
O'Driscoll et al 2001; Shedlack et al 1997). In spite of the mixed results for this aspect of memory
recall, the results of the meta-analysis showed the effect size to be in the medium range (d=0.55, 95%
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Confidence Intervals=0.42-0.68) suggesting a hypothetical non-overlap in distributions of between 33
and 38.2 %. The Q statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 10.1, d.f. =11, p=0.52), and I squared
indicated that 0 % of variation in the standard mean difference was attributable to heterogeneity (see
figure 1.6).
Figure 1.6 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in immediate story recall
Study
Byrne et al 2003
Chen et 2000
Egan et al 2001
Faraone et al 2000
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Shedlack et al 1997
Toomey etal 1998
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-0.56 (-0.94,-0.19) 11.6
-0.55 (-1.14, 0.03) 4.7
-0.22 (-0.55,0.11) 14.8
-0.52 (-0.89,-0.15) 12.0
-0.85 (-1.75, 0.04) 2.0
-0.42 (-1.02, 0.18) 4.6
-0.97 (-1.42,-0.51) 7.8
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1.6.3.4 Verbal Delayed Memory: Story Recall
Several studies have found relatives of schizophrenics to perform worse than controls on delayed story
recall (Byrne et al 2003; Faraone et al 1995; Faraone et al 1999; Kremen et al 1998b; O'Driscoll et al
2001; Seidman et al 2002a; Toomey et al 1998), while others have not (Chen et al 2000b; Egan et al
2001; Faraone et al 2000; Goldberg et al 1995; Laurent et al 1999; Shedlack et al 1997). Effect sizes
for the 9 studies in this domain were however in the medium range, as with immediate story recall
(d=0.51, 95% Confidence Intervals=0.36-0.66). This implies an approximate non-overlap in
distributions of 33%. Furthermore, the Q statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 6.5 (d.f. = 8) p =
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0.58), and I-squared was equal to 0%, implying relative homogeneity across studies included (see
figure 1.7). While Shedlack et al (1997) appears to show the smallest standardised mean difference
between groups, the small sample numbers ensure that this has little impact (4.5% weight) on the
overall effect size for delayed story recall.
Figure 1.7 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in delayed story recall
Study
Byrne et al 2003
Chen et al 2000
Egan et al 2001
Faraone et al 2000
Goldberg et al 1995
Kremen et al 1998
O'Driscoll et al 2001
Shedlack etal 1997
Toomey et al 1998
Overall O
Standardised mean difference
(95% CI) % Weight
-0.65 (-1.03,-0.28) 15.9
-0.55 (-1.14, 0.03) 6.6
-0.31 (-0.65, 0.02) 20.5
-0.34 (-0.70, 0.03) 16.9
-0.72 (-1.60, 0.17) 2.9
-0.79 (-1.25,-0.34) 10.9
-0.82 (-1.53,-0.10) 4.4





1.6.3.5 Visual Immediate Memory
Visual memory recall has been measured in most studies using the Visual Reproductions subtest of
the Wechsler Memory Scale. This involves the copying from memory of a drawing/figure presented
at the start of the test and recall of the picture is after a few minutes and again after a delay of
approximately 20-30 minutes. Although supposedly a test of visual memory ability, some evidence
suggests it may be less sensitive to right hemisphere function than other tests of visual memory,
possibly due to the verbalisability of the figures (Lezak 1995). A number of studies have reported a
significant difference (Faraone et al 2000; Toulopoulou et al 2003b) (multiplex family relatives only
in Faraone 2000), or nearly significant difference between relatives and controls (Byrne et al 1999;
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Kremen et al 1998b) and others no such differences (Egan et al 2001; Goldberg et al 1995; Laurent et
al 1999; Shedlack et al 1997). The results of the meta-analysis showed the effect size to be in the
moderate range for immediate visual recall (d=0.33, 95% Confidence lntervals=0.12-0.54), a non-
overlap in distributions of approximately 21.3%. The Q statistic was not quite significant (chi-
squared = 12.4 (d.f. = 7) p = 0.09), although I squared showed 43.8% variability to be due to
heterogeneity (see figure 1.8(a)).
Figure 1.8 (a) Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in immediate visual recall
Study
Egan et al 2001
Faraone et al 2000
Goldberg et al 1995









Egan et al (2001) have the largest sample numbers, account for 16.9% of the overall standardised
mean difference and show large variability (standard deviations) for group means in the this test. The
Galbraith plot shows that Egan et al (2001) lie just outside the 95% confidence intervals for this test,
and may be the main contributor to heterogeneity across studies included (see figure 1.8 (b)).
O
Standardised mean difference
(95% CI) % Weight
0.01 (-0.32, 0.35) 16.9
-0.37 (-0.73,-0.00) 15.4
- 0.00 (-0.86, 0.86) 4.8
-0.77 (-1.22,-0.32) 12.2
-0.27 (-0.73, 0.19) 12.1





Figure 1.8 (b) Galbraith plot for studies of immediate visual recall
b/se Linear prediction
Aleman et al 1999, reported a smaller effect size for immediate non-verbal relative to verbal memory
(d=1.00), and while Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) did not split immediate from delayed non-verbal
memory, the effect size was smaller than that reported for global verbal memory. Furthermore, as in
our results, the results of non-verbal memory assessment across studies was reportedly more
heterogeneous than those for verbal memory (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998).
1.6.3.6 Visual Delayed Memory
While some studies have shown differences on non-verbal delayed recall (Byrne et al 1999; Kremen
et al 1998b), albeit at trend level (Goldberg et al 1995), several others have not (Egan et al 2001;
Faraone et al 2000; Shedlack et al 1997). Wittorf showed significantly poorer performance at baseline
in relatives compared to controls on the delayed aspect of the Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT),
although significant improvement was apparent on this test at follow up testing a year later.
The results showed effect sizes for this domain to be in the small range (d=0.31, 95% Confidence
lntervals=0.10-0.51), which suggests approximately 27.4% non-overlap in distributions. The Q
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statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 9.58 (d.f. = 6) p = 0.14), although I squared indicated that
37.4% of variability in the mean difference was due to non-homogeneity (figure 1.9).
Figure 1.9 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in delayed visual recall
Study
Byrne eta11999
Egan et al 2001
Faraone et al 2000
Goldberg et al 1995
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It is conceivable that the heterogeneity in the sample means for the visual recall test in Egan et al
(2000) may be responsible for overall heterogeneity once again. Galbraith plots show Egan et al
(2000) as a borderline outlier of the upper limit of 95% confidence intervals for this test. While
Shedlack et al (1997) also show the opposite direction of effect to the other studies, the small study
sample size means this study's impact on the overall standardised mean difference is minimal (7.4%).
1.6.3.7 Verbal Learning: Total recall across 5 trials
The CVLT and RAVLT both combine the total number of words recalled across the first five trials to
give a score of verbal learning (i.e. total recall trials 1-5). For the complete CVLT, Staal et al (2000),
found no significant differences between controls and siblings of schizophrenics, while Wittorf et al
(2004) showed relatives to perform significantly less well than controls across all aspects of the
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RAVLT task (Staal et al 2000a; Wittorf et al 2004). Cannon et al (1994) aggregated performance
scores on the logical memory test, the CVLT, and paired associate learning and found significant
differences between relative and control groups (Cannon et al 1994). Appels et al (2003), Egan et al
(2000), and Lyons et al (1995) showed relatives to recall significantly less than controls over 5 trials
of the CVLT, while Byrne et al (1999) showed the same result over 5 trials of RAVLT (Byrne et al
1999). However, Harris et al (1996) found no significant difference between parents of
schizophrenics and controls on verbal learning over 5 trials (Appels et al 2003; Egan et al 2000; Harris
et al 1996; Lyons et al 1995).
The effect size for verbal list learning across 5 trials was shown to be in the moderate range (d=0.44,
95% Confidence Intervals=0.25-0.63), suggesting a hypothetical non-overlap in distributions of
between 27.4 and 33%. The Q statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 5.7 (d.f. = 5) p = 0.3) and
the low proportion of variation in the standardised mean difference attributable to heterogeneity,
suggests homogeneity across studies (I-squared = 11.7%) (see figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in total verbal list learning (trials 1-5)
Standardised mean difference
The larger standardised mean differences between groups in Lyons et al (1995) and Wittorf et al
(2004) may be due to their smaller sample sizes. Harris et al (1996) used a sample of parents of
schizophrenic probands, which resulted in a mixture of both positive and negative history parents. It
is likely therefore that performance of negative history parents may have reduced the extent of
differences between positive history parents and controls.
1.6.3.8 Verbal Learning: Paired Word Association
The paired word associates test is a test of verbal learning in which participants are asked to learn
pairs of words and then later recall these words when presented with only one part of the original pair.
Goldberg et al (1995) and Faraone et al (1995) found no difference in performance between relatives
and controls on verbal paired associate learning. This is in contrast to the significant difference found
between relatives and controls in two other studies (Laurent et al 1999; Toulopoulou et al 2003b).
The effect size for verbal paired associates based on four studies was in the moderate range (d=0.41,
95% Confidence Intervals=0.20-0.62), corresponding to approximately a 27.4% non-overlap in
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distributions, and not shown to be heterogeneous (chi-squared = 2.3 (d.f. = 3) p = 0.5, and I-squared =
0.0%) (see figure 1.11).
Figure 1.11 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in verbal paired associate learning
Effect size
Study (95% CI) % Weight
Faraone et al 1995 HH -0.20 (-0.60, 0.21) 26.8
Laurent et al 1999 |H| -0.60 (-1.06,-0.13) 20.2
Toulopoulou 2003 j^jjjj^jjj^ -0.49 (-0.81,-0.18) 43.7
j _
Goldberg et al 1995 1 H -0.20 (-0.89, 0.48) 9.3






1.6.3.9 Semantic memory retrieval
The Verbal Fluency tests are commonly reported to be associated with the cognitive measure of
executive function because they require goal directed behaviour, initiation and a switching between
clusters. The required self-initiated search of the inner lexicon in order to retrieve and then generate
words beginning with a specific letter or in a specific exemplar category also makes it a test of
semantic memory organisation and integrity. Several studies show relatives of schizophrenics to
perform significantly worse than controls on both aspects of the verbal fluency task (Chen et al 2000b;
Dollfus et al 2002; Keefe et al 1994; Laurent et al 1999; Roxborough et al 1993; Zalla 2004), although
Appels et al (2003) combined both scores (Appels et al 2003). Egan et al (2001) demonstrated
significant differences between relatives and controls for phonological fluency, but not for the verbal
fluency for animals (Egan et al 2001), while Byrne et al (2003) demonstrated the opposite effect
(Byrne et al 2003). Goldberg (1995) showed no differences between groups on phonological fluency
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(Goldberg et al 1995), while both Ismail et al and Wittorf et al did (Ismail et al 2000; Wittorf et al
2004).
Based on meta-analysis of 12 studies of verbal fluency for letters, the effect size was in the small
range (0.42, 95% confidence intervals 0.24-0.60), corresponding to an approximate non-overlap in
distributions of between 21.3 and 27.4%. The Q statistic was not significant (chi-squared = 15.73
(d.f. = 11) p = 0.15), and I-squared was equal to 30% (see figure 1.12). Based on 9 studies of verbal
fluency for categories, effect sizes were in the small to medium range (0.39, 95% confidence intervals
0.19-0.59) respectively, corresponding to a non-overlap in distributions of 27.4%. However, the Q
statistic was nearing significance (chi-squared = 13.53 (d.f. = 8) p = 0.09), and I-squared showed
40.9% of the variance to be attributable to heterogeneity (see figure 1.13). The Galbraith plot shows
all studies to lie within the limits of the 95% confidence intervals for this test. Heterogeneity may
perhaps be attributable to the lack of difference between relatives and controls in the study of Laurent
et al (1999), which contributes a weight of about 12% to the overall effect size.
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Figure 1.12 Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean difference
between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in verbal fluency for letters
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-0.34 (-0.93, 0.26) 7.0
0.00 (-0.44, 0.44) 10.6
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Figure 1.13(a) Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean
difference between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in verbal fluency for category
exemplars
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-0.27 (-0.90, 0.36) 7.5
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Verbal intelligence tests in schizophrenia have often been used as indicators of premorbid ability
because of their presumed measurement of crystallised intelligence, or knowledge based on acquired
learning, considered less vulnerable to the effects of brain damage than tests of fluid intelligence.
These tests are more closely related to educational levels, because ability on the NART, WRAT-
Reading and WAIS vocabulary is circumscribed to a certain extent by the level of reading ability and
schooling. The effect size for scores on NART or WRAT-Reading were in the moderate range, based
on 8 studies in relatives of schizophrenics compared to controls (0.48, 95% confidence intervals 0.16-
0.81). This suggests a non-overlap in distributions of about 33% (figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14(a) Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean
difference between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in verbal IQ
Study
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-0.62 (-1.00,-0.25) 14.4
-1.43 (-2.00,-0.86) 11.5
0.12 (-0.22, 0.45) 15.0
-0.55 (-1.25, 0.15) 9.8
-0.29 (-0.72, 0.14) 13.5
-0.55 (-1.11, 0.02) 11.6
-0.78 (-1.52,-0.05) 9.3
-0.15 (-0.50, 0.21) 14.7
-0.49 (-0.81,-0.16) 100.0
Standardised mean difference
However, the Q statistic was significant (chi-squared = 26.8 (d.f. = 7), p < 0.001) and I squared
showed 73.9% of variation in the standardised mean difference to be attributable to heterogeneity.
From the Galbraith plot it is clear that Egan et al (2000) lie outside the upper limits of the 95%
confidence intervals for this test, while Roxborough et al (1993) lie outside the lower limits of the
confidence intervals for this test. Egan et al (2001) also show an effect in a different direction from
the other studies for this test, due to their relatives achieving a marginally higher IQ score than the
controls. However, the basis for this difference is unclear, given that all but two studies also used
WRAT reading as the measure of verbal IQ. The control group were matched to the relatives for age,
gender, educational achievement, and WAIS IQ, and were recruited from the National Institute of
Mental health Volunteer Centre. However, the number of relatives far outweighed the number of
controls, with an additional over representation of females in both groups. Only Roxborough et al
(1993) and Byrne et al (2003) used the NART. The age of the relative sample in Byrne et al (2003)
was between 16 and 25 years on entry to the study. It is possible that the reliance of this test on
educational attainment could have lead to an underestimation of the actual level of performance in this
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group. Alternatively, a sub-group of participants in this sample who were experiencing transient
psychotic symptoms and who would subsequently develop schizophrenia may have contributed to the
substantially lower group mean on this test relative to controls. Roxborough et al (1993) used an
older 'relative' sample, so that an underestimation of IQ ability would be less likely. Without details
of educational level relative to controls, it is difficult to assert this conclusively. It is additionally
possible however, that the IQ of the control group might have been slightly above average, given that
the control sample was selected from staff and students within the hospital. A test for publication bias
showed a trend for significance (t = -2.16, p = 0.07). However, this is likely to be influenced by the
fact that IQ effect sizes were only derived from those studies investigating memory, which were
included in the meta-analysis. A more thorough search and inclusion of all studies of verbal IQ in
relatives of schizophrenics would probably rectify this bias.
Figure 1.14(b): Galbraith plot of studies of verbal IQ
b/se Linear prediction
WAIS-R IQ
The WAIS-R full scale IQ (or short form) combines measures of performance and verbal IQ to
provide a score of general intellectual function. This is also considered a measure of fluid intelligence
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because performance is dictated by the biological capacity for learning. Our meta-analysis showed
that based on 11 studies the effect size was less than that for verbal IQ and in the small to moderate
range (0.34, 95% confidence intervals 0.10-0.59), corresponding to a non-overlap in distributions of
between 21.3 and 27.4%. The Q statistic was highly significant (chi-squared = 32.5, (d.f. = 10),
p<0.001), and I squared showed 69.3% of variation in the standardised mean difference to be due to
heterogeneity (see figure 1.15).
Figure 1.15 (a) Forest plot of individual and pooled estimates of standardised mean
difference between relatives of schizophrenics and controls in WAIS-R IQ
Standardised mean difference
Study (95% CI) % Weight
BYRNE ET AL 2003 -0.59 (-0.97,-0.22) 10.5
DOLLFUS ET AL 2002 -0.55 (-1.14, 0.04) 7.7
EGAN ET AL 2001 m -0.04 (-0.38, 0.29) 11.1
KERI ETAL 2000 - ■ 0.06 (-0,53, 0.64) 7.7
ROXBOROUGH ET AL 2003 ■ -1.43 (-2.00,-0.86) 7.9
TOULOPOULOU ET AL 2003 a -0.05 (-0.36, 0.26) 11.3
FARAONE ET AL 2000 ■ -0.53 (-0.90,-0.16) 10.5
HARRIS ETAL 1996 | 0.44 (-0.16, 1.04) 7.6
KREMEN ET AL1998 ■ -0.49 (-0.92,-0.05) 9.6
LAURENT ET AL 1999 —(§# -0.44 (-0.91,0.02) 9.3
O'DRISCOLL ET AL 2001 ■ -0.21 (-0.90, 0.47) 6.7




As with verbal IQ, this seems particularly influenced by Roxborough et al (1993) and suggests that the
large discrepancy between relatives and controls in this study is not due to the nature of the test, but to
the groups themselves (Roxborough et al 1993). Once again, the recruitment of a control group from
staff and students at the hospital has likely resulted in slightly larger than average IQ scores in this
group. In the other direction, Harris et al (1996) showed a slightly better short form WAIS IQ
performance (block design and vocabulary) in parents of patients relative to controls, while
schizophrenic probands showed equivalent performance to controls on the same estimate. This is not
a feature of the short form, because several other studies also used this estimate and demonstrated
significant differences. It may however be due to the mixture of positive and negative history parents
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of schizophrenics, such that negative history parents are unlikely to be genetically predisposed to the
development of schizophrenia. Alternatively, the recruited control group were students from a
technical college, with a mean age of 29 years, while parents were at least double this in age. Parents
may therefore have had greater levels of education and life experience relative to the control group,
leading to differences in general IQ score (Harris et al 1996).
Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) reported separate effect sizes for WAIS-R IQ, non-WAIS IQ,
performance IQ, verbal IQ and vocabulary in their meta-analysis of cognition in schizophrenia and
controls (Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). Performance IQ based on 17 studies showed the greatest
effect size (d=1.46) but with the largest heterogeneity, next to WAIS-R IQ based on 35 studies
(d=1.24), verbal IQ (d=0.98), vocabulary (d=0.69) and non-WAIS-R IQ (d=0.63).













This quantitative meta-analysis reviewed the literature between 1965 and 2004 and compared effect
sizes in a number of aspects of memory function, bringing together scores on the same or similar tests
across studies. This has permitted a quantification of the nature of the memory impairment in healthy
relatives of schizophrenics when compared with controls, and a qualitative examination of similarities
with the deficits reported in previous meta-analyses in schizophrenia. Despite the extent of our search
of the literature, the earliest relevant study was published in 1993. This perhaps reflects the more
recent interest in declarative memory function in families of schizophrenics. Indeed, a selection of
early papers placed an emphasis on either language or general information processing deficits such as
attention and sensory processing (Condray et al 1992; Maier et al 1992; Pollin and Stabenau 1968), or
did not examine aspects of memory as separate processes (Chazan et al 1986).
1.6.4.1 Summary of results
Although the results of the meta-analysis show effect sizes to be in the small to moderate range
(Cohen 1988), it is clear that unaffected relatives of schizophrenics perform less well than controls on
tests of verbal and non verbal declarative memory. Furthermore, confidence intervals for all tests
overlap, suggesting a global trait deficit. These differences are compelling, particularly when it is
appreciated that the relative samples are comprised of healthy, non-psychotic and in some cases high
functioning relatives of schizophrenics. With respect to previous meta-analytic studies in
schizophrenia, the pattern of impairment here is such that unaffected relatives perform better than
schizophrenic patients, when compared to controls. This suggests that impairments on measures of
both verbal and non-verbal memory are at least partly reflective of a genetic vulnerability to
schizophrenia, but that the more severe deficits apparent in schizophrenic patients may be additionally
attributable to a disease related process. This implies a disease-related component to memory
dysfunction in schizophrenia and may be considered further evidence that declarative memory
impairment is a possible 'intermediate phenotype' for the disorder, albeit a family-specific one.
Our results showed the largest effect size to be in the immediate verbal recall of trial lof the AVLT.
However, given the small number of included studies in this instance, this effect should be considered
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tentatively. Conversely, the smallest effect sizes are also apparent on measures of verbal immediate
memory, for both digit span tasks, and visual delayed recall. There was a slightly larger effect size for
the backward over the forward aspect. We can perhaps reconcile these findings by examining the
differences in difficulty between both types of task. The phonological representation of a maximum
of 8 meaningless digits may be less attentionally and functionally demanding than the maintenance of
a list of 15 seemingly unrelated words (both in meaning and articulation). Furthermore, the smaller
effect sizes for digit span imply that both the phonological loop and to a lesser extent the store
components of verbal working memory are relatively intact. It is plausible that the processes exerted
during the acquisition of words involve both spontaneous semantic and phonological encoding, and
that the brain networks supporting the former may be recruited more effectively in controls than in
unaffected relatives of schizophrenics.
Effect sizes for verbal fluency were non-significantly smaller than those for story recall and verbal list
learning. Verbal fluency has previously been included in studies as a measure of executive function.
These results are therefore less surprising, given the weaker evidence for executive deficits in
unaffected relatives (i.e. WCST-(Sitskoorn et al 2004a)). It is possible that these tests place less
demand on unaffected relatives than on schizophrenic patients, and that the latter group may reveal
compromised performance partly because of slowed information processing speed. Moreover, the
brain networks supporting verbal fluency may be particularly deficient in those affected by the
disorder, so that executive function is predominantly a feature of the disease process rather than a trait
deficit. Interestingly, the effect size for phonological fluency was non significantly greater than that
for semantic fluency, the opposite pattern to that seen in patients. Given the non-overlap with
Heinrich and Zakzanis's confidence intervals for word fluency in patients relative to controls (0.91-
1.80), this may again suggest a separate non-genetic disease related deficit (Heinrichs and Zakzanis
1998).
Effect sizes were in the moderate range for immediate and delayed verbal story recall and both
measures of verbal learning (total list recall and paired associate learning). Despite an overlap in
confidence intervals, the effect sizes for both immediate and delayed story recall were greater in
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magnitude than those for verbal learning. Previous attempts to quantify verbal memory impairment
have often amalgamated both verbal story recall scores with immediate and delayed list recall scores
on the CVLT or RAVLT. However, story recall would appear to be distinct from list recall, in that
there is no inherent facilitation of learning or enhanced encoding by either repetition, implicit
semantic categorisation, cued recall or recognition. The latter result therefore supports the notion that
repeated exposure, forced association and cued recall, all aid memory for information. Following an
encoding task requiring a size judgement decision about words, Sponheim et al (2004) showed poorer
verbal recognition memory in schizophrenic patients relative to controls and unaffected relatives,
while relatives and control did not differ. Conversely, relatives showed significantly poorer verbal
recall for the same material compared to controls. Correlation analyses revealed that depth of
encoding in the control and patient group predicted free recall performance, but not in the biological
relatives. Similarly, while priming effects were associated with encoding in the relatives, this was not
apparent in the control group. This implies that explicit recall in the relatives may have relied on
familiarity rather than explicit recollection, or alternatively on implicit processes facilitated by the size
judgement task. Controls did not show the same improvement from recall to recognition apparent in
the relatives group because they relied on explicit recollection for both aspects of the task (Sponheim
et al 2004).
The difference in effect size magnitude between story recall and verbal learning might reflect the fact
that story recall demands a higher level of organisation of encoded information, based on only one
exposure to the material. Indeed, serial clustering strategies, often used in list recall tasks, will be
relatively inadequate in aiding later recall. Effective executive control and context processing at
encoding is therefore necessary to facilitate a more accurate recall of the story's ideas. If immediate
encoding associations are ineffective, this will impact upon the eventual recall of the words and ideas
from the story. This suggests that encoding processing may be fundamental to the memory
impairment apparent in both schizophrenic patients and their unaffected relatives, and is supported by
the results of the meta-analysis of immediate verbal recall. If the brain networks recruited during
information acquisition and spontaneous organisation are less effective in relatives than in controls,
eventual recall will be compromised. More severe information acquisition and a failure to benefit
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from the provision of explicit external cues to aid information organisation have previously been
reported in schizophrenic patients (Calev et al 1983; Chan et al 2000; Gold et al 1992b; Manschrek et
al 1997). Indeed, Cannon et al (2000) showed less semantic clustering of the CVLT list in
monozygotic and dizygotic twins discordant for schizophrenia relative to controls, and assert that
genetic liability for schizophrenia may impact upon prefrontal cortical brain systems, crucial for the
effective organisation of material during acquisition (Cannon et al 2000b). Tuulio-Henrikson et al
(2003) showed traits reflecting encoding (i.e. semantic clustering, recognition memory and intrusions)
to show significant additive heritability estimates, implying dysfunctional encoding may be a heritable
component in the families of schizophrenics. These findings support the view that encoding
dysfunctions represent both a trait and disease related deficit in schizophrenia (Tuulio-Henriksson
2003).
Both Braver et al (1999) and Frith (1992) argue that despite the diversity of cognitive impairments
apparent in schizophrenia, the common underlying feature is a defective internal monitoring system,
specifically in the 'internal representation and use of context information' when exerting control over
and guiding behaviour (Braver et al 1999; Frith 1992). Macdonald et al (2003) tested this hypothesis
in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics using a context-processing task (the modified expectancy AX
task), where the letter X becomes a target only when preceded by the letter A. Distractor trials
included BX, BY and AY. Both schizophrenic patients and unaffected siblings performed worse than
controls in the context processing condition (BX). Conversely, controls performed worse than all
other groups in the expectancy condition (AY). This was interpreted as an example of both patients
and their unaffected siblings failure to effectively use context (A) to inform their response to the target
X, and is evidence for a genetic contribution to a context processing deficit in schizophrenia
(MacDonald et al 2003b).
The processing of words linked meaningfully in a sentence or story is dependent not only on the
lexical properties of those individual words, and an understanding of syntactical and grammatical
relationships between those words, but also on the integration of these words and their meanings into
a coherent whole. Condray et al (1992) compared schizophrenic patients, their schizophrenia
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spectrum disorder brothers, non-spectrum disorder brothers, unaffected brothers and matched controls,
in language comprehension, using the relational concepts factor scale of the Luria-Nebraska
Neuropsychological Battery. Schizophrenic probands and brothers with schizophrenia-spectrum
disorder showed poorer language comprehension than normal controls. However, language
performance did not significantly differ between schizophrenics and their unaffected brothers, despite
intact performance in measures of executive function and general intellectual ability. This implies a
continuum of language dysfunction associated with familial liability to schizophrenia, but worse in
those with a related spectrum disorder or with schizophrenia (Condray et al 1992). The semantic
integration hypothesis asserts that lexical encoding is preserved in schizophrenia, and like controls,
patients are sensitive to grammatical and syntactical sentence structure during sentence processing.
However, patients may be impaired in tasks requiring semantic integration (Nathaniel-James and Frith
1996) Knight and Sims 1979 as cited in (Condray et al 1992)). It is possible therefore, that this
hypothesis may be valuable when extended to include biological relatives of schizophrenics.
Our meta-analysis has also shown that effect sizes for immediate and delayed non-verbal memory
appear to be slightly less than those for immediate and delayed story recall, with immediate visual
recall comparable to those for verbal learning, but delayed recall the smallest of all effect sizes
reported. This effect has previously been described in a meta-analysis of cognition in schizophrenia,
and suggests that memory deficits in relatives and in patients are not restricted to the verbal modality
(Heinrichs and Zakzanis 1998). However, despite an overlap in confidence intervals, the slightly
greater deficit in story recall implies that memory for visual figures is marginally better than memory
for words and ideas. The tasks used for these domains were not matched for difficulty, so that it is
plausible that the measure of story recall is more demanding for relatives than that for visual recall.
This finding might also reflect the contextual component to the story recall test previously discussed,
which may be less prominent during tests of visual memory. Alternatively (or in the same way), it
could imply that left lateralised brain networks supporting verbal processing may be more impaired
than right lateralised networks recruited to support visuo-spatial processing. Related to this point is
the observation that the material used in WMS Visual reproductions test is verbalisable, such that the
task may be testing both visual and verbal processing (Saykin et al 1991; Saykin et al 1994).
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Finally, an additional investigation of effect sizes for measures of intellectual function in the studies
considered provides us with an overview (albeit narrower) of neuropsychological deficits alongside
general intellectual ability. Our meta-analysis showed the effect size for measures of crystallised
intelligence (i.e. NART and WRAT-Reading) to be non-significantly greater than that for measures of
fluid intelligence (i.e. WAIS-R). Heinrichs and Zakzanis (1998) reported verbal IQ and vocabulary
effect sizes in schizophrenia to be greater than for non-WAIS tests of intelligence, but less than those
for performance and WAIS-R IQ, the opposite to the pattern described here (Heinrichs and Zakzanis
1998). This could be due to the reliance of verbal IQ tests on previous educational attainment and
age. Our current findings should be considered tentatively in light of the heterogeneity across studies.
As discussed previously, this may be influenced considerably by the selection of control groups in
some studies. In addition, the significant publication bias for verbal IQ suggests that the nature and
result of studies reporting verbal IQ comparisons may have influenced publication. The restriction of
the IQ meta-analysis to those studies including specific tests of memory has doubtlessly limited the
inclusion of studies reporting more varied results. It is therefore possible that an unrestricted and
more comprehensive meta-analysis of intelligence in unaffected relatives and controls would allow for
a more unambiguous interpretation of the results. Importantly, despite an overlap in confidence
intervals, effect sizes for measures of intellectual function are non-significantly less than those for
both verbal learning and memory, suggesting that neuropsychological memory deficits are not
secondary to a global intellectual dysfunction. This is especially true given that a number of studies
introduced measures of intelligence as covariates in their neuropsychological analyses, and the
adjusted mean neuropsychological scores were included in the meta-analysis (Byrne et al 1999;
Dollfus et al 2002; Kremen et al 1998b; Roxborough et al 1993). Therefore, in some cases, effect
sizes for memory may be underestimated relative to measures of intellectual function.
1.6.4.2 Limitations
We have presented evidence for functional deficits in memory in unaffected relatives of
schizophrenics, but have chosen not to consider these in comparison to other areas of function such as
executive function and attention. This may be considered a limitation to our analysis, given that our
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effect sizes for story recall and verbal fluency may reflect the influence of executive processes (i.e.
context processing). However, Sitskoorn et al (2004) in a recent meta-analysis of cognition in
relatives of schizophrenics and controls investigated measures of attention and executive function in
addition to verbal memory, and showed their largest effect size, based on 15 studies, to be in verbal
memory (d=0.54, 95% confidence intervals 0.43-0.66) and incorporated the WMS, CVLT and RBMT
(Sitskoorn et al 2004a).
Our findings are additionally limited by the number of tests applied across studies, which were
available to us for analysis. A number of measures of memory such as associative and item
recognition or cued recall, were not available for inclusion, possibly due to their being less affected in
schizophrenia than other unaided forms of memory retrieval. These features of memory have
therefore not been quantified in this meta-analysis. Several other studies have used varying and often
idiosyncratic forms of measurement, which could not be included in our meta-analysis, but may
impart an additional insight into the nature of memory processes in this group. Similarly, several
important studies were excluded because of aggregated scoring. We have tried to address these
limitations by including descriptions of some of these studies in our qualitative analysis, and these
excluded studies appear to pursue similar results to those included.
Significant heterogeneity (i.e. Verbal IQ, WAIS IQ) and trends for significant heterogeneity (i.e.
immediate visual memory recall, semantic fluency) were demonstrated on some tests. Possible
sources of variance across studies have been considered and discussed. However, this meta-analysis
may be limited by the decision not to remove those publications, which after analysis appeared to be
responsible for the variance in some tests. In the same way, for measures of IQ, the decision not to
extend the meta-analysis beyond those studies included for their measures of memory, may have lead
to a skewed interpretation of the standardised mean difference between groups and its relationship to
declarative memory.
While this meta-analysis concerns the comparison of individuals at genetically enhanced risk for the
development of schizophrenia, differences in genetic loading within this sample may have obfuscated
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true differences between groups. Only a small number of studies have addressed the effects of genetic
loading on cognitive performance (Byrne et al 2003; Faraone et al 2000; Glahn et al 2003; Shedlack et
al 1997; Tuulio-Henriksson 2003). Glahn and others (2003) showed a negative relationship between
genetic loading for schizophrenia (i.e. healthy controls > dizygotic twins > monozygotic twins >
patients) and performance on a spatial delayed response task, while Tuulio-Henriskson and others
showed an effect of familial loading (i.e. multiplex families versus simplex families) on a test of
backward visual span. Faraone and others also showed greater impairment in individuals with
multiple rather than one relative affected by schizophrenia, on immediate and delayed story recall and
immediate visual recall, while Byrne and others (2003) showed a negative correlation between genetic
liability (i.e. more than one affected first degree relative > one affected first and second degree relative
> affected second degree relatives) and delayed story recall, semantic verbal fluency and inhibition
response errors on a word completion test. These results suggest that some cognitive deficits may
increase with genetic loading for the disorder. For this reason, only the means from the simplex group
of Faraone et al (2000) were included in the meta-analysis. This was due to the preponderance of
other studies using parents or siblings from singly affected families. In retrospect this may limit our
analysis because unaffected relatives from multiply affected families may be under represented, and in
a rerun of this analysis, it might be pragmatic to combine the means of both the simplex and multiplex
groups. However, given the results of Faraone et al (2000) it is also possible that unaffected relatives
of multiplex families represent a distinct sub-group of genetically vulnerable individuals. Future
meta-analyses may therefore benefit from conducting separate analyses of individuals with different
degrees of genetic loading for the disorder.
Secondly, although samples of genetically at risk individuals under the age of sixteen were excluded,
a number of included studies still contained individuals not yet beyond the age of maximum risk for
development of the disorder (i.e. < 35 years). In such a way, mean performance in relative groups
may be influenced by participants who have yet to develop the disorder (Byrne et al 2003; Byrne et al
1998; Byrne et al 1999; Faraone et al 2000; Franke et al 1999; Gochman et al 2004; O'Driscoll et al
2001). There is evidence for general intellectual deficits in high-risk children and premorbidly in
children who go on to develop schizophrenia in adulthood. While we cannot yet predict who will
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develop schizophrenia, future meta-analyses may benefit from cross sectional analyses based on age
of risk (e.g. 16-35 years, 35-45 years and 45+ years).
1.6.4.3 Final conclusions
In summary, we have shown small to moderate effect sizes for varying measurements of memory in
unaffected relatives of schizophrenics compared to controls. Declarative memory therefore holds
promise as a neuropsychological indicator of genetic vulnerability to schizophrenia. Effect size
differences across tests may reflect differences in task difficulty, but could also indicate a specific
deficit in verbal encoding in unaffected relatives, a deficit previously highlighted in schizophrenia
(Cirillo and Seidman 2003). While 95% confidence intervals for all tests overlapped, effect size
differences also give credence to studies choosing to separate measures of memory for investigation of
component processes such as encoding and retrieval. Future research should therefore concentrate on
the functional imaging of encoding and retrieval in unaffected relatives of both high and low genetic
loading, and both beyond and within the age of maximum risk for the disorder, in the hope of
providing an insight into the function of brain networks implicated in these tasks.
1.7 Cognitive performance over time in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics
Longitudinal studies of neuropsychology in schizophrenia suggest that cognitive deficits are present
and relatively stable with the course of the schizophrenic illness. It is now also clear from the
literature that memory, attention, executive and intellectual function are also impaired in relatives of
schizophrenics, albeit to a lesser degree than in schizophrenia patients. However, the stability of these
deficits in relatives is less reliably demonstrated.
Johnson et al (2003) investigated the relationship between schizotypy symptoms and genetic risk for
schizophrenia, and showed symptoms to interact with genetic risk on several aspects of cognitive
function. However, in participants with schizotypy symptoms but without family history for
schizophrenia, cognitive deficits were not apparent. Only a measure of spatial working memory
showed independence from symptoms but was related to genetic risk for schizophrenia. This suggests
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that cognitive deficits are not secondary to schizotypy symptoms, but that both may be a manifestation
of the same susceptibility loci (Johnson et al 2003).
To date, only two family studies have provided evidence of longitudinal performance in unaffected
relatives considered beyond the age of risk for development of the disorder. Faraone et al (1999)
showed unaffected relatives with a mean age of 42 years to have stable poorer performance on
memory (visual and verbal), attention and executive function (although a slight improvement over
time) relative to controls over four years (Faraone et al 1999), while Wittorf et al (2004) showed no
change in neuropsychological performance of unaffected relatives with a mean age of 43 years over
one year, although improvements in performance were apparent on tests of attention and visual recall
(Rey Complex Figure Test)(Wittorf et al 2004). This implies that deficits in unaffected relatives, who
are unlikely to develop schizophrenia, remain stable and less severe than those in schizophrenic
patients over time.
However, without measures of performance over time in unaffected relatives who have yet to pass
through their period of maximum risk for development of the disorder (15-25 years), it is difficult to
establish how far deficits reflect genetic liability, to what extent they are features of a disease process
and at what point deficits worsen in those who later develop the disorder. Evidence from prospective
high-risk studies shows that following participants up to adulthood may provide an insight into
cognitive predictors for schizophrenia and related psychoses. Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al (2000)
identified verbal short term memory in high-risk children as a sensitive predictor (83%) for
schizophrenia-related psychosis development and showed attentional deficits (as measured by CPT,
WAIS Digit Span, and the Attention Span Task) in offspring of schizophrenic patients to identify 58%
ofparticipants with schizophrenia related psychoses in the New York High-Risk Project (Erlenmeyer-
Kimling et al 2000). While the Edinburgh High Risk Study (EHRS) reported a lack of significant
differences between the high-risk and control groups in sustained attention (CPT), it did report a
decrement in verbal memory performance between the first and second neuropsychological
assessments, in high-risk individuals (between the ages of 16 and 25 years) who had developed
attenuated psychotic symptoms at either the first or second assessments (Cosway et al 2002). The
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latter finding could reflect state related interference at the time of assessments because of symptom
development, but could alternatively be indicative of the development of the disease process before
the onset of schizophrenia per se. Thus, changes may be occurring in genetically at risk participants
who will develop psychotic symptoms or schizophrenia at two different developmental periods (i.e.
prenatal/infancy and adolescence).
1.8 Edinburgh High-Risk Study
Established in 1994 by Professor Eve C Johnstone and others, in the Department of Psychiatry at the
University of Edinburgh, the Edinburgh High Risk Study (EHRS) is a prospective longitudinal study
of individuals between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five with at least one affected first or second
degree relative. In order to reduce the high rates of attrition common in other high-risk projects, this
study was designed to follow young adolescents through their period of maximum risk for the
development of schizophrenia, with the expectation of schizophrenia onset in 10-15% of the sample
within a ten-year period.
During the first five-year phase of the study, neuropsychological and clinical assessments were
conducted in the high-risk participants and controls at regular intervals of eighteen to twenty-four
months, consisting of three assessment rounds (July 1994-July 1999). During the last five year phase
of the study, neuropsychological and clinical assessments continued to be conducted in high-risk and
controls participants, along with structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging scans, at
regular intervals of eighteen to twenty four months, also consisting of three assessment rounds (July
1999-July 2004) (see Appendix 2: Table 2A). The main aim of the study was to determine those
features, which distinguished healthy high-risk participants from controls, and high-risk participants
who became ill from those who did not, through neuropsychological, structural and functional brain
assessments over time.
1.9 Aims and hypotheses of investigations 1-4
Our discussion of the literature concerning the development and course of neuropsychological deficits
in schizophrenia patients and their unaffected relatives has raised several issues and has informed our
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experimental aims and hypotheses. Firstly, that in spite of a global intellectual dysfunction, and even
after controlling for the effects of impaired intellectual ability, both groups show persistent deficits on
tests of memory and to a lesser extent attention and executive function. In unaffected biological
relatives, these deficits may be reflective of the same underlying brain abnormalities found in
schizophrenia, and implicate a wide range of brain networks including the frontal, temporal, and
parietal lobes. However, the specific nature of memory impairment in schizophrenia is still unclear,
and even less so in unaffected relatives or those relatives who go on to develop the disorder.
Moreover, the relationship between genetic risk, psychotic symptoms, and cognitive deficits is
complex. Evidence of psychotic symptom improvement in the presence of impaired cognitive
performance in patients, points to at least a degree of independence of one from the other. However,
recent evidence suggests the three may interact, such that symptoms and deficits are manifestations of
the same susceptibility loci in individuals at genetically enhanced risk for the disorder (Johnson et al
2003).
Subtle neuropsychological deficits in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics who don't develop
schizophrenia may be reflective of a genetic liability to the disorder, although the relationship between
deficits and genetic loading is also unclear. Furthermore, poorer intellectual performance in young
individuals who develop schizophrenia in adulthood and the presence of specific neuropsychological
impairments in unaffected relatives and first episode patients, indicates that structural and functional
brain changes may have occurred prior to the manifestation of the characteristic signs and symptoms
of schizophrenia, while a predisposition for later psychosis development may already be present as
early as infancy. This begs the question therefore, at what stage do cognitive deficits arise in
schizophrenia and can they be predictive of the disorder in individuals at genetically enhanced risk for
schizophrenia? The fact that these impairments may be less severe than those reported in chronic
schizophrenia patients, further implies that cognitive deterioration might occur after disease onset.
However, evidence is equally weighted against cognitive deterioration in schizophrenia and generally
supports the existence of stable neuropsychological dysfunction in schizophrenia. This again suggests
that deterioration may be occurring some time before disease onset and does not worsen beyond this
point.
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1.9.1 Investigation 1: Putative neuropsychological predictors of schizophrenia in a
high-risk group
Baseline performance differences between the high-risk group and healthy controls on tests of
intellectual and executive function, learning and memory have previously been demonstrated in the
Edinburgh High Risk Study (EHRS) (Byrne et al 2003; Byrne et al 1999; Cosway et al 2000). These
findings are supported by evidence from family and high-risk studies of neuropsychological
impairment in unaffected relatives of schizophrenic patients. However, it is unclear how far these
deficits distinguish relatives of schizophrenics who will not develop schizophrenia, from those who
will. A recent finding from the New York high Risk Study suggests that levels of impairment on tests
of memory and attention in high-risk children are reasonably predictive of those who will develop
schizophrenia related psychoses in adulthood (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al 2000).
Given these initial findings, our first investigation aimed to further demonstrate performance
differences at the baseline assessment within the high-risk group itself, with high-risk participants
classified according to susceptibility to psychotic symptom experience over the course of the study,
and subsequent development of schizophrenia at the time of analysis. Bearing in mind that all
participants at baseline assessment were essentially well, we hoped to show differences in
performance between those high-risk participants who have remained well and those who have gone
on to develop schizophrenia, which could be 'predictive' of future schizophrenia development (i.e.
(Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al 2000). Our first hypothesis was therefore:
Within the high-risk participant group, those participants who go on to develop schizophrenia will
perform less well relative to those participants who do not on baseline neuropsychological
assessments.
1.9.2 Investigation 2: Neuropsychological performance overtime in a high-risk group:
Due to the extended period of time over which this group has been studied, our second investigation
aimed to characterise the course of deficits in high risk participants who develop psychotic symptoms,
and or schizophrenia over time, relative to those who do not (i.e. those in the high-risk group who, to
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the best of our knowledge, have never in the course of the study experienced any psychotic symptom
(i.e. HR-), those who have at some point in the course of the study experienced any psychotic
symptom (i.e. HR+), those who are now diagnosed as schizophrenic (i.e. SCZ) and healthy controls
(i.e. C)). Given that participants in our HR- and HR+ group have not developed schizophrenia in the
10 years of the study, it could be argued that few will now go on to develop the disorder. With this in
mind, and based on previous evidence of stable deficits in those who are beyond the age of maximum
risk for the disorder and therefore unlikely to become ill (Faraone et al 1999; Wittorf et al 2004), we
hypothesised that:
High-risk participants who have not developed schizophrenia will demonstrate stable performance
deficits compared to controls over time (between their first and latest assessment)
Experience of psychotic symptoms in high-risk participants does not imply that individuals will
develop schizophrenia. Similarly, an absence of psychotic symptoms at clinical assessment does not
guarantee that individuals will not develop schizophrenia. However, there is a qualitative difference
between those high-risk participants who have and those who have not experienced any psychotic
symptom, such that a liability to the experience of psychotic symptoms in a high-risk group could be
considered an intermediate phenotype for the disorder. For those participants in the high-risk group
who have not experienced any psychotic symptom during the course of this study, it could be argued
that unlike the HR+ group, they do not exhibit the intermediate phenotype and may be less likely to
show fluctuations in performance over time, or eventually develop schizophrenia. We therefore
further hypothesised that:
Within the high-risk participant group, those participants who have ever experienced psychotic
symptoms and those who are now diagnosed as schizophrenic will perform less well on
neuropsychological tests compared to those who have never experienced any psychotic symptom and
controls at both first and latest assessments.
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A previous comparison of performance in the EHRS high risk participants who had or had not
developed symptoms over the first and second assessments (over a period of approximately 18-24
months), suggested that delayed verbal recall had deteriorated to a greater extent in those who had
developed any psychotic symptom between or at either the first or second assessments. This implied
that psychotic symptom development or presence might be associated with a decline in verbal
memory ability, due to either state related interference (the experience of psychotic symptoms during
testing) or as a precursor to psychosis (due to underlying structural or functional brain changes). Due
to the intermittent experience of psychotic symptoms in our HR+ group, we were unable to make
predictions as to the direction of performance over time (between the first and most recent
assessment) in this particular group. However, given that schizophrenia patients have been shown to
exhibit poorer general neuropsychological performance than their close relatives, we predicted that
cognitive decline might be apparent in those who have subsequently developed schizophrenia between
two assessments prior to illness onset. Our fourth hypothesis therefore stated:
Within the high-risk participant group, participants who are now diagnosed with schizophrenia will
show a decline in neuropsychological performance over time, relative to the other high-risk
participants and controls.
1.9.3 Investigation 3: Neuropsychological performance over time and genetic liability:
Where neuropsychological performance over time revealed significant main effects of group or group
by time interactions, our third investigation aimed to explore the specific influence of genetic liability
on performance over time within the high-risk participant group only. Initial recruitment involved the
scrutiny of detailed family trees for all high-risk participant families, thus affording us the opportunity
to classify those in the high-risk group by closeness and number of affected relatives. Although the
development of schizophrenia in this group cannot be solely attributed to genetic vulnerability, a
family history of schizophrenia conveys some form of predisposition to the development of the illness
and the presence of a similar neuropsychological profile to schizophrenic patients. A previous
investigation of the relationship between genetic liability and neuropsychological performance at
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baseline revealed an inverse relationship between genetic loading and executive function, learning,
and memory measures (Byrne 2003). Our fifth hypothesis therefore stated that:
Within the high-risk participant group, a greater familial loading would be negatively associated with
neuropsychological function over time.
1.9.4 Investigation 4: Verbal and Visual Learning in the 1st 100 participants of the
EHRS to undergo a functional MRI scan
Given the previous baseline results suggesting a memory deficit in high-risk participants relative to
controls, our fourth investigation, presented in chapter 3, aimed to quantify the nature and extent of
the memory deficit in the EHRS, using performance data on tests of verbal and visual memory not
previously analysed in the EHRS group. These tests were introduced at the beginning of the second
study phase and were accompanied by functional MRI in the same participants during a verbal
memory paradigm, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.
A review of the literature suggests declarative memory is a core deficit in schizophrenia, characterised
above all by poor verbal encoding and retrieval. Our systematic review also suggests that this deficit
is paralleled in healthy biological relatives, most prominently in immediate verbal recall and memory
for prose while assisted memory recall, such as recognition, has generally been shown to be intact in
patients and their relatives (Sponheim et al 2004). This indicates that fundamental to a verbal
declarative memory deficit is impaired information acquisition and a failure to organise material
effectively for future recall. We therefore hypothesised that on measures of the California Verbal
Learning Test (CVLT):
High-risk participants will show intact recognition performance, but perform less well on measures of
verbal information acquisition and recall, and demonstrate different learning strategies during trials
one to five, when compared to controls.
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Visual memory performance in schizophrenia is less consistently investigated relative to verbal
memory performance. Some evidence suggests equivalent performance impairment in both
modalities in schizophrenia (Tracy et al 2001) while other evidence suggests a less pervasive, and
more heterogeneous visual memory deficit when compared to verbal memory measures (Heinrichs
and Zakzanis 1998). This was reflected in our meta-analysis of memory impairment in relatives of
schizophrenics, which suggests that memory impairment does extend to the non-verbal domain, but
may be more heterogeneous and less severe. We aimed to demonstrate the extension of declarative
memory impairment to both modalities in relatives compared to controls. Given the evidence, we
hypothesised that:
High-risk participants would perform less well relative to controls on aspects of visual recall, as
measured by the Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT).
Ill
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Chapter 2: Methods and results of investigations 1, 2 and 3
The methods and results for neuropsychological investigations 1-3 in the Edinburgh High-Risk group
will be presented serially in this chapter. This is due to the slight differences in the sample numbers
used for each investigation, and allows for a more informative description of participants in each
instance. It is hoped that this will additionally enhance the coherence of each individual investigation.
The aims and hypotheses for these investigations were previously introduced at the end of Chapter 1,
but will be reiterated where necessary in the methods sections. Finally, a discussion of the results of
experiments 1 to 3 is also presented in this chapter.
2.1 Methodology: Investigation 1
2.1.1 Design
As described in Chapter 1, analyses conducted by the EHRS have previously demonstrated differences
in performance between the high risk group and controls at baseline on some of the
neuropsychological tests employed (Byrne et al 2003). Therefore, in an investigation of baseline
predictors of psychosis, differences on these neuropsychological tests at the first assessment were
compared within the high-risk participants only. Group comparisons were made between three sub¬
groups of high-risk participants. The first group included those high-risk participants who
subsequently developed schizophrenia (SCZ). The remaining participants were allocated to one of
two high-risk groups according to the presence (HR+) or absence (HR-) of psychotic symptoms at the
first assessment, as measured using the Present State Examination (PSE).
In a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA), followed by one-way Analyses of Variance
(ANOVAs), participant group was introduced as the between-group factor and individual
neuropsychological test performance at baseline as the within-group factor. Planned contrasts were
conducted in order to address the two a-priori hypotheses (as outlined in Chapter 1). To reiterate, it
was first of all hypothesised that those who subsequently developed schizophrenia would perform less
well relative to the rest of the high risk group on neuropsychological tests, which could be predictive
of future psychosis (i.e. predictive effect). Secondly, it was hypothesised that those in the high-risk
group who experienced any psychotic symptom at this baseline assessment would perform less well
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relative to high-risk participants who had not experienced any psychotic symptom at this assessment,
due to the interfering effect of symptoms on general performance (i.e. state effect).
2.1.2 Participants
2.1.2.1 Recruitment: high-risk participants
Ethical approval was granted for recruitment in ten Scottish Health Boards (i.e. Lothian, Dumfries and
Galloway, Lanarkshire, Tayside, Borders, Argyll and Clyde, Highland, Western Isles, Fife and Forth
Valley; Byrne 2001). Potential high-risk participants were then initially identified through an analysis
of medical records of individuals admitted to psychiatric hospitals in Scotland with a clinical
diagnosis of schizophrenia and potentially unaffected 1st and 2nd degree family members in the
specified age group of sixteen to twenty five years.
Research diagnosis of DSM-III-R classification of schizophrenia was confirmed for each individual
by applying the Operational Criteria Checklist (OPCRIT) to the medical case notes. The consultant,
GP, social worker, key worker and community psychiatric nurse involved with the proband were
contacted and after consultation, permission was sought to approach the identified proband.
Following an interview and informed consent from these patients to approach family members,
potential high-risk individuals were contacted, with the help of a well adult relative. Individuals who
met the criteria for inclusion (i.e. those individuals aged between 16 and 25 years and with no
previously diagnosed psychotic disorder) and were willing to participate in the study on a voluntary
basis were asked to read an information sheet (see Appendix 2: Figure 2A) and sign a consent form
(see Appendix 2: Figure 2B), which detailed the nature and conditions of participation. Once
individuals had signed the consent form they were required to undergo a structured psychiatric
interview (PSE), which establishes the presence of current psychotic, neurotic or depressive
symptomatology (Byrne 2001; Hodges et al 1999; Johnstone et al 2000). The age of the sample at the
outset of the study was important to ensure that the high-risk participants would pass through their
period of maximum risk during the study. It was expected that 10-15% of the original high-risk
sample would develop schizophrenia in the course of this study (Johnstone et al 2000).
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2.1.2.2 Recruitment: controls
Controls were not included in this analysis of baseline performance, because comparisons between
controls and high-risk participants have already been conducted. However, for the purposes of later
investigations including control participant performance, potential control participants were originally
identified from local Edinburgh youth groups and from a sample of friends of the high-risk
participants. Forty-three individuals with no personal or family history of a psychotic disorder, and
similar in age, sex, and socio-economic background to the high-risk participants, were identified
within this group. Willing participants were asked to sign the same consent form presented to high-
risk participants, detailing the nature and conditions of participation (see Appendix 2: Figure 2A &
2B). Of this original sample, 36 individuals attended for baseline neuropsychological and clinical
assessments between 1994 and 1999. (Note: A more detailed description of participant recruitment
can be viewed in previous publications based on this study i.e.; (Byrne 2001; Hodges et al 1998;
Hodges et al 1999)
2.1.2.3 EHRS Sample
In the first five years of the EHRS 229 high-risk participants and 43 controls were initially identified
and recruited. Of this number, 162 well high-risk individuals between the ages of 16 and 25, with at
least one first or second degree relative with schizophrenia, and 36 matched controls provided basic
demographic data (Johnstone et al 2000). Within this sample, baseline neuropsychological data are
available for 157 high-risk participants and 36 controls, whereas complete clinical data are available
for 154 high-risk participants. At this time, 18 of this latter sample of 154 have now been diagnosed
with schizophrenia.
2.1.2.4 Sample for analysis of baseline neuropsychological performance
Full baseline clinical and neuropsychological data are available for 154 high-risk participants (see
Appendix 2: Table 2A). Data were unavailable at the time of this analysis for one high-risk
participant who was recruited for the first time in August 2003. This individual has therefore not been




Psychopathology was elicited by applying an one hundred and forty item standard psychiatric
interview, i.e. Present State Examination (PSE, 9th edition; (Wing et al 1974) at the time of the first
neuropsychological assessment (and thereafter at 18-24 month intervals), and was administered by
experienced clinicians (i.e. Professor E.C. Johnstone, E)r D.C. Owens and E)r S.L. Lawrie). It was not
possible for the clinicians to remain blind to the participant's group, due to the repetitive nature of the
PSE over the ten years of the study. However, the former two clinicians have worked together for
approximately thirty years. The PSE explores the incidence of psychotic symptoms (hallucinations
and delusions), other perceptual disorders, depressed mood, psychosomatic symptoms, and
neuroticism. It does not address functional deterioration because this group were not considered
'help-seeking'. The interview was videotaped with permission and lasted approximately 1 hour.
Based on this examination, the presence or absence of psychotic symptoms was established and a
score was assigned.
Additional clinical assessments conducted included the Schedule for Affective Disorders and
Schizophrenia-Life-time Version (Endicott and Spitzer 1978), the Structured Inventory for Schizotypy
(Kendler et al 1989) and the Rust Inventory for Schizotypal Cognitions (Rust 1988). The Positive and
Negative Symptoms Scale (PANSS) was also introduced in the second phase for the assessment of
symptom severity. A life-events questionnaire was used to assess life events at baseline assessment
only (Paykel et al 1971), along with assessments of neurological soft signs (Buchanan and Heinrichs
1989) and minor physical anomalies (Waldrop and Pederson 1968), both also collected at the baseline
assessment only. These additional assessments are not considered in this thesis.
PSE examinations at baseline form the basis of our high-risk negative and high-risk positive group
categorisations. High-risk positive participants (i.e. HR+ (timel); N=28) are those who manifested
any psychotic symptoms at the first PSE (i.e. a score of 2 or 3 as described in Table 2.1), such as
isolated delusions, hallucinations, or perceptual distortions. High-risk negative participants (i.e. HR-
(timel); N= 107), on the other hand, are those who did not experience any psychotic symptoms at
their first PSE (i.e. a score of 1 or 0 as described in Table 2.1). Finally, an additional group was
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identified which was comprised of those participants in the high-risk group who although considered
psychologically well at their first assessment, have now been determined to be schizophrenic (i.e.
SCZ; N=18). This diagnosis was based upon both the PSE & the ICD-10 (World-Health-Organisation
1992) definitions of schizophrenia established at interview. In some instances, participants fell ill
between assessments and were admitted to local services. Local GPs, consultants, and families were
collaborators in the project, and all cooperated in informing the study of any changes or deteriorations
in state as and when they occurred. Therefore on two occasions clinicians conducted interviews
during the participant's hospital admission. Participants who were diagnosed as schizophrenic
became ill on average 3.6 years (s.d. = 1.1) after their first assessment.
Table 2.1: PSE Scores
Score Diagnosis
4 Schizophrenia.
3 Definite psychotic symptoms and specific psychotic features fully rated (isolated delusions or hallucinations present, of
which the individual is aware).
2 Possibly psychotic (perceptual distortions) or partially held/attenuated psychotic symptoms (the individual questions the
existence of such symptoms and may attribute them to the imagination).
1 No psychotic symptoms, but definite non-psychotic (neurotic or depressive) symptoms.
2.1.3 Demographic details
There were no statistically significant differences between the three high-risk sub-groups with regards
to age (F (2,150)= 2.0, p = 0.13), gender (%2 = 4.7 (2), p = 0.09), or handedness (x2 = 1.2 (2), p = 0.5)
(means and frequencies for these characteristics can be found in Table 2.2). Therefore, it can be
assumed for all other data analyses that the three sub-groups of high-risk individuals were
appropriately matched.
Table 2.2: Demographic characteristics within the high-risk sub-groups
Demographic characteristic HR- (timel) HR+ (timel) SCZ P
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Numbers (N=107) (N=28) (N=18)
Age 21.3 (3.0) 20.9 (2.7) 19.9 (2.6) NSB
Gender (N) 56M: 51F 9M: 33F 7M: 6F NSb
Handedness (N) 17R: 0L:2M 92R: 9L: 5M 26R: 0L: 2M NSC
'One-way ANOVA, Pearson's Chi-Square Test of Association c Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square Test




Only those tests which showed statistically significant differences between the high-risk group and
controls at baseline (Byrne et al 2003) were selected for inclusion in this particular phase of the
investigation.
2.1.4.1 Premorbid Intellectual ability tests
National Adult Reading Test (NART;(Nelson 1982)
The NART was used to estimate pre-morbid intelligence in all participants at the first
neuropsychological assessment. The NART requires participants to read aloud a list of fifty
phonetically irregular words. Participants are allocated an estimated IQ (i.e. WAIS-R) score based on
the number of errors that they make on the assessment. Evidence supports the NART as a stable pre¬
morbid estimate of IQ, which remains unaffected by acute psychosis or the duration of a
schizophrenic illness (Morrison et al 2000).
Speed and Capacity of Language Processing Test (SCOLP; the Spot the Word test;
(Baddeley et al 1992)
The Spot the Word test is a measure of both vocabulary and verbal intelligence and correlates highly
with the NART (Baddeley 1992). This assessment comprises the visual presentation of sixty pairs of
words, with one in each pair being a real word and one a non-word (e.g. bread-glot). Participants
were required to identify the real word in each pair, without time constraint.
2.1.4.2 Current intellectual ability tests
SCOLP (Speed of Comprehension test; (Baddeley et al 1992)
The Speed of Comprehension test is a measure of speed of information processing, although it has
previously been administered as a measure of semantic memory integrity (McKenna et al 1994). This
measure comprises a mixture of one hundred true and false sentences (e.g. 'pythons move around
searching for food' or 'Nuns are made in factories'). The decision as to whether a statement is true or
false is based on the match or mis-match of subject and pre-dictate in the sentence. Participants were
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required to correctly verify as many sentences as possible within a two-minute period. Poor
performance may be an indication of general slowing of processing. However, the performance on
the Speed of Comprehension test is correlated with that on the Spot the Word test, such that any
discrepancy between the two (i.e. poorer performance on Speed of Comprehension relative to Spot the
Word) may be an indication of reduced language comprehension ability, or a drop in intellectual
function from premorbid levels. Subtracting the scaled speed of comprehension score from the scaled
spot the word score will give the discrepancy score. No significant differences between the high-risk
group and controls were reported on this score at baseline.
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R; (Wechsler 1981)
The WAIS-R provides a measure of current IQ based on a participant's performance on a number of
measures of verbal and visual ability (i.e. eleven in total). Performance on these measures can be
used to ascertain three measures of IQ: (1) verbal IQ; (2) performance IQ, and (3) full scale IQ. In the
current study an estimate of the full-scale intelligence quotient was derived from performance on all
measures of the WAIS-R. Estimates of WAIS-R verbal IQ (based on the verbal sub-tests Information,
Comprehension, Arithmetic, Similarities, Digit Span and Vocabulary) and WAIS-R performance IQ
(based on the performance sub-tests Digit Symbol, Picture Completion, Block Design, Picture
Arrangement and Object Assembly) were also derived. Participant's scores on both the Digit Symbol
and Block Design tasks were also separately noted.
WAIS-R Digit Symbol
Described as a test of 'complex' attention, the Digit Symbol task is believed to measure sustained
attention, visuo-motor control and psycho-motor speed (Lezak 1995). Indeed, it is possible that
upwards of 50% of the total score can be attributed to copying speed alone (Lezak 1995). In normal
controls psychomotor speed is the primary measurement of this test and is unaffected by general
intellect, learning or memory (Lezak 1995). Unfortunately, its relative independence from other
cognitive functions makes it insensitive to specific areas of brain dysfunction, and it may be affected
by a combination of cognitive factors. During performance of the digit symbol task, participants in
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this study were timed using a stopwatch and given ninety seconds in which to copy the symbol
corresponding to the number denoted in a key (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Example of WAIS-R Digit Symbol Substitution test
Digit Symbol Key
1 2 3 4 5
-
± ] L 1
Portion of table- participants to put in the symbol, which corresponds to same number in key
2 5 3 1 4
WAIS-R Block Design
The block design task is proposed to be a test of construction, visuo-motor control, speed and visuo-
spatial conceptualisation and in normal participants is associated with mainly right posterior parietal
brain regions (Lezak 1995). Participants were presented with four or nine white and red blocks (each
block has two white and red sides and two half white and red sides split along the diagonal) and asked
to use them to construct a replica of the nine designs presented in the booklet. This was timed using a
stopwatch with limits of sixty seconds on the first two designs and one hundred and twenty seconds
on the last (more difficult) seven designs. Participants' were allocated an overall score based on both
completion speed and accuracy (i.e. higher score for more difficult puzzle completed in faster time
period). High performance on this test may be due to participants forming a gestalt or unified mental
concept of the design. A more typical (or average) performance can be seen in participants who use a
block by block trial and error approach, segmenting the design and constructing based on its
individual parts.
2.1.4.3 Executive function tests
Hayling Sentence Completion Test (Burgess and Shallice 1996)
The HSCT is essentially a test of executive function. The test is comprised of two sections, of fifteen
sentences (i.e. 30 in total). Each sentence in both sections has the last word missing. Section 1 tests
verbal initiation skills and requires the participant to sensibly complete each sentence with a suitable
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word (i.e. He posted a letter without a . A sensible completion would be 'stamp'). Section 2 tests
response suppression, by requiring participants to complete each sentence with a word that is
unrelated to the meaning of that sentence (i.e. The dough was put in the hot . An unconnected word
would be, for example, 'banana'). In section 2, two types of error response are possible. The first is
a type A error (sensibly completing sentence i.e. The dough was put in the hot 'oven') and the second
a type B error (completion word is still connected to sentence in some way i.e. The dough was put in
the hot 'sink', because sink and oven are semantically related). Response latency was timed using a
stopwatch, which was started as soon as the experimenter finished reading the sentence and stopped as
soon as the participant had responded. A total scaled score includes both response time and error
commission over both sections. Only scaled times for sections 1 and 2 and scaled scores for type A
and B errors were included in the analysis.
Stroop Colour Word test (Golden 1978)
The Stroop test is designed to measure both response suppression and selective attention. Participants
were required to name the colour of blocks visually presented in trial 1. In trial 2, they were asked to
read out the names of colours printed in black ink. In the interference trial 3, participants were then
asked to name the colour of ink that the 'colour name' words were printed in. Response latency for
each trial was timed using a stopwatch. Only the times for trial 3 and trial 3 minus trial 1 were
included in the analysis.
Verbal Fluency (F-A-S and four legged animals; (Spreen and Strauss 1991)
This particular measure of verbal fluency is an assessment of both phonological/letter and category
verbal fluency. The participant is allowed 1 minute to recite as many words as possible beginning
with a specific letter (F, A or S, with the exclusion of proper nouns or derivations of the same word
i.e. stay and staying), followed by 1 minute in which to name as many words as possible words within
a specific class (four-legged animals). Response inhibition and an organised search of the inner
lexicon are required in both aspects of this test making this a measure of both semantic memory
retrieval and executive function. The same test was used at all assessment rounds, although it is
acknowledged that at repeat assessments it may have been more appropriate to test fluency using
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different letter and category cues, to prevent practice effects. However, only verbal fluency for
categories was included in the baseline analysis. Verbal fluency (FAS) was excluded from baseline
analysis due to non-significant differences between the high risk and control groups (Byrne et al
2003).
2.1.4.4 Verbal memory
Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT): Story recall (Wilson et al 1991)
The entire RBMT was administered to participants, but this investigation will focus solely on the story
recall aspect of the RBMT, due to a lack of significant differences between the high-risk and control
groups on the additional test aspects at phase 1 round 1. This particular assessment is included here as
an indicator of verbal declarative memory performance. Story recall includes the assessment of both
immediate and delayed (i.e. following an interval of 20 minutes) verbal story recall of a dictated
excerpt. Mean scores reported are based on the raw scores of participants on each of these two task
levels. Four parallel versions of the RBMT were administered across assessment rounds, to control
for practice effects (A-D (Wilson et al 1991).
Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT: (Crawford et al 1989) and Jones p44 (Lezak
1995),(RAVLT :(Rey 1964))
The AVLT is a test of verbal learning and takes approximately 30 minutes to administer. It includes
measures of immediate free recall and delayed free recall and recognition of a list of 15 words,
presented over 5 trials, followed by the immediate recall of an interference list of 15 similar words.
Numerous measures can be derived from the AVLT, such as total number of items recalled, number of
errors, type of errors etc. However, only the total number of items recalled over five trials and the
number recalled after the delay were included in this analysis, because these measures were
significantly different between controls and the high-risk group at baseline. Lezak (1995) noted that
when administered at three time periods (baseline, 6 months and 12 months later), practice effects
were shown at second administration on trials five and six and maintained at third administration on
trial five only of the AVLT, in twenty control participants (Lezak 1995, p428). The Rey Auditory
Verbal Learning Test was therefore administered at phase 1 round 1 (Rey 1964), and parallel versions
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at phase 1 round 2 (using version of Crawford et al, 1989, as in p 439 Lezak 1995) and phase 1 round
3 (using version of Jones-Gotman et al, 1993, as in p 439 Lezak 1995), to control for practice effects
over time.
2.1.4.5 Visual memory tests
Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS-R; (Wechsler 1987): Visual Reproductions
The WMS-R Visual Reproductions requires both the immediate and delayed recall of a briefly
presented (ten seconds) figure drawing. Within the test there are four separate trials using four
different figure drawings (A-D). Cards A-C contain a single figure, whereas card D contains two
separate designs, i.e. one comprising three geometric elements and the other two. This test was only
administered at the first two assessment rounds, and was replaced with the Rey Osterreith Complex
Figure Test (RCFT) at the beginning of the second study phase. This was partly to minimise practice
effects but also due to evidence, that suggests visual material and the WMS is easily verbalisable, and
therefore less sensitive to the right temporal lobe than the RCFT (Note: This latter test is described in
more detail in experiment 4). Only the total immediate and delayed recall scores were included in the
analysis, again due to significant differences between controls and the high-risk group on these
measures at baseline.
2.1.4 Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS version 11; SPSS
Inc., IL). Normality of distributions was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, while
homogeneity of variance was assessed using Levene's test. While ANOVAs are considered robust
enough to deal with any deviations from normality in distributions (Miller 1996), a non-parametric
test (Kruskal-Wallis) was also used for data (e.g. HSCT), which violated the parametric assumption of
normality (see Appendix 2: Table 21, J, K and L for results of normality and homogeneity of variance
tests).
In order to investigate whether performance was significantly different between the three high-risk
participant groups on neuropsychological tests at baseline, in three separate MANOVA analyses
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participant group was entered as a between-group variable with three levels (i.e. HR- (PSE 1); HR+
(PSE 1); and SCZ). Independent neuropsychological assessment measures were entered as within-
group variables. The first MANOVA brought together all tests measuring memory (i.e. RBMT -
immediate and delayed recall; RAVLT - trials 1 to 5 and long delay recall; WMS-R - immediate and
delayed visual recall; and Verbal Fluency for Categories). The second multivariate analysis was
concerned with tests measuring executive function (i.e. HSCT - time 1 and 2, errors type A & B;
Stroop suppression condition; and Stroop suppression condition control condition). Finally, the
third analysis examined general intellectual ability (i.e. WAIS-R - FSIQ V1Q & PIQ; WAIS-R Digit
symbol; WAIS-R Block design; NART - FSIQ; SCOLP - speed of comprehension, and SCOLP- spot
the word). By grouping neuropsychological assessments in this manner for the purposes of data
analysis, we were able to effectively reduce the number of individual analyses calculated, thereby
reducing the likelihood of a Type I error. In addition, this method also takes into consideration the
relationship between the separate dependent variables (neuropsychological test scores) and has the
power to detect whether groups differ along an amalgamated variables dimension, as indicated by the
overall significance of the MANOVA (Field 2000). It should also be noted that previous factor
analytic studies have also grouped these measures under similar domains of function (Byrne et al
2003).
To further explore on which tests and between which groups any differences may have been present,
univariate ANOVA's for each individual within-group variable were also calculated. Although the
overall MANOVA is proposed to protect against an inflated Type I error, a significant MANOVA
often shows individual differences for some, but not all dependent variables. In this instance it is
advisable to apply a Bonferroni correction to the subsequent ANOVAs, which was the post-hoc
method adopted in this current investigation (Field 2000). Helmert contrasts were also calculated.
These contrasts are planned comparisons between each level of the between-group variable with the
overall mean of the remaining levels of the between-group variable, discarding a level from further
analysis once it has been compared to all others (Field 2000). These are preferable to post-hoc
comparisons because they address a-priori hypotheses about the results of the analysis and further
reduce the number of comparisons made (thus reducing the chances of a Type I error). These were
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therefore deemed useful in addressing our apriori hypotheses (as outlined previously in Chapter 1),
and may be summarised as follows:
(1)HR-(PSE 1) & HR+(timel) > SCZ (i.e. predictive effect)
(2) HR- (PSE 1) > HR+ (time 1) (i.e. state effect)
2.2 Results: Investigation 1
The overall MANOVA for measures of memory at baseline was significant (i.e. Roy's largest root F =
(error d.f. = I3l) 2.5, p = 0.02), (Note: Roy's largest root is the 'eigenvalue' for the first variate and
represents the maximum differences possible between groups and the proportion of explained to
unexplained variance). This observation suggests that overall, participant group did have an effect on
the baseline neuropsychological tests of memory. The series of one-way ANOVAs showed a
significant main effect of group on the RBMT immediate story recall (i.e. F (2> i36j= 3.5, p = 0.01) and
a trend for a main effect of group on the RBMT delayed story recall (i.e. F (2,136) = 2.5, p = 0.08).
However, after applying the Bonferroni correction these results were no longer statistically significant
(i.e. adjusted critical p>0.007).
The overall MANOVA for measures of executive function was not significant (i.e. Roy's largest root
F= (error d.f. = 133) 1.4, p = 0.20) and none of the individual ANOVAs produced a significant main
effect of group. These observations suggest that participant group had no effect on baseline
performance on tests of executive function (N.B: results of the Kruskal-Wallis test are presented
alongside the ANOVA results in table 2B).
The overall MANOVA for measures of general intellectual function was also not significant (i.e.
Roy's largest root F= (error d.f. = 133) 1.4, p = 0.20) and none of the individual ANOVAs produced a
significant main effect of group. These findings suggest that overall participant group had little or no
effect on baseline performance on general tests of intellectual ability.
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Means, standard deviations, main effects of group and planned contrasts for the individual ANOVAs
are presented in Appendix 2: Table 2B. Results of the planned Helmert contrasts for immediate and
delayed story recall on the RBMT showed that HR- (timel) recalled more words/ideas than HR+
(timel) (i.e. contrast est. = 1.7, p = 0.01, and contrast est. = 1.4, p = 0.05, respectively). Given that this
contrast is based on the possible differences between groups with and without symptoms at the time of
the assessment, this may be interpreted as the result of a state effect on immediate and delayed verbal
story recall. Results of the contrast for trials 1-5 on the RAVLT at baseline indicated that the HR-
(timel) & HR+ (timel) groups (i.e. HR) recall more words over five trials compared to those who go
on to develop schizophrenia (i.e. SCZ; i.e. contrast est. = 4.8, p = 0.03). This was the only
neuropsychological test to reveal a baseline difference between those who have developed
schizophrenia and the rest of the high-risk group. It could therefore be viewed as a predictor for later
development of schizophrenia. However, because the F test was not significant (i.e. p = 0.10), it must
be considered tentatively (see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Mean total number of words recalled across five trials of the RA VLT at baseline
Bars show Means
Error Bars show Mean +/- 1.0 SE
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2.3 Methodology: Investigation 2
2.3.1 Design
The purpose of this second investigation was to explore performance over time, i.e. between the first
and most recent assessment in all participants (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4). It was not possible to
investigate performance change across all assessment rounds due to the varying number of
participants who attended for neuropsychological and clinical assessments in Phases 1 and 2. This
investigation therefore concerns all those in the EHRS who have completed at least two full clinical
and neuropsychological assessments of a possible five since the inception of the study ten years ago
(see Appendix 2: Table 2A).
The data were analysed using a general linear model repeated measures mixed design analysis of
covariance, controlling for the difference in the total number of assessment visits across participants,
the time between the first and last assessment and pre-morbid IQ. Participant group was introduced as
the between-group factor, with four levels (i.e. C, HR-, HR+ and SCZ) and performance at the first
and latest assessment on separate neuropsychological tests as a two level within-group factor. Our
hypotheses were outlined in Chapter 1. To reiterate, it was first hypothesised that high-risk
participants who did not become ill would show stable performance deficits relative to controls over
time. Secondly, it was predicted that those participants who had experienced symptoms at some point
in the course of the study and those who are now diagnosed as schizophrenic would perform more
poorly than those who have never experienced any psychotic symptom during the course of the study
on tests of memory and executive function, across both assessments. It was further hypothesised that
those participants who have subsequently become ill would demonstrate a reduction in performance
over time relative to the other high-risk groups, which could be related to the onset of schizophrenia.
2.3.2 Participants
2.3.2.1 High-risk participants
118 high-risk participants took part in at least two neuropsychological assessments of a possible five,
since the beginning of the EHRS and were therefore included in this analysis. This high-risk sample
was comprised of 13 individuals who have now been diagnosed as schizophrenic (i.e. SCZ), 56 high-
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risk participants who have experienced psychotic symptoms at some point in the course of the study
(i.e. HR+) and 49 high-risk participants who have experienced no psychotic symptoms in the course
of the study (i.e. HR-). All participants had their first assessments at phase 1 round 1, with the
exception of one (phase 1 round 2). The period of the last assessments of all participants varied (see
table 2.5).
2.3.2.2 High-risk participants who have not experienced a psychotic symptom in the course
of the study (i.e. HR-)
The HR- group included participants who, to the best of our knowledge, had not experienced any
psychotic symptom at any point in the course of the study. For those participants who had attended
for a maximum of two clinical and neuropsychological assessments, feedback from GPs involved with
those individuals was relied upon to verify that they remain well. Nonetheless, it is difficult to fully
control for the possibility that individuals classified as HR- may have experienced any psychotic
symptoms at some point between assessments, and that these may have gone unreported and therefore
undetected by GPs. Similarly, it is difficult to assure that those participants who were included within
this sub-group may not go on to develop schizophrenia, due to the fact that in some cases psychotic
symptoms do not necessarily precede the onset of psychosis. In either case however, this
misclassification would result in type II rather than type I errors.
2.3.2.3 High-risk participants who have experienced a psychotic symptom in the course of
the study (i.e. HR+)
The HR+ group included participants who have experienced intermittent psychotic symptoms over
time (i.e. as established by the PSE at each assessment visit; see Table 2.1), but have not developed
schizophrenia during and up to the 10 years of the study. In instances where contact was lost with
individuals after attending for at least two assessments, updates were requested from their GPs as to
their current mental health status in 1999 and 2004. Importantly, in no case were psychotic symptoms
in the HR+ group severe enough to meet any operational definitions for schizophrenia or related
psychotic illnesses, nor did they require treatment. Although negative symptoms are reported as
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prevalent in the prodromal stages of schizophrenia, depressive symptoms as measured by the PSE
were apparent in only a small number of cases, and not enough to allow for further analysis.
Psychotic symptom experience is also reported in the general population. The National Comorbidity
study reported 28.4% of individuals surveyed to acknowledge experience of psychotic symptoms,
while the lifetime prevalence of non-organically based hallucinations in the general population was
shown to be 10% for men and 15% for women (Verdoux and Van Os 2002). Similarly, the results
from a birth cohort study revealed 20.1% of participants to have reported a delusional experience, and
13.2% to have reported a hallucinatory experience by the age of 26 (Verdoux and Van Os 2002). This
evidence suggests that there may be a continuum of psychotic symptom experience, which does not in
all cases result in a psychiatric disorder.
If psychotic symptom manifestation is an attenuated form of the underlying pathophysiological
process in schizophrenia, then the experience of psychotic symptoms in individuals with a genetic
liability to schizophrenia may be further along the continuum to psychosis. This group's apparent
liability to psychotic symptoms could therefore be considered an intermediate phenotype.
2.3.2.4 Participants currently diagnosed with schizophrenia (i.e. SCZ)
Participants diagnosed with schizophrenia became ill on average 3.6 years (s.d. = 1.1) after their first
and 5.3 (s.d.= 8.7) months after their last clinical and neuropsychological assessment. Clinical and
neuropsychological assessments were discontinued in those participants who developed
schizophrenia, such that the most recent assessment of all individuals who are now ill was conducted
before a diagnosis of schizophrenia. A diagnosis of schizophrenia was made based on both PSE and
ICD-10 definitions of schizophrenia. Where participants had not returned for a clinical assessment
updates were requested from their GPs as to their current mental health status, and in the event that a
change in status had occurred a clinical interview was carried out by a clinician (Professor Johnstone)
at their home or in the hospital, to confirm diagnosis (see pi 14 - 115).
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Following the last neuropsychological assessment of two high-risk participants (i.e. A & B) who are
both now diagnosed as schizophrenic, it was subsequently discovered that both had experienced
severe psychotic symptoms several months prior to the final assessment, prompting admission to a
psychiatric ward. These participants did not disclose this at the time of their last PSE. Due to the fact
that one of these participants (i.o. A) may have developed the illness by the time of their second and
last neuropsychological assessment, they were excluded from the analysis of neuropsychological
performance over time. At the time of their final PSE, the other participant (i.e. B) did not meet
criteria for a psychiatric disorder, was receiving no medication, and showed unimpaired social
functioning, indeed this patient has recently returned to work. Furthermore, the case notes for B
suggested that the brief psychotic episode may have been attributable to drug induced psychosis while
abroad. It was therefore deemed appropriate to include participant B in the analysis of
neuropsychological performance over time.
2.3.2.5 Control participants
A total of 30 control participants have taken part in at least two neuropsychological assessments of a
possible five since the beginning of the EHRS and have, therefore, been included in this analysis. All
controls were required to complete the PSE in order to identify any incidence of psychotic symptoms
in this group. Of the controls, three experienced isolated psychotic symptoms at some point in the
course of this study, but were not excluded.
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HR-: HR+: HR- 5 5
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Total 56 13 118












X 2 8 14 20 8 50
X 3 6 11 11 5 33
X 4 13 17 15 45
X 5 3 7 10 20
N = 30 49 56 13 148
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Phase 1 Rd 1
('94-'96)
29 49* 55 13 146
Phase 1 Rd 2
('96-98)
1 1
Phase 2 Rd 1
('00-'02)
1 1
N = 30 49 56 13 148
Latest
Assessment (Dates)
Phase 1 Rd 2
('96-'98)
4 10 2 4
Phase 1 Rd 3
('98-'00)
3
Phase 2 Rd 1
('00-'02)
6 10 25 3
Phase 2 Rd 2
('02-'04)
20 29 29 3
N = 30 49 56 13
x2 participants' incomplete data
2.3.3 Demographic details
There were no significant main effects of group for age (i.e. F (3> )44) = 2.6. p = 0.06), gender (i.e. y2 =
2.5 (3), p = 0.5), or handedness (i.e. y2= 0.7 (3), p = 0.8). However, there were significant main effects
of group on the baseline WAIS-R full scale IQ (i.e. F (3, )44) = 3.1. p = 0.03) and on the NART
estimated full scale IQ (i.e. F (3; 143)= 3.3, p = 0.02). Lower baseline IQ scores in the high-risk sample
relative to controls were reported in earlier analyses of this data set (Byrne et al 1999; Cosway et al
2000). There were also significant main effects of group on the mean number of days between the
first and latest assessment (i.e. F (3, ,44)= 7.8, p <0.01), and on the mean number of visits over time (i.e.
F(3; ]44)= 3.2,p = 0.02) (see table 2.6). Bonferroni post hoc comparisons revealed a significantly larger
number of days between the first and latest assessment and a greater number of assessments in all
other groups relative to those who have developed schizophrenia. This is primarily due to the
development of the illness in these participants early on in the study, such that first and latest pre¬
morbid assessments in this group were closer together in time. In the same way, assessments were
discontinued in those who developed schizophrenia, so that they had fewer visits over time than all
other groups.
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Mean full scale baseline WAIS-R IQ
(SD)
106.3 (8.6) 99.9 (9.3) 98.6 (9.3) 99.3 (9.8) 3.11 0.03*
Mean estimated full scale NART-IQ
(SD)
105.3(8.6) 99.9 (9.4) 98.6 (9.3) 99.3(13.6) 3.3' 0.02
Mean age (Baseline)
(SD)
21.7 (2.4) 21.5(2.7) 21.2 (3.0) 19.3 (2.4) 2.61 0.06
Mean age (Latest assessment)
(SD)
27.5 (2.3) 26.7 (3.9) 26.5 (3.5) 22.8(3.1)
Male N (%) 16(53.3) 27 (55.1) 23 (41.1) 7(53.8) 2.52 0.5
Female N (%) 14(46.7) 22 (44.9) 33 (58.9) 6 (46.2)
Left hand N (%) 2 (6.7) 4(8.2) 5 (8.9) 0 1.83 0.9
Right hand N (%) 26 (86.7) 43 (87.8) 47 (83.9) 12 (92.3)
Mixed hand (Annett Handedness
Scale) N (%)
2 (6.9) 2(4.1) 4(7.1) 1 (7.7)


















1 One-way ANOVA; 2 Pearson's Chi-squared; 3 Kruskal Wallis test; * C > HR+; ** Al groups > SCZ ( Bonferroni post-hoc, p<0.05)
2.3.4 Materials
As described in detail in section 2.1.1, only those tests which showed a statistically significant
difference between the high-risk group and controls at baseline (Byrne et al 2003; Byrne et al 1999),
were included in this second investigation. These include RBMT story recall, AVLT trials 1-5 and
long delay recall, Verbal fluency for letters and category, Stroop, HSCT time section 1 and 2, and type
A and B errors, SCOLP, WAIS-R Block design and WAIS-R digit symbol. Moreover, not all tests
administered at baseline were repeated throughout the study phases, therefore analysis of performance
over time was not possible (see Appendix 2: Table 2H).
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The WMS-R Visual Reproductions test was not included in the analysis of performance over time due
to its exclusion from the third round of assessments (i.e. it resulted in too few participants being
assessed on two occasions using this particular test), and its replacement in the second phase with the
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure test. Three different versions of the AVLT were used across three
assessments, before its replacement with the California Verbal Learning Test. The AVLT over time
was therefore based on the first and last assessment out of a possible three.
Due to the length of time required to administer the WAIS-R IQ test battery in full, it was
administered in totality at baseline only. Thereafter, only a selection of the WAIS-R sub-tests was
included in the neuropsychological assessment phases (i.e. Digit Span; Arithmetic; Digit Symbol; and
Block Design). Due to a large amount of missing data on the WAIS-R Arithmetic sub test (i.e. no
participants currently classed as SCZ have scores on this test after baseline), and the lack of
significant differences between high risk and control groups at baseline on this sub test, it was decided
not to include this measure in the current analyses. The WAIS-R Digit Span task also showed no
significant differences between the high-risk and control groups at baseline and has therefore been
excluded from these analyses. Finally, WAIS-R Block design and WAIS-R Digit symbol, which were
administered to participants on more than one occasion and have shown significant differences
between the high-risk and control groups at baseline, were included in the analysis of performance
over time.
2.3.5 Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS version 11; SPSS
Inc., IL). Normality of distributions was checked using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and
homogeneity of variance using Levene's test. Where distributions were non-normal, data were
transformed (see Appendix 2: Table 21, J, K and L for results of normality and homogeneity of
variance tests).
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General Linear Model Repeated Measures Mixed Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA):
In order to determine any change in performance between the first and latest assessment of each
participant (longitudinal within and between subject differences), neuropsychological test
performance scores were individually introduced to a General Linear Model Repeated Measures
Mixed ANCOVA. This included a within-subjects factor of time, with 2 levels (i.e. performance
score at the first and latest assessment), and a between-subjects factor of group, with 4 levels (i.e.
SCZ, HR+, HR- & C).
Significant group by time interactions would therefore be considered an indication of a differential
change in performance in one group relative to all others over time.
Planned Helmert contrasts were also calculated to further investigate variations in performance
between groups where between-group effects were significant. As described previously, Helmert
contrasts are planned comparisons between each level of the between-group variable with the overall
mean of the remaining levels of the between-group variable, discarding a level from further analysis
once it has been compared to all others. These are preferable to post-hoc comparisons because they
address previously formed hypotheses about the outcome of the analysis and further reduce the
number of comparisons made. These were therefore used to address our apriori hypotheses (as
outlined previously in section 2.1), and included the following comparisons:
(1) C >HR & SCZ (i.e. trait effect)
(2) HR- >HR+ & SCZ (i.e. intermediate phenotype effect)
(3) HR+ > SCZ (i.e. full phenotype effect)
Covariates:
Two covariates were also introduced into our models in order to control for any additional variance:
the total number of visits for each participant (i.e. range: 2- 5), which could have contributed to a
practice effect, and the amount of time between each participant's first and latest assessment. Due to
an absence of significant group by gender interactions reported previously for this data set (Byrne et al
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2003), it was decided not to include gender as a variable in our analyses. Only the adjusted means
following ANCOVAs are presented in tables in the following results section.
The significant baseline differences between groups on both WAIS-R IQ and pre morbid NART-IQ
highlighted the need to control for the general intellectual differences between groups when analysing
neuropsychological performance over time (Byrne et al 2003). For this reason NART-IQ (considered
a stable measure of general intellectual ability over time) was entered as a third covariate into the
analysis of covariance. Results both before and after controlling for NART-IQ are presented in the
results section. This is due to an appreciation of the fact that by controlling for NART IQ, a
proportion of the variance central to neuropsychological deficits apparent in this group when
compared to controls may be removed. However, in the same way, without attempting to control for
initial differences in intellectual performance, any ensuing neuropsychological test performance
differences between groups could be construed as attributable to the effects of these differences in
intellectual ability.
One- Way Analysis of Variance and Covariance (ANOVA & ANCOVA)
Although a previously published comparison of baseline performance in the high-risk and control
groups showed differences on the tests selected here for further analysis, it was considered pertinent to
re-compute the baseline analysis for the current sample, along with a separate analysis of performance
at the latest assessment. This would allow for comparison of discrete performance differences
between groups at the first and at the latest assessment (cross-sectional between subject differences).
Neuropsychological performance scores at the first assessment were introduced to one-way ANOVAs
as single level within subject factors, along with a 4 level between subject factor of group (i.e. SCZ,
HR+, HR- & C). Neuropsychological performance scores at the most recent assessment were
introduced to one-way ANCOVAs in the same way, with the addition of the covariates of time
between and number of assessments. It was decided not to use multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA), due to the smaller number of participants assessed for a second time on the AVLT,
which would have resulted in reduced numbers for all memory tests in the MANCOVA and thus a
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reduction in power to detect significant effects. The same planned Helmert contrasts as used in the
repeated measures ANCOVA were also computed to further explore between group effects.
Bonferroni corrections
Due to the large number of individual tests conducted, Bonferroni corrections were applied in order to
reduce the possibility of a type I error. This is a multiple comparison correction used when several
independent tests are calculated simultaneously because although the alpha level may be appropriate
for individual comparisons, it must be adjusted for multiple comparisons in order to control for
spurious false positives. These were calculated for tests within each functional domain. Degrees of
freedom vary due to incomplete or missing data on some tests (Note: see tables for
neuropsychological test performance means, standard deviations and results of the Analyses of
Covariance). For tests of memory, the adjusted critical value was p<0.01, for executive function
p<0.007 and for general intellectual function p<0.01.
2.4 Results: Investigation 2
2.4.1 Cross sectional between subject differences
Memory tests
Means, standard deviations and results of univariate ANOVAs and repeated measures ANCOVAs are
presented in Appendix 2: Tables 2C (Memory tests), 2D (executive function tests) and 2E (general IQ
tests). For baseline assessments, the results of the ANOVAs showed a significant main effect of
group for both RBMT immediate and delayed story recall (i.e. F (3, ]35) = 5.7, pO.OOl; F (3> 135) = 5.6,
p<0.001), and a trend for significance on RAVLT trials 1-5 (i.e. F (3, i37)= 3.1,p<0.05) and RAVLT
long delay recall (i.e. F (3; 137)= 2.2, p = 0.09). Planned contrasts showed controls to recall more words
at the first assessment for both immediate and delayed story recall (i.e. est. diff= 2.9, p<0.001;est.diff
= 2.9, p<0.001), RAVLT trials 1-5 (i.e. est.diff = 5.0, p<0.05), and RAVLT long delay recall (i.e.
est.diff= 1.4, p<0.05). HR+ also showed greater recall relative to SCZ on RAVLT trials 1-5 (i.e.
est.diff = 5.2, p<0.05).
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For the latest assessments, the results of the ANCOVAs for each test showed that there was trend for a
significant main effect of group for immediate story recall (i.e. F (3 |33) = 3.1 p = 0.03). There was no
significant main effect of group for delayed story recall (i.e. F (3 133)= 2.5 p = 0.06) or AVLT long
delay recall (i.e. F (3 94)= 2.1 p = 0.1). Planned contrasts showed C to recall more words than HR at
the latest assessment on immediate and delayed story recall (i.e. est. diflf = 1.8, p<0.05; est. diff = 1.9,
p<0.01). HR- also recalled more words than the rest of the HR group, with a trend for significance on
immediate story recall (i.e. est. diff = 1.8, p<0.05) and AVLT long delay recall (i.e. est. diff= 1.8,
p<0.05).
Executive function tests
The HSCT data were not normally distributed. Two measures were successfully transformed to
normal using a natural log transformation (time on section 1 and 2). For baseline assessments, the
results of the ANOVAs showed a trend for a significant main effect of group for verbal category
fluency (i.e. F (3 |39> = 3.2 p<0.05). Planned contrasts showed C to perform better at the first
assessment than HR on verbal category fluency (i.e. est. diff = 2.5, p<0.05). No other executive
function tests showed significant differences between groups at baseline in this sample. At the latest
assessment, ANCOVAs showed no significant main effects of group for any of the tests of executive
function.
General intellectual function
For baseline assessments, the results of the ANOVAs showed significant main effects of group on
both WAIS-R Block Design (i.e. F (3,144) = 4.2 p<0.01), and trends for significance on WAIS-R Digit
Symbol (i.e. F (3 144) = 3.5 p<0.05), and SCOLP Spot the Word (i.e. F (3 i37) = 3.2 p<0.05). Planned
contrasts showed C to perform better than HR on Block design (i.e. est. diff= 2.1, p<0.001), Digit
symbol (i.e. est. difif= 1.5, p<0.01) and Spot the Word (i.e. est. diff = 3.1, p<0.01).
At the latest assessment, ANCOVAs showed significant main effects of group for Block design (i.e. F
(3,137) — 4.3 p<0.01), and a trend for a significant effect on Digit symbol (i.e. F(3 140)= 2.9 p<0.05), but
there was no significant main effect of group for any other general intellectual function tests. Planned
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contrasts revealed C to perform better than HR on Block design (i.e. est. diff = 1.4. p<0.05).
Interestingly, HR+ performed significantly worse than those who are now SCZ at the latest Block
design assessment (est. diff= 2.1, p<0.05). C also performed significantly better than HR on Digit
symbol (i.e. est. difif = 1.7, p<0.01).
2.4.2 Longitudinal within and between subject differences
RBMT story recall
There were no significant time by group interactions or main effects of time for immediate story recall
(i.e. F (3> 133) = 0.9, p = 0.4) or delayed story recall (F (3_ ,33) = 0.7 p = 0.4), but there were significant
main effects of group on the immediate (i.e. F l3 133)= 5.11 p = 0.002), and delayed (i.e. F (3 )33) = 5.02
p = 0.003) recall conditions. Planned contrasts showed that control participants performed
significantly better than the HR group on immediate (i.e. est. diff = 2.2, P<0.001) and delayed (i.e. est.
diff = 2.4, p<0.001) recall across both assessments (see Appendix 2: Table 2C and Figures 2.3 and
2.4). These main effects of group became trends after controlling for NART 1Q (i.e. F (3 |33)= 3.4 p =
0.02; and F(3 |33)= 3.3 p = 0.02, respectively).
Figure 2.3: Mean RBMT immediate story recall overtime
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There were no significant interactions of time by group. However, there was a significant main effect
of time (i.e. F (l- 88) = 9.8, p = 0.002) for the long delay recall condition, suggesting that performance
on this test was not stable across all participants (see Appendix 2: Table 2C and figure 2.5). There
was also a trend for a significant main effect of group in the long delay recall condition (i.e. F (3 88) =
3.3, p = 0.02). Planned contrasts indicated that C performed better than HR (i.e. est. diff = 1.3,
p<0.02) and HR+ better than SCZ (i.e. est. diff = 1.8, p<0.02). However, this was somewhat reduced
after controlling for NART-IQ (i.e. F (3< 88) = 2.6, p = 0.04) (see figure 2.6). Although there were no
significant main effects of group (i.e. F (3 88) = 2.4, p = 0.07) or interactions (i.e. F (1 88) = 0.6, p = 0.4)
on total learning over trials 1-5, contrasts showed C to recall more words across both assessments than
HR (i.e. est. diff= 4.1, p = 0.03) and HR+ to recall more words across both assessments than SCZ (i.e.
est. diff = 6.0, p = 0.02).
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Figure 2.5: Mean AVLTlong delay recall over time
Time
Figure 2.6: Mean AVLT total recall over five trials overtime
Time
Verbal Fluency for Letters
There were no significant main effects of group (i.e. F (3134) = 2.0, p = 0.1) or time by group
interactions (i.e. F (3134) = 0.9, p = 0.4) for the verbal fluency for letters task. Nonetheless, from the
adjusted mean scores over time for each group, it can be seen that those who go on to develop
schizophrenia deteriorate non-significantly over time relative to an improvement in all other groups
(see Appendix 2: Table 2D and Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: Mean verbal fluency for letters over time
Time
Verbal Fluency for Categories
There was no group by time interaction and a non-significant main effect of group on the mean
number of words generated on the four legged animal exemplar test (i.e. F (3 134) = 3.0, p = 0.03),
which was weakened further after controlling for IQ (i.e. F (3 134) = 1.9, p = 0.1). The planned
contrasts showed no significant differences between groups (see Appendix 2: Table 2D and Figure
2.8). Again, from the mean adjusted scores, those who subsequently became ill show a non¬
significant decrement in performance relative to the other groups over both assessments.
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Figure 2.8. Mean verbal fluency for animal categories over time
HSCT
There was no group by time interaction, but a trend for a main effect of group for response time in
section 2 of the HSCT, involving response suppression (i.e. F (3 133) = 2.50, p = 0.06). Planned
contrasts showed that participants in group C were faster during response suppression than the HR
group (i.e. est. diff = 0.6, p = 0.009; i.e. Table 2D). This effect was not significant after controlling
for NART 1Q (i.e. F (3> 132)= 2.1, p = 0.11).
WAIS-R - Block Design
There was no group by time interaction, but a significant main effect of group for WAIS-R block
design (i.e. F (3_ 137) = 4.2, p = 0.007). Planned contrasts indicated that the C group performed better
than the HR group (i.e. est. diff = 1.4, p = 0.03; see Table 2E). This effect was lost after controlling
for NART-IQ (i.e. F (3> 137)= 2.3, p = 0.07).
WAIS-R - Digit Symbol
Again, there was no group by time interaction, but a significant main effect of group (i.e. F (3 i40) =
3.3, p = 0.02). Contrasts showed C to perform better than the HR group over time (i.e. est. diff= 1.5,




There were no significant main effects of group or group by time interactions on the Stroop or SCOLP
tests (see Appendix 2: Tables 2D and 2E).
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2.5 Methodology: Investigation 3
2.5.1 Design
The third investigation was designed to address the issue of the relationship, if any, between genetic
liability and neuropsychological performance over time. Both continuous and categorical measures of
genetic liability were computed. In brief, a previous analysis of the relationship between categorical
and continuous genetic liability and neuropsychological performance between the first and second
assessment rounds of the first phase revealed significant negative correlations between categorical
genetic liability and the total RBMT screening score over time, and a trend on HSCT time on section
2 over time. This analysis also showed significant negative correlations between continuous genetic
liability and baseline RBMT immediate and delayed story recall and baseline HSCT time on section 2
in the high-risk group as a whole (Byrne et al 2003). In recap, it was hypothesised that performance
on tests of executive function and memory over time in our current groups, would be negatively
associated with greater familial risk/genetic loading.
2.5.2 Participants
The 118 high-risk participants described in section 2.1 were further classified according to two
measures of genetic liability, i.e. one quantitative and one categorical.
2.5.3 Genetic liability measures
Continuous genetic liability measure
A quantitative/continuous measure of genetic liability was calculated in the high-risk group, based on
a method developed by Professor Pak Sham. This method involved the generation of a continuous
and bimodal distribution of genetic liabilities. This method is described in more detail elsewhere
(Byrne et al 2003; Lawrie et al 2001). However, in brief, a multifactorial polygenic liability threshold
model of schizophrenia was assumed, with a heritability (h-squared) of 0.7 for liability to
schizophrenia. Based on the mean values of the liability above and below a threshold assuming a
prevalence of 0.5% of schizophrenia, expected liabilities were 2.86 for schizophrenia patients and -
0.14 for the family members. Using multivariate regression, an index of genetic loadings for each
individual was calculated based on the expected liabilities, and a continuous and bimodal distribution
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of genetic liabilities was generated (Lawrie et al 2001). Figure 2.9 presents the group medians and
ranges of quantitative genetic liability estimates. The results of a non-parametric one-way ANOVA
showed no significant differences between the high-risk groups in genetic liability estimates,
suggesting that contrary to what might have been expected, liability is not significantly greater in
those who develop the disorder, or in those who are vulnerable to psychotic symptoms (Table 2.7).
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Figure 2.9(a): Boxplots of median continuous genetic liability estimates in the high-risk group









Figure 2.9(b): Histogram of continuous genetic liabilities in the high-risk group
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quantitative genetic liabilities
Categorical genetic liability
A categorical measure of genetic liability was also computed for each member of the high-risk group
based on data derived from detailed family trees detailing the number and proximity of relatives
diagnosed as schizophrenic (see figure 2.10). High-risk participants were grouped into one of three
categories. Category 1: at least one 2nd degree relative (i.e. N = 35); Category 2: one affected 1st
degree and one affected 2nd degree relative (i.e. N = 65); and Category 3: two or more affected Is'
degree relatives (i.e. N = 18). The results of a non-parametric one-way ANOVA showed no
significant differences between groups in categorical genetic liability (Table 2.7).
Figure 2.10: Histogram of categorical genetic liability in the high-risk group classified
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Figure 2.11: Scatter plot of relationship between measures of genetic liability
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The Spearman's rho non-parametric correlation showed a significant relationship between categorical




Those tests used to investigate neuropsychological performance over time in the previous
investigation which showed main effects of group or time by group interactions tests are included in
this third investigation. These included: the RBMT (immediate and delayed story recall); the AVLT
(long delay recall); the Verbal Fluency for Category test; the HSCT (Time on section 2, response
suppression condition); the WA1S-R Digit Symbol; and the WAIS-R Block Design.
2.5.5 Statistical analysis
Where initial analyses showed main effects of group over time or time by group interactions, we
investigated the effect of genetic liability on performance on these tests over time in the high-risk
group only.
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS version 11; SPSS
Inc., IL). Normality of distributions was checked using the Kolmogorov-Smimov test, and
homogeneity of variance using Levene's test (See Appendix 2: table 2M,N, O and P). Using the same
methods described above, in separate repeated measures mixed ANCOVA's; the categorical measure
of genetic liability was entered as a three level between subject factor (2nd degree relative, 1st degree
relative, x 2 l!l degree relatives), and psychopathology as an additional covariate along with time
between and number of assessments. Neuropsychological performance over time was entered as a
within-subjects factor with 2 levels (i.e. performance score at the first and latest assessment). Planned
Helmert contrasts as described above were also computed to investigate further any differences
between discrete qualitative genetic liability groups.
For the continuous measure of genetic liability using a multiple linear regression forced entry model,
continuous genetic liability was entered as a predictor variable along with group based on
psychopathology, as defined in section 2.1. Days between assessments, and the number of
assessments across participants were also added as covariates. The difference between the first and
latest assessment on relevant neuropsychological tests was entered as the outcome variable. In order to
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adjust for multiple comparisons Bonferroni corrections were applied to the critical value of p in this
investigation.
2.6 Results: Investigation 3
2.6.1 Categorical genetic liability results
The distributions of the dependent variables were normal for all levels of the independent variable.
Given the previous non-normality of the HSCT measures, those variables, which were transformed
using a natural log transformation, were used. Means, standard deviations and results of repeated
measures ANCOVAs are presented in Appendix 2: Table 2F. Results showed no significant group by
time interactions, and only a trend (after bonferroni correction) for a significant overall main effect of
qualitative genetic liability on RBMT delayed recall performance over time (F (2, io4)= 3.1, p = 0.05),
and WAIS-R Block Design (F (2, io7)= 4.7, p = 0.01). Contrasts showed better performance at both
assessments overall in those with a minimum of one 2nd degree affected relative, compared to those
with one or more Is' degree relatives for delayed story recall (est. diff= 1.5, p = 0.02), and Block
Design (est. diff = 1.2, p = 0.06) (see Figures 2.12 and 2.13). Interestingly, Figure 2.13 demonstrates
a quadratic trend in the dependent variable across genetic liability categories. There were no other
time by group interactions or main effects of group on any of the other neuropsychological tests.
Figure 2.12: Estimated marginal mean scores for RBMT delayed story recall over time in
categorical genetic liability groups
Qualitative genetic liability
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Figure 2.13: Estimated marginal mean scores for WAIS-R Block Design over time in
qualitative genetic liability groups
Qualitative genetic liability
2.6.2 Continuous genetic liability results
Results of the linear regression are presented in Appendix 2: Table 2G. Following Bonferroni
correction, results of the regression analyses showed a trend for a significant negative correlation
between RBMT delayed story recall difference score and continuous genetic liability (i.e. R= -0.15,
p=0.055), and t-tests showed a non-significant influence of quantitative genetic liability on RBMT
delayed story recall performance over time, after entering psychopathology, time between assessments
and number of times assessed (i.e. t no9) = 1-69, p=0.093) (see figure 2.14). Despite this correlation, it
is clear from the plot that scores are heterogeneous and widely scattered around the mean. There was
also a trend for a significant negative correlation between the difference score on verbal category
fluency and continuous genetic liability (i.e. R= -0.16, p=0.043), although no effects reached
significance on individual t-tests. There were no significant correlations between continuous genetic
liability and the difference score for performance over time on RBMT immediate story recall, aspects
of the AVLT, HSCT or WAIS-R subtests over time and none of the models achieved significance (see
table 2G).
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Figure 2.14: Scatter plot of the negative correlation between RBMT delayed story recall and




Chapter 3: Discussion of investigations 1-3
3.1 Memory
The investigation of memory over time was restricted to those tests used at both intake and follow up,
and to those which initially discriminated well between the maximum sample of controls and high-
risk participants at baseline. This means that any inferences drawn about verbal memory performance
over time in this group, are based on a test of immediate and delayed story recall, and a test of total
and delayed list learning.
Analysis of the group means on story recall at baseline shows those who are ill to have scored non-
significantly lower than all other groups, suggesting that this is not a strong predictor of
schizophrenia. However, at the latest assessment, those who are now ill perform significantly worse
than high-risk participants who have experienced psychotic symptoms, suggesting that the
development of psychosis may be exerting some influence over story recall performance at this time.
Moreover, the smaller group numbers suggest that this could be a type II error.
Our results also demonstrate a consistent poorer performance of the high risk participants as a group
on the immediate and delayed story recall of the RBMT, compared to controls, after controlling for
IQ, time between and number of assessments. Although all participants show a reduction in
performance over the two assessments, the main effect of time was not significant, suggesting that this
may be due to regression to the mean (i.e. extreme values in some participants at first testing regress
to the group mean at the next testing). Alternatively, a reduction in motivation in all groups due to
test familiarity might have led to a drop in scores at follow up. Learning effects would not have been
prominent on this aspect of RBMT because different story excerpts were used at each assessment.
Moreover, there are no inherent learning strategies (common to list learning tasks) provided during
story presentation. Recall is therefore dependent on an understanding of the 'gist' of the story and
context processing at the first presentation. This finding supports our first hypothesis of a stable
deficit in both affected and unaffected relatives of schizophrenics, which remains unchanged over
time.
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Although the overall main effect of group on total verbal learning (AVLT trials 1-5) was not
significant, there were significant differences between the high-risk and control groups at baseline. It
is unclear why there was a non-significant general reduction in performance across all groups.
However, this is a similar pattern to that apparent for story recall, so again may be attributable to
regression to the mean. The high-risk group also performed less well (i.e. at trend level) compared to
controls, overall across both assessments on long delay verbal free recall (AVLT), before and after
controlling for NART-IQ, time between and number of assessments. The significant main effect of
time for long delay recall also indicates that there was a significant performance improvement across
both assessments for all groups. The smaller (although non-significantly so) improvement in the
controls and high-risk participants with a liability to psychotic symptoms is possibly due to their
already high baseline levels of recall. This change may therefore also be attributable to regression to
the mean, but additionally calls into question the stability and reliability of the parallel versions of the
AVLT with repeated assessment. Given the lack of group by time interaction, these findings also
support our first hypothesis of a stable deficit in both affected and unaffected relatives of
schizophrenics, which remains unchanged over time.
Across both assessments, those who are now ill recalled less of a list after a long delay than the high-
risk participants who have and have not experienced psychotic symptoms over time. This suggests a
possible continuum of verbal memory ability in the high-risk group, with performance slightly worse
in those who go on to become schizophrenic. Indeed, performance at baseline on total verbal learning
(RAVLT trials 1-5) showed that those who became ill learned and recalled on average fewer words
than the rest of the high-risk group, making this a potential neuropsychological predictor of
schizophrenia in a high-risk group.
Both measures of genetic liability were negatively associated with delayed story recall performance
over time. This suggests a more general association with genetic loading and delayed verbal story
recall, given that performance seems to remain stable over time, albeit slightly (non-significantly)
worse in those who have symptoms and those who develop schizophrenia. This further indicates that
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this is fundamentally a trait deficit, rather than a phenotypic effect (although the development of
psychosis may negatively impact on performance).
Our findings lend further support to evidence for verbal memory impairment in healthy relatives of
schizophrenics on tests of story recall (Faraone et al 1995; Laurent et al 1999; Toomey et al 1998;
Toulopoulou et al 2003a) and list learning (Cannon et al 1994; Egan et al 2000; Harris et al 1996;
Lyons et al 1995). This may signify inappropriate encoding and/or retrieval strategy usage, a finding
previously reported in first episode patients (Hill et al 2003; Saykin et al 1994). However, results also
suggest that relatives are not performing significantly worse than controls on these tests over time,
regardless of symptom development. Stable performance over time and across ages in unaffected
relatives has been demonstrated previously (Faraone et al 1999; Laurent et al 1999). Indeed, the
significantly poorer baseline verbal learning of high-risk participants who went on to develop
schizophrenia on average three years later, implies that substantial differential deterioration may
already have occurred in this group. This is also supported by the New York High-Risk Study's
identification of a short-term verbal memory deficit in high-risk children, which is a sensitive
predictor of later schizophrenia-related psychoses (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al 2000).
This is however not obviously reconcilable with a previous finding from this study of a differential
decrement in delayed verbal memory recall (AVLT) between the first and second assessments in those
who had symptoms already or had developed them by the second assessment relative to those who
had no psychotic symptom experience. It was inferred that this might be due to the interference of
symptoms at the time of assessment, and/or a precursor to psychosis in those who would later develop
schizophrenia. While the current evidence suggests that a liability to psychotic symptoms does not
appear to interfere significantly with performance over time, this may be due to the fact that psychotic
symptom experience in the current HR+ group is intermittent and may occur at or between the first
and latest assessments in most participants. Furthermore, it is possible that the majority of those
within this group will not go on to develop schizophrenia after this time. It is therefore likely that
Cosway et al (2000) identified a group by time interaction in an HR+ group composed of a number of
participants who would later develop schizophrenia. Given the small numbers who have now
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developed schizophrenia and have been included in the current analysis, lack of power may have
obfuscated any actual decrements in verbal memory performance over time. This may be true when
coupled with the possibility that participants who are now ill will have been assessed at similar times,
but while they were individually at varying stages in the disease process. Moreover, this is bome out
by the different onset dates across the thirteen people in this group. These issues additionally
highlight the difficulties of using group means to draw conclusions about neuropsychological
performance. Schizophrenia is notoriously a heterogeneous condition, characterised by a general
intellectual deficit. It is likely that differential deficits may underlie this profile, and may equally
differ across individuals.
3.2 Executive function
There were no significant overall main effects of group in the verbal category fluency scores, despite
initial greater baseline performance in the controls relative to the high-risk participants. However,
from the means it can be seen that at baseline those who subsequently became ill produced on
average, though non-significantly so, more words than the rest of the high-risk group, and despite a
lack of group by time interaction, those with schizophrenia are the only group to worsen in
performance on this test over time. This non-significant reduction in performance can be very
tentatively interpreted as a possible indication of cognitive deterioration prior to the onset of
schizophrenia.
Unaffected relatives of schizophrenics have been shown to be significantly impaired on both
phonological and category fluency in some (Keefe et al 1994; Laurent et al 1999), but not all studies
(Goldberg et al 1993). Additional evidence suggests a differential impairment in category as
compared to letter fluency in schizophrenia (Bokat and Goldberg 2003; Gourovitch et al 1996). As
verbal fluency requires strategy and inhibition, if this were purely an executive function deficit, high-
risk participants would be equally impaired on both aspects of this task. A search following an
exemplar cue may reflect the integrity of the semantic store, suggesting an impairment that exceeds
executive function and extends to semantic memory organisation. Alternatively, the timed nature of
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this test may disadvantage participants who are affected by a general cognitive slowing. However,
without having controlled for speed of processing this cannot be confirmed.
The trend for a significant negative association between performance on verbal category fluency over
time and quantitative genetic liability also suggests that an increase in liability is associated with
impaired category fluency. However, again, given the absence of any differential changes in
performance in any one group, this represents a general association, and not necessarily one associated
with change over time.
There was a trend for a significant main effect of group on HSCT response suppression over time
before controlling for IQ. This suggests the high-risk group were inhibiting responses with less speed
and accuracy than controls, a behaviour previously shown in schizophrenic patients and associated
with auditory hallucination severity (Nathaniel-James and Frith 1996). While it is surprising that
response inhibition did not more robustly discriminate between high-risk participants and controls,
this may be due to test repetition. On first administration, the ability to formulate a strategy to deal
with suppression of responses is difficult. However, it is possible that by the second or third
assessments, test familiarity will make the task slightly easier. Although this is not supported by a
significant main effect of time across groups, all groups appear to show improvement between
assessments (although those who are now ill show a stability of performance on section 1).
The lack of significant effects on the other tests of executive function (i.e. Stroop) was also surprising.
However, it is entirely possible that executive deficits are associated with the later course of the
illness. Alternatively, these tests may not be sensitive enough to detect underlying functional
differences between groups.
3.3 Intellectual function
Finally, for Block Design, there was a significant main effect of group at both assessments. Although
these became non-significant after controlling for IQ, this is perhaps less valid given the overlap in
aspects of function measured. Interestingly, those who are now ill performed better than the rest of
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the high-risk group at both assessments. This is similar to the pattern of ability demonstrated by the
means on verbal category fluency. Both these findings once again raise the question of heterogeneity
of function in schizophrenia, and the possibility that some of those who do develop schizophrenia may
not show general intellectual performance deficits. Kremen et al (2004) suggest that without
individual case study approaches, it is difficult to extrapolate the true nature of neuropsychological
impairments in schizophrenia and by extension relatives of schizophrenics (Kremen et al 2004;
Weickert et al 2000). Analogous to this is the question of the underlying neural correlates of block
design and verbal category fluency performance, and what preserved function, on the former test at
least, might indicate about brain mechanisms. This is especially intriguing given the poorer
performance of the participants who are now ill on most other aspects of test performance.
On Block Design, there was also a significant main effect of qualitative genetic liability. However,
from the group means this pattern does not appear to be linear, which may explain the failure to find a
correlation with a continuous measure of genetic liability. This relationship implies that Block Design
performance is superior at higher genetic loadings, relative to those with medium categorical genetic
loadings, but equivalent to those with only 2nd degree relatives.
3.4 Limitations
It is possible that our small group numbers, specifically in the control group and in the group of those
subsequently developing schizophrenia, will have reduced statistical power, increasing the chances of
a type II error and thus precluding detection of significant group by time interactions. Indeed, the
pattern of performance on the verbal fluency test suggests that, on this measure at least, there was a
non-significant deterioration in verbal fluency in those who develop schizophrenia relative to an
improvement in all others. Our conclusions must therefore be considered in light of this study
limitation, and we must remain open to the possibility that changes over time might have been
demonstrated, given larger group numbers.
Another potential limitation to our current analyses is evident in our controlling for the effect of initial
group differences in premorbid NART-IQ. If similar cognitive decline is occurring in other areas of
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function, by removing the variance attributable to differences in premorbid intelligence, we may also
be removing some of the overlapping variance attributable to differences in other areas of cognitive
ability. Our results show significant main effects ofNART-IQ throughout all our neuropsychological
tests. However, after co-varying for IQ, differences between groups remain on a number of tests,
suggesting that although it may account for some of the variability in performance between groups,
intelligence is not the sole predisposing factor.
Our co-varying for practice effects and time between assessments is also an additional limitation to
our analysis. Unfortunately, in order to include the maximum number of participants, and those who
have since developed schizophrenia, inequalities between groups emerged in the average time
between and number of assessments. A control of these extraneous factors within the statistical
analysis was necessary in order to conclude that any differences were not due to practice or time
elapsed between assessments.
3.5 Conclusions
Overall, our results are in keeping with our first hypothesis, that the high-risk participants would
continue to perform poorly relative to controls on some neuropsychological tests, but that overall
performance would not deteriorate over time, providing evidence of a stable trait deficit and a possible
cognitive marker for schizophrenia.
In our genetic liability analyses, both measures appear to account for relatively little variability
between groups, although the negative relationship with some tests indicates the expected direction of
association, and may be attributed to the fact that most of our high-risk sample has at least two
affected relatives, reducing the variability in liability in this group. These weak findings support those
previously reported, and suggest that neuropsychological impairments negatively correlate with
genetic loading. However, without any significant changes in performance over time, it appears that
genetic loading is less related to change and more associated with an overall susceptibility to reduced
cognitive performance compared to controls (Byrne et al 2003; Faraone et al 2000).
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Our findings do not support our subsequent hypothesis that those in the high-risk group who had
experienced symptoms at some point, would demonstrate a poorer performance overall, relative to the
other groups. This would imply that performance over time is relatively unaffected by the presence of
psychotic symptoms, and that neuropsychological deficits mainly represent an inherent genetic
vulnerability to schizophrenia present in all relatives. However, the pattern of our results is generally
in the expected direction, with HR+ performance somewhere between HR- and those who are now ill.
As discussed earlier, a lack of significant differences overall between those with and without a
liability to symptoms may be due to the heterogeneity of our HR+ group and the transient and
intermittent psychotic symptom experience either, both or between assessments. High-risk
participants have been monitored through the period of their maximum risk and while it is possible
that a small number of those who have and have not experienced symptoms will yet progress to
schizophrenia, it is likely that the majority will not.
An absence of significant group by time interactions suggests there is no differential decrement over
time in those who go on to develop schizophrenia. This finding is compatible with the view that any
substantial cognitive decline in schizophrenia is primarily attributable to processes occurring in early
development, childhood and/or adolescence rather than nearer the time of psychosis onset (Ang and
Tan 2004; Caspi et al 2003; Fuller et al 2002). Fuller et al (2002) investigated school test scores in a
sample of adult onset schizophrenic patients and discovered a drop in scores between 13 and 16 years,
younger than our high-risk group at baseline. Ang et al (2004) also reported deterioration in
mathematics scores in adult first episode schizophrenics between the same ages, 3-8 years prior to
schizophrenia development. However, this conclusion must be considered within the context of the
methodological limitations of this experiment, ft is also possible that small group numbers have
precluded detection of significant group by time interactions.
In summary therefore, our results suggest that deficits in neuropsychological performance are at least
partly heritable, generally stable over time, and not solely attributable to a difference in intellectual
performance. A lack of a differential performance decrement over time in those who became ill could
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reflect limited power due to small numbers but supports evidence for structural and functional brain
changes a considerable time before the onset of schizophrenia.
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Chapter 4: Investigation 4
4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Design
For those participants who underwent scanning trials as part of the EHRS the California Verbal
Learning Test (CVLT(Delis et al 2000)) replaced the previously used RAVLT, and the Rey Complex
Figure Test replaced the twice administered WMS-R Visual Reproductions Test. These changes were
made at the beginning of the second phase of testing, which also newly incorporated functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as part of the assessment protocol.
Due to the possible differences in the measurement of memory function between these novel tests and
their predecessors - such as the assessment of encoding and learning processes- it was felt pertinent to
investigate more fully the performance on the different measures of these tests at first administration
in the EHRS. This was achieved by exploring memory performance in the first one hundred
participants to attend for a functional MR1 scan. This participant sample was also used for our
investigation of baseline functional magnetic resonance imaging during a verbal memory paradigm,
and is described in more detail in Chapter 5.
Given the encoding deficits described in patients with schizophrenia (see Chapter 1), and the
differences in performance on aspects of the CVLT in relatives of schizophrenics (Lyons et al 1995),
it was hypothesised that on the CVLT high-risk participants as a group would also show less effective
learning and encoding strategies and therefore poorer recall relative to controls across the five list
learning trials. Additionally, given the reduced difficulty of recognition relative to recall tasks and the
inherent semantic structure to the CVLT word lists, which facilitates recall, it was also predicted that
high-risk participants as a group would show equivalent recognition performance to controls.
4.1.2 Participants
The first one hundred participants to attend for a functional MRI scan normally completed
neuropsychological and clinical assessments on the same day. The first one hundred participants were
selected specifically for this investigation of memory, to complement the fMRI of encoding and
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retrieval task analysis. This group was also primarily targeted to coincide with Dr Heather Whalley's
recent analysis of the fMRI and Hayling Sentence Completion Test data set in the same participants.
Groups were classified in accordance with scores generated on the PSE close to or on the same day as
testing (Phase 2 round 1) (Note: see section 2.1 for a more detailed description of the PSE). As in the
previous investigations, based on this assessment participants were allocated to one of three
experimental groups: controls (C), high-risk participants with any psychotic symptom experience at
the time of testing (HR+) and high-risk participants with no psychotic symptom experience at the time
of testing (HR -).
Analysis of the demographic data showed no significant main effect of group on age (i.e. F (2> 97) = 2.1,
p = 0.12), but a trend for significance on estimated full scale NART IQ (i.e. F (2,97) = 2.8, p = 0.065).
The demographic characteristics of the high-risk and control groups are outlined in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Demographic characteristics
Demographic characteristic C HR- HR+ P
(N=23) (N=46) (N=31) F
Age 26.57 (2.6) 26.37 (3.3) 25.06 (3.0) 2.1 0.10
(N=21) (N=46) (N=31)
NART est. FSIQ 103.30 (9.14) 100.96 (9.3) 97.06(11.0) 2.8 0.06
4.1.3 Materials
4.1.3.1 The California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)
The CVLT (2nd edition; (Delis et al 2000) is an assessment of the amount of verbal information which
can be learned and recalled, the strategies which are employed during learning and the aspects of the
verbal learning process which might be responsible for apparent memory impairments. This type of
assessment therefore, provides a more informative analysis of the nature of memory processing in
both clinical and non-clinical populations (Delis et al 2000). The CVLT involves the dictation of a
list of sixteen words by the experimenter, presented in the form of a shopping list. Encoding of the
words is facilitated by the ability to group words into one of four categories (i.e. clothes, fruit, herbs
and spices, and tools). Participants must freely recall words across five trials and after a short and
long delay period, with one trial of interference (a sixteen word list containing four words from each
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of four categories: fish; kitchen equipment; herbs, and fruit). Additional trials include short and long
delay cued recall, and recognition.
Numerous measures can be calculated based upon the data collected during performance of the
CVLT. A number of these measures are calculated according to the details outlined in the CVLT
users manual. We have included measures which allowed for elucidation of the nature of verbal
learning in this group (Delis et al 2000):
(1) Immediate Verbal Recall Trials
(a) List A Recall Trial 1
Following the experimenter's reading of the sixteen-item word list A, participants were asked to
repeat back immediately as many words as possible recalled from the list. This is a good indicator of
initial short-term verbal memory and a low score on this trial relative to all others may reflect auditory
attentional difficulties or test-related anxiety.
(b) List A Trials 1-5 total
This is a measure of verbal learning after the presentation and immediate recall of list A five times.
List A Trials 1-5 is a measure of the total number of words recalled across all five trials and can
provide a 'global measure of immediate free recall performance'.
(c) Learning Slope trials 1 -5
This measures the average number ofnew words learned for each trial (trials 1-5), such that 1 suggests
1 new word per trial, whereas a slope value of 0 indicates no new learning has occurred. This
measure was calculated in SPSS using the following formula (x =trial, y = total number correct per
trial, n = number of trials in slope and X = sum; (Delis et al 2000): X xy - [(X x) (XyV11] /Jx2- [(X
x)2/n]
(d) List B Immediate Recall trial
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Low scores on this trial as well as trial 1 of list A relative to normal performance on list A total recall
trial 1-5, may again reflect attentional difficulties in spite of apparent intact learning ability.
(2) Delayed Verbal Recall Trials
(a) Short-Delay Free Recall trial
This measures verbal recall for list A after a brief delay during which time the interference trial of list
B was presented.
(b) Short-Delay Cued Recall trial
This will aid participants' recall after a short delay by demonstrating that the semantic grouping of list
items can facilitate later recall. This score will normally be an improvement on the score generated
from free recall, due to the semantic strategy, which can be employed.
(c) Long-Delay Free Recall trial
Free recall of all words from list A is required after a 20-minute delay, during which time participants
will have been engaged in non-interfering non-verbal memory testing.
(d) Long-Delay Cued Recall trial
This precedes the recognition trial, but follows the long delay free recall trial. This gives participants
another opportunity to recall previously learned words, while using a semantic strategy to guide recall.
(3) Retention
For ease of comparison, all raw scores were converted to Z scores for the calculation of retention
scores. Z scores were calculated in SPSS using the following formula (x = raw score, M = mean raw
score for sample and s.d. = standard deviation): Z = x - M/s.d.
A Z score of+ 1 means that the score is 1 standard deviation above the mean, whereas a z score of-1
means that the score is 1 standard deviation below the mean.
(a) List B Immediate Recall trial - List A Recall Trial 1 (z scores)
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A low standardised (z) score on this trial may reflect high proactive interference, where the previous
learning of list A has had a detrimental effect on the ability to leam new list B. All raw scores were
converted to z scores before List A trial 1 was subtracted from List B trial 1.
(b) Short-Delay Free Recall Retention score (z scores)
This savings score assesses the extent to which recall on List A trial 5 is equivalent to recall on the
short-delay free recall trial. A poor retention score (z score of-1 or below) would suggest retroactive
interference due to the List B interference trial, such that attempts to leam the new list B will
detrimentally effect subsequent recall of List A. All raw scores were converted to z scores before List
A trial 5 was subtracted from short-delay free recall trial
(c) Long-Delay Free Recall Retention score (z scores)
This provides a measure of the forgetting rate between short and long delayed recall, and will reflect
the extent to which recall after a short delay is equivalent to that after a longer delay. Where a
participant shows improved performance from the short to long task, it could be interpreted as their
benefiting from the provision of a semantic structure with which to organise the list. All raw scores
were converted to z scores before the short-delay free recall trial was subtracted from the long-delay
free recall trial. In order to avoid the confounding effect of retroactive interference from List B,
forgetting rate between trial 5 and long delay free recall was also measured (Sitskoom et al 2004b).
Again, all raw scores were converted to z scores before the recall on trial 5 was subtracted from the
long-delay free recall trial.
(4) Recognition
(a) Recognition Hits
Following the question 'I'm going to read you a list of shopping items. After each item, say 'yes' if
the item was from the Monday list [list A] and say 'no' if it was not', the number of words the
participant considers as having been part of List A, equals the number of recognition hits.
(b) Recognition Misses
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Correspondingly, this is a measure of the number of 'no' responses given.
(c) False Positives
All 'yes', recognition responses, which are wrong, are classed as false positives. This is often a
reflection of impaired source memory, a tendency for confabulation, or a predilection for 'yes'
responding.
(e) Discriminability
This provides an overall assessment of general recognition performance and was calculated in SPSS
using the following formula: (1- false positives + misses/44) X 100.
(f) Response Bias
A high score for 'yes' response bias indicates a possible tendency for confabulation (z > +1), whereas
a 'no' response bias could be reflective of lack of effort or confidence in responses (z < -1). This was
calculated in SPSS using the following formula: false positives-misses/false positives + misses.
(5) Learning Strategies (Trials 1-5)
(a) Chance Adjusted Semantic Clustering (observed - expected semantic clustering):
This reflects the extent of semantic strategy being used to encode and then recall the word list.
Chance adjusted scores take into consideration both the observed level of clustering (number of words
recalled correctly immediately after a word that is part of the same semantic category e.g. jumper-
vest) and the expected level of semantic clustering (the number of words correctly recalled on a trial
minus 1 divided by the number of trials). Chance-adjusted scores were calculated by subtracting the
expected from the observed cluster scores and dividing by T (the number of trials on which at least 2
or more answers were correct).
(b) Chance Adjusted Serial Clustering (observed - expected serial clustering):
This reflects the number of words correctly recalled immediately after a word, which occurs in the
same order on the list read previously, in either a backwards or forwards sequential manner. Chance
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adjusted scoring was calculated in the same way as described above for both forwards and backwards
serial clustering.
4.1.3.2 Rey-Osterreith Complex Figure Test
This is a standard test of visuo-spatial ability and memory. The measures employed in this assessment
are as follows:
Figure 4.1: Rey Complex Figure
(1) Copy trial score & Copy trial time
Participants are given a complex figure drawing and asked to copy exactly what they see with the
pencil and paper provided (see Appendix 3: figure 3A). The copy trial time is based on the time taken
to complete a copy of the figure, while copy trial score is based on the accuracy of the drawing and
placing of the separate elements of the figure.
(2) Immediate recall score (raw scores)
Copying is followed by a short delay time of 3 minutes, after which time the participant is asked to
sketch the complex figure once again, this time without the aid of the drawing initially provided. This
score is based on the accuracy of the drawing and the placing of the separate elements of the figure.
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(3) Delayed recall score (raw scores)
Delayed sketching of the figure is requested thirty minutes after initial administration. The
recognition trial is a measure of recognition memory for the elements of the picture and the ability to
use cues for the retrieval of figure information.
(4) Recognition (raw scores)
Immediately after the delayed recall trial, participants are presented with 12 of the 18 scoring elements
of the figure design, along with 12 designs used as foils. True positive and false positive responses for
recognition are totalled. The score for true negatives is equal to twelve minus the false positives and
the score for false negatives is equal to twelve minus the true positives. Total correct recognition is
based on the number of true positives plus the number of true negatives.
4.1.4 Statistical Analysis
All data was analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version 11).
Normality of distributions was assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and homogeneity of
variance using the Levene's test (see Appendix 3: Tables 3A 3B)
Due to the difference in aspects of memory measured by the CVLT, it was decided not to use a
MANOVA to compare group means. Between-group differences were therefore investigated for all
measures of the CVLT and RCFT using one-way ANOVAs, entering participant group as the
between-subject factor with three levels (C, HR-, HR+) and the individual measures of aspects of
memory described above as the within-subject factors. Where measures were not normally
distributed, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was also used. Bonferroni corrections were
applied. In applying a Bonferroni correction to each test section of the CVLT, the critical value of p
became <0.01 for recall, <0.02 for retention and <0.025 for organisation. For RCFT the critical value
of p became <0.01. Given the trend for a significant difference between groups on NART IQ, it was
decided to re-run this series of analyses entering NART IQ as a covariate. Planned Helmert contrast
(i.e. see previous sections in this chapter for description) also allowed for further comparisons
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between groups, where the between-group effect was significant, thus addressing our apriori
hypotheses (as outlined in Chapter 1).
4.2 Results Investigation 4
4.2.1 CVLT results
Levene's test of homogeneity of variance showed homogeneity of variance for all groups on all
measures. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test showed a number of measures in some groups to not be
normally distributed (see Appendix 3: Table 3C). Means, standard deviations, medians, quartile splits
and results of univariate analyses are presented in Appendix 3: Table 3B. Results of the ANOVAs
showed a significant main effect of group for one measure of retention- long delay free recall minus
short delay free recall (i.e. F (2j86)= 4.4, p = 0.01), while List A long delay free recall minus trial 5
recall did not quite achieve significance (i.e. F (2,86) = 2.5, p = 0.08). There were also trends for
significant main effects of group on three measures of recall- List B immediate recall (i.e. F (2> 86)= 4.3,
p = 0.02), List A long delay cued recall (i.e. F (2> 86)= 3.2, p = 0.05) and List B trial 1 minus List A trial
1 (i.e. F (2j 86) = 3.6, p = 0.03). Planned contrasts showed controls to recall more words than the FIR
group following List B (i.e. est. diff = 1.5 (0.5), p<0.05), long delay cued recall (i.e. est. diff= 1.3 (s.e.
= 0.5), p<0.02) and for list B relative to list A (i.e. est. diff = 0.6 (s.e. =0.2), p<0.01). Controls also
retained more words than HR between the short and long delay recall tasks (i.e. est. diff = 0.4 (s.e. =
0.1), p<0.005). There were no significant main effects of group for measures of organisation on the
CVLT. However, total observed and chance adjusted semantic clustering was non-significantly less
in the HR group relative to controls (i.e. F (2> 86)= 2.1, p = 0.1; F (2> 86) = 1 -6, p = 0.2), while combined
total chance adjusted serial clustering was non-significantly greater in the HR group relative to
controls (i.e. F p,86)= 0-3, p = 0.7) (see figures 4.2- 4.5).
Kruskal-Wallis tests were conducted on those measures, which were not normally distributed at all
levels of the independent variable. There was no significant between group difference after
bonferroni correction on List A long delay free recall minus trial 5 recall (i.e. %2(2)= 5-8, p = 0.05).
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Given the main effect of group for list B minus list A recall, and long delay minus short delay free
recall, we further investigated the difference in recall between these trials within groups using paired
t-tests (2 tailed). High-risk participants without and with psychotic symptoms showed no significant
difference between the numbers of words recalled on list B relative to list A (i.e. t = 0.35 (d.f. = 38), p
= 0.70; i.e. t = 1.4 (26), p = 0.17). However, controls showed a significantly greater recall for list B
than list A word (i.e. t = 2.5 (d.f. = 22), p = 0.02). Similarly, high-risk participants with and without
symptoms showed no significant difference between recall following the short relative to the long
delay (i.e. t = 0.66 (d.f. = 25), p = 0.5; i.e. t = 0.9 (d.f. = 38), p = 0.35). Controls however freely
recalled significantly more words after a long than a short delay (i.e. t = -4.11 (d.f. = 22), p < 0.001).
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Figure 4.2: Boxplots of group median scores after short and long delay free recall (midline
represents median, whiskers represent range, box ends represent interquartile range and




After controlling for NARTIQ, the main effect for list B immediate recall became non-significant (i.e.
F(2,86)= 3.1, p = 0.05), as did the recall of list A minus list B (i.e. F(2, 86)= 2.7, p = 0.07), long delay
cued recall (i.e. F(2i86) = 1.8, p = 0.2) and long delay minus short delay free recall (i.e. F(2,86) = 3.4, p =
0.04).
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Figure 4.3: Observed semantic clustering across five trials of the CVLT in HR+. HR- and C
Figure 4.4: Observed serial clustering forwards across five trials of the CVLT in FIR+, HR-
and C
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Levene's test of homogeneity of variance showed homogeneity of variance for all groups on all
measures. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed a number of measures in some groups, which were
not normally distributed (see Appendix 3: Table 3A & 3B). Means, standard deviations, medians,
quartile splits and results of univariate analyses are presented in Appendix 3: Table 3D. Results of the
ANOVAs showed that on the RCFT there was a significant main effect of group for correct
recognition only (i.e. F (2, 95) = 5.2, p = 0.007) (see figure 4.6). Contrasts showed greater correct
recognition in controls relative to the high-risk group (i.e. t = 3.1 (d.f. = 93), p = 0.002). There were
no other significant main effects of group for this test. Analysis of the individual aspects of
recognition response showed a significant main effect of group for true positives (and therefore also
false negatives) (i.e. F (2> 95) = 5.4, p = 0.006). Controls made more true positive (and therefore less
false negative) responses than the high-risk group (i.e. est.diff = 1.1 l(s.e. = 0.38), p<0.005) while FIR-
showed a trend for significantly greater true positive responses than FIR+ (i.e. est.diff =0.69 (s.e. =
0.38) p=0.071). Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric tests showed significant differences between groups
on the same measures as shown using the parametric ANOVA (See Appendix 3: Table 3D).
Figure 4.6: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test correct recognition means and standard
errors in the HR+, HR- and C
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Chapter5: Discussion of investigation 4
5.1 CVLT
Our results overall show a poorer performance of the high-risk group relative to controls on aspects
the CVLT. This difference was nearly significant for three measures of recall, namely immediate
recall of List B, delayed cued recall of List A, and immediate recall of list B minus list A. There was
also a significant group effect on one measure of retention, long delay free recall minus short delay
free recall.
Both list A and list B immediate recall trials are measures of short-term retention and auditory
attention. Controls showed a trend for a significantly greater recall of list B, compared to the high-
risk group. However, high-risk participants showed no significant within group difference between
the recall of list B and recall of list A, suggesting that impaired auditory attention was not responsible
for the recall deficit on list B relative to the control group. Indeed, given that list B presentation
follows the five recall trials of list A, it is likely due to the interference of previously learned list A
material. Pro-active interference on this trial is not unexpected and is considered a normal
phenomenon. However, the significant difference between groups on the number of words recalled on
list B minus list A, suggests that controls exhibit less susceptibility to pro-active interference than do
the high-risk participants. In fact, a paired t-test shows a significantly superior recall on list B relative
to list A in the control participants, possibly due to familiarity with the test format and awareness of
the implicit semantic cues available. This further suggests that the main effect of group on recall of
list B and list B minus list A exaggerates the extent of susceptibility to proactive interference in the
high-risk group, due to the significantly better performance of the controls on list B recall relative to
list A.
The retention of words between short and long delay free recall trials was greater in controls than in
the high-risk group. However, this is not evidence of a storage deficit, because all groups recalled
more words after a long delay than after a short delay. This implies that information was not lost over
the extended delay period, and may in fact have been reinforced following the intervening short delay
cued recall task. Paired t-tests showed controls to remember significantly more after the long delay
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than previously after the short delay, whereas there was no significant increase in the number of words
remembered by the high-risk participants. We can infer that, given that the high-risk group's recall
was not significantly worse than the controls at the short delay recall trial or at the long delay recall
trial, this measure reflects the additional learning occurring between these two trials.
The control group's greater delayed cued recall (the trial which followed delayed free recall) relative
to the high-risk participants is therefore not surprising, despite being no differences on the measure of
free recall after a delay. Indeed, while all groups appeared to improve scores between free and cued
recall, this finding suggests controls derived greater benefit from the presence of semantic cues than
the high-risk participants. This is likely attributable to the controls increased awareness of this facility
at the short delay cued recall trial, but may also be due to their non-significantly greater usage of
semantic cues than the high-risk participants during the encoding of list A. Nonetheless, despite the
implication that encoding organisation may be impaired, and the pattern of means showing more
semantic clustering in the controls relative to the high-risk group, these differences in clustering were
not significant.
Previous studies of the CVLT in schizophrenic patients have revealed a slightly different pattern of
performance when compared with a control group. Paulsen et al (1995) and Van Oostrum et al (2003)
reported a significantly poorer recall and recognition in schizophrenic patients when compared to
controls, suggestive of an encoding deficit. However, Paulsen et al (1995) also noted a
disproportionate improvement on recognition discrimination relative to long delay free recall in
schizophrenia patients, additionally indicative of a retrieval deficit. Their discriminant function
analysis also revealed diversity in aspects of function affected on the CVLT, within the patient group.
50% exhibited similar deficits to those in Huntington's disease patients, or so-called 'sub-cortical'
memory profiles (verbal learning over 5 trials), 15% were categorised as cortical profile patients, with
similar encoding and storage deficits as those apparent in Alzheimer's disease and the remaining 35%
evinced normal memory profiles (Paulsen et al 1995). Nathaniel James et al (1996) showed poorer
learning over five trials, but equivalent levels of retention between short and long delay free recall in
schizophrenia patients relative to controls. Interestingly, impairments on aspects of executive function
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correlated significantly with CVLT performance, suggesting that frontal deficits may be more
prevalent and/or exert more of an influence over verbal learning than medial-temporal lobe deficits.
Heinrichs et al (1994) showed impairments on trial 1 recall and recognition discriminability only, in a
comparison of schizophrenic, personality disorder and Korsakoff patients (KorsakofFs reputedly
involving structural abnormalities in the basal forebrain, mammillary bodies and medial thalamus).
Schizophrenic patients showed no difference in performance from the personality disorder patients
and were generally superior in performance to the Korsakoff patients (Heinrichs 1994; Nathaniel-
James et al 1996). Finally, Van Oostrum et al (2003) and Kareken et al (1996) both showed less
semantic and greater serial clustering in patients relative to controls, while Hill (2003) showed a slight
improvement in patient performance when made aware of semantic cues. This suggests cues are used,
but less effectively than in controls. Reduced susceptibility to proactive interference in the
schizophrenic group could be attributed to poor semantic clustering, although Kareken et al (1996)
found no correlation between the two. These findings suggest that medial-temporal lobe function (i.e.
hippocampal function) is relatively preserved in relatives of schizophrenic patients, while the general
encoding and retrieval deficits could be attributed to impaired frontal function. Alternatively, given
the evidence for volumetric abnormalities in both the frontal and medial-temporal lobes in
schizophrenic patients and to a lesser extent in their relatives, perhaps hippocampal abnormalities are
not severe enough to confer an extreme dysfunction on tests of declarative memory. A third
possibility is that patients with severe medial-temporal lobe deficits represent a sub-group of
schizophrenics (Heinrichs 1994).
5.2 RCFT
While recognition was unimpaired on the CVLT, this was the only aspect of the RCFT that
significantly discriminated between the high-risk and control groups. Interestingly, this was
predominantly attributable to the greater level of true positive responses in the controls relative to the
high-risk participants. Difficulties in correctly identifying previously presented items from among
similar competing alternatives may arise because of poor discrimination between items presented.
Moreover, given that recall was unimpaired and only features of the complex figure were re-presented
at recognition, deficits may be due to ineffective memory for the component aspects of the visual
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event rather than poor recall of the visual figure as a whole. Perhaps tentatively related to this finding,
is the previous result of better performance on a Block Design task in high-risk participants with two
or more 1st degree relatives. It is possible that successful replication of a design using component
blocks could be achieved with a 'gestalt' perspective, that is by viewing the design as a whole rather
than as individual facets of a picture. Non-verbal memory has been less extensively studied in
schizophrenia than verbal memory, and has often been shown to be less impaired. Holtahusen et al
(2003) showed worse performance on the CVLT than RCFT in schizophrenic patients. However,
Tracy et al (2001) showed both recognition and retrieval deficits in non-verbal learning, but only
retrieval deficits in CVLT, suggesting an equivalent, if not worse impairment in the former test. In
such instances, without matching for task difficulty, the true differences in performances between tests
cannot be measured.
5.3 Limitations
This analysis was designed to allow for a more in depth investigation of the nature of verbal and non¬
verbal memory processing in those participants who underwent at least one functional MRI scan.
Bearing in mind the reflections on differential deficits in chapter 1, it is appreciated that no
conclusions can presently be drawn about material specific domain deficits, because these tasks have
not been matched for difficulty. Similarly, while normative scores are available for both tests (Delis
et al 2000; Lezak et al 1995), these scores have not been included in this investigation. An interesting
additional investigation might therefore involve the direct comparison of performance on both tests
using available normative score conversions. Similarly, without the in vivo imaging of participants
during the tasks, we cannot be sure whether performance on these tests is reflective of the same
underlying neural substrates. Furthermore, the participants included in this investigation were selected
based on their additional inclusion in investigation 5, the functional MRI study of verbal encoding and
retrieval. Perhaps given larger numbers in this investigation, differences that are more robust might
have emerged on our measures of verbal and non-verbal memory.
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5.4 Conclusions
Our results suggest subtle deficits in verbal recall, partly due to proactive interference and partly
attributable to lower levels of semantic encoding in the high-risk relative to control group. This also
suggests a less effective usage of cues at both encoding and retrieval. Visual memory recall appears
relatively intact. However, compared to controls, the high-risk participants' inferior recognition of the
complex figure features previously presented implies that feature level aspects of the visual learning
event were poorly encoded. Both tests may reflect difficulties in the 'bottom-up' processing stage of
memory, perhaps during the accessing of stored representations of visual and semantic information.
Although unlikely a reflection of medial temporal dysfunction specifically, less effective executive
control during encoding and retrieval, may indicate frontal dysfunction in this group.
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Chapter 6: Literature review- Structural and functional neuroimaging in
schizophrenia
6.1 Structural imaging in schizophrenia
As discussed in chapter 1, Kraepelin's understanding of schizophrenia was perhaps limited by the
diverse prognosis of his patients and the lack of anatomical evidence to indicate an organic basis.
However, in spite of this, Kraepelin believed schizophrenia to be a pathological brain disorder
(Johnstone 1999). The advancement of neuroimaging techniques has enabled the in vivo three-
dimensional visualisation and measurement of the anatomical structures of the brain during life and
has greatly informed our understanding of aberrant brain structure and function in schizophrenia.
Appendix 4: Tables 4A and B list studies of structural integrity in biological relatives, and functional
neuroimaging of memory and language function in schizophrenia, respectively.
Computerised Tomography (CT) was the earliest technique applied, using the detection of attenuated
x-rays transmitted through the body to distinguish between cerebro-spinal fluid, brain tissue, and the
skull. More recently, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) was introduced, and utilises the detection
of a signal derived from the application of a radio frequency pulse, which disrupts the magnetic field
alignment of the hydrogen atoms in the water of the body. MRI is superior in resolution to CT and
can distinguish between grey and white matter in the brain, as well as permitting the imaging of
midline and sub cortical structures such as the corpus callosum, thalamus and caudate, which are
considered important structures in schizophrenia (Sharma and Chitnis 2000).
Attempts to unravel the aetiology of structural and functional brain deficits in schizophrenia have been
embraced by two theories of abnormal brain development in schizophrenia, -the neurodevelopmental,
and the neurodegenerative. Weinberger's neurodevelopmental theory postulates that schizophrenia is
a result of a brain lesion or maturational defect early in life (i.e. early lesion hypothesis), manifesting
itself when it interacts with normal biological and behavioural events (and the general environmental
stresses of life). Evidence in support of this includes higher incidence of obstetric complications, soft
neurological signs and minor physical abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives
(Niemi et al 2003). Further sources of support for the neurodevelopmental hypothesis arise from the
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structural imaging of brain regions vulnerable to peri-natal insult and linked to increased genetic risk
for the disorder. Other neurodevelopmental theorists (i.e. Feinberg 1982) have suggested normal
childhood development, followed by a late brain insult such as aberrant synaptic pruning coinciding
with the onset ofpsychotic symptoms (i.e. late lesion hypothesis). Volumetric deficits in first episode
patients and in individuals at high-risk for psychosis, imply that structural aberrations may indeed
predate the onset ofpsychosis.
6.1.1 Structural deficits in schizophrenic patients and their relatives
Two meta-analyses have reported whole brain reductions in schizophrenic patients relative to controls
(Lawrie and Abukmiel 1998; Wright et al 2000). Although significantly greater whole brain volumes
have been shown in unaffected siblings of schizophrenic patients compared to their schizophrenic
relatives (Steel et al 2002), smaller whole brain volumes relative to controls have also been reported
(Keshavan et al 1997; Lawrie 1999), while others show no differences (Seidman et al 2003). Whole
brain volume is also reported as positively correlated with cognitive function, but is more likely
associated with general intellectual than specific cognitive ability (Antonova et al 2004)
Johnstone et al (1976) were the first to provide evidence for cerebro ventricular enlargement in the
brains of schizophrenic patients from the CT scans of elderly patients. This implied a reduction in
brain tissue volume associated with schizophrenia and has since been described across several studies
using structural MRI (Chua and McKenna 1995). Chua and McKenna (1995) assert that lateral
ventricular enlargement remains the most reliable structural aberration in schizophrenia, and this
assertion is supported by evidence from meta-analyses (Lawrie and Abukmiel 1998; Wright et al
2000). Ventricular abnormalities which are less severe than those apparent in schizophrenia, but
greater than in controls, have also been reported in unaffected relatives of patients (Cannon and Marco
1994; Cannon et al 1993; Cannon et al 1998; Keshavan et al 1997; McDonald et al 2002). The
relationship between cognitive function and ventricular aberrations in both schizophrenics and in
controls is unclear, with larger left ventricles in females and smaller left ventricles in males,
associated with better overall cognitive function (Antonova et al 2004).
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Bilateral frontal lobe volume reductions have been demonstrated, though less consistently, in
schizophrenic patients relative to controls. Reductions are attributed to gray matter rather than white
matter loss, and are potentially larger in the right than left hemisphere (Wright et al 2000) (Lawrie and
Abukmiel 1998). However, the complex structure of the frontal lobes, and the functional
heterogeneity of its sub-regions may have obfuscated consistent findings of volume differences
between groups (Szesko et al 1999). In unaffected relatives of schizophrenics, Lawrie et al (2001)
showed a non-significant reduction in frontal brain volume relative to controls (Lawrie et al 2001).
Antonova (2004) summarises that total frontal lobe volume is related to executive function (e.g.
contextual organisation), verbal fluency, working memory, and immediate memory in schizophrenia.
Several meta-analyses also report bilateral temporal lobe volume reductions in schizophrenic patients
relative to controls (although slightly greater reductions on the right), attributed in part to limbic
structure abnormalities (i.e. smaller hippocampus, parahippocampus and amygdala) (Chua and
McKenna 1995; Lawrie and Abukmiel 1998; Nelson et al 1998; Wright et al 2000). Bilateral
temporal lobe deficits and limbic lobe abnormalities are also apparent in unaffected adult relatives of
schizophrenia patients compared to controls (see table 3.1)(Harris et al 2002; Lawrie et al 2002b;
O'Driscoll et al 2001; Rajarethinam et al 2004; Seidman et al 1999; Staal et al 1998; Tepest et al 2003;
Toulopoulou et al 2004; Van Erp et al 2002), and in unaffected adolescent relatives of patients with
schizophrenia relative to controls (Keshavan et al 1997; Lawrie 1999; Schreiber et al 1999). Seidman
et al (2002) indicated that reduced left hippocampal volume might be a potential vulnerability
indicator for schizophrenia in individuals at genetic risk for development of the disorder (Seidman et
al 2002a). Moreover, the same authors have additionally shown significantly smaller right anterior
parahippocampal gyrus volumes (and a trend for the left) in unaffected relatives from multiplex, but
not simplex families and schizophrenic patients, compared to controls, while unaffected relatives from
simplex families showed greater posterior parahippocampal gyrus volumes relative to controls. While
the implications of the latter result are unclear, the former may support the multifactorial genetic
model of schizophrenia, such that increased structural deficits are consistent with increased genetic
loading for the disorder. However, this does not rule out the possibility of other factors impacting on
structural integrity in multiply affected families (i.e. pregnancy and birth complications).
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Verbal memory deficits have been associated with amygdala-hippocampal volume reductions in
schizophrenia (Goldberg et al 1994; Gur et al 2000; Weiss et al 2004a) and in unaffected relatives of
schizophrenics, beyond the age of maximum risk for the disorder (O'Driscoll et al 2001; Seidman et al
2003; Toulopoulou et al 2004). However, several studies have equally failed to find any relationship
between immediate or delayed memory and hippocampal volume in schizophrenia (Colombo et al
1993; Torres et al 1997). Parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) volume has also been positively correlated
with verbal IQ in first episode and chronic schizophrenia patients (Dehsi et al 1991 as cited in
Antonova 2004), although this is not a consistent finding across studies (Seidman et al 2003).
Bilateral enlargements of the putamen, globus pallidus (lenticular nuclei) and the left caudate (with
reduction in the right) have also been reported in schizophrenics (Wright et al 2000) and relatives of
schizophrenics (Lawrie et al 2001). However, the smaller lenticular nuclei in high-risk participants
lends support to the view that enlargement in this area in patients may be attributable to medication
effects (Gur et al 1998; Lawrie et al 2001). Indeed, clozapine induced reductions in putamen and
caudate volume have been shown in schizophrenic patients switched from typical anti-psychotics, and
attributed to the higher D2 receptor antagonism in typical anti-psychotic medication compared to
clozapine (Corson et al 1999)(Frazier et all996 as cited (Niznikiewicz et al 2003)).
Finally, MRI studies of cerebellar volume in schizophrenia have shown mixed results, with some
reporting no total volumetric differences between patients and controls (Nopoulos et al 1999; Staal et
al 2000b), enlarged cerebellar vermis in patients relative to controls (Levitt et al 1999), or smaller total
cerebellar tissue volume in patients who had at least 1 of 6 cerebellar signs (e.g. intention tremor,
heel-knee-shin test, flaccid muscle tone, tandem gait test) relative to those without any cerebellar signs
(Ho et al 2003). This suggests that cerebellar volume differences may vary within patient sub-groups.
Only one study, using whole brain voxel based morphometry, demonstrated reduced cerebellar
volume in unaffected relatives of patients compared to controls (Marcelis et al 2003). In Beng-Choon
Ho (2004) patients with cerebellar signs showed more severe cognitive deficits, poorer premorbid
function and worse negative symptoms than those without (Ho et al 2004), while Levitt et al (1999)
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showed cerebellar white matter volume to be correlated with severity of positive symptoms and
impaired performance in verbal prose recall (Levitt et al 1999). Toulopoulou et al (2004) recently
showed positive correlations between delayed visual memory (WMS Visual Reproductions) and
cerebellar volume in unaffected adult relatives of schizophrenia patients, who had performed
significantly worse than controls on measures of memory, although there were no volume differences
between groups. In addition, cerebellar volume in the study's combined sample was significantly
positively correlated with delayed verbal recall (WMS Logical Stories) (Toulopoulou et al 2004).
This would support more contemporary evidence for a link between higher cognitive functions, in
particular memory, and the function of the cerebellum (Cabeza et al 2002). Indeed, Desmond (2001),
proposed a superior cerebellar circuitry linked to the frontal lobes for articulatory control and an
inferior cerebellar circuitry projecting to the temporo-parietal lobes for the phonological store, in
verbal working memory processes (Desmond 2001).
Existing evidence for neuropsychological deficits in unaffected children at genetic risk for
schizophrenia (Asarnow et al 2002; Kremen et al 1994), and unaffected high-risk children who later
develop the illness (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al 2000), is therefore complemented by the presence of
structural abnormalities in unaffected relatives, which are milder than but consistent with those
apparent in schizophrenia patients. This further suggests that structural and cognitive deficits may
predate the illness, be present from an early stage in development, and are at least partly genetic in
origin (Lawrie 1999). However, given that not all relatives develop schizophrenia, and deficits appear
to be worse in those with the illness, the lesion itself may not be sufficient to induce the development
of the disorder. It may therefore be a combination of genetic and non-genetic factors which lead to
illness (Weinberger 1995). Indeed, Cannon et al (2002) showed foetal hypoxia to predict reduced
cortical and sub-cortical grey matter, specifically in the temporal lobes, of schizophrenia patients and
their relatives (Cannon et al 2002). Both lines of evidence provide support for a neurodevelopmental
model of schizophrenia i.e. abnormal brain structure development. However, additional evidence for
or against the course of these deficits after illness onset is crucial in order to elucidate the stability of
brain pathology in schizophrenia.
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6.1.2 Cross sectional and longitudinal studies of structural deficits in schizophrenics
and people at high-risk of psychosis
Cross sectional studies show structural volume differences across patient age groups in gray matter
and frontal lobe volume (Hulshoff Pol et al 2002) (Convit et al 2002 as cited in (Niznikiewicz et al
2003)), between first episode and chronic patients, and first episode patients and controls bilaterally in
the hippocampus (Velakoulis et al 1999), between first episode patients and unaffected relatives in the
amygdala-hippocampus (Lawrie 1999), and between ultra high-risk participants who had and had not
developed psychosis. Copolov et al (2000) reported smaller bilateral hippocampal volumes in first-
episode schizophrenic patients medicated for a maximum of 6 weeks, relative to participants at high-
risk of developing psychosis (i.e. first degree relatives ofpatients, individuals with frequent attenuated
psychotic symptoms or individuals with transient psychotic symptoms). However, the preliminary
analysis reported volumes in high-risk subjects to be similar to those in a control group. The authors
suggest this may implicate a time period very close to psychosis onset during which hippocampal
volume reduction is accelerated (Copolov et al 2000). Lawrie et al (1999) demonstrated slightly
smaller amygdala-hippocampal complex volumes in high-risk participants (1st and 2nd degree relatives
of schizophrenics) relative to controls (Lawrie 1999). These two studies may differ due to the nature
of the respective high-risk groups, and brain structure aberration may be more trait than state related.
Pantelis et al (2003) compared structural MRI scans between ultra high-risk participants (i.e. a mixture
of 1st degree relatives of people with psychotic disorder and individuals with transient and attenuated
psychotic symptoms) who had and had not developed psychosis within 12 months of a baseline scan.
Those with psychosis showed smaller volumes in the right medial temporal lobe, right lateral and
superior temporal lobe, right inferior frontal gyrus, insula, basal ganglia and cingulate gyrus (Pantelis
et al 2003).
Previous longitudinal studies of brain pathology in schizophrenia have suggested that abnormalities
are not neurodegenerative and evidence from post mortem studies has revealed an absence of gliosis
(a feature which normally accompanies neurodegeneration) (Jaskiw et al 1994). However, these
findings have been contradicted by more recent fMRI studies, which suggest widespread volume
changes in both first episode and previously treated schizophrenic patients. (Cahn et al 2002; DeLisi
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et al 1997; Gur et al 1998; Ho et al 2003; Kasai et al 2003; Mathalon et al 2001; Wood et al 2001).
Longitudinal changes measured just prior to the onset of schizophrenia have also been reported.
Pantelis et al (2003) compared longitudinal structural MRI scans over 1 year between 11 ultra high-
risk participants who subsequently developed psychosis (within 2 years) and 10 who did not. The 10
individuals who had developed psychosis had grey matter increases in the cuneus, but grey matter
reductions bilaterally in the cingulate gyrus, the left parahippocampal gyrus, left fusiform gyrus, left
orbitoffontal cortex and left cerebellum, relative to the 11 who did not develop psychosis. Of the
latter group, a reduction in left cerebellar volume was also apparent over time. Although the latter
study's findings are important, and the first of their kind, the small sample size at follow up suggests
they should be considered carefully until additional and more robust evidence is provided in support.
The possibility of structural changes occurring during the course of the illness further implies that
these are not static aberrations. The neurodegenerative model suggests in fact that brain pathology is
progressive with the course of the illness and would explain the increasing evidence for differences in
severity of brain deficits in chronic and first episode schizophrenia patients. Currently however, it is
accepted that these two apparently divergent hypotheses may both in fact be relevant to the increasing
literature reporting diverse structural and functional abnormalities in schizophrenia patients (both first
episode and chronic) and in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics. Furthermore, the diversity of
implicated brain areas and their correlations with impairments in several cognitive domains,
specifically memory, executive and intellectual function, suggests a more complex relationship
between structure and function than functional localisation would permit.
6.2 Introduction to functional neuroimaging of memory in schizophrenia
The literature suggests impairments in memory, executive and intellectual ability in schizophrenia
patients, and their relatives, with coincident deficits in brain regions such as the frontal and temporal
lobes, which are correlated with these aspects of function. The exact nature of the impairment is
however unclear. While the diversity of affected cognition implies a global impairment, the prevalent
and often superficially more severe deficits in verbal memory suggests that these tasks place greater
demands on function or that there is a differential deficit in general memory processing. Functional
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neuroimaging ofmemory in schizophrenics and their relatives allows for a more direct examination of
the collective brain regions and networks which may be functionally defective and impinge upon
aspects of function such as verbal memory.
Brain energy is derived mainly from the oxidation of glucose. Blood flow in the brain may be locally
increased in order to meet demands for oxygen and glucose supply for action potentials or neuronal
inhibition, and is therefore taken as an indication of increased synaptic energy utilisation to drive
neuronal response. However, the specific relationship between the haemodynamic response and
neuronal activity is not yet clear, and it is appreciated that the relationship between the two may be far
more complex than is currently understood (Jezzard and Clare 2001). Nonetheless, functional
neuroimaging utilises the relationship between brain blood flow and neuronal activation, in order to
correlate localised brain activations with aspects of cognitive function.
In vivo structural neuroimaging is complemented by functional imaging techniques such as single
photon emission tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), which enable the visualisation of the brain' s neuronal response to
cognitive engagement. SPECT uses the detection of radionuclide tracers introduced to the blood,
which emit single gamma-ray photons. These photons interact with a sodium crystal to produce a
detectable signal. PET similarly uses a radionuclide exogenous tracer (e.g. H2015 for regional cerebral
blood flow and F18 fluoro-deoxy-glucose for regional cerebral glucose metabolism), which is injected
into the blood stream to diffuse across the blood brain barrier, accumulate, and circulate within the
tissue. The decay of the tracer results in the emission of positrons, which interact with electrons
producing two separate gamma rays, the detection of which gives rise to a measurable signal. By far
the most sensitive technique of the three is fMRI, which provides greater temporal (i.e. one image per
second) and spatial resolution (i.e. 1-2 mm), although temporal resolution is lost in BOLD fMRI due
to the time it takes for oxygenated blood to accumulate (Seminowicz, 2001-http://www.uoguelph.ca/,
accessed 18/07/01). Unlike PET and SPECT, blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI uses an
endogenous tracer in the form of the brain's blood response to neuronal activity. BOLD fMRI
depends on the ratio of the diamagnetic oxyhaemoglobin (i.e. which has little magnetic effect on the
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surroundings) to the paramagnetic deoxyhaemoglobin (i.e. which has a significant magnetic effect on
the surroundings). In areas of increased neuronal activity, an increase in local blood flow and volume
results in an increase in oxygen. However, due to a slower uptake of oxygen into the cells, there is an
increase in the diamagnetic oxyhaemoglobin resulting in an increase in the MR signal (T2* value)
(Jezzard and Clare 2001).
Task related functional activations should be considered meaningful within the context of the task
administered, and the psychological process it purports to measure. In order to enable correlation
between neuronal activation and aspects of cognitive processing, functional MRI traditionally
employs the categorical, subtractive, block paradigm design, which enables the examination of levels
of a category in separate blocks of trials in order to evoke a response to a specific cognitive process of
interest. 'Experimental' blocks, designed to evoke the cognitive process of interest, will be flanked by
'control' blocks, which ideally will evoke all cognitive processes except the process of interest. The
contrasting of conditions relies on cognitive subtraction, matching equally and hence holding constant
all other variables in the experiment except for the variable under scrutiny. Any ensuing differences
in brain activity can then be attributed to the process under investigation. Although this conveys the
advantage of a robust response to the cognitive process of interest, in that neural activity is measured
and averaged across a block of trials, it does not allow for discrete event analysis. This means that
participants could be unduly affected by the predictability of trial presentation both during the
experimental blocks and during the following blocks of rest.
In addition to this, cognitive subtraction relies on the theory of 'pure insertion', which posits that a
cognitive process of interest can be added to other cognitive processes without impacting on the
ensuing responses associated with them. Unfortunately, without a measure of the original processes
both with and without the addition of the process of interest, we cannot be sure we have extrapolated
the responses attributed to those processes independently, or whether these responses are mediated by
the existence of the additional process during the experimental task (Aguirre and D'Eposito 2000).
With these issues in mind, a categorical blocked design is advisable only where the effect of interest is
an isolated phenomenon, where it can be separated easily from other cognitive processes, where the
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effect is elicited as only one type of response and where it cannot be manipulated using a parametric
design.
The need for application of the principle of 'pure insertion' is obviated in conjunction, factorial and
parametric designs, which can be used in both event-related and blocked experiments. Conjunction
designs involve the conduction of a number of categorical cognitive subtraction experiments, varying
the additional cognitive processes while maintaining the same cognitive process of interest. This
allows investigation of the process of interest in the presence of different additional cognitive
processes to isolate areas of activation solely associated with the process of interest. Alternatively,
factorial designs explore the interaction between two cognitive processes of interest, with the evoking
of these processes independently, together, and not at all, when substituted with a condition that does
not evoke either process of interest. Finally, parametric designs explore the response associated with
only one parameter and its varying levels ofdifficulty (Aguirre and D'F.posito 2000)
Studies of the functional neuroimaging of verbal memory in schizophrenics, and to a limited extent in
their unaffected families, have been reviewed. Additionally included is a review of functional
neuroimaging of the same processes in healthy volunteers. Given that the neural correlates of verbal
memory in the normal brain are also still under investigation, this was considered crucial to informing
the discussion of neuroimaging of verbal memory in schizophrenia. Moreover, although the primary
focus of this thesis lies in the elucidation of any differences in the neural correlates of memory
processing between relatives of schizophrenics and controls, it is appreciated that the same implicated
areas may also be involved in other aspects of affected cognition in the disorder (i.e. executive
function). Where relevant, studies investigating these processes have also been discussed ( see
Appendix 4: table 4B).
6.2.1 Functional imaging of verbal working memory
Working memory is a limited capacity system enabling the brief maintenance and manipulation of
material. Baddeleys (1992) traditional three component model of working memory comprises a
hypothetical phonological loop for articulatory rehearsal and acoustic and verbal storage, and a visuo-
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spatial sketchpad for the brief maintenance and manipulation of verbal and non-verbal information,
both controlled by a central executive which allocates attentional processes during performance
(Baddeley 1992). Fronto-parietal activations are considered an important part of a brain network sub
serving verbal working memory processing, and the reciprocal connections between the two enable
their parallel activation. The cerebellum has additionally been implicated as an important contributor
to this network, with inferior and superior cerebellar projections to the parietal lobes and prefrontal
cortex (PFC) respectively (Desmond 2001).
6.2.1.1 Functional imaging of verbal working memory in healthy volunteers
6.2.1.1.1 Frontal lobes
Evidence supports the role of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; BA9/46) as the central
executive, controlling attentional processes during rehearsal and storage of material during working
memory performance (Callicott et al 1999; Jonides et al 1998a). Evidence also suggests the DLPFC is
necessary for both manipulation and maintenance processes during working memory tasks, although it
is reported as more active for the former than the latter tasks (Manoach et al 2003). This area is also
commonly bilaterally activated during episodic retrieval tasks, and may therefore be responsible for
the control of transient information, or material generated from a search (Cabeza and Nyberg 2000).
The limited capacity of working memory is reflected in the activation of the DLPFC during working
memory tasks, with an increase in activation analogous to increasing task demands, but a reduction in
activation as capacity is breached. It is possible that this indicates a disengagement from the task due
to limitations in the attentional reserves of the central executive (Callicott et al 1999).
The left inferior frontal cortex (IFC; BA44), or Broca's area, is hypothesised as integral to the
articulatory sub-vocal rehearsal component of the phonological loop (Baddeley 2000; Fiez et al 1996).
Paulesu et al (1993) and Awh et al (1996) used the Sternberg item recognition task to investigate
verbal working memory processes. Participants were briefly presented with sets of 3-9 letters,
followed by a probe, and asked to decide whether or not the probe was one ofthe original set (Fletcher
and Henson 2001). Both studies showed activation in the right cerebellum and left lateralised
activations in the parietal, dorsal premotor and importantly, the left IFC (Fletcher and Henson 2001).
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Paulesu et al (1993) compared the Sternberg memory condition to a control task (i.e. judging the
rhyming of letters with a target letter, thus isolating articulatory processes) in order to investigate
verbal maintenance and rehearsal activations separately. This contrast showed left inferior parietal but
no left IFC activation, suggesting that the latter was responsible for verbal rehearsal, and the former
for verbal maintenance processes (Fletcher and Henson 2001).
6.2.1.1.2 Parietal lobes
The bilateral inferior (IPL) and posterior parietal lobes (PPL) have been consistently implicated in the
phonological storage or buffer component of working memory. Deficits in the phonological loop
have been demonstrated in inferior and posterior parietal lesion patients, while mainly right lateral
posterior parietal (BA40) activation during the storage of verbal material (non-words) in a verbal
working memory task (although left hemisphere activation was present to a lesser degree) has been
shown in healthy volunteers (Honey et al 2000; Jonides et al 1998a). Awh et al (1996) used two
paradigms (i.e. 2-back task using letters and a continuous sub-vocal verbal repetition task) to
manipulate verbal storage and rehearsal respectively. While both PPL and IFC activations were
observed across tasks, when comparing verbal storage to verbal rehearsal, only PPL activations
remained. This suggests PPL activations may be integral to the phonological buffer or storage
component of verbal working memory. Fiez et al (1996) failed to show the same PPL activation
during a PET study of retention during a verbal working memory task (i.e. scanned during the 40
second retention period of five word or non-word items). However, it is thought that their participants
may have used semantic as opposed to phonological coding, because words are likely coded both
semantically and phonologically, whereas non-words are coded only phonologically (Fiez et al 1996).
Jonides et al (1998) also asserted that this loci of activation could be important for attentional
processes in the shifting from the internal representation of one item to another during rehearsal
(Jonides et al 1998a). However, Honey et al (2000) matched stimulus frequency and duration across
the experimental (i.e. n-back task with letters) and control tasks (i.e. viewing letters and pressing a
button on seeing X), so that attentional shifts would not be expected. Bilateral PPL activation was
still evident and positively correlated with response time, thus supporting the involvement of this
region in the phonological storage of verbal material (Honey et al 2000). More recently Logie et al
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(2003) attempted to isolate the encoding strategy employed during a verbal maintenance fMRI study,
by explicitly asking participants to sub-vocally rehearse aurally 5 alphabetically presented letters,
followed by recall and compared this to the sub-vocal rehearsal of several sequences of 5 randomly
presented consonants (Logie et al 2003). Participants showed greater activation in the left IPL
(BA40), left IFC (BA6) and left middle frontal gyrus (BA8) during the random sequence relative to
the alphabetical sequence. Having removed the effects of verbal rehearsal, this suggests that these
specific activations may be associated with verbal storage.
6.2.1.1.3 Cerebellum
Desmond et al (1997) assert that the cerebellum increases rehearsal effectiveness during working
memory, by comparing output from frontal and temporo-parietal regions and based on this, sending
'feed-forward' output to aid in rehearsal processing (Desmond et al 1997). Desmond et al (2001) used
the Sternberg item recognition task with a high and low load condition and compared this with a
rehearsal control task in healthy volunteers. Consistent with their hypothesis, the analysis revealed a
high versus low load memory effect in the superior vermis of the cerebellum, while the right inferior
cerebellum demonstrated a load by task interaction. Several other studies of verbal working memory
also report cerebellar activation along with contralateral activation in the frontal and parietal lobes
(Awh et al 1995; Paulesu et al 1993).
6.2.1.2 Functional imaging of verbal working memory in schizophrenia
6.2.1.2.1 Behavioural performance
The N-back task is a reliable test of working memory function, requiring the monitoring and
maintenance of a sequence of increasing numbers of visually presented stimuli and the updating of
these stimuli as a new one is presented. The n value is often viewed as proportional to the load of
working memory (i.e. n = 2 back requires recall of the stimulus presented 2 trials previously). N-back
has been shown to induce prefrontal activation in healthy controls and for this reason is used
consistently in functional imaging studies of working memory in schizophrenia (Callicott et al 1998).
Several studies have shown behavioural differences between schizophrenic patients and controls with
increasing difficulty on the n-back task (i.e. equivalent on 0 back, but worsening by 2 back) (Callicott
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et al 1998; Menon et al 2001; Wencel et al 2002). In low load n-back tasks, both groups have
performed equivalently, but patients have shown slower response times or more errors relative to
controls (Honey et al 2002; Weinberger et al 1996).
6.2.1.2.2 Frontal lobes
A number of studies have also shown normal DLPFC activation at low levels of n-back, but deficient
activation of the same area (frequently in the right hemisphere) with increasing difficulty on this task,
which is suggestive of patients achieving peak activation in this area before controls (Callicott et al
1998; Jansma et al 2004; Menon et al 2001; Perlstein et al 2001). Stevens et al (1998) showed no
differences between controls and patients in the DLPFC during a word and tone serial position task,
but the authors attributed this to the robust sub-vocal rehearsal component to this task (Stevens et al
1998). Similar deficits have also been demonstrated on visuo-spatial working memory for happy and
sad faces task and a digit recognition task (Manoach et al 2000; Manoach et al 1999; Quintana et al
2003), while increased DLPFC activation in patients has also been inversely correlated with task
performance (Manoach et al 2000; Manoach et al 1999). These findings suggest that the increased
recruitment of the DLPFC in patients reflects greater effort to perform the working memory task
equivalently to controls, albeit often in slower time and with greater errors. However, as load and
hence difficulty increases, DLPFC recruitment declines. This could reflect the exceeding of working
memory capacity. Indeed, matching the performance of patients and controls (i.e. comparing controls
at 3-back to patients at 2-back) has in some instances resulted in a loss of the DLPFC difference
(Jansma et al 2004; Perlstein et al 2001), suggesting that this is a normal response to increasing task
demand. Callicott et al (2003) showed frontal areas of both increased and decreased activation in
schizophrenics with normal n-back performance, whereas poor patient performance was characterised
by frontal decreases alone (Callicott 2003). More recently, Thermenos et al (2004) demonstrated
increased right BA10 and left BA46 activity in schizophrenic patients relative to controls during a 2-
back working memory task, after co-varying for IQ and task accuracy. IFC activation has also been
demonstrated as defective in patients relative to controls during a word serial position task, suggesting
that the articulatory processing aspect of verbal working memory may be deficient in schizophrenia
(Stevens et al 1998; Wexler et al 2000). This is especially interesting given that the same language
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related area is not impaired in patients relative to controls during verbal fluency tasks (Fletcher et al
1996; Frith et al 1995). Therefore, the rehearsal but not the generation of verbal material may result in
reduced activation at this location. However, Wexler et al (2001) demonstrated that this response
impairment was reversible in schizophrenia patients who received training on the Word Serial
Position Task over 10 weeks. This implies that familiarity with a task improves performance and thus
normalises frontal response (Wexler et al 2000). In an analysis of n-back performance in
schizophrenic patients over time, Mendrek et al (2004) showed an over-activation of several regions
including the DLPFC at baseline scanning in the 0-back versus rest contrast compared to controls, but
a reduced activation relative to controls in the 2-back versus 0-back contrast. At the second scanning
session, patients also showed increased response relative to controls in the LDLPFC during 0 back,
but less during the 2-back condition. Moreover, while the difference in activation of regions during 2-
back relative to 0-back was marked, and reflected the response to increased load, patients showed
equivalent activation in both conditions (though still less than controls during 2-back). This pattern
characterises well the hypothesised non-linear inverted U shaped response of the DLPFC. This may
be shifted slightly leftwards in schizophrenics, leading to the breach of capacity limits at an earlier
stage than in healthy controls (Mendrek et al 2004).
6.2.1.2.3 Parietal lobes
Along with deficient DLPFC response with increasing working memory load in patients, evidence
also supports an over activation of the parietal lobes, with increased IPL sulcus response (BA40)
(Callicott et al 2000; Callicott et al 1998; Jansma et al 2004; Thermenos et al 2004a) and greater
bilateral PPL activation correlated positively with response time (Honey et al 2002). This corresponds
with the notion that this area is critical for phonological storage, and increased effort through
enhanced phonological processing may be required in patients as task demands rise. Moreover,
Menon et al (2001) showed deficient DLPFC, IPL and superior parietal activation during the n-back
task in schizophrenics. This implies that both areas are capacity constrained, and the IPL also
deactivates when the working memory load limit is reached (Menon et al 2001). Quintana et al (2003)
also demonstrated greater bilateral PPL activity in schizophrenic patients relative to controls during
the anticipatory condition of a working memory task, which demanded retention and anticipation of
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visuo-spatial cues (i.e. line faces and coloured circles) for successful identification of targets. Given
the additional decreased DLPFC activation in this condition, PPL activation was described as
compensatory to reduced frontal cortex function. The lack of evidence for structural deficits in the
posterior parietal lobes in schizophrenia, suggests that hyper activity may reflect compensation to
frontal lobe deficiencies (Quintana et al 2003).
6.2.1.2.4 Cerebellum
Mendrek et al (2004) showed more persistent abnormalities of function in the left cerebral hemisphere
and right cerebellum, but more transient abnormalities associated with the acute psychotic state in the
right cerebral hemisphere and left cerebellum in schizophrenics (i.e. normalised over time with
medication and remittance of symptoms), across two fMRI n-back task sessions. This reflects the
contralateral connections between the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum mediated by the thalamus.
The additional evidence for thalamic dysfunction in this patient sample supports evidence for
cognitive dysmetria in schizophrenia, which describes the dysconnectivity in the fronto-thalamic-
cerebellar network (Andreasen et al 1996; Crespo-Facorro et al 1999; Mendrek et al 2004).
6.2.2 Functional imaging of verbal encoding
Verbal episodic encoding tasks demand the intentional memorisation of material in order to facilitate
later recall. Superficial encoding is the processing of words based on their perceptual properties (i.e.
counting number of T letters in words). Deep processing is learning based on meaningful
associations, will normally facilitate better recall and will often be self initiated during encoding tasks
as a strategy for more effective recall. Levels of processing paradigms manipulate encoding processes
to allow for (1) elucidation of brain areas recruited during the encoding task itself, (2) a comparison of
activations associated with recall following specific forms of encoding (i.e. semantic or repetitious
versus superficial encoding, such as perceptual word judgements), or (3) a comparison of successful
(i.e. recalled correctly) versus unsuccessful (i.e. recalled incorrectly) encoding (Cabeza and Nyberg
2000; Demb et al 1995; Gabrieli 1998). Semantic processing is also apparent in incidental or
unintentional learning tasks (i.e. tasks where material is processed without explicit request for later
recall, e.g. word classification tasks).
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6.2.2.1 Functional imaging of verbal encoding in healthy volunteers
6.2.2.1.1 Frontal lobes
Increased left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLFC; BA45/47) activation, unrelated to task difficulty,
during deep relative to superficial verbal encoding, has previously been demonstrated in healthy
volunteers (Demb et al 1995; Fletcher and Henson 2001; Gabrieli 1998; Pilgrim et al 2002).
Moreover, this left hemisphere activation is coincident with a left lateralisation for language (Gabrieli
1998). Left VLFC activation has also been shown to decrease during retrieval following semantic
repetition priming, or repeated word presentation at encoding and may represent an experience
induced plasticity resulting in the updating of semantic knowledge (Demb et al 1995; Gabrieli 1998).
Shallice et al (1994) showed that reduction in left anterior VLFC rCBF occurred during verbal
learning in the presence of a motor distractor task, which resulted in poor cued recall (Shallice et al
1994). Wagner et al (1998) showed greater left posterior VLFC activation during the encoding of
words that were recalled with confidence relative to those that were subsequently forgotten (Wagner
et al 1998). This implies a role for this area in successful verbal encoding and others have
hypothesised that this may relate to the generation of semantic or contextual attributes of an item
during learning, thus facilitating successful recall (Fletcher and Henson 2001; Simons and Spiers
2003). Fletcher and Henson (2001) describe the anterior VLFC as important in semantic memory
retrieval (i.e. word generation tasks). The more posterior VLFC areas, including Broca's area (BA44)
may be involved in the online holding of verbal material (sub-vocal rehearsal), while selection of
responses, especially in tasks with high levels of competition (i.e. similar distractors, proactive
interference), may involve both VLFC and additional recruitment of the DLPFC (Fletcher and Henson
2001).
Retrieval following deep relative to shallow processing has been shown to induce more accurate recall
(Gabrieli 1998). In a blocked fMRI experiment, Buckner et al (1998a) used deep processing to induce
high levels of success and low levels of effort, and shallow processing to induce low levels of success
and high levels of effort, at recognition. Bilateral anterior insula and left DLPFC activations were
apparent during retrieval following shallow encoding, whereas activation in the right anterior
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prefrontal cortex (APFC; BA10), a fronto-polar area anterior to the IFC, was apparent during retrieval,
post deep processing. The authors tentatively suggested that right APFC might therefore be specific
to retrieval success, although equally this could reflect the conscious recollection of deeply processed
words (Buckner and Koutstaal 1998). Grasby et al (2001) also showed right APFC activation during
retrieval, but following both semantic and non-semantic encoding of pictures and words (Grasby et al
2001). The lack of impact of encoding style in this instance may be due to the fact that items were re¬
presented in the same format as during encoding, minimalising the extent of search required, or
reflective of effortful conscious recollection.
6.2.2.1.2 Temporal lobes
The left medial temporal lobe (MTL) is involved in a network of left lateralised brain regions
activated during verbal encoding, but shows bilateral activation during non-verbal encoding.
Evidence suggests MTL recruitment is particularly prominent during the detection of new
information. In a blocked fMRI picture encoding and retrieval task, both Gabrieli et al (1997) and
Stem et al (1996) demonstrated increased bilateral posterior MTL activation (i.e. parahippocampal
gyrus (PHG)), in relation to novel pictures relative to familiar pictures (Schacter and Wagner 1999).
Conversely, Ranganath et al (2001) showed mainly right anterior hippocampus activation during the
maintenance (i.e. delay period prior to retrieval condition) of novel relative to familiar faces
(Ranganath and D'Esposito 2001), while Saykin et al (1999) showed increased left anterior
hippocampal activation during the processing of novel relative to familiar words (Saykin et al 1999).
Daselaar et al (2004) demonstrated activation of the left MTL (i.e. PHG and hippocampal formation),
during both successful word encoding and recognition of the same words. However, the left anterior
MTL (i.e. entorhinal cortex) was only activated during encoding (Daselaar et al 2004b). The PHG is
thought to sub-serve memory formation and reactivation of memory traces, and several other studies
have also shown left parahippocampal activation during successful retrieval of context (Dobbins et al
2003). The entorhinal cortex may be exclusively involved in the detection of novel stimuli. This is
supported by evidence from studies in monkeys, which identified a group of cells in the entorhinal
cortex region of the monkey brain to be sensitive to stimuli novelty (Xiang and Brown 1998 as cited
in (Daselaar et al 2004b)). A number of studies reported by Henson et al (2003) show a smaller
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response elicited in the anterior MTL during old relative to new word discrimination (Henson et al
2003). Similarly, Dolan and Fletcher (1997) showed a stepwise increase in the left MTL response
(i.e. PHG and hippocampal formation) with category-exemplar word pair associates (i.e. dog-boxer)
of increasing novelty (i.e. old-old; old-new; new-old; new-new), also suggesting sensitivity to
contextual novelty (Dolan and Fletcher 1997; Schacter and Wagner 1999).
Other evidence suggests the MTL response extends beyond basic novelty detection. Saykin et al
(1999) showed increased left posterior PHG activation during the processing of familiar relative to
novel words, although greater left anterior MTL activation has been demonstrated in deep relative to
shallow word processing in both intentional and incidental verbal encoding tasks (Demb et al 1995;
Martin 1999; Otten et al 2001; Saykin et al 1999; Wagner et al 1998). In a PET study during an
encoding task, strength of left MTL activity was shown to vary as a function of meaning, and
subsequent memory for an item was directly related to the strength of MTL activation during
encoding (Martin 1999; Schacter and Wagner 1999; Wagner et al 1998). Similarly, Davachi et al
(2003) showed hippocampus and posterior PHG activity during encoding to be predictive of later
source recollection (i.e. consciously recalling the context surrounding the item) (Davachi et al 2003).
The impact of MTL activation during encoding, on the later recollection of aspects of context for
items learned, suggests the posterior MTL may also have a role in the binding together of attributes of
a learning event during the formation of an episodic memory (Desranges et al 1998). Furthermore, the
interconnection between the MTL and PFC suggests that these regions might act in concert to receive
and maintain information during verbal processing. It is clear that the MTL has a complex
involvement in the process of learning, exacerbated by the likely functional dissociation within limbic
structures such as the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, and the varied recruitment identified
by PET and fMRI across cognitive tasks.
6.2.2.1.3 Cerebellum
Although the cerebellum receives less attention than other brain regions commonly activated during
memory tasks, a small number of studies do show cerebellar response during verbal encoding in
healthy volunteers. Lidaka et al (2000) showed right cerebellar coincident with left prefrontal BOLD
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response, while Busatto et al (1997) showed left cerebellar activity and Fernandez et al (1998)
bilateral cerebellar activation during word encoding (Busatto and Fernandez as cited by (Cabeza and
Nyberg 2000; Iidaka et al 2000). This may again be a reflection of the contralateral interconnections
between the cerebellum and the prefrontal, temporal and parietal lobes.
6.2.2.2 Functional imaging of verbal encoding in schizophrenia
6.2.2.2.1 Behavioural performance
Several functional imaging studies have shown that schizophrenic patients benefit from deep
processing (i.e. semantic encoding). Crespo Faccoro et al (2001) showed no differences between
groups in recognition performance of well learned (i.e. one week prior to experiment) and novel
words, Hofer et al (2003) showed high recognition performance in both acute and remitted
schizophrenic patients and controls following a semantic encoding task relative to rest (i.e. like versus
dislike & rest), while Kubicki et al (2003) (i.e. abstract versus concrete & upper versus lower case)
and Heckers et al (1998) (i.e. counting word meanings & counting word T junctions) showed better
performance following deep relative to shallow encoding in both patients and controls (Crespo-
Facorro et al 2001; Heckers et al 1998; Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al 2003b; Kubicki et al 2003).
However, usage of information during encoding may be different between patients and controls.
Jennings et al (1998) showed equivalent performance in patients and controls during a perceptual
judgement task, but a significant difference between groups in accuracy on a category judgement task,
while Ragland et al (2004) noted that patients subjectively reported using fewer associations than
controls during an intentional verbal encoding task (Jennings et al 1998; Ragland et al 2004). During
a verbal list learning task, Nohara et al (2000) presented participants with three word lists of varying
inherent semantic organisation, of which participants were not informed: random (i.e. no relationship
between words); blocked (i.e. words fit into 1 of 4 possible exemplar categories); and semi-blocked
(i.e. contains some words from previous exemplar categories randomly intermixed). Patients recalled
fewer words across all three lists than controls. However, although controls showed recall
improvement from random to semi-blocked to blocked lists, the performance of the patients on the
random and semi-blocked lists did not differ. This suggests that the majority of schizophrenic patients
did not spontaneously utilise the implicit semantic structure of the semi-blocked list to the same extent
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as controls (Nohara et al 2000). Similarly, Hazlett et al (2000) showed patients to exhibit less
semantic clustering, greater serial ordering and more intrusions than controls during list learning
across five trials in schizophrenic patients (Hazlett et al 2000). These findings are consistent with the
previously reviewed neuropsychological evidence for encoding deficits in schizophrenia.
6.2.2.2.2 Frontal lobes
In patients compared to controls, differences in prefrontal (PFC) activation during deep encoding,
between recall following deep and shallow processing or during intentional encoding without strategy
instruction, imply that patients may be acquiring information differently from or less effectively than
controls. During a semantic encoding condition, Jennings et al (1998) and Hofer et al (2003) showed
decreased right APFC (BA9/10) response in patients relative to controls. This is surprising given that
the hemispheric encoding/retrieval asymmetry model (HERA) implicates left lateralised PFC
activation during verbal encoding and right PFC activation during retrieval. However, this may be
due to words that induce high levels of imagery or to material that is already familiar to participants,
and more speculatively could be indicative of the usage of a different encoding strategy in the control
group relative to the patients (Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al 2003b; Jennings et al 1998). Kubicki et
al (2003) showed decreased bilateral BA45 response in patients relative to controls, suggestive of
reduced semantic processing during the encoding of words in the patient group (Hofer et al 2003b;
Jennings et al 1998; Kubicki et al 2003). While Kubicki et al (2003) showed increased cingulate
gyrus activation in patients during semantic relative to perceptual processing, Hofer et al (2003)
showed reduced AC (BA32) response in patients relative to controls during their semantic encoding
relative to rest condition, and Nohara et al (2000) showed reduced AC rCBF during the encoding of
lists of different semantic structure relative to verbal repetition. The levels of cingulate activity in the
groups during the different control conditions, could possibly explain these differences. Hazlett et al
(2000) showed increased serial ordering during list learning to be associated with decreased rGMR in
the left middle and left inferior frontal gyrus, and left and right precentral gyrus (Hazlett et al 2000;
Kubicki et al 2003).
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During recall following deep processing (minus recall following shallow processing), Heckers et al
(1998) showed increased rCBF in the right prefrontal cortex (RPFC; BA10) in patients relative to
controls. Greater RPFC activation may reflect effort, especially when the patients showed greater
accuracy for shallow than for deeply processed words. Similarly, impaired hippocampal activation for
the same contrast implies difficulties in conscious recollection of words that should have been deeply
encoded (Heckers et al 1998). Interestingly, Ino et al (2004) showed RPFC activation to be negatively
correlated with correct recall in healthy participants during an auditory verbal encoding and retrieval
task (Ino et al 2004).
During encoding of word lists of varying semantic structure, Nohara et al (2000) showed less rCBF in
the left IFC, whilst during the control verbal repetition task patients showed decreased rCBF in the
right middle frontal gyrus. This suggests that the impaired semantic processing (apparent from the
behavioural results), may be correlated with reduced left IFC activation, compared to the controls
(Nohara et al 2000). The application of semantic structure to a list will facilitate later recall, and has
previously been associated with left IFC activation in healthy controls (Fletcher et al 1998 as cited in
(Nohara et al 2000). During a PET encoding and retrieval task, Ragland et al (2001) asked
participants to look at words as they were individually presented, try to remember them and then press
a button. During encoding, patients showed reduced left IFC (BA45) and superior frontal gyrus (BA8
and 9) rCBF relative to controls. Ragland et al (2001) suggest that patients have used working
memory to maintain words online in order to perform the recognition task to the same level as
controls. However, again, reduced left BA45 activation may reflect a lack of semantic processing
relative to that which may have been self initiated by the controls (Ragland et al 2001). More
generally, both Hofer et al (2003) and Ragland et al (2001) suggest that less prefrontal activation in
the patient groups relative to controls during deep encoding, may be evidence for impaired executive
control (Hofer et al 2003b; Ragland et al 2001).
6.2.2.2.3 Temporal lobes
Temporal lobe recruitment also appears to be abnormal in schizophrenic patients compared to
controls. During a comparison of deep encoding, Hofer et al (2003) (i.e. like or dislike word decision
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task) showed less lateral temporal (BA21) activation in acute patients (Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al
2003b). Reduced lateral temporal (BA21) activity, which was attributed to impaired semantic
processing, was also shown by Ganguli et al (1997) in an auditory verbal suprapspan task, and
considered consistent with frontal cortex failed executive control (Fletcher et al 1998; Ganguli et al
1997; Kubicki et al 2003), During an intentional encoding task (i.e. explicitly asking participants to
try and remember words), Ragland et al (2001) showed reduced superior temporal gyrus
(STG)(BA38) activation, while Jennings et al (1998) showed reduced right middle temporal lobe
(BA22) activation, but greater right STG activation (BA22) during a living versus non-living word
classification task in patients relative to controls. There were no differences between groups in the
left STG. However, the functional interactions between the STG and the left IFC (BA45) and left AC
(BA32) showed negative correlations, compared to positive associations in the control group. The
authors suggest that despite not impacting negatively on performance in this instance, the poor
functional connectivity between these networks may be reflected as an inability to flexibly respond to
increasing task demands during tasks that are more difficult. During a semantic encoding task (i.e.
abstract or concrete word classification task) Kubicki et al (2003) showed increased STG activation
concomitant with reduced left IFC activation (Hofer et al 2003b; Jennings et al 1998; Kubicki et al
2003; Ragland et al 2001). A failure of STG deactivation in schizophrenic patients was previously
shown in a PET study of graded word list recall (Fletcher et al 1998). Fletcher et al (1998) suggest
that 'over-elaboration of verbal information', or hyper-activation of semantic representations may be
due to an over activation of the STG in schizophrenia, coincident with a failure of PFC executive
mediation (Fletcher et al 1998).
6.2.2.2.4 Medial temporal lobes
Several studies also show an abnormal response of the hippocampus during encoding or during recall
following encoding in patients relative to controls. Heckers et al (1998) showed less right anterior
hippocampal activation in patients during recall following deep processing, but the opposite for recall
following shallow processing, and no difference between deficit and non-deficit patient groups.
Jessen et al (2003) showed less left anterior hippocampus activation during deep encoding, and
increased right anterior hippocampal activation following the presentation of novel words, while
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Barch et al (2002) showed impaired left anterior hippocampus and PHG activation during both an
intentional encoding and working memory task (i.e. 2-back) in schizophrenic patients relative to
controls. This pattern of results suggests a lateralisation in the hippocampus during encoding and
retrieval (left for encoding and right for retrieval) along with reduced anterior hippocampus activation
in patients in instances of encoding which requires 'semantic processing' or the retrieval of the
semantic properties of items. With respect to the literature in healthy volunteers, this region may be
linked to temporary maintenance of verbal information, the initial process of feature binding during a
learning event or novelty detection (Barch and al 2002; Heckers et al 1998; Jessen et al 2003).
6.2.2.2.5 Parietal lobes
There is little evidence to suggest dysfunctional parietal response during encoding in schizophrenia.
However, during the semantic encoding relative to baseline condition, Kubicki et al (2003) showed
hyper-activation in patients relative to controls in a cluster extending from the left STG to the left
inferior parietal lobes. This left parietal response was active in patients during both the non-semantic
and semantic encoding condition, suggesting it was not specifically related to the accessing of
semantic information (Kubick et al 2003). In addition to the increased activation in the frontal and
temporal areas in patients during these conditions, Kubicki et al (2003) asserted that the accessing and
storage of semantic and non semantic information was supported by the network of these regions, and
a hyper-activation of this network may well reflect a disturbance in semantic memory. Ragland et al
(2004) showed no differential activation in the left inferior parietal lobe (BA40) in patients relative to
controls during encoding. However, patients did show left inferior parietal activation in the patient
within group maps for the encoding of correctly recognised words, a region not activated for the same
contrast in controls.
6.2.3 Functional imaging of verbal retrieval
The Burgess and Shallice (1996) model of episodic retrieval describes it as a two stage process: (1)
identification and specification of retrieval cues and (2) monitoring of information retrieved with the
aid of those cues. Functional imaging of episodic retrieval tasks typically involves the active recall of
information that has been intentionally learned (i.e. word list learning task) when represented among
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similar novel distractor items (i.e. old words versus new words) or following a cue (i.e. stem
completion). This is normally through forced choice recognition tasks in order to minimise speech
and movement during scanning. Investigation of the neural correlates underlying retrieval success and
effort are fundamental issues in the cognitive neuroscience of memory. Furthermore, an
understanding of these neural correlates can aid in informing investigations of similar processes in the
brains of schizophrenic patients
6.2.3.1 Functional imaging of verbal retrieval in healthy volunteers
6.2.3.1.1 Frontal lobes
In healthy participants, a large number of studies demonstrate an increased response in the right APFC
(BA10) during verbal episodic retrieval tasks. Using an event-related fMRI encoding and retrieval
task, Buckner et al (1998a) showed activation in the right APFC for correctly recalled items (correct
recognition and rejection), while Cabeza et al (2000) showed right APFC activation during a verbal
retrieval task shortly before the presentation of a retrieval cue. Henson et al (1999) and (2000)
showed a late bilateral anterior PFC activation during old versus new word recollection, while
LDLPFC showed greater activation during correct low relative to correct high confidence recollection
judgements (Buckner et al 1998a; Cabeza and Nyberg 2000; Henson et al 2000; Henson et al 1999a).
Although right APFC activation during retrieval has since been characterised as an indicator of
retrieval mode, where novel items are used to cue information about studied items, Henson et al
(1999) also suggested that increased activation in this area might be analogous to a failure to
consciously recollect the learning event associated with an item, prior to making a response based on
familiarity. The recruitment of the right APFC later in time than other regions may additionally
reflect it's involvement in a 'post' retrieval verification and monitoring of recovered items (Buckner et
al 1998a; Rugg et al 1999; Rugg et al 1998) (Lepage 2000 as cited in (Dobbins et al 2003). Henson et
al (2000) have also proposed a functional dissociation in the dorsolateral (DLPFC; BA 9/46),
ventrolateral (VLFC; BA44/45/47) and anterior (APFC; BA10) frontal lobe sub-regions during verbal
episodic retrieval (Henson et al 1999a). The DLPFC, which has previously been linked to the process
of monitoring during working memory, may also be involved in the monitoring and maintenance of
recently retrieved information, while the VLFC is described as responsible for response organisation,
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based on the explicit retrieval of information from posterior association cortices. In order to
demonstrate support for this theory, Henson et al (1999) used a verbal encoding and retrieval task
manipulating types of encoding and retrieval. During encoding participants were instructed to
remember the orientation or temporal position of some words presented in one of two lists. During
retrieval, the 'inclusion' condition required recognition of whether or not a word had appeared
previously, whereas the 'exclusion' condition required identification of the context in which the word
had been encoded (i.e. spatial or temporal). Both DLPFC and VLFC were active during the
'exclusion' and 'inclusion' retrieval conditions. However, while the VLFC response was of equal
magnitude in both conditions (and therefore insensitive to task instructions), the DLPFC response was
greatest in the exclusion condition, reflective of a demand related recruitment (Henson et al 1999b).
6.2.3.1.2 Parietal lobes
Fletcher et al (1995) were among the first authors to identify activation in the posterior medial parietal
lobe (at or near the precuneus) during episodic retrieval. While additional anterior medial parietal
areas have also been reported during retrieval (Buckner et al 1996), the specific role of either of these
regions was previously unclear, although authors did suggest they may be imagery related. Activation
of the precuneus during retrieval of both auditory and visual, and both imaginable and abstract
material, also suggests it may be a multimodal association area (Krause et al 1999). Coincident with
LAPFC activation, Konishi et al (2000) showed left lateral and medial parietal activations in
volunteers during correct recognition versus correct rejection of a verbal encoding and retrieval task
(Konishi et al 2000). Henson et al (1999) and Dobbins et al (2003) both showed activation of a
similar lateral parietal area during conscious source recollection (on the lateral border of the precuneus
(BA19) in the former study, and including the supramarginal and angular gyrus in the latter study)
(Dobbins et al 2003; Henson et al 1999a). Saykin et al (1999) showed activation of the left PPL
during recognition of familiar relative to novel words, while Grady et al (2001) showed increased
response in the bilateral IPL, an area normally recruited during short-term verbal working memory
tasks (Grady et al 2001; Saykin et al 1999).
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6.2.3.1.3 Temporal lobes
Medial temporal lobe (MTL) activation has previously been inconsistently demonstrated in functional
imaging memory studies. This is perhaps due to the more likely MTL response during learning tasks
that emphasise complex and meaningful associations between items, and in which the MTL have been
shown to be critical to both encoding and retrieval processes. Daselaar et al (2004) demonstrated
activation of the left MTL, including the PHG and hippocampal formation, during both successful
word encoding and recognition of the same words (Daselaar et al 2004b). Similarly, Cabeza et al
(2001) showed hippocampal activation during verbal true and false recognition and greater PHG
activation for true than for false information (Cabeza et al 2001). This implicates the hippocampus in
the activation of semantic information, and suggests a PHG involvement in the accessing of
perceptual information (i.e. original features of a learned event). The PHG is thought to sub-serve
memory formation and reactivation of memory traces, and several other studies have also shown left
PHG (Dobbins et al 2003) and right PHG activation during successful retrieval of episode context
(Eldridge et al 2000). Similarly, in a contrast of correct recognition and correct rejection during a
verbal encoding and recognition task, Eldridge et al (2001) showed activation in the left
fusiform/PHG (Daselaar et al 2001). This further supports the notion that the posterior MTL may be
responsible for the reinstatement of the contextual features comprising a learned event, while the
anterior MTL may act as a temporary store for retrieved semantic information.
6.2.3.1.4 Cerebellum
The cerebellum has been more consistently associated with verbal retrieval than encoding tasks in
healthy volunteers. Schacter et al (1996) showed left cerebellar activation in both high and low cued
recall conditions (high based on deeply encoded words, and low based on superficially encoded
words) relative to baseline, in healthy volunteers (Schacter et al 1996a). Grasby et al (1993) showed
cerebellar activity in healthy volunteers during both a sub-span (5 word lists heard in scanner) and
supra-span recall task (15 word list heard in scanner) (Grasby et al 1993). Several other cued recall
tasks (i.e. Petrides et al 1995, Backman et al 1997 as cited by(Desranges et al 1998)) have shown left
cerebellar activation in healthy volunteers, while free recall tasks have shown mainly bilateral
responses in this area (Desranges et al 1998). Conversely, Andreasen et al (1999) showed right lateral
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cerebellar activity concomitant with left thalamic, frontal and parietal rCBF increase during the
conscious free retrieval of an episodic memory in healthy volunteers (Desranges et al 1998).
Desmond et al (1997) has hypothesised that superior cerebellar activation represents input from the
articulatory control system in the frontal lobes, whereas posterior vermis activation may be associated
with input from the phonological store in temporo-parietal areas. The cerebellum may be actively
involved in the feed forward loop of information in the monitoring and retrieval of memories
(Desmond et al 1997).
6.2.3.2 Functional imaging of verbal retrieval in schizophrenics
6.2.3.2.1 Behavioural performance
Behavioural performance on word recall tasks in schizophrenia is often mixed. This is understandable
given the differences in encoding conditions, length, and nature of delay between encoding and
retrieval, form of retrieval (i.e. free recall, cued recall or recognition) and the amounts of material to
be recalled. Performance differences are therefore often due to differences in the levels of task
difficulty. However, in functional imaging studies it is generally preferential to equate performance
between patients and controls in order that ensuing response differences might be attributed to brain
dysfunction, rather than poorer task performance, or unequal levels of perceived task difficulty.
Several studies have demonstrated no differences in task performance between groups during
imaging. Hofer et al (2003) showed high recognition performance during the presentation of 25
targets and 25 similar foils, in both acute and remitted schizophrenic patients and controls following a
50 item deep encoding task (Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al 2003b). Crespo-Faccoro et al (1999)
showed no differences in a 15-word list free recall task of practiced or novel words (novel words
presented 1 minute prior to spoken recall), and Ragland et al (2001) showed equivalent performance
(although increased guesses in patients) in patients and controls during a 20-word recognition task
(words were presented twice at least 15 minutes prior to recognition among 20 foils) (Crespo-Facorro
et al 1999; Ragland et al 2001). However, several tasks show a reduction in the performance of
patients with increasing task difficulty. Ragland et al (2004) altered their original task by increasing
words by ten and placing a distractor task (i.e. n-back) between the encoding and recognition
conditions, thus preventing word maintenance and rehearsal (Ragland et al 2004). Consequently,
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patients showed greater difficulty than controls in correctly recognising than correctly rejecting items.
Gur et al (1994) and Weiss et al (2004) also showed poorer recognition specificity (i.e. ability to reject
word as novel) relative to sensitivity (i.e. ability to recognise word as familiar) in patients relative to
controls. However, in Gur et al (1994), despite only 20 target words, their presentation among 80
similar foils may have made rejection of foils more difficult. This may be due to patients basing their
recognition judgements on word familiarity, rather than explicit recollection. Weiss et al (2004)
presented 80 targets among 80 foils (a larger number than in other studies), and encoding and
recognition conditions were separated by a 15 minute delay period, both of which may have made the
task more demanding (Gur et al 1994; Weiss et al 2004a). Similarly, in a graded word list recall task
(varying from 1-12 items), Fletcher et al (1998) showed normal recall up to four words in patients,
after which performance deteriorated relative to controls (Fletcher et al 1998). Barch et al (2002)
showed poorer and slower recognition of words and faces in patients relative to controls, although
both groups showed superior recall for verbal over non-verbal material (Barch and al 2002). Ganguli
et al (1997) showed poorer free recall for the most recent words on a 12 word list relative to controls,
but intact memory for words at the start of the list, suggesting intact long-term but poorer short-term
verbal memory than controls (Ganguli et al 1997). Reduced spontaneous recall of information was
also demonstrated by Andreasen et al (1996), who showed significantly poorer spoken recall of a
novel story (administered 1 minute prior to scan) but no differences in memory for a practiced story
(learned 1 week prior to scan and refreshed prior to entering scanner), in patients relative to controls
(Andreasen et al 1997).
6.2.3.2.2 Frontal lobes
Several studies of word recall and recognition have shown reduced DLPFC, IFC and AC activation in
schizophrenia patients relative to controls. In Hofer et al (2003) acute and remitted patients showed
significantly less BOLD response in the bilateral DLPFC (BA9 & BA46) and right cingulate gyrus
(BA32) when compared to controls (Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al 2003b). Crespo-Faccoro et al
(1999) showed decreased rCBF in the left DLPFC and bilateral medial frontal cortex during practiced
word recall and in the left IFC and right AC during novel word recall (Crespo-Facorro et al 1999).
Fletcher et al (1998) showed the left DLPFC (BA46) to be continually activated in controls
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throughout a graded list recall task, and patients with and without memory impairment showed similar
activation in the recall of up to 4 words, beyond which point this area showed a decrease in activation
in patients, presumably associated with task difficulty (Fletcher et al 1998). Barch et al (2002)
reported reduced right DLPFC (BA9) activation in patients relative to controls during both a working
memory (i.e. 2-back task) and recognition task. Barch et al (2002) suggest that although the left
DLPFC is normally associated with monitoring and maintenance, the right DLPFC may have a similar
role in this instance, by guiding the selection of strategy for the task. However, left DLPFC may be
more common in verbal tasks due to the left lateralisation for language. This right hemisphere
activation was specific to the working memory and recognition conditions, irrespective of material
type. As such, the visuo-spatial nature of the n-back working memory task and the combination of
words and faces for the recognition tasks may have resulted in greater right hemisphere activity.
Interestingly, unlike controls, patients also failed to show significantly greater activation in the left
1FC for word relative to face recognition, despite being an area typically associated with verbal recall
(Barch and al 2002). Ganguli et al (1997) also showed smaller rCBF increases in patients relative to
controls in the bilateral DLPFC and right AC during supra-span fist recall versus fixation, while
Ragland et al (2001) showed decreased rCBF in the left IFC (BA45), left middle frontal gyrus
(BA8/9), and right AC (BA32) during recognition in patients relative to controls (patients minus
controls contrasts were not computed) (Ganguli et al 1997; Ragland et al 2001). During an event-
related fMRI encoding and recognition task, Ragland et al (2004) showed less right DLPFC (BA 9) in
patients relative to controls during correct recognition relative to correct rejection, while patients
exhibited a greater bilateral response in the OFC (BA 11) and left SFC (BA 8). An absence of right
DLPFC (BA9) on the within group maps of patients during correct recognition suggests that poor
correct rejection may in part be attributable to a failure in retrieval monitoring normally ascribed to
this brain region. These findings also differ from the previous study (2001) in that the left middle
frontal gyrus (BA8/9) activity appears normal, and the previous reduced activation in the mesial
temporal cortex appears greater in patients than controls (Ragland et al 2004). These differences may
be indicative of differences in neuroimaging techniques. Alternatively, the latter paradigm's inclusion
of a distractor task and increased time between encoding and retrieval may have altered the demands
of the memory task and ensuing activations. Interestingly, Hofer et al (2003) showed increased
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bilateral APFC (BA10) and left sensorimotor cortex (BA6) activation in acute schizophrenic patients
relative to controls during word recognition following a deep encoding task. Given the small
intervening period between encoding and recognition conditions, patients may have held the
semantically processed information in working memory briefly before engaging retrieval processes.
The authors therefore attribute the greater right APFC activation in patients to retrieval success.
Flowever, this activation may also be due to response uncertainty, and enhanced monitoring processes
prior to selection (Hofer et al 2003b). Andreasen et al (1996) showed reduced rCBF in patients
relative to controls, in the left anterior and right medial frontal lobes during the practiced story recall
task (on which performance in both groups was not significantly different). During the novel story
recall task frontal rCBF deficits were only apparent in the left frontal operculum and AC (Andreasen
et al 1996).
6.2.3.2.3 Temporal lobes
Andreasen et al (1996) showed no temporal lobe rCBF deficits in patients relative to controls during a
practiced story recall task. However, during the novel story recall task, patients showed less rCBF in
the bilateral anterior temporal lobes and AC (Andreasen et al 1996). Both Hofer et al (2003) and
Ganguli et al (1997) showed reduced lateral temporal cortex (BA21/22) activation in patients relative
to controls during recognition and recall respectively. This temporal region may be linked to semantic
processing, given that Wernicke's area (BA21/22) is reportedly the loci of stored information relating
to the meanings and semantic properties of words (Ganguli et al 1997; Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al
2003b). Barch et al (2002) showed no significant difference between left temporal activation for word
recognition relative to face recognition, despite a significantly greater activation for this region in this
contrast for controls. This is possibly evidence for a diminished laterality for language in the patient
group. In the same way, it may also reflect greater dysfunction in the left hemisphere brain networks
supporting verbal processing (Barch and al 2002; Gur et al 1994). In Fletcher et al (1998) the STG
showed a task related decrease in controls, unlike the linear increase in activation in this area in
patients, which was unrelated to the performance of the task (Fletcher et al 1998). Furthermore, in the
same task, Fletcher et al (1999) showed PFC and AC activity to significantly predict STG activation
decrease in controls, although this pattern was not apparent in the patients. The authors suggest that
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the interaction between the PFC and AC might modify activity in the STG. The functional deficits
demonstrated in schizophrenia may be related to the failed interaction or connectivity between frontal
and temporal regions and the AC (Fletcher et al 1999). This corresponds to a finding in Jennings et al
(1998), showing negative effective functional connectivity between the left IFC, left AC and left STG
in patients, the opposite pattern to that shown in controls. This further supports the notion that
schizophrenia is characterised by abnormal fronto-temporal connectivity, mediated in part by AC
activity (Jennings et al 1998).
6.2.3.2.4 Medial temporal lobes
Ragland et al (2001) showed reduced mesial-temporal activation in patients relative to controls during
recognition, while in Ragland et al (2004) patients showed increased PHG activation compared to
controls during correct recognition relative to correct rejection. This is an unexpected finding, given
that PHG involvement in retrieval in healthy volunteers is normally associated with retrieval of
contextual features of a learning event. This region was not apparent in either of the within group
maps for this contrast, suggesting that it is the result of an interaction effect (Ragland et al 2001;
Ragland et al 2004). Jessen et al (2003) showed less bilateral hippocampal activation during word
recognition in patients relative to controls, and Weiss et al (2004) demonstrated bilateral hippocampal
activation in both old and new events relative to baseline in both groups. However, there was greater
right posterior hippocampal response in patients during old relative to new events, a response not
apparent in controls. Conversely, controls, but not patients showed increased right anterior
hippocampal response during new relative to old events. Weiss et al (2004) suggest that the
correlation in patients only, between false alarm rate and right hippocampal activation, implies
impaired novelty detection in this patient group (Jessen et al 2003; Weiss et al 2004a).
6.2.3.2.5 Parietal lobes
Ragland et al (2004) reported reduced left IPL and superior parietal activation (BA7) in patients
relative to controls during correct recognition, although patients showed enhanced activation relative
to controls in a proximal cluster (precuneus, BA7) (Ragland et al 2004). Weiss et al (2003) also
reported increased activation in the precuneus in patients relative to controls during new events at
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retrieval (Weiss et al 2003). Fletcher et al (1998) showed parietal differences between controls and
patients who were both impaired and unimpaired on the graded recall task. Specifically, unimpaired
patients and controls showed increased activity in the PPL, whereas impaired patients did not.
Moreover, the task related decrease apparent in the IPL in controls was not demonstrated in the patient
groups, similar to the effect apparent in the STG (Fletcher et al 1998). This is perhaps consistent with
findings in the verbal working memory tasks, which show a linear increase in these areas during tasks
of increasing difficulty, with an eventual reduction in activity when capacity is breached. It is
possible that activation in the IPL is compensatory for the failed recruitment of the left DLPFC, while
at the same time being capacity dependent, and therefore sensitive to increases in memory load.
Barch et al (2002) showed no significant difference between left parietal (BA7) activation for word
recognition relative to face recognition, despite a significantly greater activation in this region for the
same contrast in controls (Barch and al 2002). Finally, Hofer et al (2003) showed left inferior parietal
(BA40) activation in the within group contrast map of schizophrenic patients in remission and in a
separate study in acute schizophrenic patients, during verbal recognition relative to baseline.
Although this area was not apparent in the within group maps of controls, it did not emerge as an area
of significant differential activation between the groups (Hofer et al 2003a; Hofer et al 2003b). The
evidence therefore, seems to indicate a general compensatory hyper activation of the parietal lobes in
schizophrenic patients during verbal retrieval.
6.2.3.2.6 Cerebellum and thalamus
Few of the recall tasks report cerebellar activation differences, while the thalamus is consistently
implicated. Barch et al (2002) showed significantly greater right thalamus activation in controls
relative to patients during both a working memory and recognition task, while Ganguli et al (1997)
identified greater left thalamus activation in controls relative to patients during supra-span verbal
recall. Evidence suggests the thalamus may act as a filter to 'online' sensory information, by
mediating between the cerebellum and frontal regions (Andreasen et al 1999; Barch and al 2002;
Ganguli et al 1997). Crespo-Faccoro et al (1999) showed decreased rCBF in the left thalamus and left
cerebellum during practiced word recall and in the right thalamus and bilateral cerebellum during
novel word recall (Crespo-Facorro et al 1999). Andreasen et al (1996) showed the same pattern of
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ffonto-thalamic-cerebellar rCBF in both patients and controls, but rCBF was reduced in the thalamus
and bilateral cerebellum in patients relative to controls during the practiced story recall task (on which
performance in both groups was not significantly different). During the novel story recall task, rCBF
deficits were apparent in the right thalamus, bilateral lenticular nuclei and bilateral cerebellum
(Andreasen et al 1996). This group have since proposed that a fundamental deficit in schizophrenia is
a failure in the meta-process ofmonitoring and coordination of cognition or 'cognitive dysmetria' due
to defective circuitry in the ffonto-thalamic-cerebellar network. This model has been borrowed from
neurology, where dysmetria normally refers to the failed synchrony of motor movement (i.e. the rapid
updating of input and output to guide motor actions), controlled by a multiple nodal feedback loop,
the cortico-cerebellar-thalamic-cortical circuit (Andreasen et al 1999).
6.2.4 Functional imaging of word generation
Word generation or verbal fluency tasks require the covert or overt generation of words from auditory
or visual letter or exemplar cues. Due to the planning, search, and retrieval aspect to these tasks, they
are often classed as tests of both executive function and semantic memory retrieval.
6.2.4.1 Functional imaging of word generation and classification in healthy volunteers
6.2.4.1.1 Frontal lobes
In healthy volunteers, semantic memory retrieval tasks (regardless of stimulus modality) elicit mainly
left lateralised activations in the PFC. The left dorsal, posterior and inferior frontal activations (BA44,
BA46, BA9) predominantly associated with generation tasks, are possibly reflective of language
processing, covert articulation and working memory maintenance operations (McCarthy et al 1993)
and up until recently were considered to guide access to information relevant to the task and permit
evaluation of this information. This is reflected in evidence for decreases in left IFC activity
associated with repeated access to information pertinent to the task in hand (Demb et al 1995; Kapur
et al 1994). Thompson-Shill et al (1997), on the other hand, suggest that left IFC activation (in both
classification and generation tasks) does not mediate access to information for semantic processing,
but instead mediates the response/semantic knowledge selection in the presence of competing
knowledge, necessitated by the demands of the task (Tempini et al 1998; Thompson-Schill et al 1997).
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By varying selection demands in a semantic decision task, the authors showed LIFC activation in
conditions of high selection, where items were compared on one semantic feature of similarity, as
opposed to conditions of low selection, where items were compared on global features of semantic
similarity (Thompson-Schill et al 1997). In a similar vein, Wagner et al (2001) proposed that the LIFC
was responsible for the 'controlled' retrieval from semantic memory in instances where automatic
retrieval is precluded. This might occur in situations where semantic association between encoded
items is weak and recovery of target information is not immediately facilitated by the presence of an
associate, or when competition from irrelevant information places a greater load on top-down
processes (Wagner 2001). More generally, the functional heterogeneity of the left IFC is important.
VLFC activations (BA45/46/47) have been shown to be common to both generation and
classification, while the left dorsal-lateral IFC (BA 44) has been shown in studies of inhibition and
selection resolution (Jonides et al 1998b; Thompson-Schill et al 1997) or in tasks requiring forms of
phonological control (Fiez et al 1996). Conversely, ventro-medial frontal activations (BA 11, 32)
appear to be specific to classification tasks only and may be associated with decision making
processes (Cabeza and Nyberg 2000; Pilgrim et al 2002; Thompson-Schill et al 1997). The distinction
between types of word generation tasks is also an important one. Mummery et al (1996) showed
rCBF to be greater in left temporal regions during semantic relative to letter fluency, whereas the left
IFC (BA44/6) showed greater response for the reverse contrast (Mummery et al 1996). Paulesu et al
(1997) showed overlapping as well as differential areas of activation in the left IFC during an fMRI
study of letter and category fluency. In the letter fluency condition only, there was an activation in the
posterior opercular portion of the left IFC, but in the category fluency condition only, a response was
shown in the left retrospleniel area (Paulesu et al). Drager et al (2004) showed the typical left IFC
(BA 45/47) and middle frontal gyrus (BA 6/8/9) and AC (BA32) activation, along with activation of
the left IPL, caudate and right cerebellum, during the retrieval of as many words as possible following
the cue of a word beginning. However, only the right IPL (BA40) and right superior parietal lobe
(BA7) showed increased activation with increased difficulty (i.e. easy, moderate, and difficult to
complete word stems). Otherwise, there were no changes in activation or reduction in laterality in
these language related areas concomitant with moderated task difficulty. Fu et al (2002) reported
similar areas of activation during an fMRI verbal fluency task, using sets of both 'easy1 (e.g. T, L and
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S) and 'hard' letter cues (e.g. O, A and G). During the hard relative to easy letter cue conditions
however, volunteers showed an enhanced response in the left AC (BA32), and during easy relative to
hard, in the right cerebellum and occipital areas (BA18) (Fu et al 2002). This provides additional
evidence for the recruitment of the dorsal anterior cingulate in tasks requiring increased attention due
to elevated difficulty (Paus et al 1998).
6.2.4.1.2 Temporal lobes
Coincident with increased prefrontal activation are decreases in activation of the right or bilateral STG
during word generation tasks, with in some instances a noted negative correlation between the left
DLPFC and the right STG (Frith et al 1991; Warburton et al 1996). Frith et al (1991) postulate that
the STG may be an area involved in the storage of word representations which is mediated and
controlled by the left PFC (Frith et al 1991). Pihlajamaki et al (2000) showed activations in the left
MTL, including the hippocampus and PHG during semantic word generation in volunteers. Given
that most word generation tasks do not require semantic association, this MTL activation may be
specific to semantic fluency tasks only. Authors suggest the fusiform gyrus, PHG and hippocampus
may act in concert to retrieve semantically associated words (Pihlajamaki M et al 2000). Mummery et
al (1996) provide additional evidence of the specific fronto-temporal activations during semantic
relative to letter fluency tasks, providing support for the suggestion that temporal areas important for
word 'meaning' are accessed during the former task only.
6.2.4.1.3 Parietal
Left lateral parietal activation (BA39/40) has been commonly demonstrated in word generation tasks
(i.e. Frith et al 1991 and Warburton et al 1996 as cited in (Cabeza and Nyberg 2000)). However, a
number of categorisation tasks also show left lateral parietal response (i.e. Price et al 1997 as cited in
Cabeza and Nyberg 2000). This suggests that this area is probably involved in the accessing or
holding of meaning based information about items. This is interesting given the hypothesised role of
this region in phonological storage during the retention component of verbal working memory, but
considered unlikely to be associated with the semantic coding of words (Jonides et al 1998a).
Thompson-Schill et al (1997) showed a left parietal activation (BA7) during a high versus low
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semantic word and picture memory selection condition, which may reflect the usage of imagery
during the high selection condition (Thompson-Schill et al 1997). Drager et al (2004) allows for a
more prosaic interpretation of IPL activity during word generation tasks. While left IFC, left middle
frontal and left IPL language related areas showed similar activation during both 'easy1, 'moderate' and
'difficult' stem cue conditions, the right IPL (BA40) and right superior parietal lobe (BA7) showed an
enhanced response during the retrieval of words in the hard relative to easy cue conditions. The
authors suggest IPL activation reflects the maintenance of more difficult word stem representations in
the phonological store for a longer duration than those stems for which words would be retrieved
quickly. This implies that right lateralised parietal activations support performance response to
increased task difficulty. This interpretation is compatible with fMRI studies of selective attention,
which show an increased response of the IPL with increased demands on auditory selective attention
(Pugh et al 1996; Shaywitz et al 2001)
6.2.4.2 Functional imaging of word generation and classification in schizophrenics
Functional MRI during word generation/verbal fluency experiments in patients with schizophrenia
were traditionally employed as a means of exploring frontal lobe integrity, given this task's
considerable executive component (Artiges et al 2000). Ingvar and Franzen's reportage of reduced
frontal activation relative to posterior activation in a schizophrenic group was the first indication in
this population of what has now been termed hypoffontality (Bullmore et al 1999). Word
classification tasks have been used most often as a form of deep or 'incidental episodic encoding' to
facilitate later episodic recall in studies comparing patients with schizophrenia and controls.
6.2.4.2.1 Behavioural performance
Behavioural measures of fluency in neuroimaging tasks are often conducted prior to scanning due to
the paced nature of the tasks administered during imaging, or the additional component of sub-vocal
articulation (i.e. to reduce head motion) precluding behavioural measurement. In a phonological
fluency task, participants are cued by a letter (e.g. F, A or S) and asked to generate as many words as
possible beginning with that letter. Curtis et al (1998) and Weiss et al (2004) both showed equivalent
performance on a verbal fluency task in patients and controls, prior to scanning (Curtis et al 1998;
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Weiss et al 2004b). During a paced phonological fluency task, Fletcher et al (1996) showed patients
to produce non-significantly fewer and slower responses and more passes than controls, while
Yurgelun-Todd et al (1996) showed equivalent performance and Spence et al (2000) reported
satisfactory performance of all groups (Fletcher et al 1996; Spence et al 2000; Yurgelun-Todd et al
1996). In a verbal initiation task adapted from the Hayling Sentence Completion Test, participants
were required to covertly generate a word, which sensibly completed a sentence with the last word
missing. Lawrie et al (2002) showed increasing response time and word inappropriateness with
increasing sentence constraint (i.e. ambiguity of sentence) across both groups, although schizophrenic
patients were significantly slower to respond and produced significantly less appropriate words
relative to controls (Lawrie et al 2002a). Similarly, in a verb-generation task, Sommer et al (2003)
showed equivalent performance between patients and controls. However, in the additional reverse-
read task, participants were required to read words spelled from right to left, vocalise that word, and
press a button if considered an animal. This places an emphasis on phonological encoding, thus
avoiding direct orthographic word recognition. Patients showed worse performance on reverse read
relative to controls (Sommer et al 2003a).
6.2.4.2.2 Frontal lobes
Although some studies employing word generation tasks have shown attenuated frontal activation in
schizophrenics relative to controls (Artiges et al 2000; Curtis et al 1998; Yurgelun-Todd et al 1996)
others have shown equivalent levels of left frontal activation in both groups (Lawrie et al 2002a)or
increased right frontal activation in patients relative to controls (Sommer et al 2003b; Weiss et al
2004b). Curtis et al (1998) showed increased rCBF in controls relative to patients in the left IFC and
left DLPFC. Spence et al (2000) showed no differences in functional connectivity between the left
DLPFC and STG, but reduced connectivity between the left DLPFC and the AC (Curtis et al 1998).
Dye et al (1999) showed no differences in frontal response in asymptomatic schizophrenic patients,
remitted bipolar patients and controls during a verbal fluency task (Dye 1999). Similarly, Lawrie et al
(2002) showed equivalent levels of bilateral DLPFC, but in the functional connectivity analysis lower
correlation between the left DLPFC and left middle/STG in patients than in controls. This correlation
was also lower in those patients with auditory hallucinations relative to those without, possible
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evidence for increased ffonto-temporal connectivity in schizophrenia, which may be related to the
disease state (Lawrie et al 2002a). Spence et al (2000) might have failed to demonstrate a similar
relationship due to the smaller number of hallucinating patients in their sample. Weiss et al (2004)
showed patients to bilaterally activate the frontal cortex, unlike control participants who typically
show left lateralised activations during verbal fluency (Weiss et al 2004b). Artiges et al (2000) also
reported reduced left and greater right hemisphere rCBF in patients relative to controls. This parallel
right hemisphere activation was also associated with reduced verbal fluency performance in the
patient group, and may therefore reflect attempts at compensation for lower left hemisphere activation
(Artiges et al 2000). In both studies this was posited as an indication of diminished language
lateralisation in patients with schizophrenia, a hypothesis endorsed by Crow and others (Crow 2000;
Weiss et al 2004b). However, this could equally reflect a failure to inhibit areas not involved in
language processing (Sommer et al 2003a) or as discussed, an effort based recruitment of additional
areas of the prefrontal cortex.
6.2.4.2.3 Temporal lobes
Other evidence supports the notion that patients with schizophrenia (both medicated and unmedicated
(Fletcher et al 1996) fail to 'deactivate' the STG in the manner apparent in healthy controls during
word fluency tasks, and that this may reflect a dysconnectivity between the left DLPFC and STG, or a
failure of one area to suppress the activity of the other during this task (Fletcher et al 1996; Frith et al
1995; Spence et al 2000; Yurgelun-Todd et al 1996). However, this has not been consistently
demonstrated. Spence et al (2000) showed only a failure to 'deactivate' the precuneus in patients with
schizophrenia relative to controls, while Dye et al (1999) showed bilateral decreases in the STG
during verbal fluency in both schizophrenic and bipolar patients (Dye 1999). Conversely, Fletcher et
al (1996) showed both a failure to 'deactivate' the STG and AC in patients compared to controls in a
paced verbal fluency task (Fletcher et al 1996; Spence et al 2000). This is supported by a study by
Dolan et al (1996) which showed decreased AC activation in patients during a verbal fluency versus
word repetition task, but which was consequently modulated by apomorphine. The latter finding was
interpreted as apomorphine's modification of brain activity through normalisation of AC activity, due
to the dopaminergic antagonistic effects of the drug (Fletcher et al 1996).
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Curtis et al (1998) also compared activations between patients and controls in a semantic decision
(living versus non-living classification) task. Although the patients were shown to activate all areas to
a greater extent than controls, the attenuated frontal response was evident only in the verbal fluency
task, while ventro-occipital-temporal areas were more greatly activated in patients during the semantic
decision task. The authors assert that the convergent frontal activation results may reflect differences
in task difficulty (where verbal generation is more taxing than classification), whereas non-dominant
language area activation may be a compensatory recruitment to meet the demands of the task (Curtis
et al 1998). In a similar classification task when compared with a basic letter-scanning task, Jennings
et al, (1998) showed greater rCBF in patients relative to controls in bilateral STG (BA21) and the left
APC (BA10), but less in right BA 10, right precuneus (BA 7), left thalamus and left occipital cortex
(Jennings et al 1998). Path analysis (i.e. effective connectivity, which demonstrates the correlations
between regions within a brain network) showed negative reciprocal connections in schizophrenic
patients between the right and left frontal cortex (BA 10, 45) and the between the former regions and
the temporal cortex (BA 22, 32), the opposite pattern to that shown in healthy controls (Jennings et al
1998). This again suggests a possible fronto-temporal network functional dysconnectivity in the
brains of patients with schizophrenia.
6.3 Functional Imaging of cognition in people at genetically enhanced risk for
schizophrenia
There are only a few extant functional neuroimaging studies, which have investigated functional brain
activation differences in relatives of patients with schizophrenia, compared to controls. Spence et al
(2000) reported no differences in rCBF in ten unaffected obligates (mean age 55.4 years) (i.e.
unaffected middle aged carriers of a predisposition for schizophrenia with an affected parent and
child) relative to ten matched controls during a PET study of paced phonological verbal fluency
(Spence et al 2000). The mean age of the obligate sample placed most members of the group out-with
their period of maximum risk for development of the disorder. Moreover, the obligates were an
exclusive group, who in spite of their multiply affected first-degree relatives are highly unlikely to
develop the disorder. This, combined with the ease of the task (paced phonological fluency is unlikely
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to challenge this group) may explain the lack of functional differences between the obligates and
controls.
Several studies have in fact reported hypoffontality in unaffected relatives across memory and
executive function tasks. Keshavan et al (2002) showed decreased DLPFC (BA9/46) and IPL (BA40)
activation in four young (mean age 13.25 years) offspring of schizophrenics (two males and two
females) relative to four age and gender matched controls during a spatial working memory task (i.e.
memory guided saccades task) (Keshavan MS et al 2002). This particular study should however be
considered with caution, given the small number of participants scanned and the fact that two of the
four high-risk participants were diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and one
with major depression. Macdonald et al (2003) also reported (in abstract format only) reduced left
DLPFC activity in first episode schizophrenic patients and their relatives during attempted inhibition
of response in a spatial variant of the Stroop task. The age of these participants and further study
details were however not available due to the abstract format, thus precluding a definitive criticism of
this study (MacDonald et al 2003a). Blackwood et al (1999) used SPECT to compare brain perfusion
maps between high-risk participants and controls. They revealed reduced perfusion in the left IFC
(BA47) and AC, and bilaterally increased perfusion in the internal capsule (sub-cortical region) in
high-risk participants and schizophrenic patients relative to controls. However, neuropsychological
performance on verbal and visual memory tasks and a verbal fluency task did not correlate
significantly with perfusion in any brain regions, unlike in the schizophrenic patient group
(Blackwood et al 1999).
In the EHRS, Whalley et al (2004) compared first and second-degree relatives of schizophrenics and
controls during an fMRI study of covert word generation in a task adapted from the Hayling Sentence
Completion Test. This requires the covert generation of words to sensibly complete sentences
presented with the last word missing. During a parametric contrast controls showed greater increases
with increasing task difficulty in the right medial prefrontal cortex (BA6), AC, thalamus and left
posterior cerebellum. Furthermore, high-risk participants who had experienced isolated psychotic
symptoms showed greater activation than controls and those without symptoms during sentence
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completion relative to rest in the left intraparietal sulcus (BA40) (Whalley et al 2004). This is an
important study given that most participants are not yet out-with their period of maximum risk for
development of the disorder. Moreover, a proportion of this high-risk group has subsequently
developed schizophrenia. It is plausible therefore that some response differences are precursors to the
development of schizophrenia in these individuals.
Hyperffontality has also been demonstrated in unaffected relative groups. Callicott et al (2003)
showed an exaggerated response in the right DLPFC in siblings of schizophrenics (mean age 38 years)
relative to controls during a working memory task (i.e. n-back) (Callicott et al 2003). Thermenos et al
(2004) used two versions of an auditory continuous performance test (baseline low load vigilance task
and high load auditory working memory task) during fMRI in non-psychotic first-degree relatives of
schizophrenics (mean age 35.5 years) and controls. Relatives showed equivalent performance to
controls on the low load working memory task (respond to A following Q), but significantly poorer
performance on the high-load condition (respond to A only when preceded by Q separated by 3 other
letters). Relatives showed a greater response in the left DLPFC and anterior and dorso-medial
thalamus relative to controls during the high load working memory task relative to the baseline
vigilance task. However, after controlling for task performance, response differences were apparent
only in the AC (Thermenos et al 2004b). Both studies highlight the more limited capacity of the
working memory system in relatives of schizophrenics compared to controls and the deficient task
performance due to increasing working memory demand analogous to the increasing DLPFC
response.
Although these individual studies manipulate different aspects of cognition, consistent areas of
aberrant activation relative to healthy controls have emerged, and reflect a similar profile to patients of
ffonto-temporal and ffonto-thalamic-cerebellar network dysfunction, as well as an inferior parietal
lobe hyperactivity in one study, which is possibly specific to at risk subjects predisposed to psychotic
symptoms, and some of which may be in the early stages of psychosis onset. Moreover, results from
parametric tasks (Callicott et al 1999), suggest that the non-linear inverted U shaped profile of DLPFC
response may be shifted slightly leftwards in both schizophrenic patients and their unaffected
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biological relatives, compared to controls. This implicates deficiency of response in the DLPFC as a
putative indicator of genetic liability to schizophrenia
6.4 Summary of the functional neuroimaging of memory in people with schizophrenia
and their unaffected relatives
Imaging results suggest a clear overlap in recruited and aberrant brain regions across verbal working
memory, verbal episodic encoding and retrieval, semantic retrieval and verbal phonological fluency
tasks. This implies dysfunction in shared brain networks responsible for higher general cognitive
processing. Findings of frontal lobe abnormality in schizophrenics and to some extent in their
unaffected relatives during tests of verbal memory may implicate the aberrant function of the DLPFC
as a potential indicator of genetic vulnerability to schizophrenia. The DLPFC, hypothesised as
responsible for the monitoring and control of 'online' transient material, shows the normal increased
activation with tasks of increasing load or difficulty in patients, but a deficiency at lower capacity
loads than controls. This suggests the breaching of capacity limits earlier in time than controls. Most
studies report predominantly left DLPFC activation differences, possibly due to the verbal nature of
the tasks, although right DLPFC deficiencies have also been reported. Structural studies suggest the
left may be important in executive tasks and the right in the allocation of attention. Bilateral DLPFC
response in patients relative to left lateralised DLPFC response in controls may additionally be an
indication of reduced laterality in schizophrenia.
While the dorsal areas are loosely linked to general executive control, ventral areas are considered
important in memory ability. Left IFC (BA44/45) reductions in patients during verbal
working/immediate memory tasks may be indicative of poor articulatory control or verbal rehearsal in
the hypothetical phonological loop (Broca's area). However, the left VLFC (BA45/47), an area
anterior to Broca's area (BA44), has also been identified as deficient in schizophrenia, particularly
during verbal encoding tasks. Evidence from the literature in healthy volunteers suggests this area
may be involved in the semantic processing of verbal material, the accessing of online information
related to word meaning and the strategic organisation of material, enabling successful contextual
recall. This is likely, given this area's strong reciprocal connections with the STG (BA22), also
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known as Wernicke's area and related to stored semantic information about words. Usually the left
IFC (e.g. BA44/45) appears normal in schizophrenia during word generation tasks. This may be
attributable to the phonological nature of the paced verbal fluency tasks, which are unlikely to require
the generation of semantic information.
One study (i.e. verbal retrieval) showed reduced right APFC (BA10) activation, and another increased
right APFC activation in patients relative to controls. However, this may be due to the focus on
correct recognition events versus correct rejection events in the former study, and successful retrieval
following deep encoding and brief delay to recall in the latter. This area is hypothesised as responsible
for supervision of the switching between specifications of search parameters (i.e. cues-VLFC) and
monitoring of retrieved information from the search (i.e. DLPFC). This may therefore reflect an
enhanced monitoring of material prior to responding.
Verbal memory tasks placing an emphasis on the online maintenance and storage of verbal
information show enhanced IPL (BA40) and PPL (precuneus, BA7) activations in patients relative to
controls. This is often accompanied by hypofrontality, though equally hyperfrontality is apparent
when the demands of the task require integration of both areas. It is thought these areas may therefore
be recruited to compensate for failed frontal integrity, especially in verbal tasks of increasing
difficulty.
The temporal lobes have integral connections to the PFC. Reduced lateral temporal (BA21) activation
during semantic encoding in schizophrenia may reflect poor semantic processing. The increased STG
(BA22) activations are often concomitant with reduced PFC response during verbal memory tasks in
schizophrenia, although the opposite pattern is also reported. This may be a reflection of abnormal
connectivity between these regions. Winterer et al (2003) suggest the relationship between the two
may be reduced during general information processing (negative connectivity), but enhanced rather
than inhibited (as in controls) during maximum activation (positive connectivity). The consistent
implication of the cingulate gyrus, suggests this area may also play a role (possibly
modulatory/attention related) in this network.
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Impaired hippocampal activity during both verbal encoding and retrieval processes in schizophrenia
are consistent with the literature on structural deficits in the MTL in schizophrenia. However,
hippocampal activation across PET and fMRI studies of memory is not always consistent. This is
possibly due to the lower temporal resolution of PET compared to fMRI, and the differences in tasks
administered. The small intervening period between most encoding and retrieval tasks (in order to
reduce time within the scanner) may enable the maintenance online of recently learned material, and
therefore may not be 'long-term memory tasks' in the true sense. Indeed, evidence suggests the
hippocampus may be more integral to tasks requiring conscious retrieval of contextual features, rather
than simple recognition often driven by familiarity based decisions. The PHG on the other hand may
be more important for recognition tasks, but is implicated in both familiarity and recollection
decisions (Eldridge et al 2000). Finally, Fletcher et al have suggested that the absence of
hippocampus involvement in some tasks may be due to the continuous activation of this area
throughout (Fletcher et al 1997).
Finally, attention has been less focused on cerebellar activity during cognition in schizophrenia. This
is possibly due to a lack of clarity over the role of this area in cognition, given that up until recently it
has been considered specific to motor control, and not to higher cognitive processes. Evidence from
recent functional imaging studies does suggest an abnormal response in this area in schizophrenia.
Moreover, it is suggested this may be part of a network with less connectional integrity than that
apparent in controls (i.e. fronto-thalamic cerebellar network). Evidence for reduced thalamic volume
in schizophrenia, and aberrant thalamic functional activation during verbal retrieval tasks, further
supports this theory. Schlosser et al (2003) explored effective connectivity (i.e. regional correlations)
in schizophrenic patients and controls during a verbal working memory task (i.e. n-back). Patients
showed a pattern of reduced connectivity in the PFC-cerebellar and cerebellar-thalamic limbs, and
increased connectivity in the thalamo-cortical limb of the cortico-cerebellar circuit, which may be an
area of compensatory strengthened connections. The lower right VFPFC to right DFPFC, and left
parieto-frontal path coefficients in patients treated with atypical anti-psychotic medication relative to
those medicated with typical anti-psychotics, may in fact imply enhanced functional efficiency in the
former group (i.e. fronto-parietal connectivity was not different between patients and controls, and is a
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feature perhaps of differential responses in the two patient groups and hyperactivity in the typical anti¬
psychotics group to maintain satisfactory performance). Importantly, the cerebellum is now assumed
to play a role in the timely relaying of information to the temporo-parietal and frontal lobes to aid in
memory search and retrieval.
6.5 Aims and hypotheses of investigation 5
6.5.1 Functional MRI of verbal encoding and retrieval in high-risk participants and
controls, using a word classification and recognition task
The brief review of the literature concerning structural brain deficits in schizophrenia details a
diversity of volumetric differences between patients and controls, including frontal and medial
temporal lobe abnormalities. Functional neuroimaging during verbal memory tasks in schizophrenia
has also shown activation deficiencies in fronto-temporal, fronto-parietal and fronto-thalamic-
cerebellar regional brain networks. Although similar deficits may also be apparent in individuals at
enhanced genetic risk for development of the disorder, there are only a few studies and less still have
addressed the functional neuroimaging of unaffected relatives not yet out-with their period of
maximum risk for the development of schizophrenia.
Given the results of our four previous experiments, and our systematic review of memory in relatives
of schizophrenics, we are able to conclude that there are verbal memory deficits in close relatives of
schizophrenic patients, albeit less severe than those apparent in schizophrenia, which could be
considered indicators of vulnerability to schizophrenia. It could also be inferred that deficits partly
arise from the impaired executive control of strategic encoding processes, and retrieval difficulties
precipitated by the impaired reactivation of less efficiently processed material. While there is weak
evidence for early state deficits in relatives of schizophrenics, in some instances there may be a
pattern of slightly reduced performance relative to those high-risk participants without psychotic
symptoms. This suggests that psychotic symptoms do not significantly interfere with
neuropsychological performance. However, it is conceded that the sensitivity of fMRI may enable a
more effective discrimination between those at genetic risk with and without the experience of
psychotic symptoms around the time of scanning.
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To investigate more thoroughly the issue of biological vulnerability to schizophrenia, with respect to
underlying verbal memory processes, an event related fMRI verbal encoding and retrieval task was
used with high-risk participants with one or more first or first and second degree relatives of
schizophrenia patients, with or without isolated psychotic symptoms and healthy controls. This
allowed the direct comparison of these groups in order to analyse independently any trait effects, and
any differential responses which might be attributed to the experience of transient or partial psychotic
symptoms at the time of the scan (mild state effects).
The explicit encoding task was a semantic classification task, which has been used consistently in
studies of verbal memory, both in schizophrenic patients (Curtis et al 1998; Jennings et al 1998) and
in healthy volunteers (Kapur et al 1994). Word processing was therefore additionally facilitated
during the semantic classification (living vs. non living decision) of a limited number of words.
The retrieval task involved the recognition among similar lures, of those words previously presented
during the classification task. Reliable activation differences between old versus new words were
previously shown in blocked design tasks with healthy volunteers, and were interpreted as indicators
of retrieval success (Buckner et al 1998b; Henson et al 1999b). However, later event related fMRI
tasks using the same contrast showed no such differences (Buckner et al 1998a; Schacter et al 1997),
and suggested that the increased prefrontal response reported within blocked design tasks, may be due
to participant 'expectancy', and the predictability of responses within trial blocks. It was also
suggested that differences may be due to a state and not item related effect, or that event related fMRI
was less sensitive to differences between event types (Friston et al 1999b). Subsequent event related
tasks have since shown activation differences for correct old versus correct new word contrasts.
Saykin et al (1999) showed increased right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex response during old relative
to new responses, while Henson et al (1999) showed increased right and left frontal response during
recollected events in a remember/know memory task (Henson et al 1999a; Saykin et al 1999).
Konishi et al (2000) and Kahn et al (2004) also showed increased activation in the left inferior
parietal, left anterior frontal, left thalamic and left precuneus during correct old relative to correct new
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responding (Kahn et al 2004; Konishi et al 2000). Given the nature of this task, it was firstly
hypothesised that all groups would show equivalently high levels of accuracy during both word
classification and episodic retrieval. This would mean that any ensuing differences could be attributed
to a qualitative group difference in the BOLD fMRI response, rather than the demands of the task.
Within the confines of the task therefore, increased BOLD responses in the frontal, temporal, and
parietal lobes and cerebellum, in the high-risk group relative to controls dining the word classification
and episodic retrieval tasks, were hypothesised. This is based on an understanding of the role of these
areas in the support of both encoding and retrieval processing, and previous neuroimaging evidence
for their functional deficiency in schizophrenics and to a lesser extent in their biological relatives.
Reduced activations in patients, particularly in the frontal cortex, tend to reflect impaired cognitive
performance. In this group however, we predicted that enhanced activations might be associated with
increased efforts, especially in order to successfully perform the task.
Any BOLD fMRI response differences between groups could therefore be interpreted as follows: (1) a
reflection of biological brain differences between people with and without a genetic predisposition for
the development of schizophrenia (i.e. trait effect), or between those who are and are not experiencing
transient psychotic symptoms (i.e. state effect); (2) in part related to (1), a reflection of compensatory
biological brain responses due to a functional brain response deficiency, in order to achieve equivalent
performance to the controls, or (3) a reflection of different memory strategy usage between groups
(i.e. semantic or phonological encoding, explicit or implicit recollection, or recognition based on
familiarity).
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Chapter 7: Methodology Investigation 5
7.1 Design
In investigation 5, BOLD functional MRI responses associated with cognitive performance in an
event-related verbal encoding (i.e. word classification task) and retrieval (i.e. recognition of old and
new words) task were measured during a BOLD functional MRI scan in the first one hundred
participants in the EHRS to undergo a scan. Participants were scored on response time and accuracy
during the encoding and retrieval task and scores compared within and between the three groups (C,
HR- & HR+) using one-way ANOVAs and mixed repeated measures ANOVAs. Functional MRI data
were analysed in order to address our hypotheses (outlined in fall in Chapter 6), using fixed and
random effects to identify statistically significant areas of BOLD functional MRI response associated




The details of high-risk sample recruitment were previously outlined in 2.1.2. The Edinburgh High
Risk Study (EHRS) initially recruited a potential sample of 162 well individuals with at least one first
or second-degree affected relative, all between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five. Of this number, a
total of 124 participants have had 1 scan and 70 have had two (at the time of writing, June 2004), of
which 96 high risk participants and 28 controls have participated in at least one structural and
functional MRI scan and 53 high-risk and 17 controls in at least two. In order to coincide with a
preliminary analysis of fMRI data using the Hayling Sentence Completion Task, which used the first
one hundred participants to attend for a first fMRI scan, the same first one hundred participants of the
EHRS are included in the functional MRI analyses presented in this thesis. Details of exclusions and
the final numbers included in the analyses are described in chapter 8.
Prior to entering the scanner, participants were required to undergo a consultation with the on duty
Radiographer. Participants were excluded from scanning if they reported a history of head surgery,
injury while working with metal that required medical attention, metal fragments lodged in the head or
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body, or metal implants. Participants with prescriptions for long sight were given spectacles with
lenses approximately equal to their own prescriptions.
7.2.2 Psychopathological assessment
Psychopathological measures were obtained using a 140 item structured psychiatric interview - i.e.
the Present State Examination (Wing et al 1974), which was conducted with participants as far as
possible on the same day as the scan. On average, the PSE was conducted within 17.2 (s.d.=104.8)
days of each scan (range=730 days). This interview was videotaped with permission, and lasted
approximately 1 hour. Based on this examination, a score is derived indicating the presence or
absence of psychotic symptoms (see table 2.1).
Psychotic symptoms were either definite transient delusions and/or hallucinations, or attenuated
psychotic symptoms and/or perceptual distortions, which were questioned and may have been
attributed to the imagination, but not an external source. Such psychotic symptoms are common
within this group, are often reported in normal populations and are therefore not necessarily an
indication of illness (Verdoux and Van Os 2002). Indeed, in the EHRS sample, theses symptoms do
not prevent lull time employment or study. These data formed the basis for our within high-risk
group comparisons, whereby participants are grouped into:
HR+: those manifesting psychotic symptoms around the time of the scan
HR-: those experiencing no psychotic symptoms around the time of the scan
C: none of which experienced psychotic symptoms around the time of the scan
An additional group of six participants in the HR+ group have subsequently developed schizophrenia.
However, at the time of scanning all participants were well. Furthermore, during analysis (i.e. March
2004-June 2004) these diagnoses had not been established (i.e. August 2004), so the six participants
are included in the HR+ group.
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7.3 Materials
7.3.1 Pre-test forms and information
Prior to entering the scanner, participants were asked to read the fMRI study information sheet
(Appendix 5: Figure 5A) and complete informed consent (Appendix 2: Figure 2A) and medical
screening forms (Appendix 5: Figure 5B). Following this, participants were given both verbal and
written instructions (Appendix 5: Figure 5C) for the two behavioural tasks, which would be
administered during scanning.
7.4 Paradigm design
This investigation employed an event related fMRI design to a verbal encoding and retrieval task. One
advantage of this type of experimental design is that it allows for the measurement of neural activity
associated with a specific event, such as individual word presentation, which is afforded by the fact
that separate stimulus events can give rise to a detectable signal (Wilding 2001). This type of design
is conceptually similar to event related potentials, in that the signals evoked by temporally separate
behavioural trials are recorded and then analysed, revealing information about neural activity
associated with a specific event. Event-related or trial based designs therefore mirror the fMRI signal
associated with individual trials, as opposed to trial blocks. Event-related fMRI enables discrete event
analysis and allows for the detection of underlying neural activity associated with inter trial variance
or specific trial based behaviour, such as the accuracy of recognition, or trial type (i.e. living words
versus non-living words). This is a facility not available to block design experiments, due to the fact
that the fMRI signal is averaged across trial blocks, thereby reducing any variance (Jezzard et al
2001).
7.4.1 Averaged response
Event-related fMRI measures the signal evoked by individual behavioural trials combined together
over time, and each individual event is therefore responsible for a fluctuation in the BOLD signal.
The BOLD haemodynamic responses to discrete stimulus events spaced only a few seconds apart
(short inter-stimulus intervals) will overlap, but will remain stable and sum linearly, producing one
combined complex waveform (Donaldson and Buckner 2001). The fMRI signal measured is therefore
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the linear summation of each individual stimulus response. The individual haemodynamic responses
to the same trial types are therefore averaged to produce a representative response for those trials. As
a result it is normally desirable to have at least thirty trials for each event or condition type, in order
that the averaged response is truly reflective of the responses associated with individual trials
(Wilding 2001). Unfortunately, the latency of a signal may vary from one trial to the next, reducing
the amount of information available, or, above all in cases with variable latency across trials, signal
amplitude may vary not due to differences in condition, but because of the variable stimulus
presentation rate. Finally, response averaging could be misleading where responses made on similar
trials are qualitatively different. This is especially pertinent with regard to inaccurate responding in
recognition memory tasks, which in the absence of subjective accounts of the basis for error
commission, could be due to guessing. The average response from incorrect trials may therefore be
attributed in part to the signal associated with guesses and not a failed retrieval attempt (Wilding
2001). It some cases recognition discriminability measures are applied in order to assess the
proportion of inaccurate responses that could be attributed to guessing (Ragland et al 2004). This
artefact could also be controlled by introducing an additional response of'don't know' in forced choice
paradigms, a continuum of confidence judgement decisions, or by removing incorrect response events
from the analysis (Wilding 2001).
7.4.2 Inter Stimulus Interval (ISI)
The overlap of responses in designs using short inter stimulus intervals prevents the haemodynamic
response from returning frilly to baseline between trials, reducing signal modulation and variance. In
addition, the lack of an algorithm enabling identification of the separate contributions to one complex
haemodynamic response means that it is advisable to extend the length of inter stimulus intervals so
that they are greater than the blood flow response time associated with each event (i.e. 7-12
seconds)(Wilding 2001). This therefore optimises the signal to noise ratio by increasing the variance
in the signal. However, conversely, long intervals between stimuli can often lead to low power due to
the reduced number of events that can be presented in that time. Accordingly, inter stimulus intervals
are preferentially variable as opposed to fixed. This means that as the inter stimulus interval
fluctuates across trials, so too does the level of overlap between the BOLD haemodynamic response,
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thus increasing signal variance and the amount of information available for each trial type. Variable
ISIs do engender problems however, especially where participants may not attend to the task at all
times, and where the number of trials which can be presented within a session, will still be reduced
due to time constraints (Wilding 2001). The encoding and retrieval task described in this thesis,
employed a variable ISI (2-10 seconds).
7.4.3 Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA)
Random SOAs remove the confounding effects of anticipation and predictability and have the
additional effect of maintaining the attention of the participant throughout the task. The SOA and the
events it separates will determine at which point on the activation curve the scan will sample. With
random SOAs the ensuing waveform will be irregular (Friston et al 1999b).
7.4.4 Randomisation of trials
Event-related fMRI permits the randomisation of trials within an experiment, unlike blocked designs,
which require the grouping of the same behavioural trials (blocked by experimental condition or type)
(Zarahn E 1997). Trials in this verbal encoding (word classification) and retrieval paradigm were
randomised across participants, i.e. during the word classification task the living word trials were
mixed with non-living word trials, while during word recognition, old word trials were mixed with
new word trials (Dale and Buckner 1997). Event-related fMRI therefore removes the confounding
effect of adaptation, where participants may adopt specific strategies and develop expectations in
response to a predictable grouping of stimulus events, both during and between (in the inter stimulus
interval) trials, in blocked designs. An optimisation programme called Optseq was used to generate
event sequences and fixation durations between each event (Flett 2000). This is a specific tool
responsible for optimising rapid presentation event related stimulus sequences by counterbalancing
trial conditions using the time window and temporal resolution to determine the order
(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/. accessed 24th of May 2004). This program is based on
Dale and Buckner's selective averaging procedure, which permitted the estimation of individual
contributions of different trial types overlapping over time (Dale and Buckner 1997). By
counterbalancing trial presentation, all trial types will follow one another equally often. As a result,
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the overlap, which occurs between different yet adjacent trial type responses, will be cancelled out by
subtraction.
7.4.5 Verbal Encoding and Retrieval Task
The encoding and retrieval task was programmed and generated using a program called E-prime
(Copyright 2000 Psychology Software Tools http://pstnet.com') and is developed to include the
Integrated Functional Imaging System (IFIS) software tool, that is responsible for synchronising the
data presentation and recording with the MRI scanner timing. The version of the verbal memory
paradigm that was employed in this investigation was originally designed and piloted in 1999 by
Enrico Simmonotto, Susanna Flett and colleagues (Flett 2000). Pilot data based on a preliminary
analysis of 27 high-risk and 6 control participants can be found in detail elsewhere (Human Brain
Mapping 2001 poster & MSC thesis).
7.4.6 Experimental stimuli
The stimuli that were used in the verbal memory paradigm presented in the scanner were eighty three
different words (i.e. eleven words were used for practice sessions and seventy two for the
experimental tasks) of high imageability (at least 590 on a scale of 100-700) (Flett 2000), matched
across categories for word length (number of letters), concreteness (i.e. on a scale of 100-700),
syntactic category (i.e. nouns) and frequency in the English language (based on Celex written
frequency) and could be classified as either living or non-living objects
(MRC Psycholinguistics database: http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/mrc2.html). No
ambiguous word categories, such as fruit or body parts were included. Stimuli were presented for two
seconds in thirty-six pt Times New Roman font, black on white screen. A list of stimuli used is
presented in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Task Stimuli
Classification words Distractor words























Ant Balloon Bee Axe
Cat Barrel Butterfly Brush
Caterpillar Bus Camel Button
Cow Chisel Dog Candle
Crab Desk Donkey Cup
Fox Flag Fish Drum
Giraffe Flute Goat Key
Hamster Glove Kangaroo Needle
Horse Jug Lobster Pliers
Lion Kettle Owl Shawl
Monkey Peg Peacock Stool
Mouse Plug Pig Tie
Penguin Purse Rabbit Toaster
Racoon Rocket Seahorse Torch
Snake Spanner Sheep Towel
Spider Spoon Snail Tractor
Tiger Sword Swan Vase
Zebra Trumpet Whale Waistcoat
36 studied words 36 unstudied words




As described in 7.3.1, prior to entering the scanner, participants were asked to complete consent and
medical screening forms and given verbal and written instructions for the two behavioural tasks (the
Verbal Encoding and Retrieval Task and the Hayling Sentence Completion Test) which would be
administered during scanning. Participants were asked to minimise movement and not to speak
during scanning. They were also informed that in the event of wanting to leave the scanner, they
should press all five buttons on their keypad and scanning would be aborted.
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7.5.2 Scanning protocol
Participants lay on the scanner bed and a five-button keypad (with a button corresponding to each
finger) was strapped to the dominant hand. Earphones were placed over their ears and a 15x15
centimetre computer screen was positioned approximately thirty centimetres above their heads.
Radiographers obtained T1 and T2 weighted structural images followed by a functional pre-scan,
which lasted approximately 2 minutes, prior to the presentation of the first behavioural task
instructions on the screen (Appendix 5: Figure 5C). After completion of the first functional MRI
Hayling Sentence Completion task (approximately 13 minutes), instructions were presented for the
verbal memory task and a functional pre-scan was run during the first practise task for verbal memory
word classification/encoding task. A third functional pre-scan was also run during the second practice
task for the verbal memory retrieval task.
7.5.3 Task procedure
7.5.3.1 Hayling Sentence Completion Task
While in the scanner, participants were shown a series of sentences with the last word missing and
asked to silently think of an appropriate word to complete the sentence and then press a button on the
handset once they had done so. This was a blocked parametric paradigm design, with four blocks of
sentences, each block differing from the other in level of difficulty/constraint and flanked by rest
periods consisting of a black screen with white circles.
7.5.3.2 Verbal Encoding and Retrieval Task: Practice task 1
Following the on-screen instructions participants were presented with 6 words (see table 7.1). A
fixation cross hair was presented for 1.5 seconds (i.e. inter stimulus interval) following presentation of
each word for 2 seconds (i.e. stimulus duration). Responses could be made at any time during the
presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation, by pressing a button on a keypad strapped to
participants' dominant hand. Participants were asked to classify words as either living or non-living,
by pressing the thumb or index finger button on their keypad. Performance feedback was visually
presented for 1.5 seconds, 'correct' in blue font and 'incorrect' in red font, after each response. This
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feedback was restricted to the practice tasks only, to ensure participants had understood the
instructions and were pressing the correct buttons.
7.5.3.3 Task 1: Encoding (Living/Non-living word classification task)
Immediately following the practice task 1, participants were presented with instructions again, for the
actual task. The 36 words were presented randomly, with 18 words referring to living things and 18 to
non-living things (see table 7.1). A fixation cross hair was presented for a variable duration of 2-10
seconds following the presentation of each word for 2 seconds. Responses could be made at any time
during the presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation, by pressing a button on a keypad.
Participants were required to group words as either living or non-living objects by pressing a button
and could respond at any time during the presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation. The
Task duration was 3.3 minutes/200 seconds. There was a brief delay of approximately a minute while
the second practice task was set up with IFIS.
7.5.3.4 Practice task 2
Following instructions, participants were presented with 10 words, 5 of which had been presented in
the previous practice task (old words) and 5 matched lures (new words). A fixation cross hair was
presented for 1.5 seconds following presentation of each word for 2 seconds. Responses could be
made at any time during the presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation period by pressing
a button on the keypad. Participants were asked to make an old/ new recognition decision based on
whether or not they believed they had viewed the word in practice task 1, by pressing the thumb/index
finger button on their keypad. Performance feedback was presented again as in practice task. This
lasted approximately 1 minute.
7.5.3.5 Task 2: Recognition task
Immediately following the practice, participants were presented with instructions for the actual task.
In the actual task, lasting 6.6 minutes/ 400 seconds, participants were presented with 72 words; the
same 36 words presented in Task 1 (i.e. old words), intermixed with 36 matched lures (i.e. new
words). Again, a fixation cross hair was presented for a variable duration of 2-10 seconds following
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the presentation of each word for 2 seconds. Responses could be made at any time during the
presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation period, by pressing a button on the keypad.
Participants were required to make an old/new recognition decision based on whether or not they had
previously viewed the word in the classification task, by pressing a button. Participants could respond
at any time during the presentation of the stimuli and the subsequent fixation.
7.5.3.6 Post test Briefing
Following scanning, participants were given a seat and asked to complete a post-test briefing form.
This was to ensure that participants had understood the task and to ascertain their subjective
perception of performance during the task. It also enabled us to immediately identify any sources of




MRI data was acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Magnetom Signa General Electric (GE) scanner at the Brain
Imaging Research Centre (BIRC) for Scotland at the Western General Infirmary in Edinburgh.
Following a localiser scan and T2 (spin echo sequence) weighted structural scan, structural data were
also acquired using the Magnetisation Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MPRAGE)
sequence, consisting of a 180 degree inversion pulse with a Fast low angle shot (FLASH) collection
(i.e. flip angle=15 degrees, TR=10ms, TE=4ms, TI=600ms, relaxation delay=200ms, field of
view=22cm, matrix=256xl92). The ensuing 128 contiguous coronal slices were 3 dimensional with a
slice thickness of 1,7mm and an in plane resolution of 1 mm. The gradients had a maximum strength
of 23mT/m, and a slew rate of 120T/m/s. This lasted for approximately 7 minutes 15 seconds.
7.6.2 Functional Scans
Functional images were collected using a Gradient Echo Planar Imaging sequence (EPI), a fast
acquisition allowing activation response to short stimuli to be detected (i.e. flip angle 90 degrees,
TR=2s, TE=4Qms, field of view=22x22cm, matrix=64x64 pixels, pixel size=3.4x3.4mm, slice
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thickness=5mm with no gap between slices, single shot). Twenty-four contiguous axial (horizontal)
slices were collected at an oblique (slanting) angle aligned with the anterior commissure (AC)
/posterior commissure (PC) line, moving from the bottom of the brain and up (ascending) (per
volume/image). This slant was originally incorporated in order to allow for the imaging of the
hippocampus, because the medial temporal lobes are considered important for verbal memory
processing.
Data were acquired during 2 sessions (encoding and retrieval), consisting of 100 volumes for the first
session and 200 volumes for the second session (repetition time (TR) 2seconds/volume). To allow for
equilibration effects, the first 4 image acquisitions were discarded, resulting in an onset delay of 8
seconds.
7.7 Data Analysis
7.7.1 Behavioural Data Analysis
Behavioural responses and associated parameters were logged in a data file using E-Data Aid (Edat)
function within the Eprime suite of programmes (E-Prime 2000). Ensuing Edat files for each
participant were then exported to 'Excel' for further analysis. Parameters, which were relevant to the
event related analysis (i.e. radio frequency pulse start time, disacquisition time, stimulus onset time,
correct response (i.e. l=correct and 2=incorrect), response given (i.e. l=yes or 2=no) and stimulus
reaction time (msecs)), were copied into a separate text file in Excel for each participant. Behavioural
data were then analysed using SPSS (version 11). All data was analysed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version 11). Normailty of distributions was assessed using the
Kolmogorov-Smimov test, and homogeneity of variance using the Levene's test (see Appendix 6:
Tables 6K and 6L). Mean response accuracy and reaction time for encoding and retrieval were
compared between participant groups using one-way ANOVAs. Differences between participant
groups in the number of and reaction time for discrete response events were investigated using mixed




For the purposes of future discussion, 'encoding' refers to the word classification task, during which
words to be re-presented in the recognition task were processed. 'Old' and 'recognition' refer to the
classification of words as having been seen before, while 'New1 and 'rejection' refer to words that are
classified as not having been seen before. 'Correct recognition', 'true positives' and 'correct old' refer
to words correctly identified as having been seen before, while 'Correct new', 'true negatives' and
'correct rejections' refer to words correctly identified as not having been seen before. 'Incorrect
recognition', 'false positives' and 'incorrect old' refer to words wrongly identified as having been seen
before, while 'Incorrect new1, 'false negatives' and 'incorrect rejections' refer to words wrongly
identified as not having been seen before.
7.7.2 Imaging Data Reconstruction
Raw EPI images were reconstructed offline to ANALYZE format (Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN,
USA, The Mayo Clinic http://www.mayo.edu/bir/1. Origins were set at the AC-PC basal brain line
passing through the superior edge of the anterior commissure and the inferior edge of the posterior
commissure, dividing the thalamic from the sub-thalamic region (Talairach and Tournoux 1988).
7.7.3 Imaging Data Analysis
Imaging data was analysed using the software package Statistical Parametric Mapping
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) (Friston 1995), running in matlab 6.5.1 (The Math Works, Natick,
MA, USA)(Gourovitch et al 1996). All analyses were performed in SPM'99 (pre-processing, 1st and
2nd level analysis fixed effects model) and SPM2 (2nd level analysis random effects model).
7.7.3.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing was carried out using prepared batch scripts on SPM'99 (Enrico Simmonotto). Data
pre-processed using SPM99 can be analysed in SPM2, because image files are compatible with both
SPM versions (Gitelman, D; SPM@JISCMAIL.AC.UK; 12th March 2003). Pre-processing involves
temporal and spatial realignment, spatial normalisation, and smoothing, which are described in more
detail below.
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7.7.3.2 Temporal & Spatial Realignment
To correct for different acquisition times between slices, a slice timing procedure was applied and the
signal measured in each slice was shifted relative to the acquisition of the first slice using a Fast
Fourier Transform interpolation. Additionally, for each participant, all EPI volumes were realigned to
the first scan in the series using rigid body transformations. This estimates a set of six parameters of
rigid body transformation, with three translations and three rotations about orthogonal axes, which
minimise the mean squared difference between each scan and the first scan (Jezzard et al 2001). This
was necessary to co-register images of the same subject together and to correct for individual
participant movement during acquisition. Participants were excluded if movement in either x, y or z
exceeded 3mm.
7.7.3.3 Spatial Normalisation
Each volume was then normalised to a standard SPM'99 EPI template volume using linear afifine
transformations (registering images into the same co-ordinate system) followed by non-linear
deformations (to correct for gross differences in head shapes).
7.7.3.4 Smoothing
After normalisation, volumes were spatially smoothed with an 8x8x8 cubic mm full width half
maximum (FWHM) gaussian filter, to reduce spatial noise (homologous regions in different brains are
not registered fully in spatial normalisation and smoothing further reduces inter-participant
discrepancy). Finally, a high pass filter with a cut off of 150 seconds was applied to the data to
remove low frequency drift in the signal (during statistical analysis).
7.8 Image analysis
7.8.1 Fixed and Random effects
A fixed effects analysis is traditionally associated with case studies in individual participants or in
groups with less than twelve participants, in order that an effect observed can be repeated in another
participant. This type of analysis permits you to infer typical responses for that group. A fixed effects
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analysis however, assumes that all participants within a group activate to the same extent and the
effect size is averaged across participants. It therefore considers only within session variability (i.e.
the error related to the task sessions) and statistical inferences are drawn from the effect size relative
to the within participant variability. Results are therefore normally highly significant because the
degrees of freedom are related to the number of scans across all participants. However, it is a limiting
method in that the effect size may be driven by the activations of only a few participants and results
can therefore be generalised only to that sample and not to the population as a whole. Fixed effects
form the basis of the 1st level of the group analyses (Friston et al 1999a; Jezzard et al 2001; Penny and
Holmes 2003).
A random (mixed) effects (or 'second level') analysis, on the other hand, takes into consideration both
within (scan to scan) and between (participant to participant) session variance, where the expression
of variability in activation between participants is modelled as a random factor (Friston et al 1999a).
Individual t values for individual participant contrasts are reduced in value where the underlying
variance across the participant's scans is high. One observation per participant per condition or
individual contrast of parameter estimates from the first level analysis is entered into the second level
analysis. Contrast images for each participant represent 'spatially distributed images of the weighted
sum of parameter estimates for a specific contrast. This type of model makes fewer assumptions about
the data therefore allowing the generalisation of the results from a single experimental sample to the
population from which it was derived. The compromise is found in the more conservative, less
sensitive results derived from a random effects analysis, because the error of the effect is calculated
from the independent sessions, reducing the degrees of freedom. More participants therefore increase
the chances of more robust statistical results (Friston et al 1999a; Jezzard et al 2001; Penny and
Holmes 2003). Subsequently, differences in both the size and the pattern of BOLD fMRI responses
between fixed and random effects analyses were expected.
7.8.2 General Linear Model
Using the General Linear statistical model, variability in the data is explained by the linear (additive
or gaussian) combination of the predictor variables plus an error term (Y is the data, j represents
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individual observations, Beta is the slope of the line, x is the predictor variable, c is the line intercept
and E is the remaining error): Y (j) = beta*x (j) + c + E (j)
This formula can be expressed in the design matrix (X), where data from multiple subjects (for fixed
effects) or single subjects (for random effects) is combined into a single column vector Y (response
variable/data matrix), with each row representing an independent observation. Individual columns of
the design matrix represent each model parameter (B) (predictor variable/parameter matrix) and error
(E) (Error matrix), which may have an effect on the response variable: Y = X * B + E
Using the F test (ANOVA), one can test the null hypothesis that all estimates are zero or for a contrast
test the null hypothesis that there is no linear relationship using the SPM 'T' statistic (i.e. assume a
linear relationship between voxel value and effect of interest). This divides the contrast of parameter
estimates by the standard error of that contrast to address the question whether given the error in these
observations; the estimate of the slope would have arisen by chance fhttp://www.mrc-
cbu.cam.ac.uk/hnagins/Common/ accessed June 10th 2004).
7.8.3 SPM
Single subject first level and random effects second level analyses for encoding and retrieval were
computed in SPM'99 and repeated in SPM2, in order to remain up to date with changes in the
software.
SPM2 is an updated version of SPM software with structural, theoretical, and algorithmic
improvements on the previous versions. For example, for the estimation of model parameters, SPM2
now uses restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) estimates of variance components, instead of
ordinary least squares estimators, allowing for i.i.d (identically and independently distributed errors)
assumption departures (i.e. non-sphericity). Non-sphericiy estimates are then used to create maximum
likelihood (ML) estimates using weighted least squares (WLS) (http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Non-
sphericity can be attributable to serial correlations in fMRI data, or hereoscedasticity. For parameter
inference in SPM2, p values are adjusted to protect against family wise false positives across the
search volume using a gaussian field correction. P values are also provided based on the false
discovery rate (FDR), that for a given threshold, a proportion of supra-threshold voxels will be false
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positives. For the computation of ANOVAs in SPM2, the following selections were made: yes to
non-sphericity correction; yes to replication across three groups; no to correlated repeated measures.
Given that the data analysis differs in SPM2 from that in SPM'99 (e.g. filtering in time is computed
differently between the two versions), it was not considered appropriate to correct for multiple
comparisons. An additional advantage of this re-analysis however, was the increased sensitivity of
SPM2, which could improve detection of BOLD fMRI response differences between groups. There is
currently a deficit in the literature comparing large data samples on SPM2 and SPM'99. However,
Keihl and colleagues at Yale University reported that a comparison of the analyses of 20 participants
on an fMRI auditory oddball task, between SPM'99 and SPM2, showed a 10-15% increase in
individual and group T scores on SPM2 (Kiehl, K.A; SPM@JISCMAIL.AC.UK: 14th March, 2003).
7.8.3.1 First level and second level analyses
Using SPM'99, both encoding and retrieval single subject first level analyses and multiple subject
second level fixed effects analyses were run by means of batch scripts adapted from Friston (1999) by
Enrico Simonotto. Random effects within and between group analyses were then calculated by
manually entering individual contrast images (representing the weighted sum of the parameter
estimates) into one sample t-tests and one-way ANOVAs, followed by post-hoc between group
comparisons.
In order to achieve consistency, it was considered pertinent to additionally rerun the multiple subject
fixed effects analysis on SPM2. However, given the size of this data set (89 participants) and the
magnitude of a multiple subject fixed effects analysis, this was not successfully recomputed for the
encoding or retrieval analyses. Only the results of the random effects analyses calculated using SPM2
have been presented in this thesis (Note: data from the fixed effects analyses as calculated using
SPM'99 is also available on request, and where pertinent to our results interpretation, we have referred
to the results of the between groups fixed effects analysis).
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7.8.4 Encoding
The main factor of interest during the word classification task was the BOLD fMRI response
associated with the processing of the words presented. Given that this was a word classification task,
word processing would also be accompanied by the retrieval of semantic information associated with
the words presented, in order to aid in the selection of an appropriate response (i.e. is this living or
non-living?). Due to a high level of accuracy on this task, all events were included and all items were
treated as equal and entered into a single regressor model. The single regressor was obtained by
convolving a canonical haemodynamic response function with a vector of the onset times. Head
movement was introduced as a further regressor, in order to model movement related residual
variance. First level contrast parameter estimate images for each individual participant (encoding >
baseline experimental activation; baseline experimental activation > encoding) were computed and
manually entered into a second level random effects analysis to examine activations within groups
(one sample t-tests) and activation differences between groups (one-way ANOVAs). ANOVAs were
followed by post hoc t-tests, to examine differences between each of the three groups (i.e. HR+, HR-
and C). In order to address our apriori hypotheses, the maximum number of post-hoc two sample t-
tests was computed. This allowed us to compare the control group with the high-risk group to
determine possible 'trait' effects (i.e. HR ( as a whole), and HR- and HR+ independently > or < C, but
HR- = HR+), and the control group and high-risk participants without symptoms to those with
psychotic symptoms to elucidate any response differences which could be attributed to the presence of
psychotic symptoms or 'state' effects (i.e. C & HR- > or < HR+).
7.8.5 Retrieval
7.8.5.1 Old vs. new
Our first contrast of interest was the comparison of retrieval events (both correct and incorrect) where
words were identified as old (recognition) with events where words were identified as new (rejection).
Three classes of events (i.e. old, new and no responses) were entered into a three-regressor model,
with head movement as an additional regressor to model movement related residual variance. First
level contrast parameter estimate images for each individual participant (old > new; new > old) were
computed and manually entered into a second level random effects analysis to calculate activations
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within groups (one sample t-test) and activation differences between groups (one-way ANOVAs).
Post-hoc two sample t-tests were computed to explore activation differences between each of the three
groups (i.e. HR+, HR- and Controls). It would have been of interest to look at the difference in
response between successfully and unsuccessfully encoded items by computing the contrast of correct
old versus incorrect new items. However, there were too few false negative responses to allow for
computation of this contrast.
7.8.5.2 Correct old and correct new
Incorrect responses were not investigated separately in these analyses. This was partly due to the
number of incorrect events, which precluded analysis following a division of events into false
positives and false negatives. This also had the added advantage of removing any confound which
could be associated with differences in behavioural task performance, e.g. unknown reasons for error
commission and guessing. Similarly, some evidence suggests that the neural correlates associated with
true and false recognition activate the same or overlapping areas of the brain (Heun et al 2004;
Schacter et al 1997). Although Heun et al (2004) showed overlapping activations for true and false
recognition, they also reported greater medial parieto-occipital activation for hits, and greater lateral
parieto-occipital activation for false alarms. The analysis therefore focused on those activations
associated with correct responses only. Three classes of events (i.e. correct old, correct new and
errors (incorrect and no responses)) were entered into a three-regressor model. Head movement was
again included as an additional regressor. First level contrast parameter estimate images for each
individual participant (correct old events vs. baseline experimental activation, correct new events vs.
baseline experimental activation, and correct old events vs. correct new events) were also computed
and manually entered into a second level random effects analysis to examine within group activations
(one sample t-tests) and activation differences between groups (one-way ANOVAs). In the same way
as above, one-way ANOVAs were followed by post hoc two sample t-tests, to explore differences
between each of the three groups (i.e. HR+, HR- and Controls).
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7.8.6 Localisation of functional activation
SPM generates statistical output, which maps activations with respect to Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) coordinate system. As with other atlases of the human brain this system maps regions
of the brain with respect to their locations in 3D space (i.e. x,y,z dimensions). The MNI output
coordinates were converted to standard Talairach space, using a non-linear conversion
(http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html). The relevant coordinates were entered into
the Talairach daemon database and were also checked manually on the Talairach/Tournoux Co-Planar
Stereotaxic Atlas of the Human Brain (Talairach and Toumoux 1988). MNI & Talairach coordinates
estimated brain regions and Brodmann areas have been included in the results tables.
7.8.7 Presentation of results
The results of the random effects analysis for within and between group contrasts are presented in
Appendix 6: Tables 6A-6.J. Where the between group contrasts have shown a clear difference
between fixed and random effects results, the fixed effects between group results have also been
discussed. Height thresholds of p<0.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) were applied to
statistical parametric maps for fixed and random effects results. The Brodmann area of significant
cluster activation (i.e. BA), the number of voxels within clusters of significant activation (i.e. Ke), the
Z statistic for that cluster (i.e. Z), and the cluster level p values (i.e. corrected or uncorrected for
multiple comparisons), are noted within the text and in the tables (Appendix 6: Tables 6A-6J). Peak
maxima for clusters reported are detailed in the tables. P values noted within the text are corrected for
multiple comparisons unless otherwise stated. However, given that results presented are based on a
conservative random effects analysis (with a low number of events), and a threshold of p<0.001,
uncorrected values have also been presented where corrected values in regions predicted to be of
interest, did not achieve significance. Where uncorrected p values are presented in the text, they are
preceded by the corrected p value for that cluster.
For within group comparisons, increases describe areas of significantly greater activation in one
condition (i.e. A) relative to another (i.e. B). For the same contrast, decreases describe areas of
significantly less activation in condition A relative to B (or alternatively, greater activation in the latter
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B condition relative to the former condition A). For between group contrasts, it is appreciated that, for
example, group C > group D, in condition A > condition B, will be the same for the reverse contrast
(i.e. group D > group C, in condition B > condition A) (Laurienti, P.; SPM@JISCMAIL.AC.UK.; 24th
June 2004). The reverse contrasts were also computed, but have not been presented. Due to the
number of two-sample post-hoc t-tests, for ease of reporting, C >HR, C > HR- & C > HR+ will be
reported under 'C vs. HR'. HR > C, HR- > C & HR+ > C will be reported under 'HR vs. C'. HR- >
HR+ & HR+ > HR- will be reported under 'HR- vs. HR+'.
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Chapter 8: Results of Investigation 5
8.1 Participant demographic characteristics
Twenty-seven high-risk participants presented with transient or isolated psychotic symptoms at the
time of the first scan (HR+). Of this group, there were 13 males and 14 females with a mean age of
25.1 years (s.d. = 3.1). 41 participants exhibited no psychotic symptoms (HR-) and in this group there
were 17 males and 24 females with a mean age of 26.6 years (s.d. = 3.3). There were 21 healthy
controls (C), of which 13 were male and 8 were female, with a mean age of 26.8 years (s.d. = 2.7).
There was a trend for a significant difference in mean age between groups (F (2> 88) =2.5, p=0.09).
However, age was not controlled for in this sample for either the behavioural or functional MRI data
analysis. It was thought a reasonable course of action not to control for participant age given that age
related memory deficits are not generally apparent in this age group and are more common in
individuals over the age of forty-five years (Parkin 1993). With the exception of the trend towards a
significant difference in mean age, the participant groups were suitably balanced for handedness,
gender, WAIS- R full scale IQ and NART estimated full scale IQ (Table 8.1).








Mean age at scan: (SD) 26.8 (2.7) 26.6 (3.3) 25.1 (3.1) F = 2.5 a 0.09
Gender 13M: 8F 18M: 23F 13M: 14F X2 =2.3" 0.30
Hand- L: R: M* 2: 17: 1 3:37: 1 3:22:2 XM.30' 0.85
WAIS-RFSIQ: (SD) 107.5 (12.5) 103.5(14.5) 99.4(12.7) F = 2.0a 0.14




Eleven participants were excluded from the overall analysis, for a number of reasons. Five of the first
one hundred participants who attended declined to be scanned. A further six participants were
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excluded from the image analysis, two were excluded due to loss of behavioural data, two due to
minor vascular abnormalities and two due to excessive movement (i.e. >3mm spilco in either x, y or z).
Scanning data are therefore presented on 89 participants (68 high risk participants and 21 controls).
8.2 Behavioural performance
The performance of the 3 groups on the encoding and retrieval task is shown in tables 5.2-5.5. For all
participant groups more than 97% of responses given during encoding (C: 98.3%, HR-: 97.7%, HR+:
97.2%), and over 70% of responses given during retrieval (C: 71.3%, HR-: 74%, HR+: 71.6%) were
correct. A series of one-way ANOVAs revealed no significant main effects of group in the number of
correct classification responses (F (2,88)= 0.49, p = 0.61) or reaction times (F (2> 88) = 0-26 p = 0.77)
during encoding. While ANOVAs are considered robust enough to deal with any deviations from
normality in distributions, especially where there is homogeneity of variance between groups (Miller
1996), Kruskal Wallis non-parametric tests were also used to investigate differences between groups
in the word classification data. There were no significant differences between groups in the number
of correct classification responses (%2 =2.5 (2), p=0.28) or reaction times (%2 =3.1 (2), p=0.21).
Similarly, there were no significant differences between groups in the number of correct responses (F
(2,88) = 0.43, p = 0.65) or reaction times (F (2,88) = 0.35, p = 0.70) during the recognition task. All
groups therefore performed well above chance and were equivalent in both accuracy and speed during
the encoding and retrieval tasks (see tables 8.2 & 8.3).
Table 8.2: Mean performance scores and reaction timesfor the encoding condition
Participants No Incorrect Correct Total Encoding RT (msecs)
(N=89) Response Response Response No.
Recorded
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
C 0.1 0.5 35.4 36 928.4
(0.6) (1.2) (1.2) (458.6)
HR- 0.1 0.7 35.2 36 1002.8
(0.8) (1.1) (1.1) (353.4)
HR + 0.1 0.9 35.0 36 1005.5
(0.3) (1.4) (1.4) (420.1)
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Table 8.3: Mean performance scores and reaction timesfor the retrieval condition
Participants No Incorrect Correct Total Retrieval RT (msec)
(N=89) Response Response Response No.
Recorded
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
C 6.2 14.5 51.3 72 1321.6
(6.9) (4.8) (10.6) (385.1)
HR- 5.1 13.5 53.3 72 1254.1
(6.9) (4.6) (9.1) (338.8)
HR + 5.1 15.2 51.6 72 1313.2
(4.5) (5.7) (8.5) (353.2)
8.2.1 Old versus new responses
The results of the mixed repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of response type across
groups (F (i; 86) = 5.5 p<0.05), with groups making more new than old responses. From the means
however, this appears mainly attributable to the responding tendency in the high-risk group, rather
than the controls (see table 8.4). There was no main effect of group (F (1> 86) = 0.23 p = 0.79), and no
group by response type interaction (F (i; 86) = 1.66, p = 0.19), suggesting no significant differential
number of responses made by any one group. There was a trend for a significant correlation between
old and new events for the control group (r = -0.4, p = 0.06) and a significant correlation between the
two in FIR- (r = -0.4, p<0.005) and HR+ groups (r = -0.8, pO.001).
Table 8.4: Mean number ofold and new responses in the high-risk and control groups
Participants
(N=89)
C HR- HR+ Main effect response type Main effect group Response
XX
group
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F F F
Old
Response
32.9 (6.7) 30.5 (6.6) 31.6(6.6) 5.5" 0.2 1.7
New
Response
32.8 (6.2) 36.3 (6.6) 35.3 (8.0)
p < 0.05
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8.2.2 Incorrect old and incorrect new response numbers
Repeated measures mixed ANOVA showed no significant main effect of response type for incorrect
events (incorrect old and incorrect new) (F (i, 86) = 2.39 p=0.13), main effect of group F (1> 86) = 0.95,
p=0.39), or group by response type interaction (F (2,86) = 2.09 p=0.13), suggesting that all groups made
a similar number of incorrect recognition and rejection responses (see table 8.5). However,
interestingly, group means show controls to make slightly more incorrect old than incorrect new
responses, the opposite to the pattern seen in the high-risk group. There were no significant
correlations between incorrect old and incorrect new responses within groups.
Table 8.5: Mean number of incorrect and correct old and new events
No. Incorrect No. Incorrect No. Correct No. Correct
old new old new
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
c 7.6 6.9 25.3 25.9
(3.2) (4.5) (6.0) (5.7)
HR- 5.5 8.1 25.1 28.2
(3.1) (4.1) (5.7) (6.1)
HR + 7.0 8.2 24.6 27.0
(3.9) (4.9) (5.5) (5.9)
8.2.3 Incorrect and Correct Reaction Times
The results of the mixed repeated measures ANOVA showed there was a main effect of response time
for event type across groups (F (i_ 86) = 15.1, p<0.001), and response times for correct events were
significantly slower than those for incorrect events (mean diff = 126.4 (s.e. = 32.5), p<0.001). There
was no significant main effect of group (F (2> 86) = 0.27, p=0.76), suggesting that overall, participant
groups were not significantly different for response times during the retrieval condition. There was
also no significant group by response time interaction (F (2_ 86) = 2.4 p=0.096), suggesting that groups
did not have differential response times for correct and incorrect retrieval events (see table 8.6).
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Table 8.6: Means for correct and incorrect retrieval reaction times and results of mixed repeated
measures ANO VA











1307.8 (373.5) 1226.9(344.3) 1245.6 (338.1) 15.1 " 0.3 2.4
Incorrect
RT (msecs)
108.0.8(198.9) 1113.6 (379.3) 1206.8 (319.8)
p <0.001 _
8.2.4 Correct old and correct new response numbers
Repeated measures mixed ANOVA showed a significant main effect of response type for correct
events (correct old and correct new) (F (]i 86) = 8.1 p=0.006), with a greater number of correct new
responses than correct old responses made across all participants (mean diff =2.1, s.e. = 0.7). There
was however, no significant main effect of group (F (2>86) = 0.4, p=0.65), or group by response type
interaction (F (2,86) = 1 0, p=0.36), suggesting that there was no differential number of responses made
for either response type in any one group (see table 8.5 and figure 8.1). Correct old and correct new
responses were significantly correlated in the control (r = 0.6, p <0.005) and HR- groups (r = 0.3, p
<0.05), but not in the HR+ group (r = 0.1, p = 0.6).
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correct old response correct new response
8.2.5 Correct old and correct new reaction times
The results of the mixed repeated measures ANOVA showed there was a significant within group
effect of reaction time (F ()i 86) = 5.0 p<0.05), with reaction times for correct old events faster than
those for correct new events across participants (mean diff= 43.5, s.e. =19.4). However, there was no
significant main effect of group (F(i, 86) = 0.33 p=0.72), or group by reaction time interaction (F(i, 86)=
1.4, p=0.25), suggesting that groups were not differential in speed overall or during different event
types (see table 8.7). The pattern of means does show there to be a bigger difference between correct
old and correct new event reaction times in the HR+ than in either the FIR- and controls, although this
difference is not statistically significant (figure 8.2).
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Table 8.7: Mean correct old and correct new reaction times













1292.0 (350.5) 1217.9 (363.4) 1222.6(358.1) 5.01 0.3 1.4
Correct new RT
(msecs)
1312.8 (381.7) 1238.6(338.7) 1311.7 (368.6)
■
p< 0.05
Figure 8.2: Reaction times for correct old and correct new events
Correct old RT Correct new RT
8.3 Summary of behavioural results
Importantly all groups performed well above chance and were broadly equivalent in accuracy and in
speed during the encoding and retrieval tasks. Observed differences in BOLD fMRI response are
therefore unlikely to be attributed to differences in task performance.
Two measures of recognition performance were not computed e.g. recognition discriminability (i.e.
recognition accuracy-a high score indicating normal recognition of targets and rejection of distractors,
and a low score indicating high recognition of targets plus increased false positives, or low
recognition of targets and low false positives) and response bias (reflects bias for yes or no
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responding). It was decided that mean performance scores in a task where accuracy was expected to
be high, would adequately describe any performance differences between groups.
Although not statistically significant, the means do suggest subtle differences in the numbers of
discrete response events and event response times between groups. For example, the high-risk group
did not make significantly less correct old responses than controls, so that they are still able to
recognise previously presented targets. However, high-risk participants showed a non-significantly
greater predilection for new over old responses, which is less pronounced in the control group, a
similar pattern to that reported by Ragland et al (2004) in schizophrenics during a functional MRI
verbal recognition task (Ragland et al 2004).
Unfortunately, without a subjective account of the basis for participants' responses, we can only
tentatively speculate as to the mechanisms underlying these subtle differences. This pattern is
somewhat consistent with our investigation of the same group during visual recognition, where a
significantly fewer number of true positives were made in the high-risk group relative to the controls,
but an equivalent number of true negatives (RCFT results, chapter 4). The high-risk group therefore
may find it slightly easier to correctly identify a word that has not been seen before, than a word that
has. A parsimonious explanation might be that the criterion for correctly rejecting an item is lower
than that for correctly recognising it.
We were precluded from investigating more thoroughly the BOLD response associated with the
incorrect old and incorrect new responses, due to there being, in some cases, fewer than twelve events
in each discrete incorrect event category (Michael Rugg, personal communication). On average
groups made approximately this number of errors overall, and on an individual basis a proportion of
participants made considerably less incorrect responses (i.e. 33% of C, and 34.1% of HR- and HR+
made 12 or less incorrect responses). This, coupled with the difficulty in knowing the basis for error
commission across groups was a key factor in the decision to omit an analysis of 'incorrect' events
from the exploration of differences within and between groups in the functional MRI BOLD response
during retrieval.
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8.4 Functional magnetic resonance imaging results
See section 7.87 for details on results presentation and see Appendix 6 (Tables 6A-J) for random
effects results tables. Please note that all p values reported are corrected for multiple comparisons
unless otherwise stated, and only gray matter activations have been presented within the text.
8.4.1 Encoding: within group results
C increases
During the processing of words in the word classification task relative to baseline experimental
activation, C showed significant increases in BOLD fMRI response in clusters in the left medial
frontal lobe (BA 6; Ke= 222, Z= 4.3, p<0.001), bilateral parietal lobe (left pre-central gyrus, BA4; KE
= 1922, Z= 4.7, p<0.001; right post central gyrus, BA 2; KE =199, Z= 4.4, p=0.006), left superior
temporal lobe (BA 21; KE = 243, Z= 5.4, p=0.002), and left cerebellum (Declive; KE = 1213, Z= 5.3,
pO.OOl).
C decreases
Areas of significantly less response during the processing of words in the word classification task
relative to the baseline experimental activation were apparent in right middle temporal gyrus (BA21;
KE = 75, Z= 4.4, p=0.32 and p=0.Oil uncorrected) and again in the left cerebellum (posterior lobe,
tonsil; KE= 304, Z= 4.6, p<0.001) (see figure 8.3).
Figure 8.3: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of significantly (i) increased and (ii)





HR- showed activations across both hemispheres, including the bilateral parietal lobes (right post¬
central, BA 43; Kg= 1282, Z= 5.5, p<0.001 and left post-central gyrus, BA 2; KE = 7507, Z= 6.8,
p<0.001), bilateral superior temporal lobes (BA38; KE = 444, Z= 4.8, p<0.001; Kg = 672, Z= 4.8,
p<0.001), and bilateral cerebellum (left anterior lobe, culmen; KE = 4408, Z= 7.0, p<0.001; right
posterior lobe, tuber; KE = 6006, Z= 7.0, p<0.001). The greater extent of activation shown in this
group may be attributable to the larger group numbers.
HR- decreases
Relative reduced responses during word classification relative to baseline, were apparent in the left
frontal lobe (sub-callosal gyrus, BA25; KE = 518, Z= 4.1, p<0.001), right limbic lobe (cingulate
gyrus, BA31; KE= 73283, Z= 7.5, p<0.001) and right cerebellum (posterior lobe, tonsil; KE= 1822,
Z— 4.8, p<0.001) (see figure 8.4).
Figure 8.4: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of significantly (i) increased and (ii)
decreased BOLD response in HR- during a word classification task relative to a baseline
experimental activation
HR+ increases
HR+ showed an increased response during word classification relative to baseline in a similar area of
the left medial frontal lobe as shown in the control participants (BA6; Kg = 179, Z= 4.3, p<0.01), as
well as bilaterally in the inferior parietal lobes (LBA 40; KE= 2908, Z= 5.8, p<0.001; RBA40; KE =
483, Z= 5.0, p<0.001), left superior temporal gyrus (BA 22; KE = 609, Z= 4.5, p<0.001) and bilateral
(i) (ii)
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cerebellum (left anterior lobe, culmen; KE= 3929, Z= 6.4, p<0.001; right posterior lobe, tonsil; KE =
4071, Z= 5.6, p<0.001).
HR+ decreases
HR+ showed relative reduced responses during word classification relative to baseline in the right
thalamus (KE = 358, Z= 5.5, p<0.001), left cerebellum (KE= 265, Z= 4.4, p<0.001) and a trend for a
reduced response in the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA13; KE = 115, Z= 4.7, p=0.080) and right
inferior temporal gyrus (BA20/38; KE= 122, Z= 4.6, p=0.063) (see figure 8.5).
Figure 8.5: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of significantly (i) increased and (ii)
decreased BOLD response in HR+ during a word classification task relative to the baseline
experimental activation
(i) (ii)
8.4.2 Encoding: between group results
C vs. HR
C showed no areas of significantly greater activation than the HR group.
HR vs. C
During word classification relative to the baseline experimental activation, the HR group as a whole
showed a larger BOLD fMRI response in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) relative to C before
correction for multiple comparisons (BA45, KE= 137, Z= 3.8, p=0.14 and p=0.006 uncorrected) (see
figure 8.6a). This IFG area showed a non-significantly greater response in the HR- relative to C
(BA45, Ke = 22, Z= 4.0, p=0.99 and p=0.22 uncorrected) (see figure 8.6b). The HR+ group also
showed an increased BOLD response relative to controls in the same right IFG region, befire
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correction or multiple comparisons (BA45, KE= 154, Z= 4.0, p=0.095 and p<0.005 uncorrected) (see
figure 8.6c) and in the left inferior parietal lobule (BA40, KE = 111, Z= 4.0, p=0.22 and p=0.01
uncorrected) (see figure 8.7).
Figure 8.6 (a): Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response during word
classification relative to baseline in HR relative to controls C (maxima coordinates noted (52
26 6) are MNI and indicate the inferior frontal gyrus cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show
peak maxima of cluster overlaid on an average T1 brain
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Figure 8.6(b): Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response during word
classification relative to baseline in the HR- relative to C (maxima coordinates noted (52 26
22) are MNI and indicate the inferior frontal gyrus cluster, voxel extent = 20)
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Figure 8.6 (c): Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response during word
classification relative to baseline in HR+ group relative to C (maxima coordinates noted (52







Figure 8.7: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response during word
classification relative to baseline in HR+ relative to C (maxima coordinates noted are MNI (-
46 -50 40) and indicate the inferior parietal lobe cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show




HR- showed no significant areas of greater activation relative to HR+ during word classification
relative to baseline. However, the HR+ showed a greater fMRI response in the left inferior parietal
lobe (BA7/40, Ke= 168, Z= 3.9, p=0.069) when compared to HR- (see figure 8.8).
Figure 8.8: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response during word
classification relative to baseline in HR+ relative to HR- (coordinates noted are MNI (-46 -62
50) and indicate maxima of inferior parietal lobe cluster, voxel extent = 20).
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8.4.3 Summary of encoding results
C show mainly left lateralised responses during semantic word classification relative to baseline
experimental activation in the medial frontal and post-central gyrus, superior temporal lobe and
cerebellum. HR-, on the other hand, show both left and right hemisphere responses across similar
regions to the control group for this contrast. Furthermore, while HR+ show activation in a similar
medial frontal lobe cluster to controls, they additionally activate the inferior parietal lobule bilaterally.
Therefore, in the HR+ group, the left inferior parietal lobule (BA40) shows significantly (before
correction) greater activation than HR- and C, for this contrast. The BOLD fMRI response in the right
IFG (BA45) is also significantly greater (before correction) in the HR group as a whole and in HR+
(and non-significantly in HR-) relative to controls. Analysis of the within group maps suggest that
this may be due to a 'deactivation' in this area, particularly in the HR+ group. This suggests a
possible state related deficit in the left (and less so in the right inferior parietal lobe), and a trait deficit
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as a result of 'reduced' activation during encoding in the right IFG, which is worsened in the
psychotic symptom group and therefore additionally influenced by state effects.
8.4.4 Recognition versus rejection: within group results
C increases:
There were no significant areas of increased BOLD fMRI response during recognition responses
relative to rejection responses, after correction for multiple comparisons. However, before correction,
there was a significantly greater BOLD fMRI response in the left IFG (BA10; KE = 101, Z= 5.9,
p=0.15 and p<0.005 uncorrected), and left caudate body (KE = 68, Z= 4.1, p=0.43 and p<0.05
uncorrected).
C decreases:
There were significant areas of increased BOLD fMRI response during rejection relative to
recognition responses, in the right medial frontal gyrus (BA10; KE = 174, Z= 3.7, p=0.016), right
fusiform gyrus (BA37; KE = 223, Z= 4.2, p<0.005), and right cerebellum (culmen; = 393, Z= 4.6,
p<0.001), and a trend for significance in the left cuneus (BA18/19; Ke= 129, Z= 4.1, p=0.062) and
left fusiform gyrus (BA19; KE= 118, Z= 4.0, p=0.088) (see figure 8.9).
Figure 8.9: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during recognition relative to rejection in C.
HR- increases:
Relative areas of increased BOLD fMRI response during recognition compared to rejection were
shown in a cluster in the sub-lobar area (extending to the medial dorsal thalamic nuclei) (BA30; KE =
(i) (ii)
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799, Z= 4.1, p<0.001), the right cerebellum (posterior lobe, pyramis; Kg = 308, Z= 4.0, p=<0.005),
and the left superior parietal lobe (BA7; KE = 61, Z= 3.9, p=0.68 and p<0.05 uncorrected).
HR- decreases:
Significant areas of increased BOLD fMRI response during rejection relative to recognition were
shown in the left frontal, precentral gyrus (BA4; KE= 168, Z= 3.7, p=0.058), left cuneus (BA18, Ke =
474, Z= 5.7, p<0.001), left middle temporal gyrus (BA19; KE = 328, Z= 4.8, p<0.005), left precuneus
(BA7, Ke = 287, Z= 4.7, p<0.005) and right precuneus (BA19; KE = 399, Z= 4.3, p=<0.001)(see
figure 8.10).
Figure 8.10: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD




HR+ showed no significant areas of increased activation during recognition relative to rejection after
correction for multiple comparisons. Before correction, there were areas of greater BOLD fMR]
response in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA11/47; KE= 52, Z= 4.0, p=0.73 and p<0.05 uncorrected),
left IFG (BA47;Ke= 58, Z= 3.6, p=0.65 and p<0.05 uncorrected), and the left angular gyrus, parietal
lobe (Ke= 52, Z= 4.0, p=0.68 and p<0.05 uncorrected).
HR+ decreases:
Again, HR+ showed no significant areas of increased activation during rejection relative to
recognition after correction for multiple comparisons. However, before correction, there was a greater
response in the left middle temporal gyrus (BA19; KE= 62, Z= 3.5, p=0.59, p<0.05 uncorrected) (see
figure 8.11).
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Figure 8.11: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during recognition relative to rejection in HR+.
(i) GO
* *
8.4.5 Recognition versus rejection: between group results
C vs. HR
C showed no significant areas of greater activation compared to the HR group during recognition
relative to rejection.
HR vs. C
The HR group as a whole showed a significantly greater response in the right cerebellum, before
correction for multiple comparisons (Declive, posterior lobe; KE = 160, Z= 4.2, p=0.26, p<0.05
uncorrected), as did the HR- (Declive, posterior lobe; KE= 130, Z= 4.2, p=0.37, p<0.05 uncorrected).
There were no other significant between group differences for this contrast (see figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.12: Between group maps showing areas of increased BOLD fMRI response in HR
relative to C during recognition relative to rejection (maxima coordinates are MNI (28 -56 -
20) and indicate the right cerebellar cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show peak maxima
of cluster overlaid on average T1 brain.








HR- showed a significantly greater BOLD fMRI response compared to HR+ in the right cerebellum,
before correction for multiple comparisons (Tonsil, posterior lobe; KE = 176, Z= 3.8, p=0.21, p<0.05
uncorrected).
8.4.6 Summary of recognition versus rejection results
During recognition (the classification of words, both correctly and incorrectly, as having been seen
before), relative to rejection (the classification of words, both correctly and incorrectly, as not having
been seen before), groups showed few significant differential areas of greater activation in the former
relative to the latter, although HR- did show a significant increase in a sub-lobar cluster, extending to
the medial dorsal thalamic nuclei, after correction for multiple comparisons. During rejection relative
to recognition of words, both C and HR- showed greater activation in posterior visual brain areas such
as the cuneus, fusiform gyrus, and precuneus, while both HR groups showed greater activity in the
middle temporal gyrus. Notably, the HR+ showed the least difference between conditions, relative to
the other two groups. In the HR- relative to both C and HR+, between group contrasts showed greater
activation in the right posterior cerebellum. However, again, a large proportion of these results was
not significant after correction for multiple comparisons, and so should be considered tentatively.
Further, while combining both correct and incorrect responses (in order to compare recognition versus
rejection decisions) increases the number of events included, the overlap in recruited brain areas for
both response types may explain the lack of significant differences both within and between groups
for this contrast.
8.4.7 Correct recognition relative to baseline: within group results
C increases:
During the correct recognition of words relative to a baseline activation (averaged fixation periods), C
showed an increased BOLD fMRI response in the right frontal, precentral gyrus (BA6; Ke= 281, Z=
4.8, p<0.005), left IFG (BA47; KE= 347, Z= 4.6, p<0.001), left middle frontal gyrus (BA9/44; KE =
137, Z= 3.6, p=0.059), right superior parietal lobe (BA7; KE = 99, Z= 4.0, p=0.17 and p<0.05
uncorrected), left temporal, fusiform gyrus (BA 19; KE = 1458, Z= 5.0, p<0.005), and left caudate
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head extending to the left sub-lobar thalamus, ventral lateral and ventral anterior nucleus (KE= 369,
Z= 4.9, p<0.001). Significant areas of BOLD fMRI response increase were also evident in the right
inferior occipital lobe (BA 18; KE = 565, Z= 5.2, p<0.001) and the right cerebellum (anterior lobe,
culmen; KE= 623, Z= 4.8, p<0.001).
C decreases:
There was a significantly greater fMRI BOLD response during baseline activation relative to correct
recognition in right medial frontal gyrus (BA10; KE = 8648, Z= 5.5, p<0.001), the left middle
temporal gyrus (BA38; KE = 501, Z= 4.7, p<0.001) and the left inferior temporal gyrus (BA37; KE =
141, Z= 4.6, p<0.05).
Figure 8.13: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during correct recognition relative to baseline, in C.
HR- Increases:
The HR- group showed increased BOLD fMRI responses during correct recognition relative to a
baseline experiment activation in two clusters in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA9; Ke= 556, Z= 4.8,
p<0.001 & BA10; Ke = 263, Z= 4.1, p<0.05), right middle frontal gyrus (BA11; KE = 161, Z= 3.9,
p=0.08 and p<0.005 uncorrected). An increased BOLD fMRI response was also evident in the left
inferior parietal lobule (BA40; KE = 263, Z= 5.6, p<0.001), as well as the right cerebellum (Tuber,




The HR- showed decreased BOLD fMRI response during correct recognition relative to baseline
experimental activation, in the right frontal lobe, sub callosal gyrus (BA25; Kg = 331, Z= 4.9,
p<0.005) (see figure 8.14).
Figure 8.14: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
response during correct recognition relative to a baseline experimental activation in HR-.
(i) (ii)
HR+ increases:
The HR+ showed an increased BOLD fMRI response during correct recognition relative to the
baseline activation of the experiment in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA46; KE = 776, Z= 5.3,
p<0.001), and in the right middle frontal gyrus (BA9; KE = 677, Z= 4.2, p<0.001). They also showed
an increased BOLD fMRI response in the right inferior parietal lobule (BA40/7; KE = 229, Z= 4.6,
p=0.008), left superior temporal gyrus (BA22/38; K£= 635, Z= 4.7, pO.OOl), right inferior occipital
lobe (BA18; KE = 5492, Z= 5.8, pO.OOl) and left cerebellum (Declive, posterior lobe; KE = 3766,
Z= 6, pO.OOl).
HR+ decreases:
The HR+ showed a decreased BOLD fMRI response during correct recognition relative to the
baseline activation of the experiment, in the right parietal lobe, precuneus (BA7; KE= 26759, Z= 6.7,
p<0.001), the left temporal fusiform gyrus (BA20; KE = 375, Z= 4.4, p<0.001) and left
parahippocampal gyrus (BA 35; KE= 70, Z= 3.7, p=0.44, p<0.05 uncorrected) (see figure 8.15).
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Figure 8.15: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI during correct recognition relative to baseline, in HR+.
(0 (ii)
8.4.8 Correct recognition relative to baseline: between group results
C vs. HR:
C showed no significant increased BOLD fMRI response relative to the HR group as a whole or the
HR+ for this contrast, although they showed a significantly increased BOLD fMRI response relative
to the HR- in the right frontal precentral gyrus (BA6; KE = 131, Z= 4.2, p=0.16 and p<0.05
uncorrected). However, given that this statistic is uncorrected for multiple comparisons it should be
considered cautiously.
HR vs. C
C showed a reduced BOLD fMRI response compared to the HR group as a whole during correct
recognition relative to baseline activation in the right middle occipital gyrus (BA18; KE= 124, Z= 4.1,
p=0.19 and p<0.05 uncorrected). Surprisingly there were no left middle frontal lobe differences
between these groups in spite of the apparent greater recruitment of these areas on the HR within
group maps. HR- showed a greater BOLD fMRI response relative to controls in the right middle
occipital gyrus (BA18; Kh = 119, Z= 4.2, p=0.21 and p<0.05 uncorrected). HR+ showed no
significantly increased BOLD fMRl responses compared to controls. Once again, after correction for
multiple comparisons there were no statistically significant values, therefore the uncorrected results
are presented for interest, due to a lack of corrected clusters.
HR- vs. HR+
There were no significant supra-threshold clusters for this contrast.
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8.4.9 Summary of correct recognition versus baseline results:
There were robust within group increases in the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes across groups for
this contrast (although decreases across groups varied). The high-risk groups also showed more
extensive increased bilateral frontal response and decreased middle temporal response than the
controls. Nonetheless, the between group contrasts showed these apparent differences to be non¬
significant after correction for multiple comparisons. While before correction controls showed less
activation compared to the HR group as a whole and HR- independently in the left occipital gyrus, and
increased activation relative to HR- in the left frontal, precentral gyrus (BA 6), these differences may
only be a feature of the larger participant numbers in the HR- and combined HR group relative to the
controls.
8.4.10 Correct rejection relative to baseline: within group results
C increases:
C showed a larger BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to a baseline
activation in the left 1FG (BA47; KE = 632, Z= 5.4, p<0.001), in the right frontal, precentral gyrus
(BA6; Ke = 249, Z= 4.2, p<0.001) and the left medial frontal gyrus (BA6; KE = 752, Z= 4.6,
p<0.001). They also showed an increased fMRI response in the left temporal fusiform gyrus (BA37;
Ke = 1734, Z= 5.0, p<0.001) and right cerebellum (Culmen, anterior lobe; KE = 1836, Z= 5.4,
pO.OOl).
C decreases:
C showed a reduced BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to baseline
activation in the right inferior temporal gyrus (BA20; KE = 348, Z= 4.3, p<0.001) and right occipital
lobe, cuneus (BA 19/18; KE= 309, Z= 4.2, p<0.001) (see figure 8.16).
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Figure 8.16: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during correct rejection relative to baseline experimental activation in C.
(i) (ii)
HR- increases:
HR- showed a larger BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to baseline
activation in the right middle frontal gyrus (BA46; KE= 264, Z= 3.9, p<0.05), the left IFG (BA10; KE
= 324, Z= 4.1, p<0.005), the left inferior parietal lobule (BA40; KE= 6362, Z= 6.3, p<0.001), the left
superior temporal gyrus (BA22; KE = 1451, Z= 5.9, p<0.001), and the right cerebellum (Culmen,
anterior lobe; KE= 11747, Z= 7.2, p<0.001).
HR- decreases:
HR- showed a reduced BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to baseline
activation in the right cerebellum (Semi-lunar, posterior lobe; KE= 141, Z= 3.8, p=0.12 and p<0.005
uncorrected) (see figure 8.17).
Figure 8.17: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD




The HR+ showed a larger BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to a
baseline activation, in the right orbito-frontal gyrus (BA11; Kg = 213, Z= 4.2, p<0.01), the right
middle frontal gyrus (BA46; Kg = 285, Z= 4.4, p<0.005), the right and left frontal precentral gyrus
(LBA4; Kg= 171, Z= 4.3, p<0.05, RBA 4; KE= 271, Z= 3.9, p<0.005), the left inferior parietal lobule
(BA40; KE = 2039, Z= 4.7, p<0.001), left superior temporal gyrus (BA22; Kg = 1050, Z= 4.3,
p<0.001), and the right cerebellum (Culmen, posterior lobe; Kg = 4260, Z= 6.0, p<0.001) and left
cerebellum (Declive, posterior lobe; Kg= 3965, Z= 6.8, pO.001). HR+ showed additional enhanced
bilateral fMRI response in the sub-lobar lentiform nucleus, putamen (right; KE= 418, Z= 4.6, p<0.001,
left; Kg = 497, Z= 5.4, p<0.001).
HR+ decreases:
The HR+ showed a smaller BOLD fMRI response during correct rejection responses relative to
baseline activation in the left medial frontal gyrus (BA10; Kg = 31501, Z= 7.2, p<0.001) left limbic
lobe, anterior cingulate gyrus (AC) (Kg = 371, Z= 4.9, p<0.001) and left parahippocampal gyrus
(PHG) (BA35/36; KE= 274, Z= 4.8, p<0.005) (see figure 8.18).
Figure 8.18: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during correct rejection relative to baseline experimental activation in HR+.
(i) (h)
8.4.11 Correct rejection relative to baseline: between group results
C vs. HR
C showed no enhanced response relative to the HR group as a whole or compared to HR- or HR+
participants for this contrast.
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HR vs. C
HR- showed a larger BOLD fMRI response relative to C in the left middle occipital gyrus (BA 18; fQ.
= 143, Z= 3.6, p=0.13 and p<0.01 uncorrected). There was an uncorrected trend for greater right
middle occipital activation in HR relative to C (BA 18; KE = 59, Z= 3.7, p=0.68 and p=0.076
uncorrected). However, there were no significant differences between C and HR+ for this contrast.
There were no differences between HR- and HR+ for this contrast.
8.4.12 Summary of correct rejection versus baseline results:
During the correct rejection of words relative to baseline activation, there were no significant
differences between groups after correction for multiple comparisons. Before correction, C differed
from the HR- only in their smaller activation of the left middle occipital cortex (BA 18). However,
some apparent differences between activations in the groups are evident in the within group contrast
maps, with HR+ showing significant decreased activation in the limbic lobe (parahippocampal gyrus
and anterior cingulate) during both correct old and correct new responses relative to baseline, an area
not shown to have decreased activation in either the HR- or C groups. The nature of deactivations in
contrasts was noted earlier, and it is interesting that this group might show an enhanced activation in
this area during baseline experimental activation relative to correct new responses or alternatively, less
activity during correct new relative to baseline. The parahippocampal gyrus has been associated with
both recollection and familiarity processes during retrieval in healthy volunteers.
8.4.13 Correct recognition versus correct rejection: within group results
C increases:
During correct old relative to correct new responding, and before correction for multiple comparisons,
C had a greater fMRI response in the left parietal lobe, post-central gyrus (BA 2; KE = 100, Z= 4.0,
p=0.16 and p< 0.005 uncorrected).
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C decreases:
C showed a greater response in the right lingual gyrus (BA19, Ke= 196, Z= 4.1, p<0.05) and left
cerebellum, culmen (Ke= 132, Z= 4.1, p=0.057), during correct new relative to correct old (see figure
8.19).
Figure 8.19: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during correct recognition relative to correct rejection in C.
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HR- increases:
During correct old relative to correct new responses HR- showed an increased BOLD fMRJ response
in the left parahippocampal gyrus, extending into the left thalamus, pulvinar and left anterior lobe of
the cerebellum, culmen (KE= 959, Z= 5.1, p< 0.001) and before correction for multiple comparisons,
a trend for significance in the right inferior parietal lobule (BA 7; KE= 48, Z= 3.9, p=0.76, p=0.08
uncorrected).
HR- decreases:
During correct new relative to correct old events, the HR- showed greater responses in the left cuneus,
occipital lobe (BA18, KE= 282, Z= 4.8, p<0.005).
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Figure 8.20: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD
fMRI response during correct recognition relative to correct rejection in HR-.
(i) (ii)
HR+ increases:
During correct old relative to correct new responses the HR+ demonstrated a greater response in the
left middle frontal gyrus (BA 47; KE = 343, Z= 5.2, p<0.001). Before correction for multiple
comparisons, there were significant responses in the right and left cerebellum, (R anterior lobe; KE =
66, Z— 4.0, p=0.52 and p<0.05 uncorrected; Pyramis, posterior lobe; KE = 78, Z= 3.7, p=0.38 and
p<0.05).
HR+ decreases:
HR+ showed larger activations in the left frontal orbital gyrus (BA11, KE= 51, Z= 4.0, p=0.74 and
p<0.05 uncorrected), left superior temporal gyrus (BA22, KE = 54, Z= 4.6, p=0.69 and p<0.05
uncorrected) and left cerebellum (KE= 564, Z= 4.2, p=0.66 and p<0.05 uncorrected) during correct
new relative to correct old responses. However, none of these results survived correction for multiple
comparisons and so should be considered tentatively.
Figure 8.21: Within group maps (sagittal) of areas of (i) increased and (ii) decreased BOLD




8.4.14 Correct recognition versus correct rejection: Between group results
C vs. HR
During correct old relative to correct new responding, C showed no significant areas of greater
response relative to HR participants as a whole or HR with or without symptoms.
HR vs. C
During correct recognition relative to correct rejection, the HR group as a whole showed a
significantly greater fMRl response in the right cerebellum (Tuber extending into declive, posterior
lobe; Ke = 388, Z= 4.4, p<0.001), relative to C. Before correction for multiple comparisons, HR
showed greater responses in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 20/21; Kg = 77, Z= 4.0, p=0.5 and
p<0.05 uncorrected), and in two clusters in the left cerebellum (Pyramis, posterior lobe; Kg = 58, Z=
3.9, p=0.74 and p=0.06 uncorrected; Culmen, anterior lobe:; KE = 61, Z= 3.5, p=0.71 and p=0.055
uncorrected ) relative to C. Moreover, the latter cerebellar response achieved significance after
correction for multiple comparisons, when the threshold was raised to p<0.005. This also showed an
increased response in the HR relative to C in a thalamic cluster before correction for multiple
comparisons (11 -26 8; pulvinar; K.E = 115, Z= 3.5, p=0.96 and p<0.05 uncorrected) (see figure 8.22).
HR- showed increased BOLD fMRI response relative to C bilaterally in the cerebellum (Left culmen,
anterior lobe; KE = 183, Z= 3.9, p<0.05, and right culmen, extending into tuber, posterior lobe; KE =
202, Z= 3.9, p<0.05). Raising the threshold to p<0.005 also showed the same increased thalamic
response, significant before correction for multiple comparison (-9 -26 8; pulvinar; KE = 178, Z= 3.8,
p=0.70 and p=0.02 uncorrected) (see figure 8.23)
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Figure 8.22: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response in HR relative to
C during correct recognition relative to correct rejection (maxima coordinates are MNI (28 -
54 -20) and indicate right cerebellar cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show peak maxima
of cluster overlaid on average T1 brain.
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Figure 8.23: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response in HR- relative to
C during correct recognition relative to correct rejection (maxima coordinates are MNI (28-
54 -24) and indicate right cerebellar cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show peak maxima
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HR+ also showed a greater fMRI response relative to C in the right cerebellum (Tuber, posterior lobe;
Ke = 300, Z= 4.4, p<0.005) and left cerebellum (Culmen, anterior lobe extending into limbic lobe,
sub-gyral; KE = 162, Z= 3.9, p=0.08). Before correction for multiple comparisons, there were
increases in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 20/21; KE = 106, Z= 4.6, p=0.29 and p<0.05
uncorrected) and left cerebellum (Pyramis, posterior lobe; KE = 58, Z= 3.9, p=0.75 and p=0.06
uncorrected)^see figure 8.24).
HR-vs. HR+:
During correct old relative to correct new responding, HR- showed a greater BOLD fMRI response in
the right ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus relative to HR+ (KE= 190, Z= 3.9, p<0.05), while
HR+ showed a greater response relative to HR- in the left middle frontal gyrus, before correction for
multiple comparisons (BA11/47; KE= 96, Z= 3.6, p=0.36 and p<0.05 uncorrected) (see figure 8.25).
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Figure 8.24: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response in HR+ relative
to C during correct recognition relative to correct rejection (maxima coordinates are MNI (40
-60 -38) and indicate right cerebellar cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show peak





Figure 8.25: Between group maps of areas of greater BOLD fMRI response in HR- relative to
HR+ during correct recognition relative to correct rejection (maxima coordinates are MNI (14
-6 16) and indicate right thalamic cluster, voxel extent = 0). Sections show peak maxima of
cluster overlaid on average T1 brain.
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8.4.15 Summary of correct recognition versus correct rejection results:
The statistical parametric maps for the within group contrasts, suggest that the increased BOLD fMRI
response during correct old relative to correct new responding is very different in all three groups;
with mainly parietal, precentral gyral activation in C; limbic, parahippocampal gyral activation in the
HR- group; and mainly inferior and superior frontal activation in the HR+ group. In the results of the
random effects between group contrasts, controls showed a reduced BOLD fMRI response relative to
the HR group as a whole, and relative to HR- and HR+ independently, in the bilateral cerebellum.
This represents an important and un-hypothesised trait deficit in the high-risk group, during successful
recognition, when compared to the controls. Enhanced activation was also apparent in the right
middle temporal gyrus in the HR group as a whole and in the HR+ relative to C, although this may be
due to reduced within group activation of this area in the HR+ during correct recognition. HR- also
showed an increased fMRI response relative to HR+ in the ventral anterior thalamus. Thalamic
increase in the HR group as a whole and in HR- was apparent before correction for multiple
comparisons, after raising the threshold to p<0.005. However, the HR group effect may be mainly
due to the HR- response, given that there was no indication of thalamic increased response on the
HR+ within group map.
The frontal response we did hypothesise was not apparent, although the fixed effects between group
analysis did show an increased activation in right middle frontal gyrus (BA10) in the HR group
relative to controls during the correct old relative to correct new contrast, and which could be
considered a trait effect (see table 8.7). The absence of a similar result following the random effects
analysis suggests that the participant-to-participant variance across scans, which is introduced as a
random factor to the analysis, must be large enough to have removed this previous response
difference. In order to further explore the loss of this result in the between group random effects
analysis, we plotted individual responses at the coordinates of the significant fixed effects cluster (24
54 -8), during the correct recognition relative to correct rejection contrast (see figure 8.26).
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Table 8.8: Correct old versus correct newfixed effects between group analysis: maxima ofsignificant
differences in brainfMRI response between HR+, HR- and C






HR > C Right superior frontal
gyrus (BA10) 24 52-6 24 54 -4 4.79 0.06
HR- > C Right medial frontal
gyrus (BA10)
12 60 14 11 58 9 4.20 0.09
HR+ > C Right middle frontal
gyrus (BA10)
24 54 -8 24 56-6 5.31 0.04
Height threshold p<0.001, Cluster size > 100
Figure 8.26: Plot of responses for the peak maxima of the right middle frontal gyrus cluster
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Figure 8.26 demonstrates that although not significantly different between groups, the fitted BOLD
response at the specified coordinates in the right middle frontal gyrus, appears slightly greater across
those in the HR group (both with and without symptoms) compared to C (first 21 scan numbers).
However, individual heterogeneity across scans in the HR group is also apparent from the plot of
fitted responses, and may therefore have reduced the power to detect significant between group
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differences at this location following a random effects analysis. Alternatively, only a select number of
HR participants may be characterised by this hyperfrontal response relative to C. It would therefore
be interesting to further explore this area of response in an investigation of participants who have
subsequently developed schizophrenia, in order to ascertain whether this is reflective of the
development of schizophrenia in this group.
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Chapter 9: Investigation 5- Discussion
We predicted that there would be no significant performance differences between the high-risk
participants and controls during word classification and subsequent word recognition. Our
behavioural results suggest this to be the case, although a very subtle difference in response
predilection was apparent between the groups. Given roughly equated behavioural performance, we
hypothesised that the high-risk participant group as a whole would show a significantly increased
brain response in areas known to support verbal episodic encoding and retrieval, and which have also
been demonstrated as functionally aberrant in schizophrenics and to a lesser extent in their biological
relatives (i.e. frontal, temporal, parietal and cerebellar areas). We also considered several possible
interpretations of the anticipated increased activations in the high-risk group as a whole, and in the
sub-group with psychotic symptoms. Firstly, that it may be a reflection of different physiological
brain responses in individuals with a genetic vulnerability for schizophrenia, hence a trait deficit.
Secondly, where this response is more exaggerated in similar areas in high-risk participants with
psychotic symptoms relative to controls and those without symptoms, it might represent a state related
deficit, and therefore further along a continuum of cerebral dysfunction in individuals with a putative
intermediate phenotype for the disorder. Thirdly, that increased response may be compensatory to
deficient activation in aspects of the required brain networks (i.e. in ffonto-temporal and fronto¬
parietal networks). Finally, that increased response might also be indicative of different processing
strategies employed by the high-risk and control groups in order to successfully perform the task (e.g.
recollection versus familiarity). Unfortunately, without a modified paradigm, we can make no
inferences regarding the latter point.
9.1 Word classification
9.1.1 Within group contrasts
First level within group analyses showed that during the processing of words in the word classification
task relative to baseline experimental activation, all groups showed enhanced frontal, temporal,
parietal and cerebellar responses, mainly left lateralised in the controls, and in both hemispheres in the
high-risk groups. These within group responses differ from the typical activations described in a
number of other living versus non- living classification tasks, due to the absence of left IFG
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(BA45/47) activation, and the presence of STG and parietal pre and post central gyrus activation
across groups. However, Jennings et al (1997) and Kapur et al (1994), for example, contrasted
semantic word classification (living versus non-living) with a perceptual, non-semantic judgment task,
so that responses in the healthy volunteers were reflective of processing specific to semantic but not
perceptual word processing. Conversely, Price et al (1997) showed no frontal response, but inferior
parietal and middle temporal gyrus response during a living versus non-living relative to a
phonological decision task in healthy volunteers. In our task, word processing across the entire word
classification task was compared to the baseline experimental activation, so that any response
differences may be due to both semantic and phonological word processing. Indeed, the parietal pre
and post central gyri are somatosensory areas, and may indicate low level sensory processing. In
addition to this, participants were aware that the classification task also preceded the explicit episodic
recall of the words presented for classification, so that additional processing may have included an
attempt to 'remember' these words for later recall.
The slightly reduced laterality in the high-risk group during word classification is consistent with a
number of fMRI word generation tasks in schizophrenic patients (Artiges et al 2000; Sommer et al
2003a), and has been described as a compensatory recruitment of right hemispheric areas to support
taxed left cerebral function, a diminished laterality in left hemisphere language areas, or a
convergence of both verbal and visuo-spatial processing during task performance.
9.1.2 Between group contrasts
Right inferior frontal gyrus (BA45)
The second level between group analysis for this contrast showed a greater response in the right IFG
(BA45) in the high-risk group as a whole (before correction) and in the high-risk participants with
psychotic symptoms (at corrected trend level) relative to controls. While this did not achieve
significance after correction for multiple comparisons, and therefore should be considered cautiously,
it remains to be of interest given that it is line with our hypotheses. However, it is also an interesting
result given the absence of greater activation in this area on the within group maps for this contrast,
and high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms showed a greater right IFG activation (BA45)
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during the baseline activation of the experiment relative to the word classification task. The more
significant response difference between the controls and the high-risk participants with psychotic
symptoms may therefore be attributable to the latter group's reduced activation in BA45 during the
task relative to the experimental baseline response. This raises the issue of the value of
'deactivations' when interpreting brain response during cognitive performance. Several authors have
postulated a default mode of functionality during baseline states, with the posterior medial cortices,
the parietal lobes, cingulate cortices and precuneus hypothesised as involved in the continuous
gathering of perceptual information, the posterior lateral cortices (e.g. superior temporal gyrus)
involved in the directing of attention to salient environmental stimuli, and the ventral medial
prefrontal and dorsal medial prefrontal cortices involved in spontaneous and task related performance,
hence continuous and dynamic in their activity. During goal engagement, attention will be focused on
task related performance, and so activation in some of these areas will be attenuated (Gusnard and
Raichle 2001; Raichle et al 2001). Indeed, Daselaar et al (2004) suggested that deactivations in
temporo-parietal areas including the precuneus, during encoding, were predictive of subsequent
memory for successfully encoded events. In line with Gusnard and Raichle's hypothesis, this could
be due to the reallocation of resources elsewhere (Daselaar et al 2004a).
Reduced IFG (BA45) response has been demonstrated in schizophrenic patients during semantic
processing (Kubicki et al 2003; Nohara et al 2000; Ragland et al 2004) and has been interpreted as
reflecting ineffective use of executive control to guide semantic processing. The IFG or ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) has been activated in verbal encoding tasks in healthy volunteers, and may
be integral to semantic word processing, the generation of the semantic attributes of an item, and in
the usage of cues to facilitate semantic information retrieval (Demb et al 1995; Fletcher and Henson
2001; Gabrieli 1998; Pilgrim et al 2002). This would suggest that the high-risk participants with
psychotic symptoms are deactivating an area important in guiding the generation of semantic material,
and therefore may not be effectively facilitating performance of the task. However, the absence of
this response in the other two groups suggests that the task is usually performed without or with less
recruitment of this area.
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This response may be trait related, but appears to be more pronounced in those who are experiencing
transient psychotic symptoms, suggesting a continuum of hypofrontal activation in the high-risk
group. Hypoffontality has been reported in unaffected relatives of schizophrenics beyond the age of
maximum risk for the development of the disorder (Callicott 2003). However, the latter study
reported a parametric response in the DLPFC (BA9/46), associated with an increase in working
memory load. It is yet unclear whether other functionally distinct areas of the frontal lobe exhibit the
same capacity limited response as the DLPFC, or whether this IFC activation may be a more general
reflection of aberrant frontal connectivity, as in schizophrenia.
Left inferior parietal lobe (BA40)
The second level between group analysis for this contrast also showed a significantly greater BOLD
fMRI response, in the left IPL (BA40) in high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms relative to
both those without symptoms (at corrected trend level) and controls (significant before correction for
multiple comparisons), during word classification relative to the baseline experimental activation.
The within group maps for high-risk participants with symptoms showed a greater bilateral IPL
(BA40) response during word classification relative to baseline activation, a response not apparent in
the other two groups. This is partially consistent with our hypothesis, that parietal areas implicated in
verbal encoding may show an enhanced response in high-risk participants relative to controls, and
where the deficit was related to state, enhanced response relative to high-risk participants without
psychotic symptoms. However, there is no evidence from the within group maps of increased inferior
parietal activation in the latter group, implying that this may not be a genetically mediated deficit.
Moreover, despite a previously hypothesised effect, it remains significant relative to controls only
before correction, and therefore should be viewed with this in mind.
This area of the left IPL was also shown to be hyperactive in the same high-risk participant group
relative to high-risk participants without symptoms and controls, during a covert word generation task
(Whalley et al 2004). This suggests that hyper-activation of the IPL in high-risk participants
experiencing transient psychotic symptoms is indeed a state related deficit, broadly associated with for
example, language or attention tasks. However, activity in this region was also noted in high-risk
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participants without symptoms during the word generation task, and while not significantly greater
than in the controls, suggests a genetic component of the functional over activation of this region. Of
course, the genetic component may actually be for an alternative primary disturbance for which a
secondary 'hyper-parietality' is compensatory.
Impaired IPL function has been demonstrated in neuroimaging studies of verbal memory in
schizophrenics. However, this has been mainly during verbal retrieval (Fletcher et al 1998) or correct
verbal recognition (Ragland et al 2004). There is less evidence for dysfunctional parietal response
during encoding in schizophrenia. Kubicki et al (2003) showed hyper-activation in a cluster
extending from the left STG to the left IPL in patients relative to controls during the semantic
encoding relative to baseline condition. This region was active in patients during both the non-
semantic and semantic encoding condition, suggesting it was not specifically related to the accessing
of semantic information (Kubick et al 2003). Kubicki et al (2003) asserted that the ffonto-temporo-
parietal network supported the accessing and storage of semantic and non-semantic information, in
which hyper-activation may well reflect a disturbance of semantic memory (Kubicki et al 2003).
While Ragland et al (2004) showed no differential activation in this area in patients relative to controls
during encoding, patients did show left IPL activation in within group maps for the encoding of
correctly recognised words, a region not activated for the same contrast in controls (Ragland et al
2004).
In neuroimaging studies of verbal working memory in schizophrenia, hyper and hypofrontality is
often concomitant with increases in the IPL (Quintana et al 2003). This would appear to be somewhat
consistent with our finding of reduced right IFG along with increasee left IPL activation during word
classification, with the latter possibly a compensatory increase due to ineffective frontal response.
Evidence for structural deficits in the parietal lobes in schizophrenic patients is less robust than for
other areas of cortex, and it is often suggested that the IPL retains a normal, albeit enhanced response
in schizophrenia, in order to compensate for deficient frontal activation during tasks of greater
cognitive demand. IPL activation has been shown during tasks of verbal working memory and in
memory for spatial locations in healthy volunteers, and has been hypothesised as an area of transient
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phonological (left IPL) and visuo-spatial material (right IPL) storage (Jonides et al 1998a; Jonides et
al 1998b). However, Jonides et al (1998) have also suggested this region may be related to the
shifting of attention from one internal representation to another (Jonides et al 1998a; Jonides et al
1998b). Indeed, Coull and Nobre reported bilateral activation of the IPL, in the right during tests of
spatial orienting, and in the left during tests of temporal attention in PET and fMRI studies in healthy
volunteers (Coull and Nobre 1998). This is supported by evidence from human and animal studies
which implicate the IPL as an area involved in the top down allocation of attentional resources
(Corbetta et al 2000; Hopfinger et al 2000; Wardak et al 2004) and which may play a role in tests of
selective attention, during the monitoring and inhibition of responses.
More specifically, Drager et al (2004) showed increased right IPL activation (BA40) and superior
parietal lobe (BA7) activation in healthy volunteers during a difficult relative to easy cue word
generation task (i.e. word beginnings to be completed with as many different words as possible). This
could be construed as requiring an increased maintenance in the phonological store of more difficult
word stem representations, suggestive of the right IPL's supportive role in verbal representation
maintenance. However, the authors assert it may be a compensatory recruitment in non-language
lateralised areas, during difficult language tasks. The right IPL may therefore provide a more general
executive and attentional role during a language task of increasing difficulty (but not complexity)
(Drager et al 2004).
For the high-risk group experiencing transient psychotic symptoms, there were no significant
differences in reaction time or accuracy between groups for the word classification task, suggesting
that increased activation does not have a detrimental effect on the word classification task
performance. Indeed, in the word generation task, IPL activation was not linearly related to task
difficulty (Whalley et al 2004). Alternatively, this response may reflect explicit attempts to maintain
words in memory for the future recall task. However, the enhanced activation in the same group
during both a word generation and word classification task suggests that the latter explanation is
insufficient. Both tasks require the accessing of semantic memory for the generation of a meaningful
word or semantic information relevant to the sentence and word representations respectively. It is
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therefore plausible that the right IPL is integral to the maintenance of representations in memory or
that enhanced response may be an indication of increased attention during the accessing and retrieving
of semantic information.
Taylor et al (2001) have suggested the IPL may be the locus of 'central representation', latterly
described as a multimodal area, which combines sensory activity, spatial awareness and intentionality
for future planning, into a central self-consciousness. Of interest is the implication of this area in
everyday imagining and awareness of the body's movement and orientation in space. Lesions of the
right IPL and right parietal lobe dysfunction have been associated with phantom limb phenomena and
contralateral spatial neglect (Sirigu et al 2003; Taylor 2001).
Spence et al (1997) investigated motor control in a PET study of voluntary joystick movement in 7
schizophrenic patients experiencing delusions of alien control (passivity phenomena), 6 schizophrenic
patients with delusions, but never of alien control, and 6 controls. The authors showed a hyper-
activation of the right IPL (BA40) in patients experiencing passivity phenomena during free and
specified joystick movement, relative to the other patients and control group. However, hyper-
activation was shown to be reversible in patients with a decrease in levels of delusions of alien control
over time, suggesting that spatial awareness may be only temporarily disturbed because of abnormal
inferior parietal activation. These changes were described as independent of diagnosis and neuroleptic
medication, given that they were specific to those experiencing passivity phenomena whose
medication remained the same over time, while medication was introduced as a covariate in the
analysis. Spence et al (1997) assert that the evidence for motor control difficulties, and failure to
correct motor errors without feedback in patients with delusions of alien control, are consistent with
the hypothesis of defective self-monitoring in schizophrenia (Frith 1992).
Cingulate gyrus
High-risk participants without psychotic symptoms showed an increased response in the right
cingulate gyrus relative to high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms. Although not surviving
correction for multiple comparisons, this is also an interesting result given the evidence for impaired
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AC activity in schizophrenics during verbal memory tasks (Fletcher et al 1996). Fu et al (2002)
showed AC activity to be associated with word generation following difficult relative to easy letter
cues in healthy volunteers, and suggests this may be related to selective attention during tasks of
increasing demand. The AC may also be important in the modulation of response interaction between
the prefrontal cortex and temporal lobes, a suggestion supported by evidence for the strong reciprocal
connections between the three regions (Fu et al 2002).
9.2 Word Recognition
9.2.1 Within group contrasts
Old versus new
The recognition versus rejection contrast is a comparison of brain regions recruited during the recall
of words perceived as studied versus the rejection of words perceived to have been unstudied. This
contrast showed very few areas of significant differential activation within or between groups after
correction for multiple comparisons. This is probably due to the combination of both correct and
incorrect responses, which despite increasing the number of events, will have resulted in multiple
overlapping areas of activation. However, HR+ showed (uncorrected) increases in the frontal lobes
(BA47), while HR- showed (uncorrected significant) increased response in the left thalamus and right
posterior cerebellum, the latter area only apparent in the reverse contrast for controls.
Correct old versus correct new
This contrast enabled a characterisation of brain responses associated with successful recall of studied
versus successful rejection of unstudied words. Although both require retrieval effort and monitoring,
it can be assumed that only the former involve retrieval success. Recognition of the former normally
entails the accessing of an explicit memory related to details of the learning event associated with that
item (i.e. recency), whereas rejection of the latter may involve an items's failure to meet the basic
criterion of familiarity and/or recency. While the extent of overlap between recollection and
familiarity during forced choice recognition is unclear, it is assumed that the difference between
correct old and new may be a indicative of brain regions specifically associated with accessing of
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memories associated with the previously encoded word (i.e. the word is already stored, so the event
has been tagged as having occurred at some point in time) (Henson et al 2000).
First level within group analyses of correct old events and correct new events, separately relative to
the baseline experimental activation in the control group, revealed common areas for both types of
event. These were apparent in the right precentral gyrus (BA6), left IFG (BA47), left fusiform gyrus
(BA37) and right cerebellum (anterior lobe, culmen). During correct recognition versus correct
rejection, the processes associated with the accurate identification of studied versus unstudied words
in the control group were not separable, and were differentiated only by activation of an area of
sensory processing. The reverse contrast however, revealed increased response in the right lingual
gyrus and the left cerebellum.
First level analyses for correct old and correct new events independently, relative to the baseline
experimental activation, in the high-risk participants without symptoms showed common responses in
the left inferior parietal lobe (BA40), left frontal gyrus (BA10) and right cerebellum. Right cerebellar
activation may reflect the contralateral connection between the tuber in the posterior lobe to the left
inferior parietal lobe, while the activation of the right culmen in the anterior lobe, likely reflects links
to the left prefrontal cortex during correct rejection. Additional enhanced activations in the right
frontal gyrus (BA46) and left superior temporal gyrus (BA22) were apparent during correct rejections,
but not recognition, which may reflect retrieval effort. However, for the correct old versus correct new
contrast, the high-risk participants without symptoms only showed significant enhanced activation in
the left parahippocampal gyrus (BA34) and right inferior parietal lobe (BA40). These activations may
be consistent with successful retrieval. For the reverse contrast, increased responses were apparent in
the visual processing areas and the right middle temporal lobe.
For high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms, first level analyses showed common responses
for correct old and correct new items relative to baseline activation in the bilateral frontal gyrus
(BA9/46 and 11) and left superior temporal lobe (BA22). However, during correct old relative to
baseline experimental activation, there was a significant right inferior parietal (BA40) activation
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concomitant with a left posterior cerebellum response (declive), while during correct new there
appeared a significant left BA40 and bilateral precentral gyrus (BA4) response along with a right
anterior lobe activation (culmen). During the correct old versus correct new contrast this group
showed greater activation in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA47) and bilateral cerebellar areas (right
anterior and left posterior), again an indication of activation associated with successful retrieval. For
the reverse contrast, increases were shown in the superior temporal gyrus and left cerebellum.
The within group retrieval analyses demonstrated an apparently more extensive recruitment of the
brain network which supports episodic retrieval in the high-risk participants than in the controls.
Activation differences between the correct identification of studied and unstudied events are also more
prevalent in the high-risk participant group, suggesting a quantitative and qualitative difference in
brain regions recruited during these events. This further implies that the control group are recruiting
similar brain regions to the same extent during the recall of both studied and novel information, and
due to the ease of the memory task, may be using similar strategies for both types of event. The high-
risk participants however, appear to recruit additional brain regions for the accurate recall of studied
relative to novel words. It could be speculated therefore that these distinct increased activations
during successful recognition of words seen before may be effort based. Alternatively, they could
reflect differences in retrieval strategy e.g recollection versus familiarity.
9.2.2 Between group contrasts
Old versus new
During recognition relative to rejection, there was significantly enhanced right cerebellar activation in
the high-risk participants relative to controls before correction for multiple comparisons, possibly due
to the response in the HR- group. The high-risk participants without symptoms showed an additional
increased response in the posterior cerebellum relative to the high-risk participants with symptoms.
Based on our hypotheses the expected direction of the effect would have been the opposite. However,
this contrast is a comparison of both failed and successful recognition, likely contaminated by the
activations and 'de-activations' associated with false positives and false negatives.
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Correct old versus correct new
Between group contrasts for correct old versus correct new events showed increased bilateral
cerebellar activation (left and right anterior lobe, culmen and right posterior lobe, tuber) in the high-
risk group relative to controls (both high-risk participants with and without psychotic symptoms).
This was the most robust activation difference for this contrast, and is convincing evidence of a trait
deficit in the bilateral cerebellum during verbal recognition memory.
Bilateral cerebellum
There has been an accumulation of evidence to suggest the cerebellum has a supportive role in the
brain networks recruited during verbal episodic retrieval. Indeed, there is some evidence for impaired
cerebellar function in schizophrenia during tasks of verbal memory and language (Andreasen et al
1996; Crespo-Facorro et al 1999). These findings are consistent with evidence from neuroimaging
studies in healthy volunteers implicating the cerebellum not only in tasks of verbal working memory
(Awh et al 1995; Desmond et al 1998; Li 2004; Paulesu et al 1993), but also in tasks of attention
(Allen et al 1997; Desmond and Fiez 1998; Desmond et al 1997) sensory processing (Gao et al 1996),
memory retrieval (Andreasen et al 1996; Schacter et al 1996b) and language. Andreasen et al (1999)
proposed that a basic deficit in schizophrenia is a failure in the process of monitoring and coordination
of cognition or 'cognitive dysmetria' due to a dysfunctional fronto-thalamic-cerebellar network
(Andreasen et al 1999).
Although the cerebellum constitutes only 10% of the total weight of the brain, it contains more than
50% of the total neurons (Rapoport 2001). Dentate nuclei (superior) cerebellum efferents via the
thalamus and inferior cerebellum afferents via the pons project contralaterally to the frontal lobes and
temporo-parietal lobes respectively (Middleton and Strick 1997; Rapoport et al 2000). Desmond
(2001) has hypothesised that the right superior cerebellum activations, apparent during tests of verbal
working memory, may reflect connections with the left frontal lobes in support of articulatory control,
whereas responses in the left inferior cerebellum may be supporting right temporo-parietal activations
in the hypothetical phonological store (Desmond 2001). Although it is unclear by what mechanisms
this support is contrived, Desmond (2001) suggests the cerebellum is integral in providing feed-
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forward input to the frontal and temporo-parietal lobes, through comparison of the output relayed
from these areas (Desmond 2001).
Maclullich et al (2004) recently demonstrated significant positive correlations between the cross
sectional area of the posterior cerebellum (i.e. declive, tuber, folium) of healthy males, and tests of
story recall (WMS Logical memory), visual recall (WMS Visual reproductions), Raven's Matrices and
digit symbol substitution (WAIS). The area of the culmen (anterior cerebellum) showed a positive
correlation with visual recall, and a trend for a significant association with NART, while total
cerebellar volume correlated with Raven's Matrices, a test of intellectual reasoning (MacLullich et al
2004). This is of particular interest given that greater activation in the high-risk group relative to
controls was shown during correct verbal recognition memory in both the right tuber and bilateral
culmen.
Structural deficits in the cerebellum have also been demonstrated in schizophrenia (Levitt et al 1999;
Nopoulos et al 1999), and may be linked to the dysfunctions in motor control and coordination shown
in first episode and chronic schizophrenics, and the motor developmental abnormalities and
neurological soft signs identified in biological relatives at high-risk for development of the disorder
(Andreasen et al 1999; Niemi et al 2003). Other features of the disorder such as abnormal eye
movement and vestibular function, present in patients and biological relatives, may also be associated
with cerebellar dysfunction (Taylor 2001). This would suggest both a genetic and a
neurodevelopmental aetiology to putative cerebellar linked abnormalities. The late development of
the cerebellum may leave it vulnerable to insult at e.g. birth and the cerebellum's eventual maturation
between 15 and 20 years of age coincides with the beginning of the peak period for development of
psychosis in adults (Taylor 2001). Jurjus et al (1994) described a schizophrenia-like psychosis,
predated by cognitive degeneration and cerebellar neurological signs up to two years before, in the
case study of a 49-year-old man (i.e. ataxia, slurred speech and poor memory) (Jurjus et al 1994).
Mental retardation, poorly systematized delusions, and catalepsy have also been reported in patients
with abnormalities of cerebellar structure and function, with psychotic episodes reported (albeit
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Correct old versus correct new
Between group contrasts for correct old versus correct new events showed increased bilateral
cerebellar activation (left and right anterior lobe, culmen and right posterior lobe, tuber) in the high-
risk group relative to controls (both high-risk participants with and without psychotic symptoms).
This was the most robust activation difference for this contrast, and is convincing evidence of a trait
deficit in the bilateral cerebellum during verbal recognition memory.
Bilateral cerebellum
There has been an accumulation of evidence to suggest the cerebellum has a supportive role in the
brain networks recruited during verbal episodic retrieval. Indeed, there is some evidence for impaired
cerebellar function in schizophrenia during tasks of verbal memory and language (Andreasen et al
1996; Crespo-Facorro et al 1999). These findings are consistent with evidence from neuroimaging
studies in healthy volunteers implicating the cerebellum not only in tasks of verbal working memory
(Awh et al 1995; Desmond et al 1998; Li 2004; Paulesu et al 1993), but also in tasks of attention
(Allen et al 1997; Desmond and Fiez 1998; Desmond et al 1997) sensory processing (Gao et al 1996),
memory retrieval (Andreasen et al 1996; Schacter et al 1996b) and language. Andreasen et al (1999)
proposed that a basic deficit in schizophrenia is a failure in the process of monitoring and coordination
of cognition or 'cognitive dysmetria' due to a dysfunctional ffonto-thalamic-cerebellar network
(Andreasen et al 1999).
Although the cerebellum constitutes only 10% of the total weight of the brain, it contains more than
50% of the total neurons (Rapoport 2001). Dentate nuclei (superior) cerebellum efferents via the
thalamus and inferior cerebellum afferents via the pons project contralaterally to the frontal lobes and
temporo-parietal lobes respectively (Middleton and Strick 1997; Rapoport et al 2000). Desmond
(2001) has hypothesised that the right superior cerebellum activations, apparent during tests of verbal
working memory, may reflect connections with the left frontal lobes in support of articulatory control,
whereas responses in the left inferior cerebellum may be supporting right temporo-parietal activations
in the hypothetical phonological store (Desmond 2001). Although it is unclear by what mechanisms
this support is contrived, Desmond (2001) suggests the cerebellum is integral in providing feed-
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forward input to the frontal and temporo-parietal lobes, through comparison of the output relayed
from these areas (Desmond 2001).
Maclullich et al (2004) recently demonstrated significant positive correlations between the cross
sectional area of the posterior cerebellum (i.e. declive, tuber, folium) of healthy males, and tests of
story recall (WMS Logical memory), visual recall (WMS Visual reproductions), Raven's Matrices and
digit symbol substitution (WAIS). The area of the culmen (anterior cerebellum) showed a positive
correlation with visual recall, and a trend for a significant association with NART, while total
cerebellar volume correlated with Raven's Matrices, a test of intellectual reasoning (MacLullich et al
2004). This is of particular interest given that greater activation in the high-risk group relative to
controls was shown during correct verbal recognition memory in both the right tuber and bilateral
culmen.
Structural deficits in the cerebellum have also been demonstrated in schizophrenia (Levitt et al 1999;
Nopoulos et al 1999), and may be linked to the dysfunctions in motor control and coordination shown
in first episode and chronic schizophrenics, and the motor developmental abnormalities and
neurological soft signs identified in biological relatives at high-risk for development of the disorder
(Andreasen et al 1999; Niemi et al 2003). Other features of the disorder such as abnormal eye
movement and vestibular function, present in patients and biological relatives, may also be associated
with cerebellar dysfunction (Taylor 2001). This would suggest both a genetic and a
neurodevelopmental aetiology to putative cerebellar linked abnormalities. The late development of
the cerebellum may leave it vulnerable to insult at e.g. birth and the cerebellum's eventual maturation
between 15 and 20 years of age coincides with the beginning of the peak period for development of
psychosis in adults (Taylor 2001). Jurjus et al (1994) described a schizophrenia-like psychosis,
predated by cognitive degeneration and cerebellar neurological signs up to two years before, in the
case study of a 49-year-old man (i.e. ataxia, slurred speech and poor memory) (Jurjus et al 1994).
Mental retardation, poorly systematized delusions, and catalepsy have also been reported in patients
with abnormalities of cerebellar structure and function, with psychotic episodes reported (albeit
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anecdotally) late in the clinical course, some time after the emergence of neurological signs (Taylor
2001).
Right middle temporal gyrus
The high risk group as whole, and high risk participants with psychotic symptoms in particular,
showed an increased response relative to controls in the right middle temporal gyrus (extending into
right fusiform gyrus, BA20/21) during correct recognition versus correct rejection. However, given
that those without symptoms did not show an area of similar increased response compared to controls,
it may be that the response is driven those experiencing psychotic symptoms. Within group maps
showed a deactivation in the right middle temporal gyrus in both HR- and HR+ during correct
recognition (for HR+) and during correct rejection (for HR-). This increased response in the HR+
group relative to the controls may therefore be attributable to the reduced response in this area during
recognition compared to rejection. This region of the temporal lobes has been linked to semantic
processing, given that Wernicke's area (Right BA21/22) is reportedly the loci of stored information
relating to the meanings and semantic properties of words (Ganguli et al 1997; Hofer et al 2003a;
Hofer et al 2003b). This may therefore be indicative of ineffective retrieval of semantic information
related to words presented in this group. Of interest is the presumed involvement of the right middle
temporal lobe in auditory visual hallucinations in schizophrenia (Bentaleb et al 2002). Further, the
right temporal lobe has been implicated in verbal self-monitoring in schizophrenia, and its disruption
is potentially fundamental to the development of auditory hallucinations (McGuire et al 1996;
Sherghill et al 2003).
Right Thalamus
Finally, the high-risk participants without symptoms showed a significantly greater response relative
to those with psychotic symptoms in the ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus. Moreover, when the
threshold was raised, this area showed increased activation in the high-risk group as a whole relative
to controls, before correction for multiple comparisons. HR- showed increased thalamus activation
during correct recognition versus correct rejection and during old versus new contrasts. Similarly, the
within group maps showed increased thalamus activation during ocrrect recognition versus baseline
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and during old versus new contrasts, while HR+ showed only a decreased thalamic response during
encoding. Reduced thalamic activation has been shown in schizophrenics relative to controls during
working memory, verbal recognition and verbal recall tasks (Andreasen et al 1999; Barch and al 2002;
Ganguli et al 1997). Further, Thermenos et al (2004) showed increased left dorsomedial thalamic
activation in non-psychotic first-degree relatives of schizophrenics compared to controls during an
auditory working memory task (relative to a baseline vigilance task). This is of interest given the
connections via the thalamus from the prefrontal cortex to the cerebellum, and may be indicative of
the relaying of information between these areas to effectively perform the task. The increased
thalamic and cerebellar response in this group may be additional evidence to support a genetically
mediated impaired circuitry in the fronto-cerebellar-thalamic network.
9.3 Strengths and Limitations
The study reported here is one of a very small number of functional imaging studies in the relatives of
people with schizophrenia and one of an even smaller number of studies in people still at elevated
risk. The in scanner performance measure demonstrated that the verbal encoding and retrieval task
was performed well by all participants. However, very subtle differences in retrieval responses may
be a mild reflection of the more pervasive memory deficit in schizophrenia, i.e. a non-significantly
greater predilection for new over old responding in the high-risk group, compared to controls. While
this difference was not hypothesised, difficulties in discrimination between studied and unstudied
words have been reported previously in schizophrenia, and attributed to an ineffective binding of
event features during encoding (Danion et al 1999; Huron and Danion 2002; Huron and Danion 2000;
Huron et al 1995). Indeed, Cirillo and Seidman (2003) concluded that schizophrenics are impaired in
the learning of new verbal information, possibly due to an inability to spontaneously semantically
organise information (Cirillo and Seidman 2003).
By modifying this paradigm, for example, through the inclusion of a confidence judgement task, the
basis of participants' memory judgements would have been established (i.e. high confidence, through
explicit recollection of the word and its learning event, or low confidence, through only a feeling of
familiarity about that word). Similarly, given that word classification performance was unimpaired in
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all groups, it is possible that the increased inferior parietal response was compensatory for a reduced
frontal response in the high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms specifically. However, any
inferences about the nature of the encoding processes during this task (i.e. likely a mixture of both
semantic and phonological coding) are also limited without an additional task controlling for
phonological or perceptual judgement (e.g. counting number of T junctions in word). Future work
may benefit from the introduction of a modified paradigm to allow for measurement of these factors in
this group.
An additional limitation to this analysis is the moderate number of events included (i.e. 36 targets and
36 lures). This number was chosen to limit the amount of time participants were required to spend in
the scanner (i.e. two paradigms were presented during the scanning period, this task preceded by the
13 minute word generation task). In total therefore, there were on average approximately 50 correct
events across participants. For our correct old versus correct new comparison in particular, this most
likely reduced statistical power to detect significant responses both within and between groups.
Moreover, a comparison of incorrect old and incorrect new events was precluded due to too few
incorrect response events.
The number of participants in our control and high-risk groups would however have at least partially
offset this low statistical power in the analysis. 21 controls participated in the scanning paradigm,
along with 27 high-risk participants with psychotic symptoms and 41 without. There were however
more robust activations in the latter group, suggesting that equal groups of about 40 may have been
more successful in detecting other between group effects, although it has recently been suggested that
for SPM2 random effects analysis uneven group numbers should not affect the results (See
SPM@JISCMAIL.AC.UK"). Gender is also an important consideration in the interpretation of
findings. However, there were no significant differences in gender ratios between our groups, nor has
there been evidence of gender differences in the neuropsychology (Byrne 2003) or in the word
generation task at second level in the EHRS groups (Whalley et al 2004). For this reason we chose
not to introduce gender as an additional regressor to the analysis. Finally, there were significant
differences in IQ between the high-risk and control group sample overall. However, this was not a
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significant effect in the current group. Moreover, although IQ contributed to a proportion of the
variance on our measures of memory described in investigations 1 to 3, memory deficits remained
after introducing IQ as a covariate.
The reanalvsis of the fMRI data in SPM2 following the same analysis in SPM'99 raises the issue of
the need for correction for multiple comparisons?. We thought it necessary to conduct three between
group comparisons. This was mainly due to the experience of psychotic symptoms among some of
the high-risk participants, which could be considered an intermediate phenotype for the disorder. Few
studies have addressed the effects of transient, isolated psychotic symptoms on performance or
functional brain activations in unaffected biological relatives of schizophrenics. Despite our prior
hypothesis that differences in BOLD fMRI between groups would be characterised by relative
hypei activity, two-tailed t -tests were computed in the event that alternative response differences
emerged between the three groups (as is standard). This approach to the between group effects
analysis may be considered a limitation, but, to counteract this, only the results of the random effects
analysis have been reported and maps were thresholded at a conservative p<0.001. Again, we
consider that this balances the chances of a type I and a type II error over the study as a whole.
However, p values uncorrected for multiple comparisons for regions of interest were also reported
when of particular interest. The extent of uncorrected p values reported may be considered a
limitation. It was decided not to raise the threshold due to a leak of specific apriori hypotheses.
However, in instances where the threshold was periodically raised to p<0.05, some areas became
significant. It is unclear why so many of the p values were only significant before correction.
However, it is thought that the reduced number of events due to the types of contrasts used may have
also reduced power. The similarity between event types being contrasted may also have resulted in
fewer differential areas of response (e.g. ineffective cognitive subtraction), while the event related
design may have resulted in a less robust averaged signal than achieved with a blocked design task of




High-risk participants with transient psychotic symptoms showed an increased response in the left
inferior parietal lobe relative to both controls and those high-risk participants without psychotic
symptoms, during the word classification task. During correct recognition relative to correct rejection,
the same group also showed a larger response in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA20/21), relative
to controls, but not relative to high-risk participants without symptoms. It is conceivable that these
responses may be fundamentally genetically mediated aberrations (i.e. there was a non-significantly
enhanced response in the IPL in a previous study of the same group, and there were no significant
differences between those with and without symptoms in the middle temporal gyrus). However, the
more robust response in those participants with psychotic symptoms suggests that the enhanced
functional activations in these regions are at least partly responsible for or exacerbated by the partially
psychotic state of the participants. Furthermore, these areas, although integral to language and
memory, may be directly linked to deficits in meta-cognition and the more florid symptoms of
psychosis in schizophrenia. 21 of the 27 high-risk participants with transient psychotic symptoms
underwent a clinical examination on the same day as the scan, while the other 4 were examined within
2 weeks, and the other 2 within 4 months of the scan. Although the PSE covers 1 month prior to
examination, it is likely that the latter two participants may have been experiencing transient psychotic
symptoms at the time of scanning. However, the nature of the interaction between psychotic symptom
experience, task performance, and activation in these areas remains unclear.
9.4.2 Trait effects
The high-risk group as a whole showed a greater response relative to controls in the right inferior
frontal gyrus during word classification. This response was significantly different between the high-
risk participants with psychotic symptoms and controls, but non-significantly greater in those without
symptoms relative to controls, and likely attributable to the reduced activation during word
classification relative to baseline in the high risk group. The greater cluster size and response in those
with symptoms suggests both a trait and state related continuum of activation, which is greatest in
those with psychotic symptoms, then those without, and then controls. Activation of this area is
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normally associated with the accessing of semantic networks and subsequent successful recall. It is
possible that this is an indication of ineffective frontal response during the retrieval of semantic
information from temporal regions, and could therefore be an indication of disrupted fronto-temporal
connectivity.
During the correct verbal retrieval of studied versus unstudied words, the high-risk group (including
both those with and without psychotic symptoms) showed an increased response relative to controls
bilaterally in the cerebellum. Although less attention has been focused on this area in schizophrenia, it
is a crucial component in the network of regions supporting verbal encoding and retrieval. The
bilaterally increased activation may reflect the contralateral links to the temporo-parietal and frontal
lobes, with projections from the superior cerebellum to the frontal cortex via the thalamus, and from
the inferior cerebellum to the temporo-parietal cortex via the pons. This is a robust indication of an
aberrant ffonto-thalamic-cerebellar network in unaffected biological relatives, which may underlie the
mild verbal memory deficits reported in this group.
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Chapter 10: Final summary and conclusions
Evidence from neuropsychological studies in schizophrenia supports the notion of a core verbal
memory deficit in schizophrenia, in both acquisition and retrieval processes. The point of
deterioration is unclear, but the literature generally supports stability of cognitive function throughout
the course of the illness. Furthermore, structural and functional imaging studies in schizophrenia have
highlighted deficits in areas integral to memory processing, including the frontal and temporal lobes
and cerebellum. Indeed, evidence from investigations of functional and effective connectivity in
schizophrenia, suggest both ffonto-temporal and fronto-thalamic-cerebellar dysconnectivity as
fundamental to the cognitive deficits apparent in the disorder. Given the possibility that declarative
memory is a differential deficit in schizophrenia, independent of executive and intellectual function,
we chose to investigate this aspect of function in participants at enhanced risk of developing
schizophrenia by virtue of their age and close blood relationship to individuals affected by the
disorder (EHRS).
10.1 Quantification of verbal memory deficit in biological relatives of schizophrenics
A previous meta-analysis of neuropsychological function in schizophrenic relatives revealed the
largest effect sizes to be for global memory and set-altemation. The systematic meta-analytic review
presented in this thesis sought to quantify the nature of the declarative memory deficit in unaffected
biological relatives of schizophrenics. We revealed small to moderate effect sizes, with overlapping
95% confidence intervals, across tests of verbal and non-verbal memory, and intellectual function.
However, the largest effect sizes were apparent in immediate verbal recall and immediate and delayed
prose recall. We concluded that this might be indicative of genetically mediated and possibly more
left lateralised encoding and retrieval deficits, which are milder than those experienced in individuals
with schizophrenia.
10.2 Verbal memory as a putative indicator ofpsychosis in the high-risk group
The Edinburgh High Risk Study is of especial interest given that participants with first and second
degree relatives affected by schizophrenia were recruited while they were still in the age period of
maximum risk for development of the disorder. It was expected that the study would follow these
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participants through 60% of their period of maximum risk and that between 15 and 20% of the sample
would eventually develop schizophrenia. Around the latter number have since developed the disorder
and a greater proportion still have shown a predisposition to the experience of transient, isolated and
partial psychotic symptoms. Analysis of the baseline performance of those who did and did not
develop schizophrenia on average three years later, showed only one potential neuropsychological
predictor of psychosis in this high-risk group. Total verbal learning over five trials, was significantly
lower in the 13 individuals who are now schizophrenic relative to those in the high-risk group who
remain unalfected. This putative indicator of psychosis may reflect pathological brain changes a
considerable period before the onset of schizophrenia, and therefore implicates regions integral to
verbal learning and memory including the frontal and medial temporal lobes.
10.3 Verbal memory performance over time and the influence of genetic liability in the
high-risk group
Our investigation of neuropsychological performance between the first and latest assessments of those
in the high-risk and control groups with at least two assessments, showed stable impairments in the
former relative to the latter group on tests of verbal memory, executive and intellectual function. Only
tests of verbal memory survived controlling for verbal IQ, suggesting a deficit independent of
intellectual performance ( as measured by NART). While those who are now ill showed the poorest
performance of all groups, there were no significant groups by time interactions, suggesting that (on
an average of three assessments prior to the development of schizophrenia) there were no
neuropsychological performance decrements relative to the other groups. However, this analysis was
limited in particular by the small group numbers, and by the varying periods between the first and last
assessments between groups, which may have precluded the detection of a significant group by time
interaction. Indeed, the mean verbal fluency scores of those who are now ill showed a decrease
relative to an increase in the scores of all others, over time. Both tests have been shown to recruit both
frontal and temporal regions during the access and retrieval of information based on phonological and
semantic cues. This may implicate pathological brain changes in these areas associated with the
development ofpsychosis.
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There is no evidence to suggest that a predisposition to the experience of partial, isolated, and
intermittent psychotic symptoms has any effect on performance over time. While patterns suggest a
slightly poorer performance overall in this group relative to those who have never experienced
psychotic symptoms, this has several potential explanations. It may be due to the transient
interference of these symptoms at the time of assessments (i.e. where symptoms may have been
present), as we now invoke to explain the apparent deterioration reported in this sample by Cosway et
al (Cosway et al 2000). It could reflect an unidentified sub-group who is yet to develop
schizophrenia, and may yet therefore exhibit worse neuropsychological performance over time.
Alternatively, it could reflect that there are stable trait deficits in verbal memory that are possibly
genetically mediated, as part of an extended or intermediate phenotype.
Similarly, genetic loading did not influence performance change over time. In fact, although
increased genetic loading showed a negative linear association with performance on some tests e.g.
prose recall and verbal fluency, this was not the case across all tests e.g. block design. This implies
that some neuropsychological deficits are sensitive to genetic loading, while others have a more
complex relationship.
10.4 Verbal and non-verbal learning and memory in the high-risk group
For the first one hundred participants to undergo a scan we investigated further any differences
between the high-risk and controls in verbal and non-verbal learning and memory. The CVLT enables
a more comprehensive analysis of aspects of learning e.g. clustering, which may impact on subsequent
recall. While significant differences were apparent on aspects of delayed and immediate recall,
semantic and serial clustering scores showed only non-significant patterns of differences between
groups. This suggests that recall performance may be attributed to both encoding and retrieval
deficits, and that these deficits worsen in individuals with the disorder. Performance on the test of
visual recall and recognition surprisingly showed only a recognition deficit. The high-risk
participants made significantly less correct old responses, but an equivalent number of correct new,
compared to controls. This may be an indication of difficulties in discriminating studied items from
novel items, which may share similar feature level properties. Conversely, novel items may be
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rejected more confidently due to their lack of familiarity (i.e. recency judgement). This further shows
that declarative memory impairments are not domain specific, but are apparent for the acquisition and
retrieval of both verbal and visual information. However, without the neuroimaging of the brain
during engagement in these tasks, it is difficult to be sure that participants are recruiting areas, which
support visual processing alone. Indeed, it is possible that some visual tasks will recruit both verbal
and non-verbal strategies to perform the task.
10.5 Functional MRI of word classification and old versus new recognition
Functional MRI enables the in vivo imaging of the brain BOLD functional response, while engaged in
specific cognitive operations. Based on the preceding evidence for verbal declarative memory
impairment, we attempted to characterise any differences in physiological brain responses during a
low level word classification/explicit encoding and old versus new forced choice recognition
paradigm. All groups performed both tasks well, and there were no significant differences in accuracy
or reaction time. However, there were subtle differences in the nature of responses between groups,
with the high-risk participants showing a non-significantly greater predilection for new over old
responses relative to the controls. Similarly, the difference in reaction time in the high-risk
participants with symptoms during correct old relative to correct new responding was non
significantly greater in magnitude than the difference in the control group. This result was consistent
with the previous visual recall test (investigation 4), and also suggests that the high-risk group may
have a subtle difficulty in identifying old items, but not in identifying those that are new (and
therefore less familiar). While these results suggest that the basis for recognition (e.g. explicit
recollection or familiarity) may be different between the high-risk and control groups, these results are
not significant. Further, without a modified paradigm or subjective report as to the confidence and
nature ofjudgements made, we can make no conclusive inferences regarding this pattern. However, it
can be said that this pattern of responding is milder but consistent with that apparent in people with
schizophrenia.
Our paradigm did however enable the characterisation of differences between groups in functional
brain response during the accessing of semantic information and the recognition of studied
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(semantically) versus unstudied words. An uncorrected state related hyper-activation in the left
inferior parietal lobe is consistent with a similar result in the same group during a covert word
generation task. This regional activation was therefore not task specific, although considered integral
to both language and memory. Moreover, this activation was not associated with a linear increase in
task difficulty in a similar paradigm in the same group. It is suggested therefore that the left inferior
parietal lobe, previously demonstrated as associated with meta-cognition in schizophrenia (Spence et
al 1997), may be reflective of the development of some (possibly early) features of psychosis in
biological relatives of schizophrenics. While this difference in activation was not detrimental to
performance, it does highlight the increased sensitivity of fMRI to detect state related differences
between groups, which are not revealed using neuropsychological tests. In the word generation task
with the same group, this regional activation was less in those without symptoms than those with, but
greater in those without than controls. This suggests a fundamental trait deficit, but a manifest
dysfunction only in those experiencing psychotic symptoms.
The possible trait deficit apparent in the hypoactivity of the right inferior frontal gyrus during the
word classification task also implies a genetic basis to functional deficits, which are heightened in
those who have developed some psychotic symptoms. There may therefore be an interaction between
genetic vulnerability and psychotic symptom experience, which is only very tentatively indicated in
patterns of neuropsychological performance. Future research in this group would benefit from an
analysis of this middle frontal gyrus activation in those participants scanned, who have since
developed schizophrenia (of which there are now six). Otherwise, an apparent lack of frontal
abnormalities suggests that these may be a feature of task difficulty or effort.
An unexpected and significant increased bilateral cerebellar response during the successful
recognition of old versus successful rejection of new words in the high-risk group relative to controls
is a robust indication of a trait deficit in physiological brain response in this area. The cerebellum is a
crucial component in the brain network supporting verbal episodic retrieval. It is plausible therefore
that this represents an additional genetically mediated dysfunction in the fronto-thalamic-cerebellar
network. Performance was not significantly worse in the high-risk group than in the controls, making
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it likely that this hyper-activation is a compensatory one to assist in the recognition of previous
semantically processed information. Anterior and posterior cerebellar areas were demonstrated as
significantly correlated with aspects of cognitive function, including story recall, visual recall (WMS
visual reproductions), and digit symbol substitution. The strong contralateral anatomical connections
between the cerebellum and temporo-parietal cortex, suggests impaired fronto-thalamic-cerebellar
integrity in this group may underlie our previously identified stable trait deficits in areas of function
including both story recall and digit symbol substitution. However, further work on the functional
nature of the connections in this network may shed light on the cerebellum's role and therefore it's
influence on cognition in schizophrenia.
10.6 Final conclusions
Stable verbal declarative memory impairments along with intellectual and executive function deficits
are apparent in biological relatives of schizophrenics compared to controls. We could demonstrate
only mild patterns of encoding dysfunction in neuropsychological tests. However, the pattern of
results does suggest the contribution of both encoding and retrieval difficulties to declarative memory
deficits of a similar nature to those seen in patients. Moreover, while these are to some extent
associated with the presence of or predisposition to psychotic symptoms, they were a putative
predictor of later schizophrenia development in relatives who developed the disorder an average of
three years later. This suggests that some pathological brain changes linked to the development of
schizophrenia may have occurred before or during adolescence in this group. Furthermore, the verbal
memory performance deficits appear to remain stable over time in the high-risk group, suggesting
only at most a slight worsening of performance in those who eventually develop the disorder. It
would appear therefore that verbal memory deficits are a genetically mediated intermdiate phenotype,
apparent in many more people than will develop schizophrenia, while those most impaired are most
likely to develop the disorder.
Functional imaging has allowed us to investigate further differential brain activations between the
high-risk and control groups during verbal encoding and retrieval processing. Our results revealed
possible state deficits in the left inferior parietal lobe during word classification, and in the right
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middle temporal lobe during successful verbal recognition. However, it is important to note that these
were not significant after correction for multiple comparisons. Further, both regions may be
fundamentally regions of genetic aberration, dysfunction being evident only on sensitive interrogation
(with fMRI) and only in those experiencing psychotic symptoms. These regions have been linked to
deficits in meta-cognition in schizophrenia, and therefore are likely to be involved in the development
of psychotic symptoms. The interaction with cognition in these areas is yet unclear. Given the
successful task performance, hyper-activations do not appear to be detrimental and could therefore be
compensatory to dysfunctions within brain networks; although without functional and effective
connectivity analyses this can only be inferred. However, it is conceivable that additional stress on
such brain networks may lead to disrupted function, which then fails to effectively compensate for
reduced functional integrity in other areas, leading to increased cognitive deficit.
A possible, but again uncorrected trait deficit was apparent in the right inferior frontal gyrus during
word classification, but not during recognition, and attributable to the reduced activation apparent on
the withing group map for the high rick participants with symptoms during word classification relative
to baseline. This may be related to the ineffective activation of semantic networks during the former
task, and previous studies in schizophrenia have indicated hyperactive semantic memory networks as
fundamental to language difficulties in the disorder (Kubicki et al 2003). However, the most robust
indication of a genetically based hyper-activation was shown bilaterally in the anterior and posterior
cerebellum during successful verbal recognition. This could suggest increased relaying of information
between the frontal and cerebellar lobes, in order to compare sensory output and feedback for
effective response. This is also a convincing indication of genetically mediated dysfunction in the
fronto-thalamic-cerebellar network in biological relatives both with and without psychotic
symptomatology. Further, this provides an important insight into the possible functional basis ofmild
verbal declarative memory impairments in biological relatives of schizophrenics. It also holds
promise as a task, which could reveal deficits linked to the early development of psychopathology and
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WMS Wordfluency WCST Stroop Trail-makingB Linejudgement Facerecognition(Mo ey) WAISBlockDesign WAIS-RFSIQ
Intelligenceperhapsshould notbecovariedfoas nuisancevari bl(aw s here).TheinvolvementfIQ andotherreasfcognition cannotbedisent gledy statisticalmea uresalon . Cbetterthand ficitSCZo allNPscores. Nodifferencebetweennon- deficitSCZandCotroop interference,trail-makingnd facerecognition. Nodifferencesbetweenficit &non-deficitnmemory measures(te poral) Differencesbetw end ficit andnon-deficito lyStroop interference,trail-making (frontal)a dfacere ogni ion (parietal) Seemstospecifymemor













Verbal(episodic)rec l Verbalrecognition Ammons/AmmonsQuickIQtest Tasksmatchedfordifficultyusing Chapman&methods- basedonmeanno.fcontrolsrecall,
sothatdifferencesca notbattributed
toaskdifficultyanddiscr minating power,butmnemonicdifficultyet ineffectiveencoding
SCZperformedsignificantly betteronrecognitionthan recalllativetoC. SCZperformedsignificantly lesswellthanCatrecall,nd marginallysignificantlless wellthanCatrecogni ion. SCZusedsignificantlyle s categoricallustering (chunkingduringencodi g- Koh1978)thanC.
Nodifferencesbetween anticholinergicpatients andthosepatientsno medicatedonemory performance.
Calev1984B
10(nonchronic)o neurolepticsSCZ 10(nonchronic)o neuroleptics+anti¬ cholinergicsSCZ 10C
7M:3Fmean3.8years 7M:3Fmean3.4years 7M:3Fmean3.8years
Verbal(episodic)rec l Verbalrecognition Ammons/AmmonsQuickIQtest Tasksmatchedfordifficultysbove














(distractortaskwithdigi -thenre all, writedownords) Ammons/AmmonsQuickIQtest Ranmatcheddifficultytaskcheck withC
Noevidencefamnesic gradientinremotetaskfor SCZ.
Chan2000
20chronicSCZ,0 acuteSCZ&20 youngC 20oldC Nodifferencesinag oreducation
11M:9F:mean33.5years 11M:9F:mean24.1years 11M:9F:26.5years 11M:9F34.3years
Immediatewordr c llover3trials Delayedrecall Recognitiontaskfter30mins Samet sk,butwithg idanceo semanticcategories,orderf presentationandwornumber.
SCZrecalllessthaninboth randoma dorganisedlist conditions. Immediaterec llproblems showenc dingdefi itiSCZ. Controlsalsorecalledmor afterdelayndretrieved morewordsthanSCZ. AcuteSCZshowdeficitin spontaneousclustering relativetoc ntrols. Organisationidedreten inSCZ.Acuteandhronic exhibitsimilarlevelofdeficit sodoesn tappeartprogress withillness.
Chenerey2004
14SCZ 12C
11M:3F:mean3y rs 9M:3Fmean3.4years Nosignificantdiffere cesn age,sexeducationorNART-
IQ
SemanticPrimingandContext processingofw rdai NART
SCZenhancedprimingat shorttimulusonsetandlow pairrelatedness.Dec me ts atlongs imulusonset
Semanticprocessesnot relatedtoilln ssdu ation orth ughtdis rder.
Clare1993
12SCZ 12C
7M:5F:mean42.7y rs 7M:5F:mean43.2years Age,sexandNARTIQ matched
RBMTStoryrecall Facendworrecognitionfor e choice SCOLP Categoryjudgement Pursuitrotorta k Jigsawcompletion Wordstemc mpletion Implicitlexicalrimingtask NART


















Storyrecall(immedi te&delayed) Textcomprehension WMSVisualmemory RCFT Wordfluency Categoryfluenc Luria'sexecutivefunctiont st Trail-making WAISDigitSymbol WAISDigitSpan
Positivesymptomsonly positivelycorrelatedwith visual-motorfunction. Negativesymptoms negativelycorrel tedwith intelligenceandvisuo- motorcon rol&attenti n. Disorganisationneg tively correlatedwithverbal memory,languageand visuo-motorcontr l.
Danion1999
25SCZ 25C
17M:8F:mean29.9years 17M:8F:mean30.8years Nosignificantdifferen esin ageoreducation
Objectpairing.Recognitionm mory forsourceandobje t. Remember/Knowresponse RBMTpictureandfa erecognition WMS-R WAIS-RIQ
(a)SCZrecognitionbasedo noeticawar ness (Know/Familiarity). (b)Sourcerecognitionmost accuratewhenbasedon autonoetic(remember) memory.









(c)Objectbutnosoured recognitionacha celevel only. (d)Problembindingasp ctsf eventsintowh le.
Danion2003
24SCZ 24C
15M:9F:mean32.4y rs 15M:9F:mean32.4years Samelevelofeducation




15M:9F:mean32.4y rs 15M:9F:mean32.4years Samelevelofeducation
2listsof30wordsithmixture negative,positiveandu ral emotionality.Recognitionafter readinganm kjudgmenton pleasantness.Remember/Know decision.
(a)SCZgavefewerremember responsesthaC (b)SCZconsciously recollect/remembermotional overneutralwords.
Dickinson2004
97SCZorCZaff 87C
74M:23Fmean40years 61M:26Fmean37.6y rs Ageandeducationcovariates.
WMS WAIS-R
Toinvestigatediff rentialrg ner deficitusingsinglecommonfa tor analysis









(e)WAIS-Rloadedhigh ron commonfa tor(1Q)than WMS-R.Verbalmemory varianceaccou tedforby commonfa tor.SCZ performancemediatedbya singlecommonunderlying factor.
Drakeford2002 (abstract)
10SCZ 10Ds 10C
Auditoryrecognitionmemorfor previouslyheardanno elsentences. Remember/Knowd cision.
(a)Nosignificantdifferen es betweengroupsonrec g ition (hitsandfalselarms) (b)SCZhadmoreknowthan rememberspons stha other2groups. (c)SCZmadefewer rememberspons sthaC& depressives.
Duffy&O'Carroll1994
40SCZ 18Korsakoff"patients
MMSEandge(Korsakoff's older)covari dfinsecon analysis-significantdifferences retained.
RBMT DigitspanFWandB WMSPairedAssociates Sillysentencesmanticmemorytes Verbalfluency














(a)MemorydeficitexceedsIQ deficitinSCZ (b)Depressivesim airedn workingmemoryonly- suggestsretrievalfail r . (c)SCZimpairednall memorytests-suggests acquisitionfailure.
Nocorrelationwith positivesymptoms(i.e delusions)andsemantic memory. Significantpositive correlationbetween semanticmemory& chroniity- corticalat ophyfst rage?
Elliotetal1998
32chronicSCZ 24C
Meanage39.8ye rs Meanage38.2ye rs
NodifferencesinIQ( ART)
AttentionalShiftT s(CANTAB) RecognitionMem ryT st (CANTAB) MMSE
SCZimpairedon perseveration(stuckins t)b t notonlearnedirrelevance (eventhoseinpres rv dIQ group) Impairedonb thpa ternand spatialrecognition
Noc rrelationf attentionalshifting withrecognitionor MMSE Nodifferencesbetween medicationtypes groups(clozapinevs. traditional neuroleptics)
Elvevag2000
20SCZ 28C
16M:4F:mean3 .9years 15M:3Fmean32years SignificantdifferencesoIQ
2lists15wordsatd fferenttime periods-askedtreproduclistorders fromrandomwordr ay WRAT Cattel'sul ureFairluidIntellig nce Test WAIS-RShortForm
(a)Recallndrecognitionof listsimpaired.Temporal orderplacingfwords impairednSCZrelativeto controls.Whenc lling forrecalldiffe ncesthis temporalorderimpai ment disappears,(b)Couldb relatedtoconstructive memory/contextmemory impairment
Elvevag2002B
26SCZ 33C
Mean33ye rs Mean33ye rs SignificantdifferencesiIQ
Probedserialrecalflett rstask WRAT WAIS-RShortForm















madeorfalserecognition errorsthanSCZ. (b)Despitepoorermemory, SCZarenotsusceptiblet interferencefromprevious tasksoextentfC!!! (c)Huron&Danion2002) showedlessfalalarmsin SCZtoo.
Evansetl1997
31SCZ 35braininjured 26C
Meanage38.9years Meanage40.4ye rs Meanage39.1ye rs
BADS RBMT
Bothpatientgroupsim ir d relativetoc ntrols.SCZ showeddissociat impairmentnexecutive functionandmemory. EveninSCZwithpreserved IQ,showedexecutivedefi it.
Fossati1999
14SCZ 20Ds 20C
8M:6F(18-45years) 6M:14F 7M:13F Age,sex&verbal1Qmatched
Verbalmemorytaskforlistf16 wordspresentedithcat goryue. Categorycuedrecall Freeecallandinte f rence Freeecall Recognitionmemory Wordfluency Cognitiveest mate WCST Deliscardsortingt st DigitspanFWandBW
SCZbutnotdepressives showedverbalmemory impairment.Bothshow executivefunctiondefi it.
Feinstein1998
23SCZ 10Ds(8unipolar,2 bipolar) 11C
Mean37.7ye rs Mean38.7ye rs Mean25.3ye rs
Categoryflu nc(cuednncued) Wordfluency Temporalorderemory Remoteemory









Cshowedequival ntmemory forstagesflifememo ie . SCZshowedus apedpr file, unlikeco trolsadipi reca l ofmemoriesinea ly adulthood-startofillness- acquisitionofnewinfo impaired-poorencodingor acceleratedforgetting? Coredeficitinorganisation& notretrievalth n? Memorydeficitsueto problemsintem or -parietal areas(likeAlzheimers).
Gilvarry2000





Mean33ye rs Mean33.5ye rs
C>SCZeducation NodifferencesIQ
Effortfulvs.automaticre rieval(3 listsof20wordsva yinginsemantic organisation(random,unbl cked, wordsfromsa ecategori smix d, blocked,wordsfr msa ecategori s presentedtog ther). Freeecall Recognition Frequencyestimationofd ckcards withordsonthem.




WMS-R((l)verbal2)isu3 attention(4)delay5ge eral) Wordfluency Bostonnamingtest Trail-makingAandB WRAT-Reading WAIS-R Comparedfullsc eIQ(FSIQ)with generalmemoryind x(GM1)a d delayedmemoryind x(DMI) measuresusingatchedt-t t ,o
(a)GMIwaslo erthanFSIQ forapp ox71%SCZ (FSIQ>by8.64points). (b)DMIwaslo erthanFSIQ forapp ox62%SCZ (FSIQ>by5.13points). (c)Attentionalsolowerthan FSIQ-73%betterIthan attention.Attentiod memoryimpairmentsw reno










correlated&hencattentionis notresp nsibleformemory deficit. (d)Nocorrelationsbetw e abovememorydifferenc scoresandoth rmeasuresf memoryortrialsB,th ugh trailsAcorrelatedw thFSIQ- GMIscore. (e)Nonmemoryvariables accountforlittlefvariancein FSIQandMscores. (f)MeasurescrosWMS-R similarlyimpaired(vi ual& verbalm mory,attention immediate&delayedr call).
Gold1995
70SCZ 30LeftFocal TemporalLobe Epilepsy(LTLE) 42RightFocal TemporalLobe Epilepsy(RTLE)
48M:22F:mean3 .6years 12M:8F:mean3 .3years 17M:25Fmean32.9years
WMS-R(5indexscoresasbove) WAIS-R Re-rananalyseswithANCOVAto covaryforattentionind x,duetSCZ differenceoatt ntionscorerelativ
tootherwogroups. Previouscomparisonsus gCVLT didnotistinguishgroups,exceptthat LTEwereorsthanothers.













Freerecallandfrequencymonitoring (explicit) Wordstemc mpletion/primi g (implicit) TowerofTorontopuzzle(implicit)




SemanticCategoryPictureorting Task(overincluder-itemsfrommor than1categoryincluddtogether, underincluder-oneormo eemb rs ofsamec tegorygroupedeparately, ornormal-all9ite sf5categories groupedcorrectly) Categoryb sedinductivereasoning taskwithLikertscale NART Ammons/AmmonsQuickIQtest























Encodingspeech(li t ntrandom passage,organisedssageandself- generatedpass geofspeech). Verbatimpassageec ll
(a)Encodinglevelof organisationpresentin recalledspe ch)predicts memoryinSCZ&C. (b)SCZpoorerove allthanC, butmanicsa dSCZdidn't differexceptonma ics increaseencodingon integratedstory (c)Cimposedorganisationt randompassagerec ll(as en inmoreorganisationarec ll thangivenatencoding)-SCZ didnot. (d)Askedtogen rateown structuredpassage-oru ing encodingcriterio ,thSCZ performancenormalised









onlogicalmemories,CVLT shortdelayrec ll,totalll andrecognition
Hill2003
62FESCZ unmedicated 67C
37M:0Fage28years 36M:2 Fage.3years Intelligencematched Educationcovariedinre-ru analyses-nochanges.
CVLT Amnions/AmmonsQuickIQtest
(a)SCZworseonverbal learning,immediatea d delayedrecallandr consistency. (b)Nodifferenceso organisationalstr tegies,bu semanticclusteringimor stronglycor elatedwith overalllearninginSCZthan inC.









(c)Whensemantictructurei giventoSCZ,their performanceimpr ves,butare stillignificantlyworsethan C-suggeststh ydosecu , butnotasefficientlyC.
Holthausen2002
23cognitivelyn rmal SCZ 95cognitively impairedSCZ 45C
15M:8F:age24.8years 72M:23Fage.9years 38M:7F:age24years
DutchCVLT RCFT Wordfluency Categoryflu nc SpatialWorkingMemoryTask CPT Stroop Trail-makingA,BndC FingerTappingest DutchWAIS(estimateon4sub-tests) Additionalvariablesof: OC's Drugs
(a)SCZwithoutcognitive impairment(CN)ctually showub-clinicalimpairment in perceptual&motorsp ed andverbalenco ing(CVLT1- 5)(mediumffectsiz s). (b)NodiffsinOC ,social functionetc,suggestingth y arenotneti logically distinctpopulation.
Cogdeficitsdn t affectpsychopathology
in eitherCIorN groups,sn tac re deficit? Nodifferencesbetween patientgroupsonanti¬ cholinergicmedication usage.
(C)CNgroupscoreshigher thanCI(cognitiveimpaired) oneducation&intellige ce-so canompensatef rnegative brainp thology. (d)Thiscompensationno enoughforCVLT1-5&m tor speed-differentialdeficits? Cognitivecompensationuld explainessenceofcognitive normalityiSCZ.
Holthausen2003
84FESCZ 19SCZffm 15SCZaff 45C
66M:18Fage22.4years 12M:7F:age26.6years 9M:6Fage23.8years 38M:7F:age24years Covariedf education
CVLT(aspectofrganisation) Categoryfluenc RCFT Stroop(usedassp edofp oc ssing measureandttention) Trail-makingAndB(usesp ed ofprocessingmeasureandttentio ) CPT(attention)











modalityspecificprocess ng deficit(SeeTracy2001). Executiveandprocessing speeddifferencebetweenC andSCZ,butwithspeed, organisationa deducatio additionalpredictors,gr up membershipstillexplained moreofthevarianceinerbal memory. Longtermme oryimpaired
inSCZ,spiteofcontrol additionalfactorswh chmight impact.e.attentiond speed.Mostlik lydut encodinganperceptual processaberrationsdut learningdeficit.
Huron2002
30SCZ 30C
23M:7Fage31.5years 23M:7Fage31.8years Nodifferencesineducation Significantd fferenceoIQ
16listsof5wordsstudied(every2 listshadwordsssociatedithea otherand1lurw ichasnot studied). 8listsfollowedbyrerecall& arithmetictestsft rachlis&(8 listsnotstudied). Instructedtomemoriseallwordfo testlater. 15minutedelaywithor la drit en instructionsfor Remember/Know/Guesstask. Practicet skwith10ordshen actualYes/NoRecognitiont skwi h all24lists.Ifyes,th yw ntoa ifR/K/G WAIS-RFSIQ
SCZhadfewertruendals memoriesthanc.Fa iliarity andguessingdidnotiff r betweengroups,only consciousrecollection. Impairmentinconstructive consciousmemory?
Noc rrelationbetw en
IQordrugsand performanceinSCZ.





15minutedelayfollowedbyyes/no recognition& ifyes,th nRememb r/KnowGues










UnlikeCowordsuperiority effectinr lationtoguesses (superiorityeffect:recognise onestimulitypveranoth r duetomoreelab rative encodingpro esses)
Huron1995 (oralpresentation abstract)
30SCZ 30C
Listsofwordssemanticallyrela edt non-presentedlur Recognitionyes/nota k ifyesth naremember/know/guess response.




CANTAB WMS-R Verbalfluency Forcategoryandletters




VerbalStrategyTask:16-wordlis with4possiblecategories(subject unawareofthesecategori s).T ld memoriseword . After1minute,listremovedand askedtoimmediatelyr callsany wordsaspossible. 2ndpartg vethemsali twith possiblecategoriesndt utw rds intothem( imed) 3rdtaskgaingivenew16wordlist againwithimplic tossibilityf4 categoriesndaskedtorememb r after1minute. Visuo-spatialta k NARTIQ


















Memoryandxecutivedefi t independentofIQ. 75%FEpassedattentional shift,andthosew ofaileh d longerDUP.
Kareken1996
29SCZ 29C
19M:0Fage2 .4years 19M:0Fage27.5years Balancedoneducation
CVLTProactive(PI)andRetroact Interference(RJ) CVLTsemanticanderialclustering chanceadjusted CVLTerrorsofrecallandecognition
SCZlessbuildpofPIthan C,suggestingless susceptibilitydtole s semanticclustering.SCZ showedle semanticbut moreserialclusteringthan controls.Semanticclustering NOTcorrelatedth ughwit PI.SCZmadegreaterno.of phonemicerrors. 1/thereisadeficitnemantic networkhencepo r encoding=temporo-parietal problems OR2/Lackofexecutive controlsoverlist organisation=fro taldef cit.
Kazes1999
35SCZ 35C
25M:10Fage31.9years 25M:10Fage31.9years Age&educationmatched SignificantdifferenceIQ
48wordlistfotudy/encoding. Inclusiontask-Wordstemcompletio taskoc mpletestemswithord studiedearl r Exclusiontask-Wordstem completiontaskpletestems withordsNOTstudiedearli r (explicit-tryingtorecollectvs implicit-tryingNOTorecollect) WCST WAIS-RFSIQ
Consciousbutta tomatic memoryismpairednSCZ.
Consciousmemoryg correlatedwithp sitive SCZsymptoms. Positivesymptoms=l s ofcontrols/slefmonitoring (Frith?).Impaired attentionalsys em (Shallice?)
Keefe2002
29SCZ 19C
Sourcemonitoringrecalltask(s lf generateda dotherr teditems, picturesandwor s)
Deficitinrecognisingself generateditemsbuequivalent
tocinknowingsouredf othergenerateditems. AutonoeticagnosiaiSCZ?
















Verballistearningd layedrec l Verballistearningdsemantic clustering WMSLogicalmemorytest Categoryinstanceretrievalt st Wordfluency WCST Stroop DigitSpan Pacedauditoryserialddit ont sk WISCWIS-RMaze WISC-RIQ(basedon4sub-tests)




Procedural/implicitme oryt st- PursuitRotorTrack ngest Declarative/explicitmemory- NonsenseSyllablLi tear ing
SCZandnodiffere ceso implicitlearning. Differencesinxpli it memory. Shallowerliste rningp inSCZthanC.
Koh1980
15SCZ 15nonpsychotic SCZpatients 15C
9M:6Fage24years 9M:6Fage26years 9M:6Fage22years Comparableeduc tion& vocabulary
Freeecallofs ntences(5sent presentedfollowedby15secon subtractiontaskhenrecall-repeated for3setsth ntal&cuedrec ll. 10minbreaktheaskedoc nstruct sentencesfromcra bl dwords No.w rdsannosentencesc r ectly recalledscor
SCZrecalllesswordsan sentencesthano -SCZa d C. Cueingben f tsSCZl ssthan C.Internalsentences representationintacSCZ, butenhancedwithsemantic- syntacticencoding.
Kravariti2003
20FESCZ 21C
Adolescents SignificantdifferencesiIQ (usedascovariateinn lyses)
WMS-Rfulltest WAIS-RFSIQ(17-18years) WISCFSIQ(13-16years) TowerfL ndonask ExecutiveGolfTask Trail-making DualTaskPerform nce
(a)VerbalIQandsustained attentionint ct. (b)GeneralIQd ficit encompassed/accountedfor deficitsinv sualmemory, perceptual-motor,speed, planning,delayedmemory spatialworkingmemory. (c)Verbalmemoryand









generalmemoryimpaired evenaft rcontrollingfoIQ differences.
Kremen1994
11paranoidSCZ 15SCZwith systematised delusions(no paranoid) 15SCZwithout delusions(no paranoid)
6M:5Fage33.3years 12M:3F:age3.8years 11M:4F:age35.3years
Neuropsychologicalte ts-9domains
offunctionincluding Verbal(logicstories) Visualmemory WRAT WAIS-R
Systematisingdelusion reflectsattemptto consolidateanunderstand aberrantpsychotic experiences-suggeststhat thosewhocann td iar lessbright,i.e.poorer executiveandlanguage function? Premorbidandgeneralverb ability,swellimmediate anddel yedverbalr calbest inthosewithsystematised ratherthannosyst.delusio s
With&w thout systematised(around1 theme)delusionsiffere t fromeachther- Systematisedbetter premorbidfuncti n(more intelligent?)withb t eron verbalmemorythan without Nodifferencesbetween paranoidandnon
Kremen1995
35relativesofSCZ 71C
WRAT-Reading,spelliArithm tic WAIS-RIQ(Vocabulary&Block Design)
















tests-Vocabulary,DigitSpan,Block Design,igitSymbol WRAT-R Neuropsychologicaltestbattery
performedworsthanC.SCZ >verbalbut<performanceIQ thanC(whematchedforIQ level). SCZhadigherpre-morbid thancurre tIQlevels. Consistentwithdeclinefrom premorbidlev ls.Ve bal declarativememoryimp ired inaverageIQ&attention lowIQgrps&executive functionimpairedbo hth IQgrps.
Lecompte (Abstract)
SCZ C
Neutral,positivenegatipictu e presentation. Recognitiontaskfldplusnew pictures.
SCZproducedlessrememb r responsesandmorknow responsesthaC.SCZ providedlessneganm r posmemoriesthanCfo pictures.
Lussier2001
16mednaiveSCZ 20C
11M:5F:age28.8years 10M:Fage3 .8years Educationmatched
Explicitandim limemoryfor relatedandunrelateassocia ionste ts
Overallcr calledmorpai s thanSCZ&recalled fewerrelatedth nunrelate thanc(related= ssociativ memory). Nodifferencesimpli it recall.SCZmadeorerrors thanC.
Manschrek1997
19SCZ 19SCZaff 19MDpatients 19C
12M:7F:age37.2years 6M:13Fage34.7years 9M:1OFage36.2years 12M:7F:age34.7years Individuallymatchedforag , sex&recallperform nce. Patientsmatchedforillnes duration.
Verbalcontextrec ltask:udio20 wordlistpresentation(x4i ts) varyingincontextualst aint. Thentowritedorecalledds.
SCZgroupsainlessfrom contextthanCa dMD.Sam levelofreca linSCZand SCZaff.Deficitprominentin primaryartsoflis
Marusarz&Koh1980
16SCZ 16non-SCZpatients 16C
Comparableag ,educ tion& vocabulary.
Sternbergit mrecognitionwith categoricalues(let&digit ) followedbycontext-recalltask FWandBrecall.
SCZutilisedcategoricalues











19(Nevertr at d elderly)SCZ 25(treated)SCZ 55C
I2M:7Fage62years 13M:2Fage62years 27M:8Fage62years
WMS-Rmemoryscale
Chadighermemoryquotient thanSCZ. (McDaniels2000s ysneg symptoms=verbalm mory deficit,butMcDermid2002 sayspositive symptoms=memorydeficit)
Nodifferencesbetween nevertreated& medicatedpatien s.
negativesymptoms associatedwithp or memoryinevertreat d group.Dyskenisian t associatedwithp or memory.
McKay1996
46SCZ (Coregr up=20 chronicnelderly Elderlygroup= 12chronicelderly Mildgroup= 14mild 22DATpatients 40C
10M:Fage4 ,6years 6M:F:age4-72years 8M:6Fage20-64years age69,5years age51.2years
Categoryflu nc Naming(linedr wings) Sorting(picturesintoa egories) Word-picturematching Definitions(g nerated fini gfeatu es ofitems) NART WAIS-R NART-WA1SDiscrepancyscore
(>15ptdifferencefrom- current=decline)
AllSCZandDATswere significantlyworsethanCo tests. PerformancefelderlySCZ comparabletDATs. SCZimpairedsemantic memorydespitepreserv d overallintellectuafunction
McKenna1990
60SCZ 176BrainDamaged patients(BD ) [=60moderate-severe closedheadinjury 76strokes 40tumours/carbon monoxidep isoning] 118C
age44.4years age44.4years age41.4years
RBMT Estimatesof1Q MinientalSta eExam( MSE) MiddlesexEl rlyAssessm ntof MentalSta e( EAMS)









FromMMSE&MEAMSSCZ morecomparabletdepressed thandementedpatie ts. RBMTnotcorrelatedwith medicationorage,buw th severityofilln ss& chronicity. SCZgenerallybette intellectualMEAMS& MMSEthanelderlydepress d patients. SparedTM,butim ir LTM. Distinctivegroupwi h preservedintelligencebut poormem ry.
McKenna1994
20(non-elderly, chronic&severs) SCZ 26C 22ALZHE1MERS WAISIQ MMSE
N/A
CategoryFlu ncy Naming Sorting(categories) Wordtpicturematching Definitions(facts/ tems)
SCZ<Conalltests,xcept wordtpicturenaming (whichwasvpoorinALZ). SCZapproachedlevelofAL




RAVLT WMS-Logicalmemorytest Wordfluency Savingsscore RCFT CPT Stroop Trail-making WCST WAIS-R















WCST TowerfL ndon WAIS-RDigitspan(FWandB ) Word,alphabetnsentencen Sentenceverification WAIS-RFS1Q NART
Planningdflexibility impairednSCZrelativetoC- independentofpr morbidIQ (NART). Nodifferencesbetween groupsonSTM,but alphabetndsentencen (workingmemory)-worstin thosewithIQdeclin . TowerL ndondeficits emergedwithtaskdifficulty.
Moritz2001
25SCZ 25Depressed (unipolar)patients 25C
Significantdifferenceage- covariateinanalyses
RAVLT
SCZanddepressedpatients worsethanCoshortand longrecalla decognitionbu notinterference.
Negativesymptoms correlatedwithm mory deficit.Maybeproblem withverballearn ng.No differencesbetweenSCZ anddepressed
Moritz2002
32SCZ {12thought disordered(TD) 20nonTD) 65C
23M:9F:mean32.5years 37M:28Fmean4.2years
(1)SemanticPrim ngTaskse antic, unrelatedime ningandndi ctly relatedconditions)
TDpatientsshowedgreat r indirectsemanticprimingtha nonTDandC,relativet neutralounrelatedbas lin conditiona douldbe associatedwiththeloo ening ofassociationsinther disorders.Enhancedspr a ing ofactivation.
Medicationand psychomotorslowing hadnoeffecton priming.
NathanielJ mes1996A
25SCZ 25C
Eachmatched( sclosely possible)onage,sex educationandpre-morbid
Recognitionmemoryf rwords& faces(Warrington) CVLT










Verbalassociativefluency HSCT WCST NART
Serialpositionrec l& proactiveinterferencenormal. SCZusedserialinpr ference




Recognitionmemoryf rwords& faces(Warrington) CVLT Verbalassociativefluency HSCT ModifiedCST Confabulationtest RavensProgressiveM t ices-IQ NART
OSCZoninterfere celist,













Wordlist(32wor s)recall. Associativestrengthandnumberf associatesvaried.Highconnectivity- smallnetwork,loconnectivity-large network





onworkingmemorya d didn'tshowvisualimpairment seeninSCZ.
O'Carroll
20RBMTmemory impairedSCZ, 21memory unimpairedSCZ) 20C
11M:9F:age35.6years 15M:6F:age36years 12M:8F:33.1years
Stemcompletiontask(errorful-told targetstraightawayorerro less- allowedwrongguess sth nold correcttarget)














SCZworseatrecallthan recognition.Residual recognitionimpairment suggestsencodingaswell retrievaldeficit.Noapid forgettingm ansthereisno storagedeficitorlossf informationoverti . Corticaldementia (Alzheimers)subcortical dementia(Huntingtons& parkinsons)andcSCZ showed50%SCZthavub cortical,35%n m1 cortical.ClaimSCZshow mainlysubcorticallike dementia.
Passerieux1997 (abstract)
22SCZ (TD&NonD) 11C
SemanticPri i g:lexicaldecision task






















Pairedassociatesrecognition(u ing visualWCST) WMSLogicalmemorytest VocabularyfWAIS-R(Chigh average,SCZlow )




Shallowvs.deepclassification (encoding)andrec gnit on(Bu k er etal98) NART1Q Effectofpre-morbidIQinvestigate
in2ndanalysisbm tching participantsonestim tefIQ.




Verbalfluency RAVLT WMSVisualReprod ctions Letter-numberauditoryworking memorytest Visuo-spatialdte t WCST Stroop CPT Trail-makingA WAISDigitsymbol Benton'sli eorientationjudgem nt test












21M:12Fage3 .8years 21M:12Fage3 .3years
Recencydiscriminationtask-memory fortemporalorder/c ntextfpictur s WA1S-RIQ onShortformWA1S-RIQ- o differenceinanalysesfterm t hing forIQ.
SCZcouldrecognisean recallitemsbutwerempaired





Verbalpairedassoci tes WMSLogicalmemorytest Recognitionmemory Memoryfortemporalorder Spatialandnon-sp tialssoc ative learning WAIS-RIQ SchonellReadingT st NARTIQ Significantdifferencei premorbid IQ-covariate




CVLT,WMSPairedassociates= verballearning WMSlogicalmemorytest=sem n ic memory Verbalfluency(COWA,Boston Naming),Comprehensionofcomplex ideationalmaterial,S n e ce repetition,Readingrecognitio= language WMSVisualReprod ctions=visua memory WAISinformation,voc bularyand similarities=verbalintelligenc WAISPictureompletion,bl ck designandobjectss mbly=spatial org. WAISArithmetic,DigiSpan, Rhythmtest=audi oryttention Trail-makingAandB,WAISD git









Symbol,tro p=visualattention CPT=vigilance WCST=abstraction Motortests
dysfunctionandpossibles me R(i.e.visualmemory-but WMSnotthasensitiveis RMTL)
Saykin1994
37FESCZ (medicationnaive) 65SCZ (previouslyt ated) 131C
23M:14Fage8.6years 48M:17Fage31.3years 76M:55Fage27.1years
Sametestssin1991(above).Added: Facialrecognitiont stintovisua memory(sensitivetoRHTL) CPTattention&vigilancetes s WA1Sverbalscalecombinedwith languagefu ctions Analyseswithndithout adjustmentsforg ,sexndeducatio
C>SCZverbalmemorytests. FEsshowtrengthsinverbal intelligenceandlanguage,but deficitsinverballearningd memory Couldrepresentleftmedial temporaldisorderassuggested in1991. PatientsworsethanFEo spatialandmo ortes s trendsforworsep rformance onalltherfunctionsexcept attention/vigilanced abstraction.
Schmandetal1997
67Psychoticin¬ patients (30SCZ,6CZffm, 10SCZAaff,3Major Ds.,3Bipolar, reactivepsy hosis,14 psychoticno specified) 19Non-psychoticin¬ patients
38M:29Fage3.years 7M:12Fage37.3years
WordListearning TowerfFlan i/motor-&complex problemsolving-proc dural DARTIQ











50chronicSCZ (splitintosub- syndromes) 50C
Age32years Age27years
Declarativeimmediatandd l yed recall Delayedrecognition WCST(workingmemory) TowerofToronto(Pr cedural memory) Attentionalst
AllSCZworsethanCo delayedrecallnecognition, proceduralmemoryand WCST. Immediateemoryintact. Attentionworseichronic relativetomi tedgroup.
Noeffectofchronicity, severityofilln ssr attention
Delusionsas ociatedw th delayedrecognition, negativesymptoms associatedwithdel yed recallanddisorganisation associatedwith neurologicals ftignsand poorw rkingmemory.
Schwartz1991
16SCZ Significant differencesn education. Verbalint lligence (WAIS-R1Q vocabulary)&age matched
15M:IFage37years 15M:IF:age34years
Memoryfortemporalorder- ecency discriminationtask Semanticorderingtask Wordrecognition WCST
Memoryfororderfvents impairednSCZrelativetoc inspiteoftactrecognition foritems. Perseverationinv sely correlatedwithrecency discriminationtask,bunot withrecognition. Mostimpairednmemoryfo spatial-temporalinfohad greatestWCST scores/executivedeficit - failureofeffort ulprocessing?




WMS-logicalmemorytest WMSpairedassociates WMSVisualreproductions Digitsymbolincidentarecal WAIS-RBlockDesign,Vocabulary andDigitSpan ANCOVAscontrollingfosexa d education&IQdidnotimpacton performance
SavingsscoreinCZa d TLEsameandnotpoor.













WMSLogicalstories WAIS-RVocabulary&RAT Reading WAIS-RBlockDesign,Ho per Visualorganisation,lineientation judgementt st Perseveration WCST WAIS-RDigitSpan,Arithmetic TrailmakingA&B,WAIS-RDig t Symbol CPT&DichoticListening
SCZ<onallfunctions exceptverbalability (vocabularyandre ding). SCZ<BPonabstraction, motorspeedandvigilance.
Shalliceetl1991
5chronicSCZ (individualcasest dy approach)
WMSLogicalmemory WMSvisualreprod ctions WMSpairedassociates Warrington'srecognitionforw rd
andfaces CoughlanandHollow'sfigure storyrecallbatte WMSDigitSpan Cuedrecalltests NART WAISFSIQ RavensProgressiveM trice PeabodyVoc ular Spelling Arithmetic Tokentest Namingfrodescriptions Gradednaming
Allpatientserformedbadly













Wordlist(explicitlyta ns me& forgetoth rs),ecognition Remember/Know/Guessd cisi n.




Memoryforactiont st(s urce memory:s lfgenerate5ani ls, fruitsandbo ypartsremember them.T ngiveoth r5ex mplars fromexperi enteralsotb remembered- NART&5minslater- Recognitiont st-ide tifyaslnew-if oldidentifysourceaself experimenter)and Serialpositioncurve Freeecall Priming Falseresponses Ammons/AmmonsIQtest(covariate in repeatanalysis-noeff ct)












Freeecall(FW&Bdigitsp n) Temporalorder Selforderedpointing Recognition




WCST WA1SDigitSpan WAISDigitSymbol Visuo-spatialworkingmemoryte
SCZworsethan WCSTdidnotcorrela ewith anyoftheworkingmemory measures
Sullivan1994
34SCZ 67C 47agematch dC
AllM:age36.9years AllM:age45.1years AllM:age37.9years
WMSLogicalstoriesandpai d associates(LMTL) WMSdrawingsa des gn recognition(RMTL) BrownPetersonDis ract rtask-verbal andnon-verbal(orbit -frontal?) WCSYTperseveration WMSselforderedpointingn .correct Lettersearchtaskime(RDLPFC?) Motorability
SCZworsethanC.N modalityorlateralitspecific deficit. Maybemultipleselectiv deficitsasoppo edtverall generaldeficit.













SCZimpairedntemand orderrecognitionfverbal andnon-verbalmate ia Alcoholicsimpairednlyn orderrecognition.Simila deficittopark nsonians.
Sumiyoshi2001
57SCZ 33C EarlyonsetSCZ<20 yearsvs. Lateons tSCZ>20 years Highvs.lowWAIS- RvocabularySCZ
28M:30Fage7.2years 18M:5Fage2 .8years
AnimalCategoryFlu ncTest Usedmultidimensionalcalingto investigatestructurofeman ic memory.
Lateons trhighvocabulary SCZretains m nticmemory structure,comparedwith others. Ageofnseta dverbal intelligencemaybrelatedo structuredegrada ioninSCZ.
Tamlyn1992
60SCZ (fromwhich5SCZ withv.poorRBMT screeningor swe e excluded)
Age44.4years
RBMT(inc.prosere all) Wordlistrecall ForwardDigitSpan Corsibl cks Warringtoneco nitionmemory Sillysentences Remotememoryt s Famouspers nalitieste Autobiographicalmemoryin erview NART WAIS MMSE MEAMS
Memoryimpair ents apparentirres ectiveof intellectualfunctionlev ls (MMSEandEAMSshowed 80and2%bovecutofff r mildde entiaanorm l levelrespectively) Memoryinv rselcorrelated withNART. Shorttermme orypreserved- evidenceforamnesic syndrome?Semanticemory notaffectedi classic amnesia,butdist rb dinthes SCZ.
Noc rrelationbetw en memoryand medication











Nodifferenceinage& parentaleducation. Significantdifferencei education(OSCZ)&sex (SCZlessFthanC)
TransitiveInterferenck:elational memorytaskA>BB CC DD E&
2newpairs(4visualatterns,ont time,onh dings ilingface-to rememberwhichonehid sfac - initiallyguess,thensee-higher patternshidit)
SCZlessaccuratethanin respondingtor lati alp rs. Impairmentinbi di gfor relationalmemorydiscussed.
Tracy2001
28SCZ 28C
Resultssignificantafter adjustmentsforg ,sexnd education
CVLT Non-verbalrecaltest














frontal-striatalpathology deficit&not mporallobes problem?Whystriatu AlsoseeninPDpati nts- retrievaldeficit&preser ed recognition.DATtemporal deficitshowsen oding problemsmarkedby intrusionsandfo gettinga e, notseeniSCZ.
Vinogradov1997
26SCZ(medication less7daypriorto experiment) 21C
Matchedonage,sexnd education
Sourcemonitoring(40sentences- noun,verbandtargetwhichisbla k- subjectstoreado t/selfgenera eh ir completionword.Nextt sinclud s targetsgenera edbyexperimenterplus newlistofassociatedtargetw rds Recognitionmemory-tod cide whethertargetordisn w,old,lf orexperimentergenerated. ShipleyIQ











15SCZ (mildsymptomatic outpatients) 15C
10M:5F:age27.6years 10M:5F:agematch d
RAVLT PerceptualMirrorReadingTask- Implicitmemory
Verballea ningimpairedn SCZcomparedtC.Effectf repetitionsameforb th groups. Implicitlearninginta SCZ.
Waters2003
43SCZ 24C
Nodifferenceinag ,s x, educationorpre-morbid NARTIQ
Contextmemorytask-selfpairingf objectsrexppai ingftsx2 tests Recognitionf rtruepa rmbinati ns andsourcefpairing NARTIQ























AllM:age37.4years Rananalysestoc ntrolfo parentaleducation,ncoding, andmedication
presentedaswordslufoiln thenpresentedfors coim - participantstoldlabelfoi ss l 'new'




Auditoryverbals riposit onta k (PET)




















Evidencetosuggesthata to o icawaren simp i ednSCZ
Cirillo&Seidman 2003
Verbaldeclarative memorydysfunctioni schizophrenia:from clinicalassessmentto geneticsa dbr in mechanisms
Qualitative
110
Of110,01foundimpairmentnSCZo tle stVDMmea ure! Thismaybeduetoencodingefi its,ilrat sofforg tt ng. Attention,medicationa dsymptomsdo 'ccountf rthisefi it.Si ilarbuil edinrelativesandFE SCZ.
Achimand Lepage2003










Longitudinal studiesofNP change Addington1991
38acuteSCZ Test(1):38medicated Test(2):36medicated
25M:13Fage 30.9years
Longitudinal follow-up Initialassessment and6monthfoll w upinremission.
Wordfluency Categoryflu nc RCFT Designfluency WCST WMS WAIS
(1)Performance mosttestimproved overth6months. (2)Nochangeseenin wordfluencyoWCST
(1)Higher medicationrelatedto lowIQbutnot cognition. (2)Cognitive impairmentmaybe worseinthoseles responsivet medication,henceit mayimpacton performance. (3)GeneralIQ, WCSTandwor fluencyassociated withnegative symptoms&persist duringremission- trait? (4)Delusionsdon't interferewith performancebut associatewithhigher IQ. (5)Infoprocessing deficitsinpositive symptomscouldbe statebuineg tive couldbetraitrelated. (6)positive symptomsimproved alongwithcognitive function(ex eptword












50FESCZ Test(1):50medicated Test(2):23medicated 50C
23M:7F:age 31.6years 26M:4Fage9 years
Longitudinal follow-up Testedatremission periodandth n2 yearslat
WMS CVLT WCST Trail-making Stroop WAISDigitSymbol
(1)AllSCZperformed lesswellthancontrols onallNPscores. (2)Visuo-motor processingimpr v d overtiminb th groups,andverbal learningintheFESCZ (trials1-5) (3)visualmemory deteriorationinSCZ duetoimprovementn C-biggerd ffbetween 2.
(1Symptomatology hadnoeffectonNP scores (2)Medication impactedonscor st 2yearfollowup.
Improvements NPimpairments evidentatindexnd followup,b tis stable.
Censits1997
30FESCZ(illmean years)
(2previouslymedicated) 30previouslytreatedSCZ (illmean9y rs) Test(1):Allgroupsno medication2weekspr or Test(2):Allgroups medicated 38controls
17M:3Fage 30.3years 21M:9F:age 27.1years 25M:13Fage31 years
Longitudinal follow-up Testedatintakend 19monthslater
WMS-RLogicalmemories CVLTtrials1-5 Wordfluency Semanticflue y Bostonnamingtest WRAT-Reading Bentonlineorientation WAIS-RBlockDesign WMS-RDesignReproduction (immediateanddelayed) WCST StroopTest CPT Trail-making WAIS-RDigitSpan WAIS-RDigitSymbol Reitan-Klovesensory-perceptual exam Thumb-fingerseque tialtouch- motortest
Resultsdon'tsupport neurodegeneration. StabilityinNPofb th groupsovertim .
(1)Nocorrelations betweenmedication doseandNPeight domainsoffunction (2)Nodifferenceo NPbetweenfirst episodemedication naiveandpreviously treatedpatients.



















Concentration/speed Sensory/Perceptual Left&righthemisphere Globalfactor StructuralMR1s ans
brainsize,theless improvementnleft hemispherefunction. Improvementin concentration/speeda d righthemisphere function
Gold1999
54FESCZ Negative Positive Disorganised Test(1):45medicated Test(2):40medicated
Longitudinal follow-up Hospitalisationand follow-up5yrs later (6 monthlyinterval assessments)
WMSLogicalMemoryfr e recall Verbalassociativefluency delayed Visualearchandttention WCSTflexibility Trail-makingB WAIS-RFS1Q Finger-tappingtest
VerbalIQandmemory stableovertim .Slight improvementsv r5 yearsinperformance IQandFSIQ(not practice-toolong periodin-between).
Allsymptomgroups improvedovertim andFSIQimproved butverbalIQsta le. Attention,fr er call andWCSTcategories improved.Motor functiondeteriorated inbothhands (neuroleptics?). VerbalandFSIQ correlatedwith negativesymptoms andchangesin negativesymptoms. Corefeatu ? Medicationnot controlledsvariable andfluctuating!
Improvements Cognitivefunction doesnotdeteriora e overtim
Heaton2001
142SCZ(outpatients) 206C Splitintosh rt(<36 months)andlo gf ll w upperiods(>36months)
Longitudinal follow-up BaselineFE& 6months-10year later (mean3years)
WMS-RLogicalmemory CVLT Bostonnamingtest Wordfluency WAIS-RBlockdesign WAIS-RObjectassembly Trail-making WCST Fingertapping Groovedpegboard Handdyn meter
Nochangein differencesbetween SCZ&Covertim . Anyimprovements likelyrefl ctedpractice effectsasincontrols.


















23M:10Fage Age,sex& education matched
follow-up FEpriorto medicationand over2years SCZcompleted4/5 assessmentst least,C3/5t
CVLT
after6weeksof treatmentinverbal memory. Thisreturnstobas line levelby6monthfoll w up.
Hoff1992
56SCZffm 57C Test(1):Allmedicated Test(2):Allmedicated
41M:15Fage 25.6years 39M:18Fage 29.1years
Longitudinal follow-up Baseline2-4 weeksaft rhospital admissionnd2 yearslat
Language Verbalmemory Executivefun tion Concentration/speed Sensory/perception Spatialmemory Globalscore MRIscan
NotallpatientsndC hadbothscansnd testing.Only17SCZ hadfollowups. Performanceall measuresappearto improveovertime- specificallyatt ntion andspeed executivefunction. Improvementcouldb duetoitbeingaft r discharge.Atested sub-groupprioto discharges owed stabilityoffunction.
Hoff1999
42FESCZ
16C Test(1):39medicated Test(2):39medicated 7/42inremissionatt t (2)ofwhich4ere medicated Splitintosh rt(2/3years) andlo gf llowupgr u s (4/5years)
31M:IF:age 26.3years 11M:5F:age 26.1years
Longitudinal follow-up BaselineFE&2-5 yrslater
WRAT-R Bostonnamingtest Wordattack Wordfluency(COWA) CVLT WMS-RLogicalmemory WMS-Visualreproductions WCST Trail-making Fingertapping StructuralMRIs ans
Dysfunctionifirst5 yearsrem insstableat
1or2SDbelowC. Someaspectsf functionimprovedov r time,althoughless verbalmemory improvementvertim relativetoC.





















WMSVisualreproductions HVLT Wordfluency(FAS) WCST TowerfL ndon Trail-makingB WAIS-RDigitsymbol Executivegolft st CPT NART(test1)only WAIS-RFSIQtest(1)only
improvementver6 monthsinbothgr ups onverbalmemory measures,trailsB,CPT errors,Digitsymbol. SCZalsoimprovedon trialsA,WCSTand delayedvisualmemory. Cognitionrelatively stableasidfrom obviouslearningeffect overtime(practice)
symptomspredicted onlybettermotor speed. Norelationship betweensymptoms andcognitivebil y. Negativesymptoms predictedlowIQ.
improvementv r6 monthsinbothgr up onverbalmemory measures.
Landro1994
22SCZ 8AFF 14C
16M:5Fage32 years 4M:Fage38 years 8M:6F33years
Longitudinal follow-up Testedx3lyear intervals
STMtask-Peterson&Peterson AuditoryTrigramProcedure(3 consonantsreadal ud,th3 digitsreadBWasistrac or15 secret ntioninterval). LTMtask-ContinuousDi tractor Paradigm.(3differentword pairsin5tri lreadaloud,with distractorsbe weenpair presentation.Recall).
SCZperformed significantlyworsethan ConSTMandL task.








NARTdoesnotecline overtime.Mayb stablepre-morbid estimateofcrystallised verbalintelligence
2SCZhadlarge changesovertim(- 16:+18)butmean changesmallacross group(1.4)
NochangeinART
Nopoulous1994
35SCZ Test(1):28medicated Test(2):29medicated 2notonmedicationa test(10or2)
29M:6F:age4 years
Longitudinalf llow -up Baselineand2yrs later
RAVLT WMS-Logicalmemory WMS-RPairedassociated Wordfluency(COWA) Strooptest CPT Trail-making Bentonvisualretention
Cognitivefunct on stable. Attentionmaybstate dependent.





















Longitudinal follow-up Baselineand10-12 yearslat
Wordfluency NART Warringtoneco nitiont st MemoryforD signt st WAIS-RObjectsassembly, picturecompletionand arrangement,blockdesi n WCST
Declineovertimin picturecompletion, objectass mblynd memoryfordesigns- ffonto-parietaltests? Noimprovementn WCST Verbalfluency, recognitionoffaces showednon-significant improvement-
Persistentnegative symptomsprdicto r outcome. NorelationtP though.
Sweeney1991
39SCZ (29SCZ; 4SCZffm; 6SCZaff) Test(1):Allmedicated Test(2):Allmedicated
24M:15Fage 28.6years
Longitudinal follow-up Clinicaldischarge and1yearlat
RAVLT WMS-RVisualReprod ctions Wordfluency(COWA&FAS) WCST Trail-making WAIS-RDigitSymbol WAIS-RDigitSpan WAIS-RBlockDesign BentonsLi eOrien ation JudgementTest Finger-tappingtest










Cross-sectional studiesofage- relatedNPch nge Fucetola2000
87SCZ 94C
Young(age30 years)N=23 Middle(age41 years)N=38 Old(age58.3 years)N=26
NPacrossdiscrete agegroups
WMSLogicalMemoryt st Visual-Verbaltest WCST WAIS-RVocabulary WAIS-RDigitSpan WAIS-RBlockDesign WAIS-RDigitSymbol Trail-making WRAT-RArithmetic WRAT-ReadingandSpelling Dichoticlisten ng





143SCZ 38C 42Alzheimer'spatient (AD)
Of143SCZ=
85earlyonset youngSCZ 36earlyonsetld SCZ 22lateonsetSCZ
NPacrossdiscrete agegroups
Storymemory Figurememory WAIS-R Specifically%retentionafter4 hourdelay
All3SCZgroupslike oneanother,butdiff fromAD&C. Impairmentsnorelated





MMSE Listearning DementiaRatingScale Categoryflu nc Bostonnaming WCST WRAT
Bostonnamingtest performancedeclined withage. Nodifferencebetween cohortsinperformance onallthertests (testsu edod tecta













5agecohorts:18- 29,30-3 ,40-49, 50-59years 2agecohorts:18- 39years(young), 40-69years(old)
NPacrossdiscrete agegroups
RBMT WAIS-RFSIQ NART WAIS-NARTdiscrepancyscore
Nodifferencesbetween
5and2gecohortsin verbal,performanceor WAIS-FSIQ Nodeclinefr mpre¬ morbidtcur entIQ acrossgroups.
Differencesodigit symbol&picture completion,but unrelatedtoagr durationofillness.
SCZhasstatic neuropsychological course.Mustoccur priortoonset:BUT WHEN?








Follow-backcase- controlstudy (premorbidIQinSCZ andCkidsseentchil guidanceclinic)
IQ






Follow-backcase- controlstudy From20yearsldSCZ militaryserviceento premorbidsch ol assessment
StandardisedE gli handM ths PSLE(primary:12years) StandardisedE gli handM ths andGCE(secondary:16ye rs)





Follow-back Fromapprox.ge30 yearstopr morbid schoolassessment) (usingmentalhealth centre+prospective
Iowatestsofeduca ional developmentandb sicskills (Percentilea ksfor6domainf function) Vocabulary Readingcomprehensio Language










longitudinal participants (Iowarecentonse psychosesstudy)
Maths Sourcesfinf rmation(i.e.ps) Composite(totalsc r s)
13and6years, specificallynoineenat anypointinlanguage scores (applyingrulesofgrammar





OC's Familyhistorofmentalillness Developmentd ays Socialfunct on IQ NART







14predictedlat r hospitalisation.Butl w marksat16predic edonly non-psychoticdisorders.
Jones1994
50(childrenwith psychiatriccareonta t)
Followbackcase- controlstudy (schoolassessment premorbid)
IQ
Differencesbetweenthos whodevelopedSCZand thosewhodeveloped affectivedisorder.SCZ hadlowerIQs-couldthisb relatedtobehavioural difficulty?
Premorbiddiff rence (PremobidchildrenSCZand premorbidchildren affectives)
LanedAlbe1964
36SCZ 36siblingsofSCZ 35C 35siblingsofC
7-8years^1"1grade (premorbid)
Followbackcase- controlstudy (schoolassessments pre-morbid- matchedscores betweenSCZandC grps)
Kulhman-AndersonC evelandIQ test



































SCZandsiblingsworseo verbalandnon-verbaltests comparedtn n- psychiatricCa4-7years old.




Cohortstudy (Israelidr ft) followup2yearslat
Arithmetic, Similarities(verbalre soning) Raven'sprogressivematrices (abstractreasoning) OTIS-R(verbalIQ)
















35AffectivePsychosis 79Neurosis Comparedtoot l(12- 15,000atdifferentstages) orrandom10%fs mple (Doneetal)
development Reading Maths Generalabilityincludingverb andnon-verbalIQ Testsdifferedforrentage groups





Verbal Visuo-spatial, Generalknowl dge Mechanicalknowledge
195conscriptslatertreated forSCZ. LowIQ(specifically verbalandm chanical knowledge)associated linearlywithincreasedi k forSCZ.Riskother disorderst o,butless linearrelationship.
Gunnell2002
109643Swedish conscripts,fwhi h(ove 5years)60lat rSCZand 92otherpsychoses.
18years (premorbid)-/
Cohortstudy(Swedish conscripts) followup5yearslat
Verbalintelligence Performance/non-verbal intelligence. Controlledf rl wbirthweight, birthrelatedexposuresandparental education.


















Verbal Arithmetic Vocabulary Reading Sociability Aggression Emotionalstability Attitudesoother
vocabularyand9.5for non-verbaltestsco es, increasingwithage. Linearassoci tionbetween lowIQandincreasedi k forSCZ. SCZwalkedlaterth n (differenceof1.2mo ths) Solitaryplat4yrswa predictorforSCZ
High-RiskStudies ErlenmeyerandKi ling
79adultoffspring schizophrenicpatients {12schizophrenia-related psychoses 28majoraffective disorders 13majoraxisIdisorder 13nodisorder} 57adultoffspringf affectivelyillpatients {4schizophreniarelat d psychoses 26majoraffective disorders 12majoraxisIdisorders 15nodisorder} 133adultoffspringf normalpa ents {1schizophreniarelat d psychosis 40majoraffective disorders 37majoraxisIdisorder 55nodisorder}
Meanage(SADS- interview)19.7 years Assessedfromag of9.3years6 assessments3y ar intervals.
High-riskstudy (New-York)
CPT Attentionspan WISCDigitSpanFWandB VisualAuralDigitSpan Neuromotorassessment
(2 regressionequations1)l es parentalstatusandco tro variablestoNP(2)rel tep ental status,controlvariablesa dNPt adultpsychiatricoutcome)





























High-Riskstudy (NationalCollab rative Perinatalroject) Follow-upat23years
StanfordBi etIQes(4yea sold) WISC(7yearsold).Lo kedatIQ changebetween4and7years- regressedstandardiseag7co es onage4scor sndresiduals (observed-predicted)tellsyou amountofchangeino parisont expectedpredi tscor .
Thoseshowingdeclines between4and7remo likelytodev loppsychotic symptomsbyage23. IQbetween4and7raw scoredidn tpredictal ne, butage7lowrawIQdid predictpsychotic
Change< (premorbid4-premor i7 years)
399



































VerbalFluencyforcategory(anim s, transportndfoo )








































































































































WMSLogicalMemory, WMSVisualReprod ctions (immediate&%loss) PairedAssociateLea ning, DigitSpanFW&B
























VerbalFluencyforlett s(F,A&S) andcategories(nimals,fruit flowers)
















WMSLogicalMemoryImmediate& Delayed WMSVisualReprod ctionsImmedi te &Delayed WAISDigitSpanFW&B














































11RCFTscoren tincludedmeta-analysisdtoifferenforromWMSVi u lReprod ction 403













Verbalmemory- SpatialMemory- Language- Attention-
CVLTTrials1-5+WMS- LogicalMemoryPassages+ PairedAssociateLearning WMSVisualDesign Reproduction+Facial Recognition COWAletters+Animal& BostonNami g+ Comprehension+Sente ce Repetition+eadi g Recognition+Vocabulary, Tokentest WAIS-RDigitSpan+ Symbol+tro pTestrail MakingA+CPTvigilance
NA15
VerbalM mory: OSibs** SpatialMemory: C>Sibs** Language: C>Sibs* Attention: C>Sibs*
Aggregated scores
Cannonetl2000
18 (36DiscordantMZtwins) (49) 60 (30DiscordantZtwins) (48)
110C(49)
Verbalworkingmem ry- Spatialworkingmem ry- Verbalflu ncy- Verbalepisodicmemory
WAIS-RDigitSpan WMSVisualSpan Verbalfluencyanimalna es CVLTtrials1-5Learning+ Short&LongDelayedist Recall CVLTintrusionssc re
EstimatedIQ (WAIS-R Vocabulary, Similarities, Blockdesign& DigitSymbol):
VerbalWorking Memory:NS GeneticLiabili y: SpatialWorking Memory,divided attention,choice
Aggregated scores









CVLTclusteringscor WMSLogicalMemoryT st WMSVisualReprod ctions





LuriaNebraskaLanguage Comprehension-Relational ConceptsFa torScale
WAIS-R Information& BlockDesign































Verbalworkingmem ry- Visualworkingmem ry-
Sentencepan CountingSpan
Estimated1Q (WAISBlock Design): NS













WordanF ceRecog ition Memory
N/A









Verbalmemory- Visualmemory- Learning- Mentalco trol/encoding
WMSLogical WMSVisualReprod ctions- PairedAssociateLearning- WAISDigitSpan+mental control+arithmetic
NA
WMSLogical Memory Immediate: C>rels** WMSLogical MemoryDelayed: C>rels** WMSVisual Reproductions Copy: C>rels* WMSVisual Reproductions Immediate: C>rels* WMSVisual Reproductions Delayed: C>relsT
Aggregated scores






















WMSLogical Memory Immediate: C>rels* WMSLogical MemoryDelayed: C>rels* Stabledifferenc s over4years
Laterstudies used
Gilvarryetal2001




NARTIQ Scz<affectives ** Relsscz<rel manics* RelssczOC+> RelsOC-*
WordFluency: RelssczOC+> RelsczOC- (+afterNART adj.)** Obstetriccomp relssczbetterIQ andfluencythan thosewithout?
Nocontrolgroup
Johnsonetal2003
19MZdiscordantf r schizophreniatwins(48.6) 31DZdiscordantf r schizophreniatwins(48.4)
56C(45.5)
Episodicmem ry- Workingmemory- Attention- Executivefunction-
WMSLogicalMemory WMSVisualReprod ctions CVLT(Trials1-5) DigitSpanBW,Visual
FW&B DigitSpanFW,Tr lMak ngA &B,Stroopinterference Lexical&semanticv rb l Fluency,WCSTBlockDesign
EstimatedIQ (WAIS Vocabulary)
Schizoptypal symptomsrela ed



















WordFluency(animals& professions) WAIS-RDigitSpan+Tr il Making( odifiedtConcept Shiftingtest)
(Groningen ShortForm) RelshigherIQ thancontrols, espwhen controllingfo independent cognitivedefic s
Processing, Working Memory, Episodic Memory: (orderof magnitudeof deficitseen): C>rels
Kremental1997
39F&15M1stdegree relativesofschizophrenics (38.4,40.8) Lookingf rGrpXSex Interaction i.e.Maler sdifferfrom femalere sorth nl controlsfromemale
44F&28M(35.9,36.7)
Verbalmemory- Visualmemory- Learning- Mentalcontrol/encoding-
WMSLogicalMemory WMSVisualReprod ctions PairedAssociateLearning WAISDigitSpan+mental control+arithmetic
WRAT-Reading (estIQ)



























-freerecallpriming(lexi decisionta kboutw rdo non-wordpresentingoldwords, newwordsann- speedofresponsetn wand oldshowsprimingeffect)and recognitiontaskofrigi alld words
WAISshort fromIQ vocabularyand BlockDesign














Verbalmemory- Visual/spatialmemory- Attention- Language- Executivefunction-










WAIS-R Vocabulary, similarities, blockdesignand digitsymbol











verbalworking memory:s antic clustering, recognition memory, intrusions. Poorsemantic categorizationt facilitate encoding. Slowed encoding?? Blockdesign-rels slowerthanc. Visualworking memory& conceptformation too Allref ectfrontal lobedeficits Apparentlylong &shortterm recall,andv rb l totalrec llare nongenetically mediated
Tuulio-Henriksson
etal2003




WA1S-R Vocabulary, similarities, blockdesignand digitsymbol
Simplexvs. multiplexfami ies differonlyin visualBWspan
Nocontrolgroup
410
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Table 2A: Edinburgh High Risk Study sample numbers over time
Edinburgh High Risk Project
1994-2004
U
Potential Sample identified (1994)
u u
High Risk (N) Control (N)
(229) (43)
Phase 1 Round 1
(Preliminary data only)




Full Neuropsychological data available






(-4) No PSE (- 2) Withdrawn
(+1) Phase 2 Round 1 (+ 4) Phase 2 Round 1
Baseline




U Clinical & Neuropsychological data for
analysis of changes over time
(At least 2 assessments required)
u







































































































































































*AllHaylingSentenceCompletio( SCT)d taotormallyistributed.M dia sn25th7 perc n lesres t dal ngw hsdst ndardevi tio s.C i- squaredvalu(Kruskal-Wallistest)andig ificance,presentfterFlu(ANOVA)significa c . 413
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WAIS-Rdigitsymbolsubstituti n(Calc;tandardisedcorMV=99)Lavis t SCOLPspotthewordrawcoreFirstvi i SCOLPspeedofcompr hensionrawcore-t talnattemptFirstvi i SCOLPspotthewordcore(MV=101)Lasvi i SCOLPspeedofcompr hensiontotalnoattempte(MV=101)L stvi i HSCTTIMEA1-LNRANSFORM HSCTTIMEA2-LNTRANSFORM HSCTTIMEB1-LNTRANSFORM HSCTTIMEB2-LNRANSFORM NARTestimatedfullscalIQ(u u llyPhas1;MV=) FullscaleI.Q.(scaledor s)MV=1) 422
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RBMTimmediatestoryr c llfi sassessmentCon r
HR- HR+ SCZ
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HCST-Time(seconds)sectionBF rstvi iNew) HSCT-NumberofcategoryAerrorsFi stvi i(new) HSCT-NumberofcategoryBerrorsFi stvi i(new) HSCTTIMEA1-LNRANSFORM HSCTTIMEA2-LNRANSFORM HSCTTIMEBl-LNTRANSFORM HSCTTIMEB2-LNTRANSFORM




























































































WAIS-Rblockdesignsubtest(scaledcores)Firstv i WAIS-Rblockdesign(Calc;standardisedcoreMV=99)Lastv WAIS-Rdigitsymbolubtest(scaledcores)F rsvi i WAIS-Rdigitsymbolubstituti n(Calc;standardisedcore;MV=99)La visit SCOLPspotthewordrawc reFirsvi i SCOLPspotthewordcore(MV=101)Lasvi i SCOLPspeedofcompr hensionrawcore-totalnattemptedFirstvi i SCOLPspeedofcomprehensiont talnoattempte(MV=101)L svi it




























































































STROOPtimeinseconds;colourwordsbla knhite(Condition1) Phase1Rdl(MV= ) STROOPblocksfcolour;timeinse onds(Conditi n2)Phas1R lMV =D STROOPcolourwordsinncongruentk;timsecon(C ditio3) Phase1Rdl(MV=) Strooptimeforcondition1lastvis t Strooptimeforcondition2lastvis t STrooptimeforcondition3lastvis t STroopdifferencebetw entim sforconditio s1a d3lastvisit






















































































































































































Firstravltinterference Firstravltshordelay Firstravltlongdelay lastravlt1-5 lastravltinterf lastravltshordelay lastravltongdelay RBMTimmediatestoryr c llfi sassessment




























































































2nddegreerel/s xl1stdegreer l x21stdegreerels
RBMTimmediatestoryr c lllasasessmentnf ihi
2nddegreerel/s xl1stdegreerel x21stdegreerels
RBMTdelayedstoryrecallfi stassessmentnamih

















































Figure 2A: Informed consentform
Consent form for subjects
THE EDINBURGH HIGH RISK STUDY
I agree/do nol agree (please circle as appropriate) to participate in this study.
I have read the consent form and participant information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them.
I agree to the provision of any clinically significant information to my General Practitioner.
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this study.
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any stage.
1 understand that this is non-therapeutic research from which I cannot expect to derive any
benefit.
Signature of Participant Dale of Birth




GP Name and address:
Date
Three copies to be made: one each for investigator, participant and any relevant general
practice/hospital case notes.
440
APPENDIX3:Tablesandfigurtoccompanychapter4 Table3A:estsofhomogeneityvariancef rachmeasurthCVLTndRCF Table3B:estsofnormalitytachlevelthindependentvariablef m asurCVLTdRCF Table3C:Means,standarddeviatio sdresultofunivari telysfCVLTm s rrb lemoryihighri kpar icipa tsw t(HR+)athopsychot c symptoms(HR-)atthei eoffirsM Icanndco tr lsC) Table3D:Means,standarddeviatiodresultsofunivari telysfRCFTm as rn - e balemoryihighr kp r icipantsw(HR+)aithou psychoticsymptoms(FIR-)atthei eoffirM Icanndcontr lsC) 441


















































































































































































































































































TOTALOBSERVEDSERICLUS ERINGFW TOTALOBSERVEDSERICLUS ERINGW TOTALOBSERVEDSERICLUSTERINGFW&combined CAVLTListBtrial1:in e ference(MV=99)Phase2Rd CAVLTshortdelayli t:immedi ter c lltimeVI(MV=99)Phas2R CAVLTlongdelayrec llscore(MV=99)Phas2Rd CAVLTimmediatecuedr c ll(MV=99)Phase2R CAVLTlongdelaycuedrec ll(MV=99)Phase2Rd CAVLTrecognitionhits(MV=99)Pha e2Rdl CAVLTrecognitionmisses(Calc)MV=99)Ph2Rdl TESTMEASURE 445
1.832 2.477 .381 .020 1.231 .330 .327 .438 1.450 1.450
LEVENESTATISTIC
.167 .091 .684 .980 .297 .720 .722 .647 .240 .240
SIG.
CAVLTrecognitionfalsepositives(MV=99)Phas2Rdl CAVLTdiscriminability(MV=101)Phase2Rdl CAVLTSTORAGEINDEX(longdelayedrecall-shortayecall) CAVLTSTORAGEINDEX2(shortdelayreca l-triabec ll) CAVLTSTORAGEINDEX2(longdelayrecall-triabec ll) CVLTListBvsAtrial1contrastmeasure-%h ng swsco :(#C Btrial-#CListArial1/#C)X00 learningslopel-5trials(Exy-((Ex)(Ey)/n)/Ex2-(EX)2/n)=fl/10 Reycopytrialsc re(MV=99)Phase2d Reycopytrialime(Phase2ound1) Reyimmediater c llt ia(Phase2ound1) Reyimmediater c llstan ardisedcorT(Phas2round1) reydelayedecallt ia(Phase2oun1)
.185 .045 .120 .481 .089 .571 1.357 1.155 .307 2.454 4.158 3.460
446
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Table3D:Means,standarddeviationdresultofunivari telysefRCFTm s rnon-verbalemoryihighri kp r icipa tsw t(HR+)hout psychoticsymptoms(HR-)atthei eoffirJM Icanndco tr lsC) RCFTMEASURECHR-HR+BETWEEN GRPEFFECT (ANOVA)SIGNIFICANCE46BETWEEN GRP EFFECT (KRUSKAL- WALLIS)SIGNIFICANCE" Mean(SD)Mean(SD)Mean(SD)FPx2P Copytrial34.2(1.7)33.4( 5)33.1(2 6)0.90.41.00.60 Copytime(seconds)159.0(114.2)170.0(110.5)161.7(75 0)0.11.0 Immediaterecall24.4(5 3)21.3(6 7)20.9(7 0)2.30.1 Delayedrecall23.7(5 1)20.6(7 1)20.2(5 9)2.30.11.00.60 Totalcorrectrecognition21.9(1.7)20.8(1.7)20.2(1.7)5.20.007*11.20.004* RECOGNITION RESPONSES Truepositives10.2(1.3)9.4(1.7)8.8(1.6)5.40.006*10.70.005* Truenegatives11.7(0.7)11.4(0.9)11.6(0 9)1.20.33.40.20 Falsepositives0.3(0.7)0.6(0.9)0.4(0.8)1.20.33.40.20 Falsenegativ s1.8(1.3)2.5(1.7)3.2(1.6)5.40.006*10.70.005* 46*=Significanta terBonferro icor ection;Ttrendf signi icanceaft rBonfe o icorrecti n 47*=Significanta terBonferro icor ection;Ttrendf signif ancea t rBonfer o icorr cti n 450
APPENDIX4:Tablesandfigurestoccompanychapter6 Table4A:StructuralMR1inrelativ sofschizophr nicpatient Table4B:Functionalneuroimagingst d sofmemoryi chizophreni 451









Corticalgr yandwhitematter Sulcalandventricular cerebro-spinalfluid(CSF)














6SCZ 6+vehistorypar nts 6 -vehistoryparents 6C
5M:IF(38) 4M:2F(69) 2M:4F(69) 5M:IF(38)
1.5T 1.5/1.7mmcontiguousslices
Wholebrain Hippocampus





Amygdala-hippocampal comples&Dors lateral Preforntalc tex
Reducedamygdala- hipocampusvolumeand increasedleftasymmetryof anteriormygdala hippocampus(seealso Schreiberetal(1999)
Lawrieetl(1999)
20Is'episodeSCZ 100Is'and2nddegreeRELS (High-risk) 30C
15M:5F 54M:46F 15M:F
IT 5mmcontiguousslices
Wholebrain Prefrontallobes Temporallobes Amygdala-hippocampal complex Caudatenuclei
HRsmalleramygdala- hippocampalcomplexand thalamusrelativeoC







Lentiformandth lamicuclei Lateral,thirdanfourth ventricles
Lawrieetl(2002)




Scannedtbaselined2- yearfollowup.Nchange overtiminHRte poral lobeoramygdala- hippocampalgyrus(although atbaselineinl tterr gion wasreducedinRELS). Reducedrightt mporallob in19RELS(12hadtfirst assessment)withpsychotic symptoms
Marceliset(2003)
31SCZ 32Is'degreeRELS 27C
15M:6F(18-55) 14M:8F(1 -55) 14M:3F
1.5T 3mmslices
Wholebrain
Voxelbasedmorphom try- reducedc rebellumand fiisiformgy us,and Increasedsuperiortem oral gyrusinRELS.SCZreater pallidumandutaless frontal(superiorand inferior),fronto-l mbic,and cingulatedthanRELS.
Narretl(2002)
20MZdiscordanttwins 20DZdiscordanttwins 20CMZtwins 20CDZtwins
10M:OF(48.3) 10M:OF(49) 10M:OF(48.3) 10M:OF(47.9)
IT 1.2mmcontiguousslices
Lateralandthiventricles Corpuscallosum











Corpuscallosum,fr ntal lobes,amygdala- hippocampus,lateralandthi ventricles













Positivecorrelationbetw en verbalmemoryandleft hippocampusvolume. Smallerlefthippocampiin multiplexRELS,b tno differencesbetweenSCZa d RELS.Vulnerabilityto SCZ?
Seidmantal(2003)
40simplexSCZ 48multiplexSCZ 281"degreesimplexRELS 171s1degreemultipl xRELS 48C
27M:13F(44.9) 32M:16F(44.3) 17M:28F(44.6) 27M:1F(40.1)
1.5T 3mmcontiguousslices
Totalcerebrumandn e ior andposterior parahippocampalgyrus (PHGaandp)





(1998)-Wholebrain,cort cal graymatter,te porallobe, lateralv ntricles,c rebellum (1999)-cerebralasymmmetry
Greaterventricleolumi SCZthanRELSorC. Reducedwholebrainand cerebelluminSCZthan RELSorC.SCZand obligatesa normal asymmetryinPFC, sensorimotor&occiptio- parietal.Non-obligatesa so lacksymmetryinoc ipito¬ parietal.
Shulzeetal(2003)





















intracranium (2000)-lateralandthir ventricles,frontal be, caudatenucleus,amygdala- hippocampus, parahippocampalgyrus, cerebellum
SCZthanRELSorC,and lowerinRELSthanC.
Steele(2002)
6SCZ 6obligatecarrier1adeg eRELS 6non-carrier1stdegreRELS
2M:4F(46.2) 2M:4F(49) 3M:F(45.2) 3M:F
lT/or1.5T 1.5mmslices
Wholebrain,t irdfourthan lateralventricles,pr fronta andtemporallobes,caudate nuclei,lentiformthalamus amygdala-hippocampal complex
Greaterwholeb inandgray matterlossinRELSth n SCZ,butsmallerventricl s andsmalleramygdala- hippocampusncarrierand SCZthannon-carriers
Tepesttal(2002)
12SCZ(noaffectedRELS) 13SCZIs'degreeRELS 12unaffectedIs"degrRELS 10C
SM:4F (29.8) 6M:7F (30.5) 7M:6F (31.1) 5M:F (24.4)
1.5T
Hippocampus





Wholebrain,prefontallobes lateralandthiv tricles, temporallobes,hippocampus, cerebellum
SCZenlargedthi dventricle, reducedlefttemporalobe andhippocampi.
VanErpetl(2002)"
60SCZ&12CZaff 581stdegreeRELS 53C
39M:3F(40) 25M:33F(40) 24M:9F( 0)
1.5T 1.3mmslices
Hippocampus















(Tjunctioncount& semanticdecisionlivi g vs.nonliving)
PET l50H20 (rCBF)
Duringsemanticprocessi g: Bothgroups SCZ&>LIFG(BA45) BA9,6STG( 22),47A40/43bilateralACB 32) SCZ&C<LBA25,BA8/6RA3739,4021 BA24,ilateralA18,9 Withingroups SCZ(oppositepatterntcont ols)> LBA10,R 21BA43 SCZ<LBA18&19,Thalamus,Rsuperiorpari tal(BA7), BA10,229 PathAn lysis: LBA45(IFG),BA32DorsalAC2STG)&ilater l




9M:3F (27.4) 9M:3F (27.7)
Verbald epncoding& recognition (Enc:X50wordsi blocksevery3se onds. Tointernallyassociate withachosenn u 3minutesbetweentasks (Recognition:50ld& 50new&ull 2secpres ntation+1.5 fix=3.5ISI)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T (Blocked& eventrelated designs)
OnlyR&Lhippocampalactivationn lysedcordingt anatomicalm sks Encoding: Bilateralhippocampusnb th,Lant riorgreateiCth nSCZ Recognition: Old&newwords- Bilateralhippocampusnb h. Correctoldbilateralin,utn yRSCZ Correctn w SCZ>C Rhippocampus(anterior)













Deep&shallow encoding&recognition Repetitionriming Deep:wordsabstracto concrete.Shallow: wordsupperorlo er case Repeatedr sentationto assessprimingeff ct
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign
Semanticencoding:withingroups C>BilateralIFG,RSPFC,bilAC&occipitallob s SCZ>LIFG,RmidFC,posteriorTarietal,cingulate& occipital. Betweengroups C>SCZbilateralIFG(5228- -BA45) SCZ>LSTG-Linferiorpar etalandcingulate. Perceptual:withingroups C>cingulate&occipitally. SCZ-sameactivationssinsem nticcondi . SCZ-Norepetition/primingeffectbehaviourallyorsd c easein LIFG




Verbalfluency (phonological) Vs. Spontaneousword production Vs. Rest
PET H20150 (rCBF)





Covertverbalflu ncy (Phonological) Covertsemantic decisionta k(liv ngs. non-living)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign
Hypofrontalityapparentnlyinve balfluency,sema tic decisionsta k.C nnotattr buteoiffe e tscanninge hnique
ordis rderheterogeneity-functionftasklon .




M (31.6) M (29.6)

























12SCZ(medfree 6months,9ed naive) 12C
(26) Age matchedC
Verbalfluency Paced(phonological)vs. controlwo drepetiti n task;fterscanh lf givenapomorphine(acts ondopaminereceptors) andh lfplacebo
PET H20150 (rCBF)
SCZ:> BilatPFC,ACLinferiorparietSTGoster oc ngulategyrus SCZ> Samesbove,AC,RmidFCLfusiformgyrus. C:> PFC,ACthalamic/subt lamic C:<STG,bilateralndposteriorcingulategyrus SCZvs.C SCZnoanteriorci gulatenddo 'dea tivats ptemgyr s.
SCZslowerthanC-nsignificant Apomorphine-dopaminergicantagonist modifiesbrainactivity(antipsychotic) anteriorci gulatewidespread heterogeneity-attention,coordin tio withotherareas STG. Nodiffbetweenapomorphi end placeboontaskerformance.
(Frithetal1995)
18SCZ (PoorVF performance OddVF performance NormalVF performance) 6C
5M:2F (57.9) 4M:IF (53) 5M:IF (47.7) 5M:IF (57.2)
Pacedverbalflu ncy (phonological) Vs. Wordclassification (semanticcategorisa ion: manadevs.natural) Vs. Wordrepetition
PET InhaledCl502 (rCBF)
Withingroups: Fluencyvs.rep tition Allgroups>LDLPFC,Candth lamu <posteriorcingulate,RSTG Repetitionvs.flu ncy OnlyC>LSTG(i.e.lessinfluency).Thiwaot apparentinSCZ.
Nodifferencesbetweeng oups. Activityinsemanticategorisationfell betweenrep titionandVF,up ared greaterinSCZthanCosight.
(Spencetal 2000)
lOOBLIGs 10SCZ 10C
4M:6F (55.4) (41.7) 6F:4M (51.5)
Verbalfluency (phonological)
PET H20'50 (rCBF)
SCZsdidn'teactivateprecuneus&show ddisconnec ivity betweenLDLPFCandAC. ACconnectedtPFCa dh lamustte tion/motorc tr l role.
(Sommeretal 2003a)
12FSCZ 12FC Comparedto previous. 12MSCZ
(33.6) (32)
Verbgenerationtask (cuedwithnoun) Vs. Reversemirrorread semanticdecisionta k (reducedorthographic
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign














Covertverbalflu ncy (phonological) Vs. Rest
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign
Fluencyvs.re t:withingroups C>PFC,ACLparietal,thal mus SCZ>PFC,ACLparietal,Thal mus.Nobetwe ngr up differences,but-Broca'slateralisationind x= C>LIFG(BA44) SCZ>bilateralBA44 =Reducedlang aget ralis tionofIFG
(Yurgelun-Todd etal1996)
12SCZ 11C
10M:2F (34.4) 6M:5F (28.2)
Verbalfluency (phonological) Vs. Counting(rest)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign
Fluencyvs.re t:betw engroups C>SCZDLPFC SCZ>TG
Allgroupsperformedsatis actorily.
WORD/ST RYRECALL (Andreasenetal 1996)
14SCZ 13C
10M:4F (30.7) 6M:7F (28.6)
Proseecall (Wechslerlogicalsto y memorytest)
PET H20i50 (rCBF)
Practiced: SCZ<ffonto-thalamic-cerebellarregionsndLmotorrea. REST: SCZ<Medialfront l,laterrighteftthalamusd cerebellum. Novel: SCZ<fronto-thalamic-cerebellarregion,nte i rcin ulate,bi at lenticuclei,anteriortemp,mammillarybodi s.
Practiced:SCZnequalperformance Unpracticed:oor rperformancefro SCZ
(Barchndl 2002)
38SCZ 48C
63%M (36.3) 46%M (36.5)
Wordlistanpicture encodingan recognition(&N-Back WMtask)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blocked design
LTM&W(irrespectiveofmaterialtype) SCZ<RDLPFC,brainstem,ilateralparietalco tex Enc&WM C>SCZbrainstem,asalgang ia,th lamusmediaPFC SCZ>Csomatosensorycor ex WM C>SCZRant&posthippocampus,bila eralDLPFC,l t r l SPFC,bilateralprecuneus. SCZdidn'tshowgreaterLresp nseinIFC,parie alortemporal duringwordsoverfac ,asseinC-reducedlaterality?
SCZworseonrec g itionfdsan facesthanC,butalletteronword . SCZsloweronrec g itionfw rdsthan C
(Crespo-Facorro etal1999)
14medfreSCZ 13C
10M:4F (28.6) 6M:7F (30.7)
Wordlistrecall
(15itemsRAVLT) Auditoryencoding (i.e.practicedwords learned1we kpriorto recall& novelw rdsseenI minutepriortorecall)
PET h2oi5o (rCBF)+MRI scan
















PET H20150 (rCBF) Fixedeff cts GLM
DLPFC: Cactivethroughoutsk SCZ(U)andIctivethendecreaswithinskifficultyof task(beyond4w r s) LSTG: Ctaskrelateddecre se SCZlinearandunrelatedtosk INFPARIETAL:asbove POSTERIORARI TAL: Cactivethroughoutetrie al SCZ(I)notactive SCZ(U)highlyactive Nomedialtempactivationsseen- aybehippocampus,sit v novelty.Niherdutrepetitionfmat r al







inSCZ.ReflectsmodulationfA CandPSoTGfunction i.e.PFCsuppressesSTGactivity/ormodulatingACwh chthen suppressesSTG. ACCassociatedwithre ponseinhibition
(Gangulietl 1997)
8SCZ(remission) 8C
5M:3F (39.6) 5M:3F (36.9)
Wordlistrecall (Supras antask:12 wordfreerecall15 secondsaftereach auditorylis presentation-x6lis s) Vs. Visualfixation
PET H20150 (rCBF)+MRI scan
SCZ<CbilateralfrontndTG LessactivationdecreaseinOFC,temporor-occipital,inf i r parietalinSCZth nC SCZ:Noleftsuptemorputa enactivatio
Participantspracticedocedureriot scanningandskednottuserial recallonday. Recencyandprimaceff ctsinboth groups.Patientperformmorerlyin recencyaspectoft sk
(Guretal1994)
18SCZ 18C
12M:6F (26.7) 12M:6F (26.6)
Wordrecognition( recognitiontask- Kimura) (alsof cerec g)
PET Xenon injection (rCBF)
SCZdidn'tshowlateralitychangesownbyC,L-Rve bal,R-L visualinmidtempregion SCZlessglobal>,e peciallyinft&forver l,thanC
Sensitivity(identifasseenb fore)was lessaffectedthansp cificity(rej tit m asnontargets)iSCZ -lowerthanCbothverballyandfacially
(Hazlettel 2000)
20SCZ(medfree) 32C
14M:6F (38.3) 25M:7F (41.8)
Wordlistrecall
(16words-SerialVerbal LearningTest) Presented30minut s beforetraceruptake
PET (FDG) (rGMR)
DecinrGMRfrontalcortex&ctemporalc rSCZ (assocwitherialorder) Decinfrontal&temporalare sbuttparietocc pi











15M:9F (29) 9M:10F (30)
Wordrecognition (continuousword recognitionparad gm: oldvs.newwor s decision.Nwords repeated>thanonce)
ERP (EEG recordingsat4 midline&13 homologous sites
Normalldneweffectisgr aterpositivitythan ,which couldsignifyn rmalMTLfun tio .SCZandCbothh wld- neweffect.Reduced-vepotentialsiSCZ,sp ificallythl inferiortemporo-parietalareas-earlyw dcessing(200 400ms).MaynotrequireTLithitask.




Wordlistrecall (Verballea ningt sk)
SPECT (rCBF)




18M:5F (35.2) 12M:IF (30.7)
Wordencoding& recognition (Pennwordr cognition test-20wordli t presented15minutes priortorecognition)
PET H20150 (rCBF)
Samectivationinsensorim torcortexfob thgroupsm or task ENCODING: CmaximalactivationinLIFG&add tion lbil teraleffect inferiortemporalgyrus,LSMA,Ri suloccipit lcortex cerebellum. SCZactivationinbil teralsuper rfrontregio s,Lsupe i r temporalgyrus,Lcerebellum,Rhalamus. CgreaterLiPFC,middleansuperiorfront lyrus superiortem oralgyrusactivat nhanSCZ RECOG: CbilateralPF,Lanteriorci gul tegyrus,middlefro al superiorgyrus,Linferiortem o alrusandbilate alfusifo m gyrusactivation. SCZshowedLmiddlefrontalgyrus,Ruperiorlr , middlete poralgyrus,bilate alinferi rte pora ,L cingulategyrus,Lmiddloccipitalr s&bilainfer oro cipit l regions. Cgreateractiv ionthanSCZinLPFCndA ,midFC, mesialte porlobe,Rthalamus. LPFCinvolvednepisodicmemoryproc ssinganimproby encodingworassociationss mantically.DegreeofPFC activationrelatedtostrategicencodingpr cess s. Recognitionanbesuccessfulwithh llowpro e si g(no ic













Wordencoding& N-backworking memorytask(prev nts verbalrehearsal)& Recognitiontask
EPI(BOLD) FMRI4T Eventrelated design
Encoding:withingroups C>LBA10,DLPFCRSMA(B 6),posteriorcingulateand visualareas. SCZ>LBA10,44visualare sSTGparietal,AC,R thalamusBUT,NoLDLPFCinSCZ Betweengroups C>LBA9&46,insula,Rputamen,7. SCZ>Linferiortemp ral,Riddleporal(BA21),bilatera PHG,motorandvisualreas. Recognition:withigroups C>LBA10,9,46,bilateralB 7,thalamus. SCZ>asbove+BA10/11(OFC)butn t9or46. Betweengroups C>SCZLDLPFC,insula,thalamusnduperiorpari tal. SCZ>Csensorimotorareas,LOFCmiddlete poralR precuneus. Retrievalsuccess: C>SCZLDLPFC SCZ>COFC,LPHGRBA40




Shallowencoding& recognition (Stark&Squire's Old/NewRecognition Memorytest-forhippoc activityincontrols) Enc-80wordspresented x2-toreadalouonly 15minutedelay Rec-160words(80ol &80new)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blocked design
Bilathippocampusinb thgrou sduring'old'vs.aseline. Newvs.bas lineilateralhippocampusnthgrou 01d>NewinC-
nohippocampusa tivity,butSCZshowedRp s eriorh poc activity(NS) New>01dinC- Ranteriorhippoc,butnotiSCZ ROIanalysis:C>th nLinew>old,butSCZopposite CorrelationbetweenRhippocandfalslarmatinSCZuot c














ROIsfrontal,temporal&pariet l SCZ>Ctemporal C>SCZDLPFC




Randomumber generation: (Avoidsequencesan repetitions) Executivecon roltask.
PET H20150 (rCBF)
SCZ: Nocovariationbetweenant riorci gulatendbilitytdsk. Nosuperiorparietalactivationinresp ctoft kpacing. C:themorerandomesponses,greatert activ ionof thesuperiorantci gulate.Superioarietalactivati ninc withdifficultyandhen et skspee . Cingulo-parietaldysfunct on
SCZ: Slowerrespondingthacontrols,a d lessrandome ponses-i.efou dithar toinhibitpreviouslyspokenresponseand generatebra dnewon s. C: Themorerandomtnumberesponses, thegreatercontrol.Respo d dfa t r thanpatie tsandh dmorerandom responses.
(Barchndl 2002)
38SCZ 48C
63%M (36.3) 46%M (36.5)
Wordlistanpicture encodinga d recognition(&N-Back WMtask)
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign
SCZ:LTM&W ImpairedactivityofRDLPFC,br nstemasalganglia, thalamus,parietalcortex SCZ:Enc&WM ImpairedactivityinLhippo/parahippo SCZ:WMonly Impairedactivityinbil teralDLPFCndRmedi lte po l cortex
SCZworsethancontrolsoWMtask. Noeffectfverbal&non material.
(Callicottetl 1998)
10SCZ 10C then6SCZ(2 medfre ) 6C
M(34.1) M(33.3)
N-back &Motorcontroltask
EPI(BOLD) FMRI1.5T 9runswith 30second epochsof alternating conditions
SomeCZfailedtshowactivationinMAduringcontroltask. Matchedthenforvox lstabi ity(PSD). SCZ: Allbut1of6failedtactivateDLPFCw thhigherloads. Tendencyforov ractivatiofparietalco t x C: ActivatedDLPFC






Bothsimilarresponseacr ss0B-1B-2B SCZ: GreaterdynamicresponseiBA9-10,462&cingulate3









30second epochsof alternating conditions)
Greaterrespth nCinintrapa ietalsulcus(BA39) C:greaterdynamicr spi egionsoutsidePFC&v ntral,
inLBA7,precuneusR39 AlsoCgreaterEREBELLUMr spthanSCZ,LsupTempG& postcingula e LineardeactivationiRHippocampuswi hct skiff culty
(Holcombetal 2000)
18SCZ 12C
Tonefreqrecognition (Trainedtoequivalent performance) Sensorimotortask &Rest
PET H20150 (rCBF)
SCZ: LesschangeinrCBFofanterioringulat&SMAwhen switchingfrommotortdecis ona k LowerrCBFtofr ntalare swithext ndedresponsetim C: IncrCBFtofrontalare swithext ndedesponseim s. SCZineffeicientusoffrontoci gulatesy t mtask.






SCZ: Similaractivationsinrelev tr stoC.Robustfr npar etal activationsinC. NoRT-functresponselationshipfound. Maynotbeusingphonologicallo padequately. C: Activationsinrelevantar(bil t r lp rieta&occipito¬ parietal,recuneus,bilat ralDLPFCinffront l,lPM,pr e t gyrus,occipitalareas&cer bellum)similartSCZ. Areactiontime-func ionalsponselin arfecti po t ri r bilateralparietalcortex-inci t lctivationwithincr sp latency.





Normalinb thgroups. At3backDLPFCtivityceasedinSCZr l ivetoCo trols






SCZshownormalworkingme ory(spati l)activation Greaterinfusiformgy us,MFC,Rcereb llummiddleoccipital supramarginalgyrus. CgreaterinSTGandMFCs.























SCZgreaterinLDLPFC(buotright)&invers lyco r l d withtaskperformance




Item(digit)r co nition (Sternberg)
BOLDEPI FMRI1.5T Blockeddesign












ROIanalysis-DLPFC,inferiorndsuperiorp r etal,fro tal operculum,STG&AC. DeficitsinR&LLPFC,inf riorsuperiorpar etal
Testedagainsev ralmothslat r-SCZ worseandsl werthanC
Mendrek2004 (Meyer- Lindenbergetal 2001)
13SCZ(medfree) 13C
12M:IF (32) 9M:4F (30)
N-back(0backnd2 back)
PET H20150 (rCBF) Functional Connectivity analysis









Sensitivityandresponsecriterion(B a) lowerinSCZthanat2b ck
(Perlsteintal 2003)
16SCZ 15C
11M:5F (36.8) 9M:6F (36.4)
N-back&AX-CPT (letters) N-backasbove.CPT- respondtopr - pecifie probe(X)onlywhenit followsc ntextu(A). 3distractorsBX,AY& BY.
BOLDFMRI 1.5T Blockeddesign
Tasksengagedoverlappingnetwork .I cload=incctivity LessRDLPFCinhighWMloadSCZ DLPFCNOTcorrelatedwithumaint n nce(i.e.Atrials)i groups-sonotresp n ibleforh ldingfc einformation? DLPFConRcouldbeatt ntionrelateisctivewithndema duringcuerelat dtrials?P obablyprep ratorythe fo .













6M:2F (29.2) 6M:2F (35.2)














NolateralisationeffectsinSCZ(i.Lf rverbal&Rsp tial) NohypofrontalinSCZ.






ReducedPFCactivationin(9/10none2-ba kcdt.)SCZ, despitenormalperfor ance




Wordserialp sition Over10we ks:










Patientsactivatedleforb to-front l(BA11)s eni con rols. AllactivatedbilatDLPFC,ilaInfP rietal(BA40),LSTGn Cing.morethanSCZi esareas
Alldeclinedon2back,SCZ morethanC.Equalperform nceo CPTtask
VISUALENCODING&RECOGNITION (EylerZorrillaet al2002)8SCZ 10C
(5F) (meanage 54) (2F)(mean age61)
Pictureencoding& repeatpresentation (control)
BOLDFMRI 1.5T Blockeddesign



























SCZdidn'tshowlateralitychangesownbyC,L-Rverbal,R-L visualinmidtempregion SCZlessglobalinc,espft&forver althanC





New-Old: OSCZrCBFinRPFC(BA10),postThalamus SCZ>CrCBFRpostcing/precuneues Old-New SCZ>CLPFC(BA8)
(Leubetal 2003)
10SCZ IOC
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Figure 5A: EHRSfunctional MR1 information sheet
Functional MRI in the Edinburgh High Risk Project
To be read with subjects before scanning
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this part of the study.
We will ask you to remove all metal objects from your person before going into the scanning room. You
will then bit asked to lie down 011 the seanner platform, when we will put head phones over your ears, put
a hand-set on your dominant hand with buttons to press, and then slide the screen for giving you
instructions in the scanner over your head. We will try to make sure that you can press all the buttons on
the hand-set easily, that you are lying comfortably, and that you can clearly see the overhead screen. The
scanner platform will then lift and slide into the scanner itself. You may hear a few clicking noises, and
the scanner platform may move slightly at the beginning of each of the four scans we hope to conduct.
The first scan is simple and brief (localiser), so that the other scans can be positioned properly.
The second scan is a more detailed scan of the structure of your brain, and will last seven minutes. The
scanner makes a noise rather like a fog horn at this lime. It is important that you tie still, but relaxed,
during the scan and in the scanner in general.
The overhead screen will give you some information and instructions at the beginning of the third scan.
You will be asked lo press the button to say that you are ready and then asked to press your thumb on the
thumb button to start the task itself. During the task you will be asked to think of a word to finish off a
sentence in which the last word is missing. We simply want you to think of a word that would finish the
sentence - please do not speak while the scan is being done, as this will distort the image. Once you have
thought of the first word that occurs to you press any button on the handset and wait fur the next sentence.
Do not worry if you cannot think of a word in time or if you do not think the word is appropriate - we are
mainly interested in what you arc doing when you try to think of the word, rather than the word you
produce itself. Every now and then you will see a screen with circles on it, which is a rest period during
which you don't have lo do anything at all. This scan will take about 12 minutes in total.
The fourth and final scan is split into two stages. Y011 will be given instructions and a brief practice
session at the beginning of each stage. You will be shown a single word and asked to decide whether the
object is 'living' or 'non-living'. Please press your thumb button or your first finger button (index, or
pointing finger button) when you have made the dceision about the word. If you are not sure about which
button to press, please make a "best guess" and press the appropriate button. Again, do not worry if you
are right or wrong, as wc arc mainly interested in what happens in the brain as you are making this
decision, rather than if you get it right or wrong. The first stage of this fourth and final scans lasts about
three minutes. You will then be given a practice session lo get the hang of the second stage of this scan.
You will be shown a wnrd and asked to decide whether you saw it in the previous stage or not, and to
press a button to indicate this. This part of the fourth and final scan will last about six minutes. Again,
please make a response for each word, even if it is a 'best guess', and do not worry if you get it right or
wrong.
In general, therefore, please lie still but relaxed, do not speak whilst a scan is being done, press the
appropriate button when you have thought of a response and do not worry about how well you are duing.
You can, of course, slop the scanning session at any time, if you wish, but the whole thing should last for
less than an hour.
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Figure 5B: Medical Screening Form
SHEFC BRAIN IMAGING RESEARCH
CENTRE FOR SCOTLAND
SCREENING FORM #1(P)




Date of birth: Home telephone number: Business telephone number:
Weight: Height:
CIRCLE THE CORRECT RESPONSE TO ALL OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW (IF YOU HAVE
DIFFICULTY READING OR UNDERSTANDING THIS FORM, SOMEONE WILL HELP YOU):
• Do you have a cardiac pacemaker or artificial heart valve? YES/NO
• Have you ever had metal fragments in your eyes? YES/NO
• Do you have any vascular clips, a cochlear implant or a shunt etel YES/NO
If you have a shunt is it programmable?
• Have you ever had a shrapnel injury or any other injury involving metal? YES/NO
• Have you ever, at any time in your life, had any operations to your head? YES/NO
• Do you wear dentures, a dental plate, a brace, contact lenses or a hearing aid? YES/NO
• Have you had any joint replacements, Harrington rods etc? YES/NO
• Do you suffer from any heart disease or rhythm disorder? YES/NO
• Do you suffer from epilepsy or diabetes? YES/NO
• Have you had any recent surgery ofany type (within the last six months)? YES/NO




• Could you be pregnant?
• Are you breast-feeding?




Reasons why it might not be safe for me to undergo Magnetic Resonance Imaging scanning have
been explained to me, and I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about them. I am
satisfied that I have all the information that I need to provide informed consent.
I know of no reason why I should not undergo Magnetic Resonance Imaging scanning or take
part in the study.
I have removed all credit cards incorporating magnetic strips, and loose metallic objects (e.g.
coins, keys, badges, hair grips, jewellery, hearing aids, watches, cell-phones, pagers etc, and
documents held together with paper clips or staples), and have placed these in a secure locker or
left them with a friend or relative before I enter the scanner room.
Signature of Patient (or Guardian):
Name of Radiographer: CN Number (SBIRCS use only):
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Figure 5C: Within Scanner Instructions (Flett 2000)
Word Classification Task:
You will see a list ofwords
Your task is to decide if the words refer to living things or nonliving objects
Press any button to continue...
To make a response press the THUMB button if the word is a LIVING thing and the INDEX FINGER button if the word is a
NONLIVING object
You may respond at any point before the next word appears
Press any button to continue...
There now follows a PRACTICE run
During the practice you will be given feedback on your first response
Remember; press the Thumb button for a LIVING thing and the Index Finger button for a NONLIVING thing
Press any button to continue...
That was the end of the practice run
The real run will follow shortly
There will be a loud noise as the scan starts (Presentedfor 5000 ms)
Recognition Task:
This is a DIFFERENT task
In this task you will see another list of words
Some were presented on the screen in the living-nonliving task you have just done
Others are similar new words
Press any button to continue...
To respond press the THUMB button for YES, the word did appear in the previous list
Press the INDEX FINGER button for NO, the word did not appear in the previous list
Ifyou are unsure then make your best guess
You may respond at any point before the next stimulus appears
Press any key to continue...
There now follows a PRACTICE run
During the practice run you will receive feedback for your response
Remember; press the Thumb button for a word you DID see in the previous list and the Index Finger button for a word you did
NOT see
Press any key to continue...
That was the end of the practice run
The real ran will follow shortly
There will be a loud noise as the scan starts (Presentedfor 5000 ms)
There now follows the actual task
Respond to each word as in the Practice Run
Press Thumb for an OLD, previously seen word and Index Finger for a NEW word, not previously seen
Press any button to continue... Thank you for you attention. This task is complete
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Figure 5D: Post-testparticipant debriefingform
Edinburgh High Risk Study
Debriefing Questionnaire
To be completed by the participant and the researcher after the fMRI scan
Participant Scan Date . ..... ......
I. Did you have any problems during the scan? - Yes/No (please circle)
If yes: Please state what were the main problems
2. Were you comfortable during the scan? - Yes/No (please circle)
Tf no: Please state if you were so uncomfortable as to make you move in the scanncr-
Ycs/No (please circle)
3. a) In general, were you able to think ofwords during the ITayling sentence
Completion Task? - Yes/No (please circle)
b) In general, were you able to press a button once you had thought o f the
words during the Mayling Sentence Completion Task? Yes/No (please circle)
4. a) In general, were you able to decide whether a word was living or non
living, during the Living/Non living Decision Task? Yes/No (please circle)
b) In general, were you able to press a button once you had decided in which
category a word belonged (living or non living)? Yes/No (please circle)
5. a) In general, were you able to decide whether you had seen a word before or
not? Yes/No (please circle)
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Table 6L: Tests ofnormality at each level ofthe independent variable (C, HR- & HR+) for each
encoding and retrieval response measure
Test measure Symptom status Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic df Sig.*
Enclncorrect CONTROL .444 21 .000
HR- .296 41 .000
HR+ .267 27 .000
Enccorrect CONTROL .444 21 .000
HR- .284 41 .000
HR+ .267 27 .000
EncRT CONTROL .323 21 .000
HR- .227 41 .000
HR+ .303 27 .000
Retlncorrect CONTROL .138 21 .200
HR- .124 41 .112
HR+ .134 27 .200
RetCorrect CONTROL .251 21 .001
HR- .169 41 .005
HR+ .143 27 .163
False negatives CONTROL .113 21 .200
HR- .118 41 .166
HR+ .225 27 .001
True Positives CONTROL .180 21 .073
HR- .110 41 .200
HR+ .117 27 .200
True negative CONTROL .143 21 .200
HR- .152 41 .018
HR+ .187 27 .017
Old CONTROL .191 21 .045
HR- .087 41 .200
HR+ .146 27 .148
New CONTROL .179 21 .078
HR- .114 41 .200
HR+ .127 27 .200
Ret RT CONTROL .234 21 .004
HR- .190 41 .001
HR+ .186 27 .018
RTincorrect CONTROL .195 21 .037
HR- .240 41 .000
HR+ .201 27 .007
RTcorrect CONTROL .290 21 .000
HR- .209 41 .000
HR+ .217 27 .002
RTcorrectNew CONTROL .213 21 .014
HR- .188 41 .001
HR+ .214 27 .003
RTcorrectOld CONTROL .241 21 .002
HR- .193 41 .001
HR+ .198 27 .008
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